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FOREWORD

Humility is called for in the face of the countless agonies suffered by the Syrian 
people. Under the leadership of President Bashar al-Assad, the Syrian government 
has tortured hundreds of thousands and killed tens of thousands of people. The 
failure of the international community to take sufficient adequate action is grave; 
the prosecution of these most egregious crimes always comes too late and never 
goes far enough. This is well known to many Syrians who have found refuge in 
Germany: comprehensive justice for crimes against humanity does not exist.

And yet, 30 years ago, nothing whatsoever would have been done because the 
international criminal justice system was not as developed as it is now, and those 
affected would have had near to no access to it. Today, however, civil society actors 
from Syria, with support from Germany and elsewhere, have gathered evidence, 
and testimonies have been submitted both inside and outside the courtroom at the 
pivotal trial in Koblenz.

Anwar R, whose presence guaranteed that commands from the highest authorities 
were carried out, was one of the officers convicted. He was not merely a subordi-
nate who received orders; he assumed an independent role, even though he denied 
this. Yet, we have known since the Nuremberg trials that this excuse will not stand.

The ultimate goal must be to bring the highest-ranking criminal, Assad, to trial. 
But until that point, there is much to be done, which is why this groundbreaking 
trial in Koblenz could not be of greater significance.

The trial began under tenuous circumstances during the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
court struggled through the difficult material, deciphered the organization of the 
Syrian power structure, analyzed the Caesar photos that documented the horrors 
within Syrian torture facilities, and thus established a powerful basis for further 
proceedings. Indeed, the next alleged perpetrator, the Syrian doctor Alaa M, was 
indicted in Germany in July 2021, and his trial began merely months later, while 
international arrest warrants have been issued to apprehend high-ranking intelli-
gence chiefs.

In addition to contributing to the work of documentation and commemoration, 
Koblenz sends an important legal signal to other European states and has blazed 
a trail for potential international and Syrian tribunals in the future.

WOLFGANG KALECK IS GENERAL  
SECRETARY OF THE EUROPEAN CENTER FOR  
CONSTITUTIONAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS (ECCHR).

 Against powerlessness:  
 Criminal law and justice
WOLFGANG KALECK
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Many Syrians see the al-Khatib trial as a hopeful step on the path toward justice. 
Others believe that the criminal justice process should only take place after a 
political transfer of power has occurred, as part of a comprehensive transitional 
justice framework.

As a supporter of the witnesses in the Koblenz trial, my opinion is unequivocal: the 
al-Khatib trial is a major step. It marks the beginning of the reckoning with the 
crimes of the Assad regime, which have gone unpunished for more than 50 years.

My family was politically oppressed for decades. We directly experienced the 
consequences of torture, murder and enforced disappearance. I was ten years old 
when my youngest uncle was disappeared without a trace. One of my cousins was 
imprisoned for 13 years in the “hell” of the Saydnaya and Tadmor prisons. Because 
of his political activity in the opposition, my father was put behind bars for eight 
years. In the summer of 1996, my little brother Eyad was disappeared—to this day, 
we do not know his fate. In 2012, the same happened to another cousin.

Beyond my family, hundreds of thousands of other Syrian families suffer to this 
day from the agony of having lost their loved ones.

Nine years after the beginning of the revolution in Syria, brave survivors finally 
got the chance to stand within a courtroom and testify on torture, sexual violence 
and abuse. For the first time, survivors could recount the effects that these and other 
crimes had on themselves and their families.

Although one can reproach the trial for its failure to provide the public with suffi-
cient access to Arabic translations of the proceedings, among other things, the 
trial is a decisive turning point in the struggle against impunity and for the recogni-
tion of the rights of victims and survivors.

My thanks go to the German judiciary, which opened a pathway for us while 
other pathways were blocked.

JOUMANA SEIF IS A SYRIAN LAWYER AND HUMAN RIGHTS  
ACTIVIST. SHE JOINED ECCHR’S INTERNATIONAL CRIMES AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY PROGRAM IN MAY 2017 AS RESEARCH FELLOW,  
AND FROM MARCH 2022 AS LEGAL ADVISOR WITH A PARTICULAR 
FOCUS ON SYRIA AND SEXUAL AND GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE.  
INTER ALIA, SHE WORKED ON THE AL-KHATIB TRIAL BY CLOSELY 
SUPPORTING THE SURVIVORS. SHE IS THE DAUGHTER OF THE 
SYRIAN-OPPOSITION POLITICIAN RIAD SEIF, WHO ALSO GAVE 
TESTIMONY AT THE TRIAL (SEE TRIAL REPORTS DAY 26 AND 27).

 Turning point in the  
struggle against impunity
JOUMANA SEIF
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The guilty verdicts in the trial in Koblenz, Germany, of two former Syrian 
intelligence officials for crimes against humanity offered survivors a glimpse 
of hope for justice. Yet much more remains to be done. The Koblenz trial not 
only spoke to the former intelligence officials’ role but also laid bare the Syrian 
government’s systemic torture and killing of tens of thousands of people.

Comprehensive justice for torture and other atrocities in Syria has been largely 
elusive. In 2014, Russia and China vetoed an effort at the United Nations Security 
Council to give the International Criminal Court a mandate over serious crimes 
there. Two years later, UN member countries responded by setting up a team 
of investigators to gather, analyze, and secure evidence of serious crimes for 
future prosecutions. Trials such as the one that took place in Koblenz were 
what the states had in mind.

While most avenues for prosecuting war crimes and crimes against humanity in 
Syria remain blocked, the principle of universal jurisdiction offers a pathway 
for survivors to pursue a small measure of justice through domestic courts. But to 
be meaningful, justice should not only be done, but be seen to be done. The lack 
of translation during the Koblenz trial marginalized survivor participation in 
the trial. This compilation of documents is an attempt to give affected communi-
ties and the public—inside and outside Germany—insight into what happened 
in the Koblenz case.

As the Koblenz trial so valuably demonstrates, the wheels of justice may turn 
slowly, but they can lead to success. Over the last decade, Syrian authorities have 
arbitrarily arrested, unlawfully detained, forcibly disappeared, and tortured 
tens of thousands of people. Other parties to the conflict have also committed 
serious violations with impunity. More needs to be done to address the scale of 
atrocities committed in Syria. The international community should continue 
to take every step possible to dismantle the ongoing culture of impunity and 
bolster ongoing efforts to hold perpetrators of abuse to account. Survivors and 
victims deserve justice and should not be forgotten.

BALKEES JARRAH IS THE INTERIM DIRECTOR  
OF THE INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE  
PROGRAM AT HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH.

 A small step toward  
justice for Syria
BALKEES JARRAH
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After 107 days of trial proceedings, the Koblenz Higher Regional Court found 
Anwar R guilty as a co-perpetrator of acts of murder, torture and sexual violence 
committed in the so-called al-Khatib intelligence service detention center. This 
was the very first time that a member of the Assad regime had to answer for 
crimes committed in Syria. Likewise, it was a global first that a court declared 
Assad’s violent crackdown on his own people a crime against humanity. The 
al-Khatib trial thus marks a milestone in the reckoning of Syrian crimes.

Without the tireless and courageous efforts of Syrian activists, civil society 
organizations and survivors of the violent dictatorship, the proceedings would 
likely not have taken place. The survivors and the families of those affected 
in particular, had to endure significant hardship as a result of hearing repeated 
descriptions of survivors’ experiences, as well as directly confronting the 
accused in the courtroom. The European Center for Constitutional and Human 
Rights has supported them since 2012 in their struggle for justice. We would 
like to take this opportunity to thank them for their trust, without which our 
work would have been impossible.

During the main proceedings, which began in April 2020, the court progressively 
came to the conclusion that Anwar R, as a functionary of the Syrian intelligence 
services between April 2011 and 2012, was co-responsible for at least 4,000 
cases of torture, the murder of 27 people and multiple cases of sexual violence. 
Already in February 2021, the court had convicted Anwar R’s employee Eyad A 
for complicity in torture and severe deprivation of liberty in at least 30 cases, 
sentencing him to four and a half years in prison. The Federal Court of Justice 
has since confirmed this judgment against Eyad A on appeal.

In contrast to more politically controversial contexts, the criminal prosecution 
authorities in Germany had political backing, which enabled them to investigate 
the matters at hand more intensively. But the success of such proceedings, in 
which a national court acts on behalf of the international community of states on 
the basis of the principle of universal jurisdiction, cannot be measured solely 
by their smooth passage through the necessary procedural steps. When coming 
to terms with mass crimes, it is crucial that survivors, relatives, as well as the 
communities primarily affected by the crimes, are closely involved. This also 
entails that the people must be comprehensively informed of the progress of the 
proceedings, enabling them to understand the process and procedures, and 
ensuring their active participation as plaintiffs or experts. Civil society must also 
see such a trial as “their own” in order for it to be successful. The documentation 
of such proceedings for posterity—for a potential culture of remembrance 
and commemoration in the future—must be taken into consideration from the 
very beginning.

 A historic trial 
—With missed opportunities
ANTONIA KLEIN & PATRICK KROKER
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These demands stand in remarkable contrast to various regulations within 
German procedural law and its application by the Koblenz Higher Regional 
Court: the language of the court is German, and the main proceedings are to be 
conducted in German. Even after comments and complaints from civil society 
actors, press releases about arrests, indictments and verdicts were published 
exclusively in German, as was information concerning the time and place of the 
main proceedings. A notable exception to this was the press release from the 
Koblenz Higher Regional Court on the occasion of the pronouncement of the 
verdict, which was published in German, English and Arabic. In addition, there 
are no transcripts of witness testimony in German court proceedings. As a rule, 
the only document published concerning the content of the main proceedings 
is the verdict. In the case of the al-Khatib trial, this meant that, despite pandem-
ic-related travel restrictions, the Arabic-speaking public was dependent upon 
external trial observers to document and correctly report—in Arabic—the 
events of the trial.

At ECCHR, it was our concern from the very beginning to reduce this discrep-
ancy between the need to include Syrian civil society and the suboptimal prac-
tices of German court proceedings. For this reason, we supported efforts to make 
it possible for Arabic speakers to also follow the trial, along with the demand 
to make audio recordings of the trial available for historical purposes. At the 
Koblenz Higher Regional Court, these efforts were largely unsuccessful. Thanks 
to the intervention of the Federal Constitutional Court, at least Arabic-speaking 
journalists had access to simultaneous translations of the trial proceedings.

This volume serves as an additional step toward bringing the trial closer to those 
whom it concerns the most. Our aim is to give all interested parties the oppor-
tunity to gain a direct impression of the trial by means of primary sources in 
German or through their Arabic or English translations.

The first section is dedicated to the events of the trial as such. It begins with the 
press release from the Koblenz Higher Regional Court on the opening of the 
proceedings, which contains essential aspects of the indictment that were not 
available to the public. Following this, the readers will find ECCHR’s court 
reports on each day of trial. These texts provide a comprehensive overview of 
the events of the trial. In particular, they describe the testimony of survivors of 
the al-Khatib branch, of experts—concerning the political situation in Syria, 
for example—as well as the testimonies of former Syrian intelligence service 
employees and the analysis of the Caesar photos by a forensic specialist. Follow-
ing this, the Federal Prosecutor’s Office’s closing statement on Anwar R is 
included. In this statement, the Federal Prosecutor’s Office classifies the events in 
Syria from 29 April 2011 onward as crimes against humanity. Additionally, they 
also address Anwar R’s statement, in which the latter claims to have already been 
stripped of his power as of summer 2011 and that he had made efforts to treat 
prisoners well. The press release of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court on Eyad 
A’s — now legally binding — conviction in February 2021 and on the conviction 
of the main defendant Anwar R of January 2022 (whose appeal was still pending 
before the Federal Court of Justice at the time of going to press) conclude 
this section.

In the second section, we present civil society’s demands regarding the trial 
process by displaying two motions submitted to the Koblenz court. Since the 
beginning of the trial, we supported Syrian trial observers all the way to the 
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Federal Constitutional Court in their efforts to receive access to Arabic language transla-
tions in order to be able to follow the trial. The preliminary decision by the Federal 
Constitutional Court in August 2020 on this matter, in addition to the order to allow 
accredited Arabic-speaking media representatives access to the translation in the court-
room, contains important statements on the significance of the trial to the Syrian public, 
which will also be relevant in future international criminal proceedings. In June 2021, 23 
German and international scholars, research institutions, human rights organizations, and 
activists also requested that an audio recording of the trial be made available. This request 
highlights the extraordinary interest in the trial, as well as its historical significance 
worldwide and for the Federal Republic of Germany. The Koblenz Higher Regional 
Court rejected this request as well, and thus, the last opportunity to render original 
material from the trial accessible to later generations was lost.

The third section highlights the participation of the joint plaintiffs. The transcript of a 
witness statement provides detailed insight into the detention conditions at al-Khatib and 
illustrates how interviews are conducted in court. Following this are two anonymized 
motions filed by the joint plaintiffs with the support of ECCHR during the trial: for sexual 
violence in Syrian detention facilities to be classified as a crime against humanity, and for 
the crime of enforced disappearance to be included in the indictment as a crime against 
humanity. While the appropriate legal classification was granted with respect to the first 
request, the second request was unsuccessful. Also included in this section are closing 
statements by the joint plaintiffs. In them, some of the plaintiffs and their lawyers present 
their perspectives on the proceedings.

The selection of texts in this publication is subjective and incomplete. A comprehensive 
documentation of international criminal proceedings is a public task that cannot be 
accomplished by civil society organizations alone. Judicial practices in Germany have a 
lot of catching up to do in this regard, as the Koblenz proceedings clearly demonstrated. 
In light of the many opportunities the Koblenz Higher Regional Court failed to take, we 
hope that this collection will contribute to ensuring that the first trial on state torture in 
Syria can be retraced in the future and will play a role in Syrian memory.

ANTONIA KLEIN HAS BEEN A LEGAL ADVISOR FOR ECCHR’S SYRIA TEAM SINCE 
2018 AND A BERTHA JUSTICE FELLOW SINCE 2019. DR PATRICK KROKER IS A 
LAWYER AND REPRESENTED THE JOINT PLAINTIFFS IN THE AL-KHATIB TRIAL. 
HE DIRECTS ECCHR’S WORK ON SYRIA.



 The trial
 I. I.

TORTURE IN SYRIA ON TRIAL IN KOBLENZ
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The First Criminal Division of the State Security Senate of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court admit-
ted the indictment of the Public Prosecutor dated 18 October 2019 against 57-year-old Anwar R and 
43-year-old Eyad A and opened the trial (order of the First Criminal Division—State Security Senate—
of 6 March 2020, file number: 1 StE 9/19).

The defendant Anwar R is accused of complicity in committing, within the period from 29 April 
2011 to 7 September 2012 and as part of a widespread and systematic attack against a civilian population, 
a crime against humanity (Section 7 (1) Point 1, Point 5, Point 9 VStGB, Section 25 StGB), in which he is 
charged with 58 counts of murder (Section 211 StGB), rape and aggravated sexual assault (Section 177 (1) 
Point 1, (2) Point 1, (3) Point 1 StGB as in effect until November 8, 2016).

The defendant Eyad A is accused of aiding and abetting a crime against humanity within the 
period from 1 September 2011 to 31 October 2011 (Section 7 (1) Point 5, Point 9 VStGB, Section 27 StGB).

It is alleged that both defendants were members of the Syrian General Intelligence Directo-
rate. Anwar R is alleged to have headed the Investigations Unit in the General Intelligence Directorate 
(Branch 251), which is responsible for the security of the municipality of Damascus and its surroundings, 
and to which the Branch 251 detention center was purportedly attached. He was allegedly in command 
of the Investigation Unit’s interrogators and was the senior military officer among the detention center 
staff. The indictment alleges that killings and torture occurred under his leadership and responsibility in 
the detention facilities of Branch 251. Between 29 April 2011 and 7 September 2012, at least 4,000 Branch 
251 detainees were allegedly tortured throughout the period of their detention, including by being sub-
jected to violence in the form of beatings, kicks, and electric shocks. At least one case of both rape and 
aggravated sexual assault also reportedly occurred. The detainees were also allegedly subjected to 
threats of violence against their close relatives. The brutal physical and psychological abuse was report-
edly used to extract confessions and obtain information about the opposition movement. At least 58 peo-
ple are claimed to have died as a result of the abuses committed during the period of the alleged crime. 
In addition to the abuses mentioned above, inhumane and degrading confinement conditions were pur-
portedly prevalent in the detention center. It is alleged that the detainees were consistently denied access 
to medical care and washing facilities; food was insufficient and often simply inedible, and the deten-
tion cells were so overcrowded that it was often impossible to sit or lie down, and detainees had to sleep 
standing up. Anwar R, as head of the Investigation Unit, is said to have assigned duties to the interroga-
tors and detention center guards, and to have supervised and directed their activities and work practices, 
including the use of systematic and brutal torture. He was reportedly aware of the extent of the torture 
during the entire period of the alleged crime, and therefore was also aware that detainees were dying as 
a result of the extreme violence being perpetrated against them.

Eyad A was purportedly an employee of a sub-branch. In the fall of 2011, he and his colleagues 
searched the streets for fleeing protesters after a demonstration had been violently dispersed. In the 
end, at least 30 people were reportedly arrested and taken by bus to the detention center run by Branch 
251, with Eyad A escorting the detainees in one of the buses. The detainees had allegedly already been 

 Press release issued by  
the Koblenz Higher Regional  
 Court at the start of the trial
10 MARCH 2020—KOBLENZ HIGHER REGIONAL COURT

Indictment admitted against two suspected  
Syrian intelligence operatives charged  
with committing crimes against humanity
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beaten on the way to the detention center, and this is said to have been repeated upon arrival at the prison. 
Once in the prison, they were allegedly brutally maltreated and systematically tortured. Eyad A is said 
to have been aware of the regular and systematic torture carried out by Branch 251 when the demonstra-
tors were arrested.

Both defendants are Syrian nationals. Previous findings indicate that Anwar R entered the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany on 26 July 2014, and Eyad A on 25 April 2018. The defendants were arrested 
on the charge that is the subject of these proceedings on 12 February 2019. Anwar R has been in custody 
continuously since then. Eyad A was temporarily released from custody in May 2019. However, he has 
also been remanded in custody continuously since the beginning of June 2019.

The State Security Senate intends to begin the main trial on

Thursday, 
23 April 2020, 
starting at 9:30 a.m.,

Courtroom 128,
Koblenz Higher Regional Court, 
Karmeliterstrasse 14,
56068 Koblenz.

SOURCE: KOBLENZ HIGHER REGIONAL COURT, 10 MARCH 2020, AVAILABLE AT: 
HTTPS://OLGKO.JUSTIZ.RLP.DE/DE/STARTSEITE/DETAIL/NEWS/NEWS/DETAIL/
ANKLAGE-GEGEN-ZWEI-MUTMASSLICHE-MITARBEITER-DES-SYRISCHEN-
GEHEIMDIENSTES-WEGEN-DER-BEGEHUNG-VON-VERBR/

https://olgko.justiz.rlp.de/de/startseite/detail/news/News/detail/anklage-gegen-zwei-mutmassliche-mitarbeiter-des-syrischen-geheimdienstes-wegen-der-begehung-von-verbr/
https://olgko.justiz.rlp.de/de/startseite/detail/news/News/detail/anklage-gegen-zwei-mutmassliche-mitarbeiter-des-syrischen-geheimdienstes-wegen-der-begehung-von-verbr/
https://olgko.justiz.rlp.de/de/startseite/detail/news/News/detail/anklage-gegen-zwei-mutmassliche-mitarbeiter-des-syrischen-geheimdienstes-wegen-der-begehung-von-verbr/
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WARNING The trial reports include testimony of abuse, torture, killings, and sexualized violence 
that can be traumatizing and/or evoke memories in people who have experienced similar things.

DAY 1, 23 APRIL 2020: 
MAIN TRIAL BEGINS AND CHARGES ARE READ

On 23 April 2020, the trial against Syrian nationals Anwar R and Eyad A began at the Higher Regional 
Court in Koblenz, Germany. Hours before the hearing began, those affected, along with Syrian activ-
ists, journalists from all over the world, NGO representatives, and other interested parties lined up in 
front of the court building, as they all wanted to witness and document the long-awaited opening of 
the first trial worldwide on state torture in Syria. 14 international media representatives and 15 vis-
itors were finally allowed to enter courtroom 128—fewer people than usual, due to COVID-19 secu-
rity measures. Plexiglas walls separated defendants, joint plaintiffs, lawyers, and translators, which 
were the only effective means of preventing potential infection. Before proceedings began, the pre-
siding judge made sure that the defendants, their lawyers, and translators could communicate without 
hindrance via intercom. When the defendants entered the courtroom—Anwar R undisguised, Eyad 
A with a hood pulled down over his eyes—it was agonizing, not only for those affected sitting on the 
benches reserved for visitors; some of the joint plaintiffs and other torture survivors pointedly turned 
their backs on the two men. Others had been waiting for this very moment and wanted to look the 
defendants in the eyes. With the words “I charge,” Senior Public Prosecutor Jasper Klinge began read-
ing the indictment. Anwar R is charged with complicity in 4,000 cases of torture, 58 murders, and cases 
of rape and sexual assault. As Klinge listed 24 cases of torture, the fates of Syrian individuals were read 
aloud 24 times: from their arrest to their transport to the detention facility known as Branch 251, where 
detainees suffered inhumane conditions and were subjected to brutal “interrogations” and torture until 
their release. Anwar R, as stated in the indictment, must have known about the torture, and at least tac-
itly accepted it. The indictment also described the political situation in Syria and the role of the intel-
ligence services, making clear that this case is about these two perpetrators. However, the court will 
also investigate the context in which the crimes were committed. The defendants were part of a sys-
tem, after all. This trial will also ultimately be about the widespread and systematic torture of “incon-
venient” citizens, which Bashar al-Assad’s government has ordered for years. Anwar R plans to give 
a written statement in the next few days; Eyad A remained silent. “Today, I saw a fair trial for the first 
time. We want the truth about Syria’s torture system to come to light,” said joint plaintiff Hussein Ghrer 
after the trial’s opening. Wassim Mukdad, also a joint plaintiff, added, “This trial is not only important 
for me personally, but for everyone who is still detained in Syrian detention centers, and for those who 
did not survive them. We want justice for all.”

 ECCHR  
trial reports
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DAY 2, 24 APRIL 2020: 
INVESTIGATIONS BY THE GERMAN FEDERAL CRIMINAL POLICE

After the very first trial on state torture in Syria in the world started the day before, a German Fed-
eral Criminal Police officer (Bundeskriminalamt or BKA) explained how investigations of defendants 
Anwar R and Eyad A had been initiated and the previous steps that had been taken. The BKA officer, 
whom the court had summoned as a witness, reported when and how German authorities had heard 
about Anwar R and his alleged crimes, and how he personally, along with the investigative team, had 
checked and verified this information for the BKA. In addition to several technical details and expla-
nations about how cooperation with investigative authorities in France, Sweden, and Norway had been 
carried out, the witness described specifics about the actual alleged crimes. People in the courtroom 
found his account of the different torture techniques particularly distressing. In his overview of wit-
ness testimonies, the officer detailed the especially brutal torture methods used in Branch 251. Public 
interest in the trial was unwavering—most seats reserved for journalists were taken today as well. The 
remaining seats were given to visitors, who were mainly Syrians. We will all have to remain patient for 
quite some time. ECCHR believes the trial will stretch on for years. Lawyer Patrick Kroker, who repre-
sents seven joint plaintiffs in the proceedings, said that it was an important step for the trial to finally be 
opened, and meaningful that so many affected people, activists, and lawyers from Syria could attend the 
first two days. The mere initiation of the proceedings already gave many within and outside Syria hope 
that justice will be served for all victims of the Syrian government’s torture apparatus.

DAY 3, 28 APRIL 2020: 
EXPERT TESTIMONY ON THE POLITICAL  
AND SOCIAL SITUATION IN SYRIA

On day three of the trial, an expert ethnologist testified before the court. She previously wrote a report for 
the German Federal Public Prosecutor, analyzing the political situation in Syria in 2011 as well as Presi-
dent Bashar al-Assad’s government’s crackdown on the opposition and protest movement in 2011 and 2012.

The expert gave an overview of political developments in Syria, particularly since independence 
in 1946. She reported that as early as the 1970s, Syrian President Hafez al-Assad restricted freedom of 
speech and cultivated a climate of fear, which included the use of torture. After a short phase of political 
liberation and reform in 2000 (The Damascus Spring), Hafez’ son and successor Bashar al-Assad con-
tinued the (brutal) oppression of political dissidents and the opposition.

In March 2011, protests against the government increased. The situation escalated when teenag-
ers reportedly wrote the words, “The people demand the regime’s end,” on a wall. They were arrested 
and brought back from detention with signs of torture. This event horrified and angered the entire coun-
try, leading to widespread uprisings in March 2011—and consequently, to the Syrian civil war.

The expert traced the course of the conflict in detail and explained the role of the four intelli-
gence services. She provided insight into the conditions of detention facilities and torture methods, 
including sexual violence. The torture techniques were often the same as those used against the oppo-
sition in the 1970s.

The ethnologist further testified about Syria’s demographics; in particular, on religious majori-
ties and minorities (Sunnis, Alawites, and Christians), social power dynamics, the role of the military, 
as well as the Ba’ath Party, which is the ruling country, as stipulated in the constitution, and is led by 
President Assad.

The senate, defense lawyers, and the joint plaintiffs’ lawyers questioned the ethnologist. The only 
joint plaintiff present on this day, Syrian filmmaker Feras Fayyad, also took the floor. He asked in Ara-
bic (via court interpreters who translate for the defendants), to what extent the Assad government called 
members of the opposition “terrorists.”
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DAY 4, 29 APRIL 2020: 
WITNESS TESTIMONY ON ANWAR R’S ASYLUM PROCEEDINGS

On day four of the trial, no joint plaintiffs were present in room 128 of the Higher Regional Court in 
Koblenz, Germany; however, their lawyers, the defendants and their lawyers, interpreters, as well as 
about a dozen journalists and other interested parties, among them students and lawyers observing the 
trial, were there to witness the proceedings. Three witnesses testified about Anwar R’s entry into Ger-
many and the subsequent asylum procedure that was used. However, the court focused less on the wit-
nesses, and more on the respective authorities’ documents.

The first witness, a Berlin-based employee of the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees 
(Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge, BAMF) was questioned about Anwar R and his family’s 
2015 asylum procedure. The witness talked so quickly that the Syrian interpreters and lawyers taking 
notes could hardly keep up; she was asked to speak more slowly several times. Anwar R’s case met the 
conditions for asylum, and because he had a visa in his passport that allowed him to stay in Germany, 
BAMF did not hold hearings and granted him asylum.

Finally, she detailed Anwar R’s path to asylum in Germany, using documents that the judge 
showed the audience using an overhead projector. The documents included the asylum application, visas, 
and various stamps in Anwar R’s passport (including one for entry via Berlin Tegel Airport). Apparently 
copied multiple times, the documents were often hardly legible to both the visitors and the judge. She 
and the senate attempted to decipher the text on Anwar R’s visa.

The second witness, an officer at the German Federal Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt), first 
described what she knew of Anwar R’s role in Syria’s exile opposition. She testified that, as part of the 
opposition delegation, Anwar R participated in the Geneva II UN peace conference on Syria in January 
2014. For her, this was fundamental proof of his role in the opposition at the time.

The witness was also questioned about the circumstances of Anwar R’s entry into Germany. She 
stated that she only knew from filed documents that at the time, a Syrian opposition member spoke to 
the Foreign Office in Anwar R’s favor. The relevant documents were shown via overhead projector; for 
example, Anwar R’s application to the Foreign Office with details concerning his profession: “colonel 
in state security administration.”

The senate and the lawyers only had a few questions for each witness—the first part of the day 
ended after only an hour and a half, followed by a long lunch break.

In the afternoon, an employee from the Immigration Office (Landesamt für Einwanderung) 
testified. However, her hearing concerned only very briefly what she came to say—she gave only a 
short statement on Anwar R’s May 2015 application to re-enter Germany from Turkey. At the time, 
Turkish authorities confiscated his Syrian passport on suspicion of forgery. However, this could not 
be definitively confirmed. The testimony focused on many documents establishing Anwar R’s iden-
tity collected by her office. Again, the judge asked that many of the pages displayed using the projec-
tor be read out loud. And again, the passport and entry visa were shown—and this time the copies 
were actually legible.

DAY 5, 18 MAY 2020: 
STATEMENT BY MAIN DEFENDANT ANWAR R

Today was the day that torture survivors and plaintiffs, human rights activists from Syria, Germany 
and France, as well as lawyers and journalists from around the world had been waiting for. The lawyers 
of the al-Khatib trial’s main defendant, Anwar R, announced that the former head of investigations at 
Branch 251 of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s General Intelligence Directorate would give a state-
ment to the court.

The first visitors began lining up in front of the court building at 6 am, but ultimately had to 
wait until after 2 p. because the day’s proceedings first dealt with the second defendant, Eyad A. Three 
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witnesses, employees of the German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, were questioned in 
detail about Eyad A’s asylum procedure.

After the lunch break, it was finally time: Anwar R’s lawyer Michael Böcker began to read his 
client’s 45-page statement. For over two hours, he took turns with his colleague Yorck Fratzky. They 
described Anwar R’s career in detail, including his studies, training and various career steps within the 
General Intelligence Directorate. The word “torture” was not uttered for the first 50 minutes. For the 
Syrian torture survivors in the courtroom, this presentation was unbearable to listen to. Also, many jour-
nalists and others present could only shake their heads.

In essence, Anwar R’s statement argued that he had done nothing wrong; it was others who had 
mistreated and tortured prisoners. He was not able to do anything about it. He even tried to help individ-
ual prisoners. Anwar R pled innocent to all charges—including survivors’ specific allegations of tor-
ture that the prosecutors had read aloud at the beginning of the trial. Anwar R went so far as to deny that 
any instruments or methods of torture were used at Branch 251. The many pieces of evidence collected 
by the German Federal Criminal Police, detailed in the lead investigator’s testimony on day two of the 
trial, suggest the opposite.

Anwar R tried to downplay his role and deny all responsibility. He stated that Tawfiq Younes, 
head of Branch 251, had pressured him on several occasions, and then restricted his authority in the 
beginning of June 2011. Anwar R claimed that from then on, he only did office work, wrote reports and 
conducted a few general interrogations.

Then, the statement turned to why, when and how Anwar R deserted, and finally left Syria in 2012. 
The main defendant presented himself as a long-time supporter of the Syrian opposition. Finally, the 
statement named a number of people who could testify to this.

The statement was read in its entirety for over an hour and a half. After that, the fifth day of the 
al-Khatib trial ended very quickly. Anwar R’s statement did not clarify any of the issues in question. It 
gave detailed explanations but, ultimately, was merely a schematic and blanket rejection of all accusa-
tions. The statement also contradicts, in part grotesquely, what has been reported for decades about the 
Syrian intelligence services’ system of torture. In any case, it was a slap in the face to everyone who has 
fought for years, even decades, to criminally address torture and other human rights crimes in Syria’s 
detention facilities, which include Branch 251.

DAY 6, 19 MAY 2020: 
ANWAR R’S BERLIN POLICE REPORT  
AND THE SITUATION IN SYRIA

On the sixth day of the al-Khatib trial, the Koblenz court summoned two witnesses who testified about 
Anwar R’s February 2015 report to the Berlin police, in which he stated that he felt persecuted and threat-
ened by the Syrian intelligence services.

The first witness, a police chief inspector, only partially remembered the situation from five 
years ago. She said that, compared to her daily work, this report was extraordinary. Anwar R turned up 
at the police station accompanied by a German mediator because he spoke neither German nor Eng-
lish. The court showed the policewoman’s documents, which were also exhibited to everyone in the 
Koblenz courtroom. They were several pages long, in Anwar R’s handwriting in Arabic, and with a 
German translation.

In 2015, Anwar R reported that he felt persecuted, threatened, and that he was being watched. He 
feared that the Syrian intelligence services had found him and was planning to kidnap him. As such, 
he sought police protection. He signed the respective document not only with his name, but also—as 
ECCHR partner and joint plaintiff lawyer Sebastian Scharmer explicitly pointed out—his Syrian mili-
tary rank: “Syrian citizen Colonel Anwar R” The policewoman filed the report and forwarded it to the 
regional criminal investigation department in Berlin so it could take a deeper look into the matter. She 
did not know what happened to the report after that.
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The second witness was the woman who had accompanied Anwar R to the police station that day as a 
mediator. However, as she made clear in the beginning of her testimony, she had hardly any recollection 
of that day. A former German embassy employee in Damascus, the political scientist and Islamic studies 
expert met Anwar R after his arrival in Germany, and they had had several long conversations in order 
to document and analyze the situation in Syria.

Anwar R was introduced to her as a former high-ranking intelligence services colonel and a mem-
ber of the Syrian opposition. Was she distrustful of him because of his role as an intelligence officer? Yes, 
but she hoped he could give her important insights into Syria. Of course, she was aware that someone 
working in the Syrian intelligence services would likely have some connection to human rights violations. 
She could only speculate about his motivation to leave Syria. In 2015, Anwar R called the witness several 
times and asked her for help, which is why she accompanied him when he went to the police.

The judge, public prosecutor, and the lawyers for the defense and joint plaintiffs all questioned her 
as an expert witness. Her report blatantly contradicted many of Anwar R’s claims from the day before: she 
said it was common knowledge that the Syrian intelligence services were committing human rights viola-
tions. During her time at the German embassy in Syria, she had heard of documented torture cases in intel-
ligence headquarters, including torture methods such as the so-called German chair, beatings on the feet, 
as well as lethal beatings. She claimed that all of these methods had been in use in Syria even prior to 2011.

DAY 7, 27 MAY 2020: 
THE INTERROGATION OF EYAD A BY  
THE FEDERAL CRIMINAL POLICE

Three witnesses were summoned on the seventh day of the al-Khatib trial. They all testified about 
defendant Eyad A’s interview at the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) in August 2018. The central 
question was whether this interview should be admissible in the current trial.

Eyad A had been questioned by the BKA as a witness in structural investigations on Syria, not as a 
suspect in a criminal investigation. Accordingly, before his interview, he had been informed of his rights 
as a witness, not as a suspect. His defense counsel objected to the admission of the testimony during pre-
liminary proceedings and then once again at the beginning of the trial. Eyad A’s arrest warrant had even 
been withdrawn during the preliminary proceedings. However, the Federal Court of Justice decided that 
part of the testimony was admissible, and thus, Eyad A remained in custody. The first witness was the Fed-
eral Criminal Police officer who had questioned Eyad A at the time. The officer reported that Eyad A had 
been questioned as a witness in the context of the BKA’s structural investigations on Syria, based on a tip 
from the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees. Had the BKA already been aware of the special sig-
nificance of Intelligence Services Branch 251 and the role of the accused at that facility? The BKA officer 
testified that Eyad A had been informed of his rights and obligations as a witness, including his right to 
not incriminate himself. The other witnesses later called to the stand—the interpreter and the person 
who recorded his testimony—confirmed this. The BKA officer recalled Eyad A’s interview from mem-
ory, and was then presented with the entire recorded testimony by the accused, section by section—a long 
and painstaking process for all present. The extent of the Syrian intelligence services’ systematic brutal-
ity became frighteningly clear. For example, Eyad A told the BKA about detainees’ screams that could 
even be heard in the cafeteria of the detention facility, as well as the arbitrary shooting of peaceful demon-
strators. The Syrian people’s suffering was made clear when one of the so-called Caesar photographs was 
shown at the trial for the first time: the body of a man killed by the Syrian intelligence services, emaciated 
and almost entirely naked. The Syrian intelligence services numbered the corpses to classify them—a 
card had been placed in the murdered man’s hands showing the number 251, the identification number of 
the al-Khatib branch. This picture dramatically illustrates the violence and crimes committed by the Syr-
ian intelligence services. Yet, it represents only one of the many thousands of people who have lost their 
lives, have been tortured, and forcibly disappeared in Syrian intelligence services’ detention facilities like 
al-Khatib—and it is a reminder of the countless people who are still suffering there.
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DAY 8, 28 MAY 2020: 
BERLIN STATE CRIMINAL POLICE  
OFFICE ON ANWAR R’S POLICE REPORT

Day 8 of the al-Khatib trial was rather short compared to previous days of the trial. The topic was the 
questioning of Anwar R in 2015 when he filed charges because he was convinced that he was being fol-
lowed by Syrian intelligence officials in Berlin (see trial report day 6). Three witnesses were called: a 
chief inspector from the Berlin State Criminal Police (LKA) who had led the interrogation, a senior 
inspector who was present during the interrogation, and an interpreter who had translated it. The latter, 
however, was excused due to illness.

Before the hearing, Syrian activists from The Syria Campaign, Families for Freedom and Adopt 
a Revolution raised public awareness in front of the court building. Holding a banner that read, “Assad’s 
Syria = torture state #SyriaNotSafe!” the group of ten reminded passersby about the Syrian state’s 
human rights violations. At the same time, they drew attention to the “No deportations to Syria!” peti-
tion directed at Germany’s Regional Ministers of the Interior, which is calling for an end to deportations 
to Syria because of the situation there. The activists also placed 40 framed photographs on the steps 
in front of the court—portraits of people who had been tortured, murdered, disappeared or were still 
imprisoned in Syrian torture facilities under the leadership of Bashar al-Assad.

In court, the Berlin State Criminal Police officer testified first. He spoke in detail about Anwar R’s 
questioning on 27 February 2015, when the main defendant was firmly convinced that he had been rec-
ognized as a deserter by the Syrian intelligence services in Germany. He feared he would be kidnapped 
by the Syrian intelligence services and taken to Syria. According to the written record of the interroga-
tion, on several occasions, Anwar R had felt watched and persecuted by people of seemingly Syrian ori-
gin. For example, Anwar R reported an incident with a Syrian doctor, in which he felt threatened when a 
photograph was taken for his patient file. This and other incidents made the accused feel so unsafe that 
he finally turned to the Berlin police (for details, see trial monitoring day 6).

Reading out the record of the police interrogation did not expose any new details of the defend-
ant’s activities in Syria. Remarkably, however, Anwar R himself had disclosed his role as head of Branch 
251’s investigations department. From the LKA officer’s perspective, there existed no reliable evidence 
of Anwar R’s alleged persecution. At the officer’s request, the German Federal Intelligence Service con-
firmed this assessment. The Public Prosecutor’s Office then closed the case.

The second witness, the chief inspector of the Berlin State Criminal Police, had also attended 
Anwar R’s 2015 interrogation, and confirmed that it had followed the appropriate procedure. She shared 
the first witness’ assessment that Anwar R seemed to truly fear being attacked by the Syrian intelli-
gence services, but she had assessed the actual probability of this danger as being low.

DAY 9, 29 MAY 2020: 
BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG CRIMINAL  
POLICE’S QUESTIONING OF ANWAR R

Like the previous day of the al-Khatib trial, day 9 was quite short. Two witnesses were scheduled to 
testify on their questioning of defendant Anwar R during the Baden-Württemberg Criminal Police 
(LKA) State Security Department’s investigation of international crimes in Syria. An LKA chief detec-
tive and an interpreter had been summoned, but the interpreter was abroad and thus unable to appear 
in court.

The LKA chief detective who led the interrogation testified that, on 26 October 2017 in Stuttgart, 
he interviewed Anwar R as a witness in an investigation into possible crimes against humanity in Syria. 
The police officer recounted that another witness had named Anwar R as a potential witness. He recalled 
some of the witness interview from memory, and parts of the interrogation’s record were presented to 
him, section by section. The reading of this record disclosed some new details of Anwar R’s activities in 
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Syria, as well as an overview of the career and position of the accused in the Syrian intelligence services, 
along with information about his escape from Syria.

The chief detective reported that Anwar R had described having witnessed war crimes, for exam-
ple, dead bodies being brought to Branch 251, among other things. Anwar R also told the LKA that up to 
750 prisoners a day were taken to the al-Khatib branch. When asked how interrogations were conducted 
in Syria, Anwar R stated that some were “severe” because it was impossible to remain polite when inter-
rogating so many people. This seemed cynical to some present in the courtroom, in light of the picture 
of the tortured, dead Branch 251 detainee shown in court the day before.

Since the LKA investigation had focused on the activities of Syrian secret service Branch 320 in 
Hama, Anwar R was not questioned in detail about Branch 251. The LKA detective testified that after 
the interview, he forwarded the transcript to the German Federal Criminal Police (BKA). The BKA was 
to look into whether there was any suspicion that Anwar R might have committed a criminal offense.

After less than two hours, the only witness of the day was released without having been sworn in. 
The defense objected to the admission of the police officer’s statements, saying they would substantiate 
this objection in detail later in the trial.

DAYS 10 AND 11, 3/4 JUNE 2020: 
FIRST TORTURE SURVIVOR TESTIFIES

Days 10 and 11 of the al-Khatib trial were important, especially for Syrian victims and activists, because 
a torture survivor testified for the first time. Equally a first in the trial, a lot of Arabic was spoken. Feras 
Fayyad, a Syrian filmmaker and joint plaintiff, sat before the judges with his translator on his left and 
lawyer on his right. Fayyad spoke Arabic loud enough for everyone in the room to hear; his interpreter 
then translated his statements into German. Finally, the numerous Syrian activists and torture survivors 
in the gallery could understand what was being said in the courtroom.

Fayyad spoke about his life as a student and filmmaker in Syria, and about the moment that 
changed everything—the beginning of the protests against Bashar al-Assad’s government on 15 March 
2011. Fayyad reported that he had brought his camera and tried to document as much as possible, espe-
cially the demonstrations. He then taught others to do the same. He filmed the police arresting people, 
shooting demonstrators, beating them with clubs, and teargassing crowds. He was sure that the Syrian 
government was targeting him for his work.

During his first arrest, Fayyad was abducted by the Air Force Intelligence Services. He saw small 
children and dead bodies in the detention center he had been brought to. Before his second arrest, a 
friend had warned him that he was in danger of arrest. Fayyad testified that he had wanted to move to 
Dubai and take his footage with him, but he was arrested at the airport. He was first taken to the Infor-
mation Department; after a few days he was transferred to the al-Khatib branch.

Fayyad described a so-called welcome party, during which guards violently beat new detainees 
upon arrival. The filmmaker was forced to strip naked. For a few days, he was incarcerated in a mass cell 
that was so crowded that people tried to sleep standing up. Over and over, he told the court about terrible 
screams and his mortal fear—there were people who he was not certain were dead or alive. Fayyad spent 
most of his detention at al-Khatib in a solitary cell. A judge showed a sketch of the prison and its interro-
gation rooms and cells, which the witness had drawn during a previous police interrogation in Germany.

The filmmaker was interrogated at least three times at al-Khatib. He was blindfolded, but could 
partially recognize his surroundings, including the man who interrogated him. Back in his mass cell, 
Fayyad had heard the name Anwar R for the first time from other prisoners. Later, he said that he recog-
nized Anwar R as his interrogator from photos in the media, and during questioning by police in Berlin.
In court, Fayyad said that the defendant looked a little different in those days, but he was 60 to 70 percent 
certain that this was the man who had interrogated him. He stated that he would probably be able to rec-
ognize his interrogator by his voice. But Anwar R continued to remain silent—and would remain silent, 
his lawyer hurried to emphasize.
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For the first time, not only reports and stories of torture in Syria were presented in court, but someone 
who had actually experienced and survived this torture himself spoke out—one of the 4,000 people 
included in Anwar R’s indictment.

The witness described beatings to his feet and back executed with hard cables and clubs that 
made him bleed, how he was hung by his hands, and sexual violence. He testified to the conditions in the 
cells: little and often moldy food, hardly any water, inhumane hygienic conditions and no medical care. 
He was scared to death and was almost certain that he would not leave al-Khatib alive.

Fayyad continues to feel the effects of the torture: his hands and legs are in constant pain, and he 
suffers from sleep disorders, anxiety and depression. Even now, he is afraid that the Syrian government 
might threaten his family, especially because of his testimony in the trial. Until now, he said, he simply 
tried to forget and suppress what had happened to him in prison.

The filmmaker’s account was difficult for journalists and other visitors in court to listen to. This 
made Feras Fayyad’s message to the accused all the more astonishing: he was prepared to forgive Anwar 
R if he admitted to and apologized for what happened in al-Khatib: arbitrary violence and torture. But 
Fayyad believes that this will never happen, especially because Anwar R has denied all allegations 
against him.

The hearing ended at noon on 4 June. That afternoon, the trial continued with Syrian lawyer 
Anwar al-Bunni’s testimony.

DAYS 11 AND 12, 4/5 JUNE 2020: 
SYRIAN HUMAN RIGHTS LAWYER ANWAR AL-BUNNI TESTIFIES

Persecution, forced disappearances and torture by the Syrian intelligence services are among the crimes 
committed by Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s government that Syrian human rights lawyer Anwar 
al-Bunni has been working to address for more than 30 years. But that is not the only reason he was 
called to testify as an expert witness on days 11 and 12 of the al-Khatib trial—he himself was also 
detained in Branch 251, and personally knows the main defendant Anwar R from another branch. In 
addition, in 2012, he represented filmmaker and joint plaintiff Feras Fayyad, who testified on days 10 and 
11 of the trial (see day 10/11 trial report).

Al-Bunni is well known among the community of Syrian exiles as well as all those interested in 
the Syrian human rights situation, so many visitors and journalists were waiting to enter the courthouse 
to hear his testimony. Prior to his court appearance, however, al-Bunni took a few minutes to participate 
in a Families for Freedom sit-in with both Wafa Mostafa, an activist whose father has been imprisoned 
for nearly seven years, and his former client Fayyad, amid portraits of 61 Syrians whom Assad’s secu-
rity forces have disappeared.

In court, al-Bunni got to the point right away: the al-Khatib trial is about much more than the 
crimes Anwar R and Eyad A are accused of committing. For decades, the Assad family has used arbi-
trary detention and torture to stay in power, he testified.

Al-Bunni was first arrested in 1978. He was detained for one week and tortured in Syrian General 
Intelligence Services Branch 251, the very detainment facility in which defendant Anwar R reportedly 
headed the investigations department years later.

Al-Bunni stated that he did not meet Anwar R until 2006. At that time, he had been a lawyer for 
almost 20 years, representing members of the opposition and countless other people critical of the gov-
ernment. On the evening of 17 May 2006, he was arrested and taken to Branch 285, where Anwar R 
worked at the time. Fifty men were crammed into a space approximately 20 square meters in size, the 
Syrian lawyer described. At night, he heard terrible screams from other cells and the detention facility 
hallways, a clear indication that prisoners were being tortured, he recounted.

Almost exactly five years later, al-Bunni was released (from Adra Prison, where he had been 
transferred). The witness emphasized that the Assad government massively intensified repression and 
torture of alleged critics in response to the peaceful protests at the time, saying, “Before 2011, Assad’s 
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people tried to obtain information through torture. From 2011 on, it was all about revenge. Those who 
demanded freedom were tortured, sometimes to death.”

Al-Bunni shared many details he had learned from numerous clients who were held in the 
al-Khatib branch after 2011, where they were severely tortured before being transferred to Branch 285 
for further interrogation. He saw people who looked like ghosts after their release, al-Bunni said.

The judge then questioned the witness about the photos documenting the bodies of thousands of 
prisoners, which former Syrian military police employee “Caesar” had smuggled out of the country and 
shared with German judicial authorities. Al-Bunni explained in detail the system of numbering corpses, 
which provides information about their deaths in various Syrian intelligence services detention centers.

Day 11 of the al-Khatib trial, as expected, was also about when, where and how the witness met 
the main defendant Anwar R in Germany. Al-Bunni reported that their paths first crossed in Germany 
in fall 2014 or winter 2014/15, initially in the Marienfelde refugee camp in Berlin. Later, al-Bunni ran 
into Anwar R at a hardware store.

Day 12 of the trial focused on al-Bunni’s comprehensive knowledge of the Syrian security appa-
ratus and the al-Khatib detention center—the different intelligence services’ roles and responsibili-
ties, the various individuals’ and subdivisions’ functions within this system, geographical and spatial 
conditions, as well as different torture methods, including sexual and gender-based violence, and their 
long-term consequences. The witness repeatedly referred to his research and accounts by numerous cli-
ents—torture survivors and their relatives—for the legal proceedings.

Some of al-Bunni’s testimony clearly conflicted with aspects of Anwar R’s statement (see day 5 
trial report). According to al-Bunni, Sunnis (such as Anwar R) were able to have careers in the intelli-
gence services, and some were known to treat prisoners particularly brutally. Al-Bunni rejected the asser-
tion that in 2011, Subdivision 40, led by Hafez Makhlouf, took control of the al-Khatib detention center.

DAYS 13 AND 14, 24/25 JUNE 2020: 
AN INSIDER WITNESS FROM BRANCH 295 TESTIFIES

A photographer took some final pictures of defendants Anwar R and Eyad A before day 13 of the 
al-Khatib trial began in Koblenz courtroom 128. Testimony by a former Syrian General Intelligence 
Services employee—the first in the trial—and two Federal Criminal Police officers were scheduled to 
be heard. It became quickly clear to those in court that the day would not go as planned.

A security guard accompanied the insider witness into the courtroom. He had slim shoulders and 
was wearing a dark leather jacket and a mask covering his mouth and nose: he seemed shy, maybe even 
frightened. Even visitors in the gallery could clearly see: he did not want to be there.

In 2015, the young Syrian fled to Germany. He had studied electrical engineering and computer 
science in Syria—and began working in General Intelligence Services Branch 295 in November 2010. 
He worked in the central mail office and is assumed to have had access to the branch’s files, informa-
tion on mass graves, and lists that Tishreen, Mezzeh and Hamish hospitals sent to branch management. 
These lists documented how many and which bodies would be transported from intelligence branches 
and hospitals to Damascus mass graves. They listed hospital names, branch numbers, dates, as well as 
the numbers assigned to each corpse. The witness testified that it was generally known that these people 
did not die of natural causes; rather, they had been killed by the intelligence services.

There was considerable confusion as soon as the judge began questioning the witness. Did he 
not understand the questions correctly? Was the translation problematic? The witness rarely seemed to 
answer questions at all, and avoided them, repeating himself. The judge and everyone else in the court-
room were growing impatient. Why did the witness’ testimony contradict what he had told the police in 
previous months? Why did he now refuse to say anything concrete about the mass graves? He said he no 
longer remembered.

During police questioning in summer 2019, the witness said that he had seen defendant Eyad A—
whom he already knew—and his unit near the mass graves. But the court could not extract any further 
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details. The witness also stated that he had only met Eyad A once—again contradicting his previous 
statements to the police.

The judge became indignant and the atmosphere in the courtroom perceptibly changed. She 
asked whether the witness was afraid. Did it have anything to do with the fact that his family—who 
lives in Turkey—had been threatened? Perhaps even by defendant Eyad A’s family? Shortly before the 
recess, the public prosecutor intervened. Did the witness understand that he was close to giving false 
testimony? Germany is trying to address the injustices in Syria. Did the witness understand that he has 
an obligation to assist Germany in this matter?

After the break, the courtroom was filled with nervous silence. Would the witness remember 
more now?

But he still had large gaps in his memory. On satellite pictures, he clearly identified branch build-
ings, intelligence services trainings camps, and the so-called Martyr’s Cemetery in Damascus. But 
when the public prosecutor questioned him, the witness evaded answering and contradicted himself, 
which led to the prosecutor snapping at him, “That’s enough…You will answer this question now.”

That was all that the courtroom heard from the witness: some general information about the intel-
ligence services and the lists of the dead. The question remained: was the young man so afraid of Eyad 
A and his family that he did not dare testify against the defendant in court?

On the following day, the two Federal Criminal Police officers who had questioned the Syrian wit-
ness in 2019 testified. Both stated that they had informed the witness of his rights and that they did not have 
the impression that he had any problems with the interpreters. The first officer said that the witness had not 
seemed frightened or insecure in any way. Both officers said that the witness had provided detailed and 
credible information, for example, on the mass graves, that matched the results of their own investigations.

Lawyers for the defense and the joint plaintiffs could only elicit some important details from the 
witness. In response to a question from a lawyer for the joint plaintiffs, the Syrian drew a sketch of the 
lists of the deceased, including columns for names, hospital numbers, date of death, and delivery date 
of the bodies. The insider witness thereby made the work of Syrian intelligence services eerily present 
within the Koblenz courtroom.

DAY 15, 1 JULY 2020: 
TESTIMONY BY A TORTURE SURVIVOR AND  
AN ART INSTALLATION IN FRONT OF THE COURTHOUSE

They will not be silenced: this is the attitude shared by Syrian activists protesting outside the court 
building in Koblenz and the torture survivor who testified on day 15 of the al-Khatib trial.

In front of the courthouse was “MUTE,” the artwork that Khaled Barakeh, conceptual artist and 
cultural activist from al-Golan, Syria, installed opposite a side entrance of the court: fifty figures dressed 
in clothes belonging to Syrian activists in the diaspora “demonstrated” peacefully against the oppres-
sion, violence and crimes committed by Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s government. The art demon-
stration was supported by Adopt a Revolution, Families for Freedom, The Syrian Campaign and ECCHR.

“Artwork and legal action can complement each other. The common goal is a social process of 
coming to terms with torture and other crimes,” explained Andreas Schüller, head of ECCHR’s Interna-
tional Crimes and Accountability program, as to why ECCHR supports the project.

Barakeh’s art demonstration impacted those in courtroom 128. Judges, representatives of the 
German Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office, lawyers for the joint plaintiffs, Anwar R and Eyad A’s 
defense lawyers, and almost all of the visitors stood at the windows to look at the “muted demonstrators.” 
The torture survivor who testified today looked at the art piece after the hearing.

The 30-year-old torture survivor from Sid Zaynab (10 kilometers south of Damascus), a former 
hotelier and building contractor who is now a roofer in Saxony-Anhalt, Germany, appeared in court 
without a lawyer. After the judge informed the survivor of the formalities of the court, the Syrian began 
to visibly tremble, but quickly caught himself. He recounted the situation in his home region from 2011 
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onwards, describing the Assad government’s pervasive violence, the Free Syrian Army, foreign militias, 
and internally displaced people, who include many women and children, and most of them Sunni, like 
himself. The fact that he gave shelter to those refugees put him in danger.

The witness reported that he was arrested in July 2012 and was first imprisoned by the intelli-
gence services in Sid Zaynab. Militiamen brutally tortured him for five days. Then, he was transferred 
to the General Intelligence Services al-Khatib detention center, also known as Branch 251, which is at 
the center of this trial.

The witness testified to the horrendous conditions in al-Khatib. He told the judge to imagine the 
mass cells as resembling pig transporters or a pot of boiling noodles: filled with hundreds of naked and 
mistreated people, crammed together in a very confined space. There were screams from other cells; 
injured people and corpses lay in the hallways. He experienced and saw much of this himself and oth-
erwise, partly heard of it from other prisoners. Thanks to his fellow prisoners, he finally learned that he 
was being detained at al-Khatib.

He was interrogated several times, but above all, he was beaten. It was not clear from the witness’ 
statement exactly who interrogated or tortured him, nor exactly when or where it happened. He men-
tioned Anwar R, the main defendant, only in passing, and did not name Eyad A whatsoever. The judges 
tried to sort out aspects of his testimony that contradicted statements made to the police in Saxony-An-
halt, Germany, in 2019. Nonetheless, some things remain unclear. The witness was unequivocal about 
two points: he still suffers massively from the consequences of his imprisonment and torture, and he 
will not be silenced.

DAY 16 AND 17, 2/3 JULY 2020: 
A GUARD GIVES DETAILED AND CONVINCING TESTIMONY

On 2 July, steps away from where visitors, administrators and journalists queued to enter the court for 
day 15 of the al-Khatib trial, there had once again been placed 122 photographs of disappeared Syrians. 
The photographs, which included men, women and children, were lain flat on the ground and decorated 
with white flowers, in memoriam. The exhibition was organized by Families for Freedom, a women-led 
movement composed of Syrian families that mobilizes against unlawful detention and disappearances. 
Once inside the courtroom, visitors could still see the work of conceptual artist and activist Khaled 
Barakeh, who had organized an art demonstration the day before (see court report day 15): fifty figures 
dressed by the artist in clothing from the Syrian diaspora had been gathered as if in silent demonstra-
tion. The art piece echoed the anger and dismay felt about those who have been disappeared, their fists 
raised against the very crimes the al-Khatib trial’s defendants are charged with. The testimony of one 
major witness, Mr. I, was featured on day 16 and 17 of the trial. His testimony was detailed, convincing 
and delivered with confidence. He worked as a guard in Branch 251 from 2011 until summer 2012. Mr. I 
testified that Anwar R—whom he identified in the courtroom—was present in Branch 251 during that 
time until the witness left his post. In painstaking detail, he walked the court through a drawing he had 
made of Branch 251. As he described the layout of the site, again and again, the prosecutors and judges’ 
questions focused on one crucial point—the location of the detention cells in relation to the offices of 
Anwar R and his colleagues. The reason was clear: they were seeking to establish Anwar R’s knowledge 
of the torture and abuse carried out at the al-Khatib Branch. Mr. I described how, even from his post out-
side the branch buildings, he observed the ill-treatment and subsequent detention of hundreds of peo-
ple arriving at Branch 251 as they were ushered into investigation rooms or into detainment. He also 
described hearing them crying out in pain from the branch’s basement while they were being beaten, 
sobbing that they “had done nothing.” The witness’ sketch demonstrated the proximity of Anwar R’s 
office to the torture sites. Anwar R had insisted in his recorded statement that he had no knowledge of 
the torture. Before many spectators, the witness’ testimony further eroded the credibility of Anwar R’s 
statements before the court (see day 5 trial report). Testimony from the police and the migration officers 
who had conducted Mr. I’s initial interviews was given on 3 July, day 16 of the trial. Their testimony 
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was consistent with Mr. I’s, and lent support to the impression that Mr. I’s recollections and reflections 
in court were likewise consistent with his earlier testimony. Near the end of the session, the counsel 
for a civil plaintiff moved to hear an additional witness. The witness, who lives in Turkey, was a pop-
ular imam who had been held in Branch 251 and tortured in 2011. In his motion, the counsel described 
that as the witness was being released, he saw Anwar R being scolded by his superior for his decision 
to detain and torture such a popular religious figure. Later, after both Anwar R and the witness had fled 
Syria, Anwar R called the witness to say that he was sorry “for everything that had happened” and that 
they were “both on the same side now.” Hearing testimony from this witness, which would require dip-
lomatic or technological support from German authorities, would further establish Anwar R’s knowl-
edge of and authority over the detention, ill-treatment and torture of those who languished and suffered 
in Branch 251.

DAY 18, 6 JULY 2020: 
EYAD A’S COUSIN TESTIFIES

On day 18 of the al-Khatib trial, noticeably fewer people were in attendance compared to its beginning. 
Still, about ten people—Syrian and German activists, journalists and others—watched the trial. This 
has been the case on most days since the trial started on 23 April. The gallery was never empty; peo-
ple have come every day to document and report on the trial. Today, the two accused and their lawyers 
changed seats after the defense lawyers requested a seat from which they could better see the witnesses. 
The courtroom is still full of Plexiglas walls between the seats due to COVID-19 restrictions.

Before the questioning of the witness could begin, the presiding judge issued a warning to a jour-
nalist in the gallery after he took photographs in the courtroom without permission. The presiding judge 
stressed—again—that image and sound recordings are prohibited in German court proceedings. In the 
future, she may fine anyone who violates this.

On day 18, the only witness summoned to court was Mr. A, a cousin of the accused Eyad A, who 
also lives in Germany. The witness reported that he had always been interested in politics. When the 
uprising started in Syria in March 2011, he went to demonstrations and even tried to organize public 
gatherings himself.

After a failed demonstration in April 2011, the witness said he was arrested at an internet café 
while writing about the meeting online. Security forces had apparently followed him there. Mr. A testi-
fied that he was then brought to the Palestine department. He said the intelligence agencies were known 
as “butcher shops made to slaughter people.” In this context, it seemed all the more surprising that his 
interrogator emphasized that he just wanted to talk to him, as the witness recounted. Mr. A said he was 
insulted but never beaten—unlike other detainees he saw in the department’s hallways, who sat on the 
floor facing the wall, hands clasped behind their heads, and who were beaten and humiliated when-
ever department staff passed by them. Mr. A stated that he was released from the department after ten 
hours—with the absurd advice that he could always contact the department if he needed help, or even to 
share information with department staff. When questioned by the court, the witness said that he never 
responded to this offer, which seemed to be an attempt to recruit him. He said that he could not explain 
why he was treated so exceptionally. Despite the mild outcome of his arrest, he told the court that he did 
not leave the house for weeks out of fear.

Mr. A said that he did not find it problematic that his cousin was a member of the security forces, 
even though he had been imprisoned and had witnessed the services’ brutal behavior during demon-
strations. The witness stated that Eyad A had repeatedly spoken out in support of the uprisings, passed 
on information when he found out that acquaintances were at risk of being arrested, and made disparag-
ing remarks about some brutal colleagues. This statement seemed to surprise and bewilder spectators, 
as well as the associate judge, who repeatedly asked the witness whether he had not found it difficult, as 
someone critical of the Syrian government, to be in close touch with his cousin, as the latter worked for 
the government. Did he not wonder how Eyad A’s words, i.e., that he supported the uprisings, could be 
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reconciled with his work in the security forces? Had the witness, as supporter of the opposition, never 
been worried about his cousin’s activities? Mr. A always replied, “No.”

According to Mr. A, he did not know what exactly his cousin’s tasks were in the security forces. 
He said he did know that his cousin had volunteered for the job and had previously worked as a phys-
ical education teacher, and then in Syria’s Ministry for Religious Affairs. However, the cousins had 
never discussed Eyad A’s activities. Nor was the witness able to say whether Eyad A had ever worked at 
Branch 40. Mr. A only mentioned that the accused often spoke about Hafez Makhlouf’s brutal behavior, 
also towards his employees. At the time, Makhlouf was the head of Branch 40.

The judges reminded the witness that he was obliged to tell the truth, and repeatedly referred to 
his statement to the police from fall 2019, in which he was able to elaborate much more on his cousin’s 
activities, as well as Eyad A’s involvement in Branch 40. Although sections of the police statement were 
read out to him, the witness stuck to his testimony that Eyad A had never told him about his exact tasks 
at work. Mr. A was therefore unable to comment on the German Federal Prosecutor’s accusation that 
Eyad A helped bring people to Branch 251.

DAY 19, 29 JULY 2020: 
A SURVIVOR TESTIFIES

The atmosphere was relaxed when those involved in the al-Khatib trial slowly gathered in room 128 of 
the Higher Regional Court in Koblenz. After a three-week break, they greeted each other amicably, and 
some stood together to exchange a few words. After the five judges entered the courtroom, the presiding 
judge casually noted the attendance of the parties to the trial.

The mood quickly changed when the witness summoned to testify entered the room. Through 
a side door, a tall man stepped in hesitantly. After he gave the presiding judge his personal details, he 
began to speak.

In 2012, at the age of 22, he was arrested in Damascus by a pro-government militia while on his 
way to work. The problem was that his passport showed Aleppo as his place of origin—an administra-
tive error, as he had been living and working in Damascus for a long time. The militia took him and sev-
eral others into custody. When they pushed him into a cell, he did not fall to the ground as expected; the 
cell was already so crowded that he fell onto other prisoners. Militia members sprayed him and his fel-
low prisoners with gasoline, and he heard them discuss if someone should light a cigarette and throw it 
into the cell. At that moment, the witness thought for the first time that he would die.

Instead of being lit on fire, they were beaten and taken to the al-Khatib branch. There, he and his 
fellow prisoners were again dragged into a crowded cell. When the presiding judge asked for details 
about the situation in the cell, the witness stood up and, in front of the judge’s bench, showed how the 
several hundred prisoners in that cell could only sit with drawn-up knees. Some sat in other prisoners’ 
laps. As soon as someone stood up, they could not sit down again, as someone else immediately occu-
pied their spot. The atmosphere in the courtroom nearly grew mirthful when the witness recounted how 
the prisoners almost cried when a particularly large man was once brought into the cell—it was already 
crowded enough in there. But that moment only lasted a few seconds. The stories of skin diseases, the 
stench, the constant ill-treatment, humiliation, and the insufficient and bad food were too grave. The wit-
ness did not know for how long he was imprisoned in this manner, as there was no daylight in the cell; he 
could only estimate the duration to be between two and three weeks. On several occasions, he was taken 
to an interrogation room where he was abused and forced to answer questions.

Following his account, all parties to the trial questioned the witness, for example, about details 
of his abuse and the content of the interrogations. When the presiding judge expressed her gratitude 
towards the witness, the courtroom’s initially relaxed atmosphere disappeared for good. The arbitrary 
nature of Syria’s torture system had been convincingly demonstrated to everyone in the courtroom. The 
witness had been severely maltreated for several weeks just because of an administrative error on his 
identity card. He emphasized this arbitrariness again and again. What torments him the most to this day 
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is the “why.” Why had he and his fellow prisoners been forced to experience all this? The witness was 
only on his way to work. Another prisoner had simply sold vegetables in the wrong place.

His time in the al-Khatib branch affected him greatly. After the witness was released from deten-
tion and in terrible condition, the first thing he said to his family was “May God do everything in his 
power to ensure I no longer stay in this country.” He left Syria in 2013.

DAY 20, 30 JULY 2020: 
ANOTHER SURVIVOR TESTIFIES

It was an unsettling day in court. The day began with a short wait, as one of the defendants was late. 
Those present in the courtroom used the time to chat or simply enjoyed the sun shining through the 
secured windows. As soon as all parties arrived, the presiding judge called the only witness of the day. 
Much of this witness’ testimony was similar to yesterday’s witness testimony: today’s witness was also 
arrested because his identity card showed a suspicious city as his place of origin. He was also thrown 
into an overcrowded cell in the al-Khatib detention center. He recounted how the prisoners had assigned 
each other small areas of the cell, and how some had no place to sit and were forced to stand until a space 
was free. Those who stood up immediately lost their seat. When prisoners had to leave the cell, they had 
to step on fellow prisoners—there was no free floor space. The witness did not see daylight nor feel fresh 
air until he was taken to be interrogated.

When he recounted this, the otherwise very focused and objective witness laughed. Since he 
could never sleep in the cell, but gained access to light and fresh air when he was brought to be inter-
rogated, he simply fell asleep. But the absurdity of the moment could not hide the seriousness of the 
situation. The witness was quick to point out that he had been severely mistreated. So many things hap-
pened during his imprisonment—meager portions of bad food, serious abuse, threats—that he could 
not recount everything. Once, the torture was so severe that he even tore his own restraints. At that time, 
he wished he would die.

After a short lunch break, the testimony continued. The witness talked about the time after his 
imprisonment. He seemed more and more uneasy and began to tremble while talking about the conse-
quences of his time in detention, which include anxiety and insomnia. Visibly moved, he explained that 
what he had seen and experienced was something he would and could never forget. He never imagined 
that such brutality was possible. Even for the spectators who could only see the witness’ back, it was 
obvious how deeply these memories hurt. When he began to cry, the presiding judge interrupted the 
hearing. The judges exited the courtroom, and the witness withdrew into a separate room for witnesses. 
The majority of those attending the hearing remained seated in silence.

When the proceedings continued ten minutes later, the presiding judge briefly assured herself 
that the witness was well. After a brief “All is well,” he was questioned by all the parties to the trial and 
patiently answered. During his testimony, he used a laser to point at aerial photographs that were pro-
jected onto a large screen behind the judge’s bench. After more than four hours, the judge finally dis-
missed the witness by thanking him, as she had done the day before. Over those four hours, none of those 
present could have failed to notice what the torture in the al-Khatib Branch had meant for those detained 
there. Eight years had passed between these events and the witness’ testimony today. Some memories 
had faded, but others were as vivid as ever.

DAY 21, 31 JULY 2020: 
A TURBULENT DAY

Day 21 of the al-Khatib trial in Koblenz began in a routine manner. The only witness for the day, a Syr-
ian man, spoke of his detention. He calmly and soberly reported how he had been arrested in the streets, 
brought to the al-Khatib Branch, questioned and quickly released. He did not relate any details of his 
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time in prison. When the presiding judge inquired directly about abuse, the witness took a deep breath—
but stayed vague. The judge had to pose very specific questions to hear details about prison cell size, 
food and other aspects of his detention. The witness’ report only became more detailed when she asked 
about his interrogation.

The picture this witness painted completely contradicted previous witness testimony. He said 
people were very friendly and polite to him at al-Khatib. This might have been the case because he 
worked in the Syrian government administration. In any case, he testified that he had not been mis-
treated, and after his interrogation, he was promised he would soon be set free. He and the other inmates 
did hear others being tortured, however.

The witness’ testimony was suddenly interrupted when one of the judges asked the witness if he 
knew the defendants. The witness said he was not sure and that he would like to ask Anwar R some ques-
tions to make sure they had not met.

Nobody had been expecting this extraordinary request. Before Anwar R was asked to answer the 
witness’ questions, those involved in the trial were given some time to adjust to this new situation. Dur-
ing the short break, the defense lawyers gathered, some joint plaintiff lawyers spoke amongst themselves, 
and the judges withdrew to their chambers. The tension was palpable. Everybody waited to see if Anwar R 
would agree to answer the witness’ questions. Ten minutes later, after the presiding judge restarted the trial, 
a defense lawyer made clear that Anwar R would remain silent. The witness’ questions were not admitted.

Despite this unspectacular resolution, the proceedings did not return to a calm state. Short argu-
ments broke out in court. Several warnings were issued stating that further questions directed at the 
witness should not assume that he had identified Anwar R. The lawyers discussed whether certain ques-
tions were allowed in this context. Again, the judges withdrew to their chambers, this time to formally 
discuss a question’s admissibility—a first in this trial.

After this, questioning ensued about certain aspects of the witness’ previous testimony to the 
police and German migration office. Some details he did not remember at all; others he remembered dif-
ferently. Public prosecutors and lawyers for the defense and joint plaintiffs tried to find out where the 
differences between today’s and previous testimonies could be seen.

The many questions on specific details increasingly confused the witness. He became vague and 
asked for a lawyer. The judges called another recess. After five minutes, they stated that the witness would 
not need legal counsel. The presiding judge assured the man that the questioning was almost over. She 
was right, as the witness was soon dismissed. And thus, this rather turbulent day at court ended abruptly.

DAYS 22 AND 23, 12/13 AUGUST 2020: 
A DISGUISED WITNESS

The court took two days to hear this special witness. Neither the judges nor the parties to the trial knew 
his name. Disguised with a wig and fake beard, he did not enter the courtroom via the witness wait-
ing room as usual. Instead, he was led through the door normally only used by the accused. The wit-
ness’ whereabouts during breaks were kept secret. In response to questions that might have revealed his 
identity, his lawyer answered, “We will not disclose that information.” All this was necessary because, 
according to his lawyer, disclosing the witness’ identity would severely endanger his family.

The witness worked for the Syrian intelligence services for over 20 years. On day 22 and 23 of the 
trial, he shared impressively detailed knowledge of the internal procedures and responsibilities of var-
ious intelligence departments. He explained how chains of command functioned, as well as employees’ 
roles in the intelligence services and the leeway they did—or did not—have in fulfilling their duties.

During his testimony, organizational charts drawn by the witness were projected onto a big 
screen behind the judges. The first two hours of his testimony were technical, but then he began to speak 
about the realities behind the charts. All Syrian detention centers were very crowded. The intelligence 
services tortured detainees using various brutal methods. People were killed. Branch 251 had a particu-
larly bad reputation.
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The witness also made clear how the system worked. Detainees were blackmailed into spying on fellow 
prisoners. There were no “correct” answers in interrogations, as they were more about exacting revenge 
than gathering information. The accusations that prisoners were supposed to “confess” had already 
been established anyway.

The testimony was given confidently, with a powerful voice. It was so detailed that day 22 of the 
trial lasted well into the afternoon. After the presiding judge dismissed the witness, there was still the 
issue of potential witnesses that Anwar R had mentioned in his statement. The representative of the Ger-
man Federal Prosecutor’s Office systematically argued why the court did not need to and should not hear 
any of these witnesses. This position was filed and would be sent to the parties soon.

On day 23 of the trial, the disguised witness again entered the courtroom through the door other-
wise reserved for the accused. Before parties to the trial could question him, the witness took the floor. 
He wanted to correct his previous statement from yesterday. He said he had not accurately reflected 
the size of an intelligence services department. After he did so, the parties to the trial asked for further 
details. When exactly was the state of emergency declared in Syria? How did detainees arrive in deten-
tion centers?

Again and again, the defense asked the witness how he knew this information. Like the day 
before, he gave calm and detailed answers. When the defense tried to find out more about where the wit-
ness’ knowledge came from, his lawyer replied that he would not answer. The defense objected to the 
witness’ refusal to answer on two occasions and demanded that the court rule on the extent of the wit-
ness’ protection. Both times, the judges ruled that answering the questions could allow conclusions to be 
drawn about the witness’ identity, and therefore they did not need to be answered.

The witness was only shaken once. A joint plaintiff lawyer asked if there had been sexual vio-
lence in Syrian detention centers. The witness took a deep breath before recounting several brutal cases.

Accompanied by the Federal Criminal Police, the witness left the courtroom at noon in disguise 
without having let slip any hints about his identity. This was a clear sign of the seriousness of the crimes 
being tried in Koblenz, along with the risks taken by some involved to address them.

DAY 24, 19 AUGUST 2020: 
“THEY KNEW EXACTLY HOW TO INFLICT MAXIMUM PAIN”

Day 24 of the al-Khatib trial started in an unexpected way: before the hearing began, the presiding judge 
informed those present of a preliminary injunction by the German Constitutional Court. The Constitu-
tional Court decided on 18 August, only a few hours before today’s hearing, that from now on, all accred-
ited journalists must have the chance to follow the trial in Arabic.

The Koblenz Court directly implemented this decision: it allowed accredited journalists to listen 
to the simultaneous Arabic interpretation that was already accessible to the parties to the trial. Two Syr-
ians already tried to make use of this simultaneous translation, one of whom submitted the request to 
the Constitutional Court. The problem was that both Syrians, even though they have attended every sin-
gle day of the trial, are not accredited journalists. There were even enough headsets available, but nev-
ertheless, the judge refused them access due to their lack of accreditation. Most of those present did not 
understand this decision, including German journalists.

Then the judge finally opened the hearing. She first read the Constitutional Court’s decision aloud 
in full and called the only witness of the day: torture survivor, witness and joint plaintiff Wassim Muk-
dad. Mukdad is supported by ECCHR and represented in court by ECCHR partner lawyers Patrick Kro-
ker and Sebastian Scharmer.

The Syrian witness made clear from the beginning that it was important for him to testify in Ger-
man—a first in the trial. Mukdad reported how he and two friends had been walking through Douma, 
a city near Damascus, in September 2011, looking for a demonstration that they had wanted to join. He 
said that he had regularly attended protests, although they had become increasingly dangerous. The 
police often violently clashed with demonstrators, even shooting with live ammunition. He had never 
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seen a protest without police interference. Mukdad testified that on that day, many military and secu-
rity personnel were in the streets. In the end, they took him and his friends into custody. They were then 
insulted, kicked and beaten. A policeman or soldier broke one of his ribs. Others set the detainees’ hair 
on fire. Finally, buses transported them to a detention facility: the al-Khatib Branch.

Wassim Mukdad was held there for five days. He shared his small cell (approximately six square 
meters) with up to nine other detainees. He was interrogated three times, always by the same interroga-
tor and following the same routine: guards took him out of his cell, blindfolded him and brought him to 
the interrogation room. There, he was forced to lie down on his stomach, legs bent with his feet facing up. 
If the interrogator disliked Mukdad’s answers, he ordered his torture. “It was always the same procedure: 
I said something, was hit, and so on,” Mukdad explained calmly. They specifically aimed to hit the soles 
of his feet, but also his heels and legs. “They knew exactly how to inflict maximum pain.” Mukdad dis-
closed his own personal triumph over the situation: “I lay down on my hands. I’m a musician and I was 
afraid they were going to hurt my hands. This was my way of putting up resistance.”

He was interrogated by one man. Mukdad was sure he would recognize that man’s voice, as it was 
so imprinted in his memory. But as before, the main defendant Anwar R refused to speak, so it could not 
be verified that he had been Mukdad’s interrogator. During his interrogation, Mukdad mainly gave the 
names of people he knew were already “burned”—names that the state already knew. He and his friends 
had prepared for such a situation. And anyway, the interrogations were not about gaining information. 
The Syrian state wanted to systematically terrorize the population so that no one would dare oppose it.

After five days in Branch 251, Mukdad was brought to Kafr Sousa, the General Intelligence 
Directorates’ administrative center. There, he was not tortured. But conditions in the mass cells were 
horrendous: no place to sleep, terrible hygienic conditions, poor-quality and insufficient food, and dis-
eases that spread among the detainees. “Now, in times of the coronavirus, detention there would be a 
death sentence,” Mukdad said.

Finishing his testimony, Mukdad addressed the court to pointedly stress that he was glad that 
Anwar R and Eyad A are facing trial in Germany—in fair proceedings that follow the rule of law. This 
is not currently possible in Syria.

DAY 25, 20 AUGUST 2020: 
LIVE AMMUNITION AGAINST DEMONSTRATORS AND THE  
PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TORTURE OF PRISONERS

Hussein Ghrer, one of the joint plaintiffs and torture survivors whom ECCHR supports, was focused 
and determined when he arrived at court. On day 25 of the al-Khatib trial, he was the only witness to be 
heard. On his way to court, he was accompanied by ECCHR partner lawyers Patrick Kroker and Sebas-
tian Scharmer, as well as a German television team. Ghrer’s two sisters and brother-in-law had traveled 
from the Netherlands to attend the hearing, and joined the crowded public gallery.

Ghrer, a software engineer, began by testifying on his career and political activism in Syria. 
While studying in Damascus, he had founded an anonymous blog that was critical of the Assad 
government. In 2010, he began working as a trainer for BBC Media Action, a media development 
organization. When the peaceful protests against the Assad government began in 2011, Ghrer 
joined several demonstrations. There, he saw the police and the army shoot into crowds with live 
ammunition—and saw people dying. He photographed and filmed these violent crackdowns on the 
peaceful demonstrators.

On 24 October 2011, Ghrer was sitting in a restaurant with a young Syrian journalist when he was 
arrested. He was first taken to Branch 40 and was transferred to Branch 251 of the General Intelligence 
Directorate a few hours later. At this point in his testimony, the judge asked how he could be certain of 
this. He replied that he was not blindfolded during the short drive to Branch 40 ; during his transfer to 
Branch 251, he could follow the roads taken despite being blindfolded. His fellow prisoners also con-
firmed that he was in Branch 251.
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Ghrer was detained at the al-Khatib branch for 10 to 15 days. He could not say for sure, as his cell was in 
the basement without daylight. His description of his cell, on the other hand, was more precise: two by 
three meters, with a small, barred window and a metal door with a ventilation slit and a flap for serving 
food. At times, up to 25 detainees were imprisoned there, forced to drink from a hose in the cell’s toilet 
and to take shifts in order to sleep. The judges compared his descriptions to sketches Ghrer had drawn 
during his interview with the German Federal Criminal Police, which were projected onto a large screen 
in the courtroom.

The interrogations—and the torture that was simultaneously inflicted upon him—usually took 
place in the hallway, Ghrer testified. Through the door flap, he was able to see how other prisoners were 
maltreated. He also saw one woman and heard other women’s voices. Ghrer was almost always tor-
tured during his five interrogations. “I was blindfolded and had to lie on my stomach with my feet fac-
ing up. The interrogator sat opposite me; behind me stood a guard. If the interrogator did not like my 
answers, the guard would strike at his order. Sometimes with a military belt, sometimes a thick wire. 
My feet were red, blue and so swollen that the walk back into the cell was another torture,” explained 
Ghrer. Giving those detailed descriptions was visibly difficult for him, so the presiding judge inter-
rupted the questioning.

After a short break, Ghrer continued his testimony unperturbed. Once, he had been brought into 
a room full of torture instruments. “I was not blindfolded, so I could see an apparatus for electric shocks, 
dozens of cables, belts and batons. This was obviously meant to intimidate me. The same goes for the 
guard who was playing with pliers in front of me, with which they were known for being used to pull out 
prisoners’ fingernails.”

Another time, he was taken to the office of an apparently high-ranking official. His other interro-
gator addressed the man as “my lord.” The senior official threatened his subordinate: “Either you get the 
names out of him, or you’ll end up like him.”

Whether that high-ranking official was Anwar R, the main defendant in the al-Khatib trial, could 
not be clarified today. However, Ghrer emphasized that he would be able to accurately recall the sound of 
the official’s voice. Anwar R’s defense lawyer quickly clarified that Anwar R will not provide any sam-
ples of his voice now or in the future.

At the end of the day, ECCHR’s partner lawyers, who represent Ghrer as well as joint plaintiff 
Wassim Mukdad, made a statement regarding the previous day’s hearing: Anwar R declared in his 18 
March 2020 statement that he had personally interrogated Mukdad. Mukdad, in turn, testified in court 
that his interrogation was always conducted by one man—the man that always gave orders to torture 
him. Therefore, the person responsible for Mukdad’s torture can only be Anwar R

DAYS 26 AND 27, 26/27 AUGUST 2020: 
RIAD SEIF’S WITNESS TESTIMONY DOES  
NOT EXONERATE ANWAR R

On days 26 and 27 of the al-Khatib trial, the judges, prosecutors, lawyers and public in the gallery found 
themselves in a completely new situation: Riad Seif, the only witness summoned for these two days of 
the trial, testified via video. Seif—a prominent and longtime Syrian opposition leader—is ill, which 
is why the Koblenz Court made it possible for him to testify via video from the Berlin Regional Court.

Seif began his testimony with a detailed report on his personal background, professional career 
as a textile manufacturer, and finally, his life as an opposition politician. The 73-year-old meticulously 
contextualized the political and economic developments in Syria since the beginning of the Assad fam-
ily’s rise to power. In this context, the witness emphasized several times, “Everything that we have expe-
rienced in Syria since 1963 follows orders from the top. Nobody does anything unless Assad orders it. 
Whatever happens is under Assad’s command.”

In 1994, Seif was elected to the Syrian parliament, and became well-known for his criticism of the 
government’s economic and financial policies. This ultimately made him an enemy of the Assad regime. 
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The consequences, Seif told the court, were not only attacks on and persecution of him and his company, 
but also the “disappearance” of his son in 1996. Seif was re-elected to parliament in 1998.

When Syrian President Bashar al-Assad seized power after his father Hafez al-Assad’s death, 
Seif hoped for political and economic reforms. As one of the initiators of the 2001 “Damascus Spring,” 
he organized meetings, lectures and rallies with hundreds of participants. These led to his first arrest 
in September 2001 and a five-year sentence for a conviction of “attacks on state authority.” At that time, 
the conditions of his detention were far less harsh than what he experienced during later detentions and 
interrogations in 2006, from 2008 to 2010, and in 2011.

Seif knows the al-Khatib detention facility well—he testified that he had been detained and inter-
rogated there several times. In February 2006, he was once forced to wait for his interrogation for sev-
eral hours outside in the piercing cold. He saw instruments of torture—batons, iron bars and whips—but 
was not tortured himself. Seif emphasized that the conditions in the Adra prison from January 2008 to 
July 2010 were even worse. He was put in a cell with convicted criminals; the conditions and interroga-
tion methods were inhumane.

Nevertheless, he did not hesitate to participate in the peaceful protests against Assad from March 
2011 onwards. At that time, Seif testified that the security forces, in particular the intelligence services, 
were acting with increasing brutality. In October 2011, he experienced this first hand when a group of intel-
ligence services agents ruthlessly beat him. In June 2012, he decided to leave Syria. He now lives in Berlin.

It was in Germany that he first heard about the main defendant, Anwar R. Seif explained that con-
tact was initiated with him in August 2013. At the request of an old friend, Seif’s son-in-law asked Seif 
to support a Syrian intelligence services officer who had defected. Anwar R comes from Houla, which 
is largely inhabited by Sunnis. After family members were killed in a massacre in May 2012, Anwar R 
renounced the Assad government and fled to Jordan, fearing for his life.

Seif explained that he had advocated on behalf of Anwar R at the German Foreign Office to sup-
port him as a defector from Assad’s system of repression. He had also hoped to obtain some information 
concerning the fate of detained regime critics, as Anwar R was a high-ranking officer in the General 
Intelligence Directorate. “But nothing came from Anwar R,” Seif testified. “Not a word.” Seif told the 
court he did not know if Anwar R had had contact with the Syrian opposition while he was the head of 
the interrogation unit at the al-Khatib Branch.

In response to questions from the judge and Anwar R’s defense lawyers, Seif repeated, “I do not 
know the man personally. I cannot say that he was close to the opposition in Syria, and also cannot con-
firm that he helped prisoners.” Although there are Syrians who supported the defendant and publicly 
posted positive comments about him on social media, this is outweighed by the various individuals who 
spoke out and reported torture in al-Khatib. Their statements incriminate the main defendant. Seif’s 
witness testimony did not exonerate Anwar R in any way.

DAY 28, 2 SEPTEMBER 2020: 
LOOKING INTO SYRIA REPORTS BY THE UN,  
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH

On day 28, a bright sun greeted those involved in the Koblenz trial—a stark contrast to the dark sto-
ries they’ve been hearing in court. In the morning, two Federal Criminal Police (BKA) officers from 
Meckenheim were questioned, one of whom was the lead investigator in the al-Khatib trial. The pre-
siding judge first asked the witnesses to explain the origins of the documents and information, some of 
which they had personally verified for the BKA and which have been used as evidence to indict Anwar 
R and Eyad A. For that, those visiting the court needed background information: within the framework 
of structural investigations into Syria, the BKA has been collecting evidence since 2011 that can be used 
in court proceedings, such as those of the al-Khatib trial.

The first witness gave a calm and detailed account of how he had obtained reports from the 
United Nations, Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International, and what he did based on the 
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information in the reports. He described arbitrary detentions by the Syrian intelligence services and the 
inhumane conditions in Assad government detention centers. Since the judges wanted to compare infor-
mation, especially on conditions in detention, the witness detailed his findings on torture methods and 
detainees’ causes of death, such as the “flying carpet,” electric shocks and the pulling of fingernails. In 
some cases, the judges projected brutal images from the UN report on the wall.

The witness then discussed the important work of the Commission for International Justice and 
Accountability: the nonprofit organization researches and documents human rights violations, which it 
shares with the international criminal justice system. CIJA also provided the BKA with information on 
Anwar R and Branch 251.

The questioning of the second witness went much faster. After only half an hour, the BKA offi-
cial was dismissed. The judges asked him the same questions as the first witness, whose answers he 
confirmed.

Finally, the judges came to the last item on the day’s agenda: the reading aloud of two documents 
on human rights violations in Syria in 2011 and 2012 issued by the UN and the UN General Assembly. 
This was necessary because everything that can be used as evidence must be formally and publicly intro-
duced in court, including UN reports. Reading the lengthy documents aloud took several hours. They 
were also simultaneously translated into Arabic so that the defendants could understand every word.

The UN, whose formulations are otherwise rather reserved and diplomatic, used surprisingly 
clear language in the reports, which contain numerous interviews with survivors of persecution by the 
regime, as well as defectors. The reports outline Syria’s modern history as well as the development—or 
more precisely, deterioration—of the human rights situation during the decades-long rule of Hafez, and 
later, Bashar al-Assad. The texts document people’s outright fear of torture, abuse and murder. Among 
other things, it describes that soldiers were forced to shoot civilians, pregnant women did not dare enter 
hospitals, and parents were told to forget their “disappeared” children because they had no chance of 
seeing them again.

Shortly before the reports were read in full, a deafening alarm went off in the courthouse. A bomb 
threat and an ensuing emergency evacuation abruptly ended the day.

DAY 29, 3 SEPTEMBER 2020: 
TWO BKA OFFICERS TESTIFY ABOUT EYAD A’S ARREST

Two witnesses testified on day 29 of the trial: Federal Criminal Police (BKA) senior and chief commis-
sioners spoke about their two arrests of the accused Eyad A.

The senior police commissioner testified first, recalling the arrest by the BKA on 12 February 
2019. Eyad A was arrested as per a warrant issued by the German Federal Court of Justice. The witness 
first explained why the arrest did not take place in Eyad A’s apartment. The BKA knew that the man had 
young children whom he lived with. Therefore, after receiving the arrest warrant, the BKA contacted the 
responsible immigration office to prevent the children from witnessing their father’s arrest.

When the officers informed him about the arrest warrant, Eyad A was very surprised, according 
to the senior police commissioner. He could still remember the stunned expression on Eyad A’s face. On 
the trip to the Federal Court of Justice in Karlsruhe, the defendant was informed of his rights. The com-
missioner testified that Eyad A had repeatedly asserted that this all must be a big misunderstanding, and 
that he had been friendly, polite and cooperative.

The BKA officer had to pause briefly to find the right words: when Eyad A was transferred from 
the Federal Court of Justice to the Saarbrücken Penitentiary (JVA), he was visibly distraught. He con-
stantly repeated that there must have been a misunderstanding and that he would soon return home 
to his family.

After a complaint was filed with the investigating judge at the Federal Supreme Court, the arrest 
warrant was revoked shortly thereafter, and Eyad A was released from custody. This was because the 
defendant had incriminated himself during questioning, and was only later informed of his rights as 
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an accused individual. This was a procedural error, but should not have led to his arrest warrant being 
revoked. Therefore, Eyad A was taken back into custody a few weeks after his release.

The second witness reported on Eyad A’s second arrest, which took place on 24 June 2019. The 
chief commissioner said that the defendant had complained of health problems, putting into question 
whether he could be taken to the Federal Court of Justice in Karlsruhe that day. Therefore, he was first 
taken to a nearby hospital and seen by an emergency room physician. Since the arrest warrant was still 
valid, however, he was driven to the Federal Court of Justice after a brief stay in the hospital, and then 
taken back to the Saarbrücken prison.

The third item on the day’s agenda, as on the previous day, was reading reports into evidence, 
such as the German translation of the UN report of the 31st Special Session, which documents the sys-
tematic violence in Syrian detention centers.

The judges took turns reading detailed descriptions of how detainees were arbitrarily arrested and 
sometimes tortured to death in government detention centers. One survivor reported that another man 
had had his eyes burned with a cigarette and his body pierced with a hot metal rod. The guards then let 
him die an agonizing death. In many cases, the corpses were destroyed. It became very quiet in the court-
room when the presiding judge read a detainee’s description of the death of a fellow detainee, saying, “He 
died, we closed his eyes, wrapped a military blanket around his body and read the Quran in our hearts.”

Lastly, a Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (BAMF) report from 16 January 2012 was 
read into the record. It mainly dealt with the unrest in Syria and the reactions to it by the Syrian govern-
ment, along with international governments. The BAMF reported how protests had spread during the 
Arab Spring, and how the military was ordered to shoot peaceful demonstrators. Due to time constraints, 
the report was not read in its entirety. Those watching the trial were left with disturbing images of vio-
lence in Syria.

DAYS 30 AND 31, 9/10 SEPTEMBER 2020: 
EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT OF MASS GRAVES

On day 30 and 31 of the al-Khatib trial, as on day 22 and 23 (see trial reports), the Koblenz Higher 
Regional Court summoned a witness whose identity was to remain secret. The witness therefore kept 
his face covered throughout his testimony. The defense objected, which the presiding judge overruled: 
the potential danger to the witness’ relatives in Syria justified him not revealing his identity.

Also, for the first time, an accredited Syrian journalist who attended the trial was granted access 
to the simultaneous translation of the proceedings into Arabic. In so doing, the court complied with an 
18 August preliminary injunction by the German Constitutional Court (see trial report day 24).

The witness, referred to as “Z 30/07/19,” reported in detail on his work in cemeteries in the prov-
ince of Damascus. He testified that at the end of 2011, two intelligence officers showed up and ordered 
him and several of his colleagues to help them transport and bury corpses. The officers provided the wit-
ness with a van—without license plates but with pictures of President Bashar al-Assad. Several times a 
week for several years, he drove his colleagues from Tishreen, Mezzeh and Harasta military hospitals 
to al-Quteifa and Najha cemeteries, usually accompanied by intelligence officers and large refrigerated 
trucks. The trucks carried several hundred corpses per week.

At the cemeteries, the trucks stopped next to deep trenches that had been dug. The witness’ 
colleagues unloaded the corpses with their bare hands, often without protective equipment; some fell 
gravely ill. As soon as a section of the trench was full of bodies, an excavator covered it with dirt. The 
witness described how corpses were continually brought to the cemeteries, and how new trenches were 
constantly being dug .

The witness’ task was to drive the others, and to list information provided by the officers of the 
number and origins of the corpses. “The corpses came from many different detention centers of vari-
ous secret services, including the General Intelligence Service’s al-Khatib prison and the Saydnaya mil-
itary prison,” the witness told the court.
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It became clear to everyone in the courtroom that the sight and smell of the corpses haunts the witness 
to this day. He testified that, once, he could not eat for days. At some point, he and his colleagues felt that 
they could not wash off the corpses’ smell, even by showering.

The witness reported important details. At Saydnaya prison, he saw corpses up close. He specu-
lated that they had been executed. The bodies had not yet decomposed, and he saw signs of strangulation. 
The witness’ statements correspond, for example, with Amnesty International’s report Human slaugh-
terhouse: Mass hangings and extermination at Saydnaya prison, Syria.

The men he drove and the excavator drivers told the witness about corpses they saw in the hos-
pitals. They spoke of corpses marked with numbers and symbols on their foreheads or chests. Some of 
the bodies’ hands were still tied behind their backs with handcuffs or zip ties. Others were bloody, with 
bruises and missing toenails and fingernails. Some of the corpses’ faces were unrecognizable from acid 
burns. Some experiences particularly affected the witness. Once a man who had supposedly been exe-
cuted was still breathing—until an officer ordered an excavator driver to run him over. Another time, 
he discovered among the corpses a woman holding her child in her arms. He almost broke down when 
he saw this.

The thought and memory of the corpses was still extremely distressing to the witness. This was 
visible during his testimony. The court took several recesses upon his request. On the afternoon of day 
30 of the trial, he finally asked to be excused for the day.

The next day, the witness continued his testimony. Documents were projected on the wall, includ-
ing sketches he had made during police questioning of the lists he filled out with the names of the deten-
tion centers the corpses came from, including al-Khatib. The presiding judge asked the witness to locate 
the hospitals and burial sites on satellite images. This was difficult for him because the maps mostly 
depicted desert regions and used letters from the Roman alphabet, which he could not read.

Finally, the day ended with a discussion about the witness and his identity that took place between 
the judge, the Federal Prosecutor’s Office, and the counsel for the joint plaintiffs and the defense.

What will undoubtedly remain from these two days are the gruesome details about the countless 
corpses. They reveal the extent of the crimes committed in Syrian torture facilities such as al-Khatib.

DAYS 32 AND 33, 15/16 SEPTEMBER 2020: 
HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVIST MAZEN DARWISH TESTIFIES

Those interested in Syria, and especially the crimes of Bashar al-Assad’s government, know of the wit-
ness who was the focus of the al-Khatib trial on day 32 and 33. Mazen Darwish is a journalist and Syr-
ian human rights lawyer, and founded the Syrian Center for Media and Freedom of Expression (SCM) in 
2004. He has been an important Syrian partner of ECCHR since 2016.

Darwish was detained in Syria several times and severely tortured. At the Higher Regional Court 
in Koblenz, however, it was less about his personal experience than his comprehensive expertise on struc-
tures and developments in Syria—also prior to the peaceful protests against Bashar al-Assad that took 
place in 2011. Based on his own experience and the work of his organization, Darwish outlined political 
and social events beginning in 1958 that led to the dictatorial governments of Hafez and Bashar al-Assad.

According to Darwish, the Assads’ goal is to completely control Syrian society. Children and 
students are indoctrinated through youth organizations and curricula. Trade unions and professional 
associations were broken up, sometimes with bloodshed, and freedom of the press suppressed. Active 
elements within civil society were persecuted. There was also no “real” parliament in Syria. These are 
methods typical of totalitarian regimes, the witness concluded. Power was “inherited” in Syria, which is 
why the country is more of a “family business” than a state. An important instrument of repression was 
the security apparatus, which had a completely free hand and did not have to fear prosecution.

Since the beginning of the Arab Spring, the military, police and intelligence services have relied 
on arbitrary and unchecked violence. Darwish testified that right at the beginning of the protests, on 
15 March 2011, many peaceful demonstrators were arrested in Damascus, as well as the next day, when 
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people demonstrated for the release of those arrested. At the end of March 2011, President Assad pub-
licly and unequivocally threatened the peaceful demonstrators, saying, “If you want an open war, then so 
be it.” Torture has always existed in Syria, the human rights lawyer testified, but since 2011, the number 
of “disappeared,” imprisoned and tortured people has increased enormously. Moreover, from then on, 
the Assad government mainly used torture not to force confessions, but for retaliation and deterrence.

Asked by the court, the witness also reported on Branch 251: al-Khatib. To support his testi-
mony, Darwish submitted numerous documents to the court, including a list of the names and ranks of 
93 employees of Branch 251, the testimony of a witness from Harasta military hospital on corpses from 
al-Khatib, a list of deaths from Branch 251 with the numbers of refrigerated trucks and bodies, and 103 
photographs of deceased detainees from that branch.

The documents were compiled and translated by Darwish’s organization SCM. Darwish had 
collected some of the documents himself, which is evident from his signature. After some discussion 
between the parties, the court admitted the documents, which will be provided to the parties to the trial 
in the coming weeks and then introduced in the trial, as the documents could be of great importance to 
the proceedings.

Darwish testified that he had never met the main defendant Anwar R. He had heard, however, that 
Anwar R had been the head of the al-Khatib interrogation department. Like other witnesses, Darwish 
emphasized that it is impossible that Anwar R did not know about the torture in the position he held. 
Anyone who volunteers to work for the Syrian intelligence services declares at the outset that they are 
prepared to carry out all tasks within the system. Only those who were one hundred percent loyal to the 
regime would be accepted.

When asked by ECCHR partner lawyer and counsel for the joint plaintiffs Sebastian Scharmer 
whether the intelligence services used sexual and gender-based violence, the witness stated that there 
had been repeated sexual assaults against men and women. He had experienced this himself. When he 
and his wife, a long-time human rights activist, were imprisoned, a n intelligence services agent had 
asked him whether, if she were raped, he would have the right to divorce her without having to repay her 
dowry. As a lawyer, he should know. It was clear to him that the officer was not interested in the answer, 
but rather, was sending him an unmistakable signal.

On day 33, another witness was heard following Darwish’s testimony. The man appeared wear-
ing a face mask out of fear for his brother in Syria, he said. But the court insisted that the witness take 
off the mask.

The witness stated that he was friends with the brother of Anwar R’s wife. He had met the main 
defendant at a funeral service in 2005. Later, he had visited him in his office in Damascus and had cof-
fee with him. The witness said he knew Anwar R was an intelligence officer. That is why he approached 
him in 2012 when the Military Intelligence Service imprisoned his cousin. Anwar R had told him that 
his cousin’s situation was precarious. He also told him about a severely abused person. “With something 
like this, the heart bleeds,” Anwar R had said. The witness admitted, however, that he did not have the 
impression that the secret service work incriminated Anwar R in principle. The witness said he had spo-
ken with the accused on the phone several times a few years later, in Germany. They did not talk about 
their respective attitudes toward the Syrian government. He learned that Anwar R had turned his back 
on the regime on television in late 2012. Overall, this testimony neither exonerated the defendant nor 
added much information to the trial.

DAY 34, 1 OCTOBER 2020: 
EYEWITNESS TESTIFIES ON TORTURE AND SEXUAL  
VIOLENCE—AND MEETINGS WITH ANWAR R

Those involved in the al-Khatib trial have developed a kind of routine. Members of the public watching 
the trial greet each other warmly and discuss what happened in recent days of the trial in a mix of Ger-
man, English and Arabic.
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On day 34 of the trial, a witness had been summoned to the Higher Regional Court in Koblenz to speak 
as a survivor about her detainment in the al-Khatib branch and her personal meetings with defendant 
Anwar R. Her testimony was striking. Beginning in 2011, the witness was detained in al-Khatib twice—
also while Anwar R headed its investigation department. Both times, she had been arrested at a peace-
ful demonstration, and transported with other demonstrators for a few hours to Branch 40—where they 
were brutally beaten and sometimes subjected to sexual violence—before being taken to al-Khatib later 
the same day.

After a physical examination in the al-Khatib branch, she was taken to a mounfarideh—a cell 
about the size of the table she was testifying from and so low that she could barely stand. “Like a grave,” 
the witness said. The cell had no daylight.

The screams of those being tortured at the al-Khatib branch were terrible. You could hear them 
non-stop. In the morning, they were mixed with Fairuz’s singing, one of the most famous Arab singers 
whose voice rang out through the detention center. The witness was lucky—she was only rarely tortured. 
She described the feeling of the electric shocks she was subjected to : the device used was only about 
the size of a laser pointer, but when held against the neck, made the whole body twitch. In this state, she 
could not say how many individual shocks she had been given.

When the prosecutor asked about hygiene in the prison, the witness laughed sarcastically. There 
was no hygiene, she said. There were insects everywhere. Walking to the toilet and back, which she was 
only allowed to do once a day, took about three minutes. The guards used the route “to put her muscles 
to the test,” and hit her bottom. When she asked for feminine hygiene products after getting her period, 
the guards made fun of her. She used her socks.

Later, the witness spoke in detail about the sexual violence in al-Khatib. Among other things, 
she described how she was examined naked, and how a fellow prisoner’s hijab was torn off. In addition, 
women were socially isolated following their detainment, especially if they had been raped. In this con-
text, she also referred to the film Syrie—Le Cri Etouffé, which she recommended to the defense attorney, 
who asked for additional information for the first time in the trial.

The witness then spoke of the main defendant, as she knew Anwar R personally. At the presid-
ing judge’s request, she turned to Anwar R in the courtroom and reconfirmed this. The witness met him 
twice. The first time, she was taken to him in the al-Khatib Branch with her clothes torn by beatings. At 
his insistence, her blindfold was removed: she saw a picture of Syria’s President Bashar al-Assad on the 
wall. Anwar R questioned her about herself, her family and the political events in Syria. He was friendly 
to her, offered her coffee and allowed her to smoke.

The next day, she was transferred to the intelligence service s department of Kafr Sousa and then 
released. She suspected that this was probably due to UN Special Envoy Kofi Annan’s recent visit to 
Syria. As a newspaper article quoted later in the trial showed that he had demanded political prisoners 
be released, among other things.

The witness met Anwar R a second time with a friend at a café in Jordan. It was a strange situa-
tion to drink coffee with someone who had allowed prisoners to be tortured. It was even stranger that he 
asked her how he and his family could travel safely from Damascus to Ghouta—he was the one who had 
worked for the security services. The meeting was friendly. As a side note, he explicitly mentioned that 
he had turned away from the regime. However, he did not show remorse or apologize to her.

The public prosecutor dug deeper into these personal meetings with Anwar R because the wit-
ness’ testimony deviated substantially from the defendant’s statement. Is it correct, as Anwar R stated, 
that the witness had been taken to his office an hour after she was arrested? No, the witness said. Did 
she work for the BBC? No, she repeated. Is she from Maaraba? No. Is she Christian? No. Anwar R quietly 
shook his head. The prosecutor did not ask further questions, nor did the defense.

At the end of the day, the witness was dismissed. Her remarks were so concise that the parties to 
the trial had no further questions, and the court canceled the next day of the hearing, which was sched-
uled to allow for the further questioning of the witness.

Finally, the presiding judge read out the court’s rejection of an earlier request by the defense to 
repeat trial days one to 23, due to accredited journalists’ lack of access to an Arabic language translation. 
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The court justified its decision, saying that this was not a violation of the principle of transparency. 
Instead, the German Federal Constitutional Court’s decision was based on freedom of the press and the 
press’ right to equal treatment, not on the criminal proceedings per se.

DAYS 35 AND 36, 6/7 OCTOBER 2020: 
A WITNESS SEARCHES FOR HIS BROTHER

Days 35 and 36 of the trial revolved around the fate of Malek (name changed) who might have died in 
the al-Khatib branch. His brother was the witness summoned on day 35. What is certain is that Malek, a 
doctor, disappeared in al-Khatib, and that his family to this day do not know what happened to him. The 
testimony on both days of the trial mainly concerned the search for Malek, or his body. Once again, it 
became clear: this trial and the Syrian state apparatus’ alleged crimes against humanity are about the 
fates of thousands of individuals and countless traumatized families.

The witness, also a joint plaintiff in the trial, gave a second-hand account of his brother’s disap-
pearance. He himself had been detained at the time and recounted what another brother had told him. He 
suggested that this second brother should also be called as a witness.

On day 35, the witness first briefly testified about his own detainment in May 2012 by the Air 
Force Intelligence Services, and in July 2012 by the Military Intelligence Services. His second detain-
ment coincided with Malek’s disappearance.

The witness presented evidence that supports that Malek did indeed die. Prison guards had tried 
to give Malek’s personal belongings to the second brother, as well as a death certificate that said Malek 
died of kidney failure or a heart attack—although all Syrians know this cause of death is listed when 
someone dies from torture. The witness also reported that the main defendant Anwar R had instructed 
the other brother not to ask any questions about Malek, and told him to go to the military hospital in Har-
asta to collect his corpse. In addition, a deserter smuggled out a list of names of deceased detainees from 
Branch 251 and sent a photograph of it to the witness via WhatsApp. Malek’s name was number 71 on 
the list. A fellow inmate released from Branch 251 later told the witness in detail that Malek had been 
severely tortured and transferred to a place where there were mass graves.

On day 36, a new witness was called to the bench. He gave a more concrete account of what had 
happened, as he had looked for Malek himself. He said that Malek had been arrested because he had 
treated injured opposition members. The witness had been looking for Malek together with the other 
brother. With the support of a family friend who was in the secret service and others connected to the 
regime, they had succeeded in visiting Branch 251 and meeting Anwar R. For this, the witness paid 
about 400,000 Syrian lira (about 3,800 euros at the time.) He did not know how much the other brother 
paid beyond that.

The witness and the other brother visited the al-Khatib branch twice. During their first visit at the 
end of July 2012, prison guards wanted to give them Malek’s personal belongings. However, the brother 
did not take them—he did not want to give up his search for Malek.

A few days later, the witness went to al-Khatib a second time and met with Anwar R personally. 
He waited in front of Anwar R’s office on a wooden bench in a hallway that led to several rooms. Wait-
ing had been psychological torture—“a warning,” the witness suspected. In the other rooms, he had 
seen prisoners kneeling, blindfolded, with their hands tied behind their backs. They had been wet, as if 
doused with water. He had heard loud screams and beatings.

He had been only in Anwar R’s office briefly. The latter wanted the witness to leave quickly, say-
ing, “Take his body—or any corpse—and disappear!” Anwar R then posed conditions, such as a fourth 
brother having to return from Saudi Arabia. Thereafter, the witness and Malek’s other brother went to 
the mortuaries at Tishreen and Harasta military hospitals. There, they saw countless naked corpses with 
numbers on their chests or foreheads. Some looked as if they had been dead for a long time, others not for 
very long. Some showed signs of torture; others had bullet wounds. The brother was supposed to “pick 
out” a corpse, but Malek was not there.
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The witness also reported that sometime later, he had been approached by a friend whose neighbor in 
Harasta had information about Malek. When they met, the neighbor showed “signs of torture and star-
vation.” He reported that Malek had been tortured so badly that he hallucinated. With this, the witness 
ended his testimony and was excused.

At the end of the day, the witness from day 35 took the stand again. On behalf of his mother and 
himself, he directly addressed the accused, asking what had happened to his brother. A defense law-
yer later read a statement from the defendant, which said that Anwar R had had no contact with Malek’s 
brother or the witness from day 36. They had not visited him; he did not know them.

The trial ended with the reading of extracts of a Human Rights Watch report.

DAY 37, 8 OCTOBER 2020: 
SPIEGEL CORRESPONDENT CHRISTOPH REUTER TESTIFIES

Journalist Christoph Reuter was called as a witness on day 37 of the al-Khatib trial. The Spiegel Middle 
East correspondent is also known for his books on life during the Iraq War and the Islamic State. Due 
to his extensive knowledge of Syria, the Higher Regional Court in Koblenz decided to call Reuter as an 
expert witness. His questioning focused on two main topics: the development of the situation in Syria in 
2011 and 2012, and his meeting with the main defendant Anwar R

The witness studied in Syria in the 1990s. After several shorter stays there, he went to Syria for 
the German news magazine Spiegel in 2011. Initially, his research mainly focused on understanding the 
opposition and the emerging lines of conflict.

“When did the Syrian regime start to open fire on civilians in response to demonstrations?” the 
court asked. The regime had been shooting at demonstrators since February/March 2011, but denied 
this time and again. People were also arrested during demonstrations, said Reuter. They were beaten in 
prison, but then “released” after a short time—with the exception of a situation in April or May 2011 in 
Homs, where about 200 people disappeared without a trace.

The witness described the demonstrations as “flashmobs.” People walked together onto the 
streets, held up signs, filmed this for a few minutes, and then disappeared. In order to react to possi-
ble gunfire from the regime, demonstrators stationed the fastest runners in the middle of the street 
and the older people on the edges. Reuter recognized patterns in the sequence of demonstrations: 
Fridays—demonstrations resulting in deaths and injuries; Saturdays—funeral processions and more 
attacks by the regime; Sundays to Thursdays—silence. When questioned by the defense counsel for 
the second defendant, Eyad A, the expert confirmed that it was the intelligence services that fired 
at demonstrators.

The intelligence services’ function changed in spring 2011, the witness explained. Before that, 
they had competed internally. Thereafter, they increasingly worked together. Even though they had 
always collected more than just information—meaning they had also intervened militarily—this was 
now in the foreground. The secret services captured and tortured considerably more people. The mass 
murders and the sending of corpses to military hospitals were also new. Reuter first heard about this in 
April 2012 with regard to the military hospital in Homs. He was only told once by a man who was search-
ing for his brother’s body about the military hospitals in Tishreen and Harasta.

Reuter’s meeting with Anwar R took place in Jordan shortly after the defendant deserted in 
2012. The reporter wanted to learn about the regime’s inner workings—mostly, he wanted to research 
the regime’s “staging of terror” to present itself as a “lesser evil” compared to IS and other groups. Ali 
Mamlouk, head of the General Intelligence Directorate at the time, was a specialist in this.

Why does the witness think the accused deserted? Since 2011, “professional investigative work” 
was no longer possible, since torture was used even though people did not have information to share. 
The system’s “useless torture” had bothered the accused, said Reuter. What could Reuter say about 
al-Khatib? He had not talked about deceased detainees with Anwar R. Reuter knew, however, that peo-
ple were afraid of being taken to the al-Khatib Branch. In general, the reporter assumed that detainees 
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were subjected to the most brutality by the Military Intelligence and Air Force Intelligence Services. All 
in all, Reuter vividly described the situation in Syria in 2011 and 2012. Affected witnesses’ previous tes-
timony was put in context again—this time, through the eyes of a journalist.

DAY 38, 27 OCTOBER 2020: 
JOURNALIST GARANCE LE CAISNE DISCUSSES  
THE CAESAR PHOTOS

After a two-week break, the trial resumed with day 38, which focused on testimony from journalist 
Garance Le Caisne. Her book Codename Caesar was published in March 2016. In it, she tells the story 
of a former Syrian military photographer, referred to as Caesar, who smuggled out of the country more 
than 50,000 photographs of torture victims of the Assad regime.

Le Caisne was asked to testify on her contact with Caesar and his photos. In a clear, firm voice, 
she first spoke about her career as a freelance journalist and decades working in the Middle East. In 2011, 
she reported on the wave of protests there—the so-called Arab Spring—and traveled regularly to Tuni-
sia, Libya and Syria. In spring 2014, she was commissioned by the French weekly newspaper Le Journal 
du Dimanche to attend an international press conference in Qatar, during which the Caesar files were 
presented to the public. She set out to find and interview Caesar. Many journalists wanted to meet him; 
none succeeded.

To attract Caesar’s attention and show him her work, she had three of her articles translated into 
Arabic. According to Le Caisne, one of her contacts was so moved by her articles that he put her in touch 
with Caesar’s close confidante, Sami. Le Caisne assured Sami that she did not want to write a book about 
Caesar but, instead, about the atrocities committed in Syrian intelligence services detention centers. 
After meeting with Sami many times, Le Caisne heard Caesar’s voice for the first time in March 2015 on 
a Skype call. A short time later, their first meeting took place. Other meetings followed.

The court wanted to know how Caesar took the photos, as well as his role in taking them. As a 
military photographer, his main job was to photograph incidents, such as accidents, in which soldiers 
were involved. But after the civil war broke out in 2011, Caesar’s main task was to photograph dead 
insurgents at Mezzeh Civil Hospital 601 and Tishreen Military Hospital 607. Caesar told Le Caisne 
that at the beginning of the revolution, the corpses were named. Later, they were given three num-
bers: one for each prisoner, one for the corresponding department of the four intelligence services—
for example 215, 248 and 227—and one documenting the cause of death—cardiac arrest. However, 
the corpses—including those of children and the elderly—bore signs of severe violence and torture, 
which escaped comprehension. Le Caisne also received a photograph of a form from Caesar, which 
the photographer had to fill out and attach to the photos of the dead. They assisted forensic exam-
iners in their archival work. Le Caisne gave the photo of the form to the presiding judge. The form 
and its translation raised questions from the parties to the trial about its content, authenticity and  
blacked-out text.

Le Caisne was also asked how Caesar had reacted to his job of photographing tortured civil-
ians. The witness said that at first, he could not believe what he was seeing every day. Caesar ultimately 
wanted to desert the regime because of the drastically increasing numbers of the dead. However, a child-
hood friend with whom he shared this wish in spring 2011 urged him to continue working to gather evi-
dence of the Assad government’s crimes.

Caesar thus remained in his job for another year and a half. He copied 53,200 photographs that he 
smuggled out of his office on a USB stick, hidden in his belt or the heel of a shoe, and then handed them 
over to his friend. The latter copied and backed up the files, which later found their way to the Public 
Prosecutors’ Offices in France, Germany and Lichtenstein, to the FBI and to others by way of a group of 
supporters. In summer 2013, Caesar went into hiding and left Syria with the help of opposition members. 
A third person smuggled an external hard drive with the photos out of Syria. In Turkey, Caesar’s friend 
then categorized and archived the photos with the support of a human rights organization. The friend 
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told Le Caisne that he had sent the files to the German Federal Prosecutor’s Office in the same way he 
received them. According to Le Caisne, the files were of high resolution images.

After the lunch break, the court examined selected “Caesar photos.” Le Caisne confirmed that 
the photos shown resembled those she had seen. Asked about their authenticity, Le Caisne said that rela-
tives of missing detainees identified approximately 700 of the bodies after many of the photos had been 
published by the Turkish human rights organization. What did Caesar hope to achieve by publishing 
the photos? Le Caisne suspected that he hoped it would put an end to the crimes, a hope that has not yet 
been fulfilled.

DAYS 39 AND 40, 28/29 OCTOBER 2020: 
CAESAR FILES—THE COURT ADDRESSES REPORTS  
FROM THE CARTER-RUCK LAW FIRM  
AND THE GERMAN FEDERAL CRIMINAL POLICE

Days 39 and 40 of the al-Khatib trial were also scheduled to focus on Caesar, the Syrian military police 
photographer who had defected, and his photographs that were smuggled abroad. On day 39, the court 
read a 2014 report by the London law firm Carter-Ruck that assessed the credibility of certain evidence 
of the torture and execution of people detained by the current Assad regime.

For its report on behalf of the Qatari government, the law firm assembled a team of international 
law experts with experience in prosecuting war crimes. In order to evaluate the credibility of Caesar and 
the photographs, they interviewed him several times in January 2014. He told them that he had worked 
as a photographer for the Syrian military police for 13 years. When the civil war began in 2011, his job 
changed from photographing crime scenes and accidents to photographing detainees who had been 
killed. Detainees’ corpses were taken to Mezzeh and Tishreen Military Hospitals, among others. Cae-
sar had been sent there with a physician and a member of the judiciary to photograph the bodies. The 
corpses of murdered detainees were given a reference number, as well as one that referred to the secret 
services department responsible for their detention and death. In the military hospital, they were given 
a third number to prove that the death had occurred at the hospital. Out of deep concern about what was 
happening, Caesar sent copies of the photos on a USB stick to his trusted contact “Sami.” Of the more 
than 50,000 photos showing more than 11,000 victims, a forensic team examined a total of 5,500 images 
of an estimated 1,300 corpses. According to computer specialists, none of the pictures had been digi-
tally altered or manipulated. After questioning Caesar and examining the photos, the team of experts 
concluded that there was clear evidence that the Syrian government had systematically tortured and 
killed detainees.

On day 40 of the trial, a chief German Federal Criminal Police (BKA) commissioner was asked 
to testify on the Caesar photos and the BKA’s interview of Sami.

For his testimony, the chief police commissioner compiled all the information the BKA had gath-
ered in its Caesar file in recent years. In addition to examining and sorting the images delivered by Sami, 
this included forensic medical analysis by the University of Cologne, which will be introduced into the 
proceedings next week. It also included Sami’s November 2017 witness statement, as well as interviews 
with other witnesses who recognized individuals in the Caesar photos. Also included is a German Aero-
space Center satellite image analysis of Mezzeh Military Hospital, where some bodies were said to have 
been stored out in the open, as well as the Carter-Ruck report, which was read in court the previous day. 
Moreover, the Commission for International Justice and Accountability forwarded Syrian secret ser-
vices internal documents concerning torture prison deaths to the BKA, as well as death certificates the 
Syrian government distributed to relatives of the deceased. According to the chief police commissioner, 
all the evidence confirms and presents a complete picture of the Caesar photos’ authenticity and the Syr-
ian government’s actions. The commissioner said that at no time during his many years of involvement 
with the Caesar case did he perceive any indication that the pictures or any aspect of their origin had 
been falsified. Sami’s witness statements at the time were precise, calm and very credible.
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From the information obtained in the BKA’s November 2017 interview with Sami in Germany, the chief 
commissioner was able to testify that Caesar had photographed between 10 to 20 corpses per day at the 
beginning of the revolution. Later, he photographed over 50 corpses a day, which looked like they had 
been tortured, bound and strangled. Many had been starved to death. Almost all the victims were men 
between 20 and 40 years old. Sami also confirmed Caesar’s statement regarding the Syrian military 
police’s meticulous process of documenting the dead. On the one hand, the photographs allowed death 
certificates to be issued without the families seeing the corpses of those who had been tortured to death. 
On the other hand, the photos could have served as evidence within the regime that an execution order 
had been carried out. Relatives were told that their loved ones had died from cardiac arrest or respira-
tory problems.

Sami also confirmed that Caesar had wanted to desert in May 2011 because of what he saw every 
day and that Sami had convinced him not to. Rather, Caesar was to collect evidence so that the murder-
ers could be prosecuted. To this end, Sami and Caesar met almost daily at Sami’s apartment to save and 
organize the photos that Caesar brought on Sami’s computer. Sami labeled the files with the branch num-
ber in which the deceased had been imprisoned, their prisoner number and date the photo was taken. 
Sami also assigned the photos to the different security services branches. He told the police that there 
were ultimately four different versions of the files. Of these, a group supporting Caesar uploaded one 
compressed file to Google Drive and sent it to Liechtenstein. The German Federal Prosecutor’s Office 
received an uncompressed Google Drive file in 2013. Sami saved a compressed file on a hard drive; 
another uncompressed version has been saved on a hard drive in a secret location in Syria.

The chief police commissioner told the court that the BKA had asked the Principality of Liech-
tenstein for judicial assistance in November 2015. The Caesar files there were then handed over to the 
BKA and the forensic medicine department at the University of Cologne for technical protection and 
processing. The files from Liechtenstein numbered at approximately 98,000, of which almost 55,000 had 
the same content. The court wanted to know the extent to which the compressed files from Liechtenstein 
differed from the uncompressed files that the Federal Prosecutor’s Office had received. The witness 
explained that the uncompressed files had no real added value because each copying process, especially 
the uploading process, changes the files’ metadata.

After evaluating the Caesar photos, interviewing Sami and other witnesses, and reviewing addi-
tional documents that the BKA had received from other informants and CIJA, the BKA was able to 
finally confirm that all of the photographs in the Caesar files had been taken between May 2011 and 
August 2013 under orders from the Office of the Prosecutor General of the Syrian Military Police .

At the end of the day, the court showed a selection of photos from the Caesar files. With these dis-
turbing images in their heads, those watching the trial finally stepped outside into the rain.

DAYS 41 AND 42, 3/4 NOVEMBER 2020: 
EXPERT MARKUS ROTHSCHILD DISCUSSES THE CAESAR PHOTOS

On day 41 of the al-Khatib trial, the Higher Regional Court of Koblenz focused on the Caesar photos—
as it did the previous week. Professor Markus Rothschild from the University of Cologne had been 
invited to testify on his forensic analysis. Beginning in 2017, the expert and his colleague had examined 
each of the 26,938 photographs of people killed in Syrian detention centers. They just completed this 
multi-year project a few weeks ago.

Rothschild came to court with a detailed presentation. He meticulously described the injuries 
suffered by the people he had found in the Caesar photos, as well as the extent to which his findings 
confirmed previous witness testimonies. For each type of abuse and injury, the expert showed several 
pictures that demonstrated the cruelty of the crimes. Although he presented his findings soberly, the 
courtroom watched in tense silence. The mood darkened with each photograph Rothschild showed. 
Toward the end, many watching the trial averted their eyes—the brutal images on the slides were  
too disturbing.
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First, the expert concentrated on the visual analysis of the photos he had conducted on behalf of the Ger-
man Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office. Rothschild presented a clearly recognizable pattern of injuries. 
The resemblances were so striking that he and his colleague were often even convinced that they had 
already seen the same picture.

The forensic scientist presented statistics from his findings: in 88.6 percent of the cases, he could 
state with certainty that the person had been dead at the time they were photographed. According to his 
assessment, the others had also probably been dead, but did not show clear signs like postmortem rigid-
ity, skin changes or decay, as they were partially clothed or heavily soiled. Many had been injured prior 
to their death; in most cases, by blunt force. Numerous photos showed people so disfigured that he had to 
investigate the respective injuries—even after more than 40 years of experience in the field. He found 
that many bodies exhibited sharp force injuries, some bore marks of strangulation, and about half were 
completely naked. According to the expert, it was possible that their underwear had been pulled down 
especially for the photographs, but he had no explanation as to why this was done.

In the second part of his presentation, Rothschild compared previous witness testimony with 
his forensic findings, particularly regarding the al-Khatib branch. His conclusion: survivors’ descrip-
tions were largely consistent with his forensic analysis. He testified that abuse in Syrian prisons ranged 
accordingly from beatings to burns and the pulling of nails. Many victims had been forced to stand 
for a long time, which he could decipher from swelling in their legs. In the end, he said he believed that 
in many cases, the people in the photographs had very likely been executed or left to die—which also 
reflects survivors’ testimony.

In the third section, he explained the extent to which the Caesar photos allow conclusions to be 
drawn about hygiene and living conditions in Syrian detention centers, and especially at al-Khatib. For 
example, many witnesses stated in a German Federal Criminal Police status report that cells were often 
completely overcrowded. Rothschild was able to confirm that statements attesting to parasite infesta-
tions were true, indicating a lack of hygiene in the detention centers. The photos do not show a consist-
ent picture of the food and medical provisions in the detention centers, but do corroborate the witness 
statements: evidently, some people received enough food and medical care, while others were malnour-
ished and had wounds that were only covered with dirty pieces of cloth.

In summary, the expert noted that the Caesar files suggested systematic abuse and neglect in Syr-
ian detention centers. This was a central theme in his findings. He also emphasized that the photos cor-
roborated the overwhelming majority of the survivors’ statements.

On the following day of the trial (day 42), the translation of a summary was discussed. Subse-
quently, a German Federal Intelligence Service statement was read aloud that concerned the structure 
of the Syrian secret services.

DAYS 43 AND 44, 17/18 NOVEMBER 2020: 
NGO HEAD INVESTIGATOR CHRIS ENGELS TESTIFIES

Measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19 are also becoming stricter in Koblenz. Visitors must now 
fill out a registration form and present it upon entering the building. This resulted in a long line in front 
of the courthouse when Chris Engels, lead investigator of the Commission for International Justice and 
Accountability, testified on days 43 and 44.

Everyone interested in addressing the crimes in Syria knows of CIJA, a nonprofit organization 
that collects evidence to support criminal investigations. International criminal law experts have long 
discussed whether this evidence holds up in court. On day 43 of the trial, CIJA’s evidence was shared 
with the public in detail for the first time, which is one reason why many eagerly awaited Engel’s tes-
timony. According to CIJA, since 2012, it has obtained and smuggled out of the country approximately 
800,000 pages of original documents issued by the Syrian military and secret services. As director of 
investigations, Engels is responsible for CIJA’s cooperation with national law enforcement agencies. He 
worked in this capacity with the German Federal Criminal Police for the al-Khatib trial.
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Engels began by describing how his organization works, especially with regard to securing documents. 
He then spoke about his findings on the central structures and bodies responsible for cracking down on 
the demonstrations and riots in 2011 and 2012. He supported his testimony with documents that CIJA 
had collected from the Syrian secret services, including, for example, instructions distributed to the 
intelligence and police services on 5 August 2011. Among other things, they listed groups of people 
whom the security forces should target: those who financed or instigated demonstrations, members of 
opposition groups, and even people who had contact abroad. The tone of the documents issued by the 
highest level of government gradually became harsher. It became increasingly clear that violence was to 
be used to deal with the demonstrations. Using internal reports from various Syrian institutions, the wit-
ness clearly showed how these instructions had found their way from the highest levels of government 
down to the enforcement level. Transcripts of prisoner interrogations, for example, would then move up 
the reporting chain, leading to the addition of more people to the “wanted” list.

Additional evidence confirms the authenticity of CIJA’s documents. The organization conducted 
16 interviews with witnesses also named in the documents. Furthermore, the documents describe the 
circumstances of the deaths of four people who had been identified in the Caesar photos.

While the other parties to the trial attentively followed the presentation, the two defendants were 
primarily interested in the original Arabic documents. Some of the documents Engels presented had 
already been made public in a trial in the United States.

On another slide, Engels showed how prisoners had been transported across the country—many 
had been taken to Damascus from different regions of Syria; some had been transferred to other cities 
several times. This would mainly happen when the secret services thought a detainee was important or 
valuable in terms of gaining knowledge. Engels explained that the abuse and torture methods witnesses 
described to CIJA were similar throughout Syria, a sign that they were systemic in nature. He concluded 
that this constitutes crimes against humanity. The regime responded to the uprisings with systematic 
and widespread torture, abuse and imprisonment.

After the lunch break, Engels testified about General Secret Services Branches 251 and 285. 
Branch 285 is a central, technical division. Branch 251 (al-Khatib) covers Damascus and the surround-
ing rural areas. The judges repeatedly asked the witness if he knew which branch was responsible for 
which prisoners. Engels responded that this has remained unclear to him. He explained that Branch 251’s 
Subdivision 40 was particularly notorious and acted independently. It was headed by Hafez Makhlouf, a 
relative of the Assad family. A guard at al-Khatib told the witness that multiple prisoners had died in the 
detention center from torture and the conditions there.

CIJA also found evidence that, after leaving Branch 251 in summer 2012, the main defendant 
Anwar R continued to head the investigation unit of the General Intelligence Agency’s Central Investi-
gation Division (Branch 285) for several months. Engels substantiated this with documents that showed 
the receipt of detainee interrogation transcripts, as well as information from and about detainees. In 
addition, the nonprofit organization had obtained three internal investigation reports that identified 
Anwar R as the head of the Central Investigation Division. One report mentioned a witness whom CIJA 
later interviewed. In terms of content, the report was identical to the witness’ description of the circum-
stances of detainees’ arrests, questioning and charges. But it was missing the torture and abuse the wit-
ness had asserted to CIJA. For those watching the trial, this raised the question as to why these crimes 
have not been included in Anwar R’s indictment.

The next day, the senate and other parties to the trial questioned the witness. Their main focus 
was on CIJA’s development, working methods and funding. Engels explained what information the 
organization had shared with the German Federal Prosecutor’s Office regarding the current proceed-
ings. In addition, the defendants’ counsel wanted to know what CIJA knew about possible consequences 
for Syrian secret services employees if they refused to obey orders. Engels answered that in these 
cases, the regime sends very clear messages. Anyone who did not correctly carry out instructions to 
suppress oppositional protests was to be reported by other colleagues. As such, anyone who refused to 
obey orders may have become a target themselves. After the witness was dismissed, the court made an 
important organizational announcement: the judges are planning to separate the trial of Eyad A on 17 
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February 2021 from the overall proceedings, and to hear closing statements in his trial. The judges want 
to announce the verdict on 24 February. This is only a preliminary plan, because in such a major trial—
especially in times of COVID—unexpected incidents could affect the timeline. In addition, starting in 
January 2021, the trial will no longer be held in the Koblenz Regional Court’s large courtroom hall, but 
will be moved to a room in the Higher Regional Court nearby. The new courtroom is currently under 
renovation in order to ensure adherence to regulations concerning interpersonal distance. This devel-
opment also means that there will be fewer seats available for the public. For particularly important days, 
such as when the verdict is announced, the trial may return to room 128 of the Regional Court.

DAY 45, 19 NOVEMBER 2020: 
EYEWITNESS REPORTS SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN SYRIAN PRISONS

Day 45 of the al-Khatib trial focused on the testimony of a survivor and joint plaintiff. The woman had 
worked as a math teacher in Syria, and had been imprisoned by the regime five times from 2011 onward. 
The court concentrated mainly on her first two detentions. Supported by her counsel, ECCHR partner 
lawyer Patrick Kroker, she testified thoroughly and calmly.

The witness was first arrested in Damascus in November 2011. She and other demonstrators had 
seen an intelligence services officer beat a young adult, the latter of whom she wanted to help. Officers 
took her to a police station, where she and the six other detainees were forced to lie on the ground and 
were beaten. She was then transferred to a criminal security branch; a judge released her three days later.

The second arrest took place in February 2012. The witness had been in her apartment sorting 
medications that were to be taken to Homs, when about 20 secret service agents broke into her home. 
The witness, her two sisters and her brother were arrested and taken to the al-Khatib branch where she 
was interrogated for three days. Two people questioned her about the medications and her alleged mem-
bership in a political movement. On the third day, she was transferred to General Intelligence Services 
Branch 285 where she spent another 21 days.

The witness vividly detailed how she constantly heard young men’s screams and saw their ema-
ciated bodies as they walked through the hallways in both detention centers. In Branch 285, she also 
became an eyewitness to “welcome parties,” where branch guards would beat and kick new inmates, 
and slam their heads against the wall. She did not see any corpses in the cells or hallways. Once, she 
saw through her cell window four employees carrying away a dead body wrapped in a blanket—it bore 
obvious signs of torture and was emaciated. Another time, she saw armed branch workers gathering. 
Later, she learned that a large demonstration had taken place that day. She therefore assumed that these 
employees had put an end to the demonstration.

The witness testified that she had not been tortured, but that on the way to and from interro-
gations and visits to the toilet, guards repeatedly beat her with clubs and their bare hands. Al-Khat-
ib’s hygienic and sanitary conditions were poor. She was once given a sedative upon request, but was 
refused sanitary pads for menstruation.

Many detainees told her about sexual violence in the detention centers. Upon arrival in Branch 
251, she was searched by a Red Crescent nurse. After she had undressed for the search, a branch 
employee tried to enter the room. The nurse pushed him back, saying that the witness “was on her 
period,” but he still saw her naked. One of the guards in Branch 251 who led her to interrogations har-
assed her and touched her breasts several times.

Sexualized verbal abuse was a daily occurrence. The witness noted that she was never addressed by 
name during her detainment, only by derogatory terms such as “prostitute.” She reported threats of rape, 
also with regard to her sisters and brother. When asked by the presiding judge, the witness confirmed that 
she had taken these threats seriously and feared bad things would happen to her or her family members.

Following her testimony, ECCHR partner lawyers and joint plaintiff representatives Patrick Kro-
ker and Sebastian Scharmer read a motion on behalf of eight joint plaintiffs demanding that sexual 
violence not be treated as individual cases under the German Criminal Code, as has been the case so 
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far. Rather, sexual violence should be seen as one of the crimes against humanity of which Anwar R is 
accused. Rape and other forms of sexual violence are part of the large-scale and systematic attack on the 
Syrian civilian population, used with the specific aim of suppression. The lawyers argued that this has 
been made evident in the trial, referring to past hearings, as well as to dozens of passages in the Court’s 
(non-public) case file. They supported their argument with reports issued by international organizations, 
and requested that these be read into evidence.

The joint plaintiff lawyers requested that the indictment be updated, and that Anwar R be tried for 
sexual violence, which they described as “one of the cruelest, most consequential aspects of the regime’s 
crimes against humanity and is expressly designed to be covert.” They concluded by saying that their 
clients remained “hopeful that the Senate will listen to those who take the difficult path of breaking their 
silence.” When the motion was heard, Anwar R buried his face in his hands several times. His defense 
lawyers and the other parties to the trial reserved the right to comment on the motion.

DAYS 46 AND 47, 25/26 NOVEMBER 2020: 
A SURVIVOR FROM AL-KHATIB IDENTIFIES ANWAR R

On day 46 of the Syria trial at the Higher Regional Court in Koblenz, testimony was heard from a wit-
ness who had been imprisoned twice in the al-Khatib branch. At the beginning of his testimony, his 
lawyer petitioned for him to remain anonymous and testify with his face partially covered. She said 
the witness feared for his family, who was still in Syria. The court granted the petition, as his testimony 
could potentially endanger his family.

The witness told the court that he was first arrested in March 2011 near Damascus for having par-
ticipated in a demonstration against the Assad government. Guards brutally hit him, then brought him 
to al-Khatib, where he was received with a notorious “welcome party,” which is customary in Syrian 
intelligence services detention centers: he was repeatedly hit in the face with a wooden club. This caused 
him to go temporarily blind in one eye, loose several teeth, and break several ribs, which resulted in dif-
ficulty breathing.

The witness was then taken to a crowded, stuffy collective cell. A paramedic examined him later, 
after which he was taken to a hospital. The guards accompanying him loudly verbally abused him; other 
patients spat at him. A physician gave him a prescription, but one of the guards tore it up on the way back 
to the prison.

The next day, he was blindfolded and taken to an interrogation—but through a gap in the blind-
fold, he could see his surroundings. The officer who interrogated him accused him of being part of a ter-
rorist organization. When the witness answered sarcastically, the officer repeatedly hit him in the face 
and rammed his knee into the witness’ stomach. The presiding judge asked the witness if he could iden-
tify the man who had treated him like this. The witness pointed at Anwar R on the defendants’ bench. 
The main defendant listened to the accusation stone-faced; whispers could be heard in the gallery.

The witness reported that he had been interrogated and tortured three times during his detention—
the third time, he admitted to having participated in the demonstration. He was forced to sign a docu-
ment saying he would not participate in future protests. Roughly a week after his arrest, he was released.

A year later, in April 2012, security forces arrested the witness and took him to al-Khatib a second 
time. He was again subjected to a “welcome party,” merciless interrogations, and horrible hygienic con-
ditions. The cell he stayed in day and night with around 350 other detainees was filthy. The only source 
of fresh air was a gap under the door. His fellow detainees’ wounds became infected almost immedi-
ately; some festered and others teemed with maggots. The witness clearly remembered an injured man 
who died in the cell after weeks of agony. The other detainees had repeatedly asked the guards to pro-
vide the man with medical care, in vain. Instead, they were forced to place the man next to the filthy toi-
let and let him die .

The witness described how fellow detainees had lost their minds due to such conditions as being 
forced to stand for days on end, injured, tortured, or deprived of sleep. After several weeks, the witness 
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was beaten again by intelligence services staff, then locked in a dark room. A couple of days later, they 
interrogated him again at al-Khatib, and then, he was taken to other detention facilities.

It was especially distressing to those in the courtroom to hear the witness describe the acute 
thoughts of suicide he had developed during his detention. He recounted that, while he has recovered 
physically, he still suffers from sleeping disorders and traumatic memories. It was important for the trial 
that he had been able to identify Anwar R in a series of eight pictures shown to him during a previous 
interview by the German Federal Criminal Police.

The next day, the defense lawyers questioned the witness about his testimony in France. They 
said that on one of several occasions, he had been shown photos. Could he now clarify whether he had 
recognized Anwar R in one of those pictures? The witness was uncertain, but earlier, the public prose-
cutors had stated that Anwar R’s photos were only given to the French police after they had interviewed 
this witness.

The lawyers for the joint plaintiffs then asked several questions about the witness’ first detention 
in al-Khatib. He was asked to give details of his first interrogation there, in order to compare them with 
Anwar R’s testimony.

DAYS 48 AND 49, 1/2 DECEMBER 2020: 
EX-INTELLIGENCE OFFICER TALKS  
ABOUT ANWAR R’S ROLE IN BRANCH 251

On days 48 and 49 of the Syria trial, the Koblenz Higher Regional Court heard testimony from a secret 
service employee who had defected. At first, the witness seemed nervous and answered questions eva-
sively. The longer the questioning lasted, however, the more relaxed he seemed.

It soon became clear that the witness had extensive knowledge about the Syrian General Intel-
ligence Services. He reported that he had worked in several of its departments for 30 years. From 2011, 
when the protests against the Syrian regime began, until he deserted and fled to Germany, he worked in 
secret services administration. Therefore, he was familiar with the al-Khatib torture center. The judges 
asked him to share his insider knowledge with the court.

The witness named the decision-makers who had headed al-Khatib in 2011 and 2012: Major 
General Taufiq Younis, head of the branch, and Colonel Anwar R, head of its interrogation depart-
ment. Anwar R’s task was to gather information “in any way possible.” However, important decisions 
(such as those regarding mass arrests) were made by Colonel Hafez Makhlouf, whom the witness 
described as “Assad’s administrator,” and who was the head of intelligence at the General Secret Ser-
vices Damascus branch. Taleb Hassan (who is Alawite), assisted Anwar R in organizing and conduct-
ing interrogations. An important point for the witness was that, at least since the revolution broke out, 
the Assad government only trusted Alawites; a person’s religious affiliation was greatly important to 
the regime.

The witness then shared his deep insights into the General Intelligence Services’ administrative 
apparatus. Other secret services departments had sent documents to the General Intelligence adminis-
tration, where they were digitalized and entered into databases. Many of the documents were about tor-
ture and deaths. The witness described a typical interrogation order. If superiors made “suggestions for 
extended information retrieval” in the order, it was an order to torture the detainee—all secret services 
employees knew that. Beginning in March 2011, the number of these orders increased. The witness said 
he repeatedly saw torture orders from Branch 251 that had been signed by Anwar R. In addition, the 
secret services departments sent the administration “death registers,” which listed deceased detainees. 
They received lists with dozens of deaths daily. As a rule, the cause of death was omitted.

The man convincingly described his own fear. Anwar R had questioned him after he refused to 
participate in suppressing demonstrations. Later, he was arrested on several occasions for brief periods 
and tortured. Abut the revolutionary years, the witness said, “Everything inside us was broken.” To this 
day, he remains intensely fearful of the Syrian regime, even in Germany.
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While testifying, the witness repeatedly warned that his appearance in court could have dire conse-
quences for his family in Syria. His family had already been threatened by regime loyalists, and was told 
to prevent him from testifying in Koblenz. Many of his friends have felt “the regime’s revenge.” The wit-
ness also expressed concern for his own safety. The presiding judge acknowledged the difficulty of the 
situation, but saw no way around his obligation to testify. She repeatedly reminded him to give truthful 
and complete testimony.

On the morning of 3 December, day 50 of the trial, the COVID-19 pandemic caught up to the court. 
A joint plaintiff’s planned hearing could not take place because a judge had to go into quarantine.

DAY 50, 9 DECEMBER 2020: 
A TORTURE SURVIVOR TESTIFIES AND EYAD A’S DEFENSE  
LAWYERS REQUEST THAT A LETTER BE ENTERED INTO EVIDENCE

Contrary to expectations, day 50 of the trial continued as planned, with all judges present. The week 
before, one judge was suspected of having contracted COVID-19. This turned out not to be the case, so a 
survivor who had been detained in the al-Khatib branch in 2011 was able to testify. The man had worked 
as a doctor in Syria and was arrested under false pretenses in August 2011.

Once in al-Khatib, the witness was forced to undress. His feet were beaten with cables during 
several interrogations. For the first few days, he was detained in a single cell without windows. This had 
the “advantage” that he could lie down, but it felt like he was in a tomb. Later, he was placed in a mass 
cell. Like other former detainees, he reported disastrous conditions. His cell was often so crowded with 
up to 40 detainees that there was no room to lie down. Many had to sleep sitting up. He described a spe-
cial sleeping position the detainees would take to take up the least amount of room possible.

He reported that most of the prisoners’ wounds were left untreated. Lice spread everywhere. His 
feet were so swollen by the beatings that standing and walking was painful. He was threatened and 
told that he would not be able to have any more children. Other detainees’ loud screams could be heard 
throughout the detention center. The witness also lost 10 to 12 kilograms during his imprisonment, as 
there was not enough food. His family never received an official confirmation of his detention. After 
al-Khatib, he was transferred to two other detention centers before he was finally released.

After the witness testified, the defense filed a motion to submit evidence—a handwriting expert’s 
confirmation that the defendant Eyad A wrote a specific letter to his defense lawyers. In the letter, Eyad 
A gave his opinion on the Caesar photos introduced into the trial in November 2020. He described being 
stunned by the pictures of the dead, and was moved to tears on the way back to his German prison. He 
thanked Caesar, who had become a hero by making the photos public. Eyad A wrote that, in 2011, in light 
of the revolution and the regime’s crimes, he was faced with the choice of directly refusing orders, which 
would have resulted in his certain death. He could have fled the country immediately, but would have had to 
leave his family behind. He wrote that in order to protect his family, he decided to wait until the opportunity 
arose to flee together in 2012. He asked the judges how much it mattered that he wanted to protect his family, 
not just in his case, but for all future soldiers in whose country a revolution breaks out and who end up fac-
ing the same decision. He thanked the judges, prosecutors, his defense lawyers, and especially the witnesses 
who had testified about the Syrian state’s crimes of torture, as well as those who continue to persevere in 
Syria with the hope of bringing democracy and peace, and who continue to expose themselves to a regime 
that tortures people. His letter did not mention his own role, however. According to the indictment, as a sen-
ior official of Subdivision 40, he has been charged with being responsible for the arrest of many people and 
the deliberate placement of them in a branch in al-Khatib that tortured and murdered detainees.

His defense lawyers asserted that Eyad A had written this letter without their assistance. How-
ever, when the presiding judge asked if the defendant could confirm that he had written the letter, the 
defense counsel stated that Eyad A would continue to remain silent. The Federal Public Prosecutor 
replied that for a comparative graphological expert opinion, one would ultimately need material for 
comparison, which is not available.
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DAY 51, 10 DECEMBER 2020: 
SURVIVOR TESTIFIES ON SEVERE TORTURE  
IN AL-KHATIB AND HARASTA MILITARY HOSPITAL

A survivor traveled all the way from Norway to testify on his torture in the al-Khatib branch on day 51 of 
the trial. The witness told the court that he had had severe injuries inflicted in another detention center 
when he arrived at al-Khatib. Nevertheless, he reported that he was regularly beaten there, especially on 
his severely wounded back. He was continuously covered in so much blood that he began to stink, he said. 
In his cell, which he was forced to share with up to 400 people, he was put in the corner because his stench 
was so strong—and because it was so painful to be touched. He was mostly unclothed because his clothes 
were completely soaked in blood. The cell’s only ventilation was in the room with the toilet, so some of his 
fellow prisoners would go to the toilet to get some air. At one point, the others knocked on the door and 
asked for help because he smelled so awful. Even during his interrogations, the guards could no longer 
stand his stench and threw him into the yard, where he was beaten and kicked by everyone who passed 
by. On that occasion, he was able to observe how new prisoners were brought to al-Khatib and beaten.

During his interrogations, a higher-ranking officer complained that his office was being soiled 
with blood and asked the guards to continue “educating” the prisoner outside because he had not given 
the desired answers to the officer’s questions. This interrogator told him at some point after several 
interrogations that he would be transferred to a hospital.

After five or six days in the al-Khatib branch, he was taken to a military hospital in Harasta, a 
suburb of Damascus. The hospital did not offer respite, however; he was tortured even more severely. 
He was placed in a room with around 20 beds and about two detainees chained to each bed. There, he 
was beaten further, sometimes with a whip. At night, more guards arrived to continue the beatings. 
The witness said he was even tortured with a knife. More detainees died every day. The witness was 
regularly unconscious. When people complained about pain in their hand, for example, it was simply 
chopped off.

The witness described this military “hospital” as a place where the intelligence services sent 
severely injured prisoners to let them die or to torture them to death. Medical treatment was never pro-
vided. Finally, at some point, he was simply thrown out onto the street, where a cab driver miraculously 
found him alive but seriously injured and covered with flies, and returned him to his family.

His family took him to a doctor who told him there was nothing he could do for him and that he 
should leave the country as soon as possible. His family drove the witness to Jordan the next day, where 
he stayed in a special clinic for several months and underwent multiple surgeries. A picture of his back 
was then shown, which the Norwegian Criminal Police had taken when he was questioned in 2017. Six 
years after his torture and despite the operations, his back was covered with scars.

During his testimony, an increasingly horrified silence spread across the courtroom. By the end, 
even the presiding judge was at a loss for words. The hearing was interrupted for breaks several times. 
The prosecution, defense and joint plaintiff lawyers waived their right to ask the witness additional 
questions in order not to further burden him .

DAY 52, 16 DECEMBER 2020: 
SURVIVOR SPEAKS ABOUT HER DETENTION IN AL-KHATIB

On day 52 of the Syria trial, a survivor testified about her detention in al-Khatib. Her lawyer requested 
that she be allowed to testify anonymously and partially covered by a cloth. Her testimony could endan-
ger her family, who lives within the regime’s sphere of influence in Syria. The court granted the request 
and allowed her to omit information that could be used to identify her.

The witness testified that on 29 May 2012, she had merely met five friends to discuss politics and 
ideologies. Suddenly, a group of armed men stormed the office in Damascus where they were meeting 
and arrested the witness and her friends. The friends were blindfolded, and she was ordered to look at 
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the floor. They were first taken to Branch 40, where the others were tortured and beaten “as a welcom-
ing.” One of her friends was subjected to electrical torture.

The next day, she was taken alone to al-Khatib (Branch 251), where she spent several weeks in a 
tiny cell with a pregnant detainee. They had to sleep on lice-ridden blankets and hardly had any fresh air. 
They were only allowed to use the dirty toilets at certain times. On her way to the toilet, she could see 
other detainees’ bloody feet. She was only given food twice a day, and it was often moldy. She recounted 
that at night she often heard the horrible screams of detainees who were being brutally tortured. She 
heard these screams all the time in Branch 251, she said.

Later, she was transferred to a collective cell with about two dozen women. The cell was stuffy, 
unhygienic and infested with cockroaches. The cockroaches were removed with chemicals, but the 
women almost suffocated from the poisonous gas.

The witness was not tortured herself, but many of her cellmates were brutally beaten. Her case 
was therefore special: she was aware that she had been treated less cruelly in al-Khatib than many oth-
ers. She did not want to reveal why, as it would jeopardize her anonymity.

She was interrogated once while in al-Khatib, but refused to reveal any information, even when 
she was threatened with whippings. She testified that her interrogators were neither Anwar R nor Eyad A.

Following the witness’ testimony, the court read a statement by the Federal Prosecutor’s Office 
regarding a motion by Patrick Kroker and Sebastian Scharmer, ECCHR partner lawyers who repre-
sent the joint plaintiffs. In the motion, they demanded that sexual violence not be treated as individual 
cases, but as a crime against humanity. The Federal Prosecutor’s Office did not challenge the motion and 
agreed that sexual violence has been, and continues to be, used systematically in Syria.

DAYS 53 AND 54, 6/7 JANUARY 2021: 
A SURVIVOR TESTIFIES AND THE PROSECUTOR REQUESTS EYAD 
A’S TRIAL BE SEPARATED FROM THE MAIN PROCEEDINGS

On the first day of the trial after the holiday break, the presiding judge asked if Arabic-speaking jour-
nalists who would need simultaneous translation were present. As in the weeks before, no one answered, 
so she said she would stop asking, as by now, everyone should know about this option. For the Ara-
bic-speaking journalists in the gallery, the question was frustrating, as they would have liked to make 
use of the translation, but were denied access due to their lack of accreditation.

The witness testified that he had survived torture in the al-Khatib branch. His descriptions were 
impactful and precise, and he clearly distinguished between unambiguous recollections and vague or 
foggy memories .

The Syrian reported that when the intelligence services had arrested him, he was accused of tak-
ing part in demonstrations against Bashar al-Assad’s government, which was not yet true. After a stop at 
a location unknown to him, he was then taken to al-Khatib. Many others from his village were arrested 
and detained that same day. Like previous witnesses, he said that he was “greeted” in al-Khatib with 
beatings and locked in a small cell with many other detainees. The conditions in the detention center 
were terrible. The food was just enough to keep detainees from starving to death. The witness was 
beaten on his feet, legs and stomach. The injuries to his leg are still visible today.

The witness testified that he had heard other detainees’ screams almost continuously. In particu-
lar, he remembered a man of about 70 years old who was tortured despite having high blood pressure. 
He also said he had met a young boy in al-Khatib whom he had taken care of. The boy had been no older 
than 12 or 13 and had a gunshot wound to his leg. Despite asking for treatment several times and the 
guards having seen his injury, the boy was denied medical care and even tortured.

After the witness was dismissed, the Office of the Federal Prosecutor requested that the trial 
against Eyad A be separated. The prosecutors said that they believe all necessary evidence against Eyad 
A will have been presented by the second half of February, and that a verdict could be reached on 24 or 
25 February. The trial of the main defendant, Anwar R, would then continue.
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After other statements by the prosecutors, the trial continued with the reading aloud of the Human 
Rights Watch report We’ve never seen such horror. The report lays out the systematic killing and torture 
of civilians, especially during and after demonstrations in the city of Daraa in 2011.

The following day of the trial was significantly shorter. A chief detective was invited to report on 
Federal Criminal Police investigations into mass graves in Syria.

The Federal Criminal Police began their investigation after witness “Z 30/07/19,” who testified on 
day 30 and 31 of this trial (see previous trial reports), had testified to the existence of mass graves, includ-
ing in al-Quteifah, during police questioning. Since this witness had been able to describe the geograph-
ical location of the mass graves, the investigators could confirm their existence at the described location 
using Google Maps and Apple’s image service. On the satellite images, they could see pits about 100 
meters long and an object that resembled an excavator. The police considered this to be confirmation of 
the existence of mass graves. With the help of additional satellite images from the German Aerospace 
Center, the police were also able to track changes in soil locations. The corresponding geo-location 
coordinates can still be entered in the Apple service, where today, one can see filled-in trenches sur-
rounded by a wall. Multiple witnesses have also testified that there are other mass graves. Federal Crim-
inal Police investigations into this matter are ongoing.

DAY 55, 13 JANUARY 2021: 
SURVIVOR RECOUNTS HIS DETENTION  
AND TORTURE IN AL-KHATIB

Day 55 of the al-Khatib trial began with the questioning of a survivor who recounted his detention in 
various branches, including in al-Khatib. This witness was allowed to testify anonymously because he 
feared for his relatives’ safety in Syria.

The witness was first arrested in 2011 in connection with a demonstration in Damascus. At the 
time, he was traveling with a group of activists who had taken part in peaceful protests against the Assad 
regime. Suddenly, shots were fired. People dressed as civilians dragged him and others into a minibus, 
where they were kicked and beaten. The activists were blindfolded and their hands tied. They were 
taken to Subdivision 40, where they had to wait lined up against a wall. During their subsequent interro-
gation, the prison staff tortured them with electric shocks and other means.

Later, the witness was taken to the al-Khatib branch. While being searched shortly after his 
arrival, the guards abused him so brutally that he lost consciousness. They then took him to a basement 
that smelled strongly of blood and alcohol to be interrogated. There the witness was repeatedly beaten, 
kicked and whipped with a cable.

One particularly horrible memory still torments the witness to this day, he said. A younger pris-
oner, about 15 years old, who had sat with him in the minibus to Subdivision 40, was beaten on his back 
by the security forces with a stick spiked with nails. The witness saw the boy again in the al-Khatib 
interrogation basement, where he was also abused.

The witness spent the rest of his detention in a collective cell that was too small. People in obvi-
ously poor health were also detained there; one suffered from epilepsy. After about a week, the witness 
was transferred to another General Intelligence Services detention facility, where he was detained in a 
mass cell for 21 days. He reported that regular “visits” were paid by the guards, during which they would 
arbitrarily select prisoners and brutally beat them—even very old people. Due to persistent screams 
from other cells, the witness was rarely able to sleep.

In April 2012, the witness was arrested again while working with other activists on a political 
project. When armed security forces stormed their office building, the activists tried to hide their work 
by throwing their laptops and tablets out of the window, but to no avail. He was taken to Subdivision 40 
again, where he was interrogated twice and abused. Between interrogations, he was taken to a basement 
to be tortured. The witness was then returned to al-Khatib, where he spent his first five days in a hall-
way and was treated “normally,” since no one knew why he had been detained. After that, he was taken 
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to a cell with about 200 other inmates, which resembled a converted cafeteria. Following an initial inter-
rogation, he was moved to a new cell with more than 60 people crammed into about 20 square meters. It 
was impossible to sit or lie down. The witness said that because of this, he “slept” standing up for three 
or four days. He recounted that under these conditions, people lost their minds or became ill. He had a 
very high fever for several days.

The witness shared a harrowing account of a boy who was about 14 years old with whom he 
shared a cell : the boy had been detained when the authorities were looking for his brother. For two days, 
guards took the boy out of his cell every 30 minutes and beat him, mainly on the soles of his feet and legs.

The witness then located the sites of the various detention centers on sketches, some of which he 
had drawn, and was dismissed.

The court continued reading aloud Human Rights Watch’s report We’ve never seen such horror 
on the protests in Daraa and the security forces’ response, as well as the denial of medical assistance to 
the injured. At the end of the day, the defense initiated a discussion on convening another expert witness, 
but this was postponed until the following day.

DAY 56, 14 JANUARY 2021: 
EYAD A’S LAWYERS READ A PERSONAL  
LETTER FROM THEIR DEFENDANT

Day 56 of the trial began with another reading aloud of the Human Rights Watch report We’ve never seen 
such horror on detainees’ torture and abuse, targeted arrests and disappearances, as well as executions 
and mass graves.

The court then heard testimony from a Federal Criminal Police chief detective. Over the course 
of the Federal Criminal Police investigations, the witness had examined defendant Eyad A’s cellphone 
and its corresponding memory card. On it were four photos, which the court had examined: an excerpt 
from family records and its corresponding German translation, as well as the front and back of an iden-
tity card. The latter identified Eyad A as a General Intelligence Services employee at Branch 251.

Subsequently, the court read aloud the translation of a letter from Eyad A. He wrote the letter by 
hand in reaction to the Caesar photos evidence. In it, he describes his emotional state during and after 
the day of the trial, during which forensic pathologist Markus Rothschild testified about the Caesar pho-
tos, which were shown in the courtroom (see trial report day 41/42).

Eyad A wrote that he was pained and saddened for the victims and their relatives, and that he 
respected Rothschild’s important work. He did not understand how such acts could have occurred and 
affirmed that he had not known about the photos. He is missing detained and abducted family mem-
bers himself. Full of fear, he searched for them in the photos. He now condemns the regime. Eyad A also 
described that, after the revolution began in spring 2011, he had been treated with suspicion within the 
intelligence services because of his Sunni background. Therefore, in order to protect his family and him-
self, he had had no other option but to obey orders and wait for a suitable opportunity to escape. The let-
ter did not explain, however, why he had joined the notorious Subdivision 40 or provided information 
about his high-ranking commanders, such as Anwar R

After the letter was read, the defense explained its motion from the previous day to hear another 
expert witness. The Federal Public Prosecutor and lawyers for the joint plaintiffs objected. The trial will 
continue from 27 January in the Koblenz Higher Regional Court’s remodeled room 120.
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DAY 57, 27 JANUARY 2021: 
GERMAN FEDERAL CRIMINAL POLICE OFFICER TESTIFIES  
AND THE COURT DECIDES TO SEPARATE EYAD A’S TRIAL

Day 57 of the al-Khatib trial was the first to take place in the renovated courtroom 120 of the Koblenz 
Higher Regional Court. A beautiful room with high ceilings, it has two staircases behind the judges’ 
bench leading to a small library. Although this courtroom is somewhat smaller than the last, the acous-
tics were worse. The sound technicians assured the court that they would fix the problem.

Originally, a survivor who now lives in France was scheduled to testify. However, he was una-
ble to travel for personal reasons. Therefore, the presiding judge continued the trial with testimony from 
German police officer “H,” who had recorded the witness’ testimony to the German Federal Crimi-
nal Police. H explained that the witness had originally been questioned by French authorities as part of 
structural investigations being conducted there.

H described in detail the course of events and the content of the German police interrogation of 
the survivor. The officer did not know the content of the French interrogation. Syrian security officers 
had contacted the Syrian witness in May 2011 and asked him to report in person to their offices. When 
the survivor arrived there the next day, the security officers questioned him about some of his Facebook 
posts that were critical of the regime. Although the survivor was then allowed to leave, he was asked to 
come back the following day.

The next day, he was taken by car to a detention center—he learned later that it was the al-Khatib 
branch. Upon arrival, the detainee was searched, beaten and placed in a small solitary cell. The first 
night, he was “interrogated.” An officer questioned him again about his Facebook posts, and about his 
contacts abroad and with the opposition. The next day, he was “interrogated” again, this time by another 
officer. The officer asked him for his Facebook password, which the detainee shared. Later, he was 
beaten with whips and fists, and kicked in the head, feet and elsewhere. Over the course of his detention, 
he repeatedly heard the loud screams of men and women. Three days after his arrest, he was transferred. 
He was later “acquitted” and released at the Palace of Justice in Damascus. In April 2012, the man was 
detained again, this time for a month, by the Air Force Intelligence Services.

H reported that during the German police’s conversation with the survivor, he had drawn a sketch 
of the rooms in al-Khatib, which the court displayed.

Later, the judges read out an expert opinion from the Max Planck Institute regarding the defini-
tion of murder, manslaughter and bodily harm according to Syrian criminal law. The offenses charged 
in this trial in Germany would be also punishable in Syria as murder and (grievous) bodily harm with a 
sentence of long-term to life imprisonment, or even the death penalty. However, this is only true in the-
ory. Under President Bashar al-Assad’s protection, the intelligence services have sweeping immunity.

The judges then read their decision on the defense’s motion for evidence from 9 December. The 
defense had requested that a handwriting expert confirm the authenticity of a letter from Eyad A (see 
trial report day 50). The judges decided that they assumed A had written the letter himself, and that no 
graphological analysis would be required.

This was followed by a statement from the presiding judge that many had been waiting for: the 
court accepted the Federal Prosecutor Office’s request to separate the trial of Eyad A. On 17 and 18 Feb-
ruary, the court will exclusively address the case against Eyad A, as long as nothing significant arises 
before then. On 17 February, the evidentiary hearing will be closed, and the Federal Prosecutor’s Office 
will deliver its closing statement. The defendant’s plea and closing statement is scheduled for 18 Febru-
ary. The verdict will probably be announced on 24 February. The scheduled trial dates for Anwar R will 
be cancelled during this period and will resume on 10 March.
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DAY 58, 28 JANUARY 2021: 
ANOTHER SURVIVOR REPORTS TORTURE IN AL-KHATIB

Another survivor testified on day 58 of the trial: since 2011, the man had coordinated anti-government 
demonstrations in Raqqa, and with other activists, called on people to demonstrate. In May 2011, the 
Military Intelligence Services arrested him for the first time and detained him for several days. He was 
later detained again for a month, this time by the Criminal Police. His third arrest by Syrian security 
forces took place in May 2012, when he was detained for months in several cities: Raqqa, Deir-Zour, 
Homs and, finally, Damascus. There, the witness was first placed in the al-Khatib branch for several 
days, then in the Palestine branch. After a predetermined “trial,” he was released.

The witness spoke in detail about his detention in al-Khatib: the Military Police took him there, 
and like many other detainees, he was greeted with a “welcome party,” in which he was beaten and 
intimidated. He and other detainees were then forced to hand over their belongings, undress and squat 
so that the guards could search them. More beatings followed with batons and leather objects. The wit-
ness was taken to a cell measuring three by five meters, which already housed nearly 100 other detainees. 
A strong, unpleasant odor overpowered the cell. There was sometimes rice or potatoes to eat. To drink, 
there was a plastic bottle of water—for all 100 detainees.

The witness could see fellow detainees’ injuries, many of which were swelling. He saw wounds 
on their wrists: traces of the shabeh torture method, in which detainees are hung by their hands. The wit-
ness could hear other detainees’ screams at all hours of the day. Female voices were also present, he said.

He was interrogated twice in al-Khatib, the witness testified. For this purpose, he was blindfolded 
and led to another room. During his first interrogation, two officers asked him general questions about 
his activities and his participation in demonstrations while beating him all over his body. During the 
second interrogation, two security officers were again present in the room, as well as another person 
with a coastal dialect. This third person asked the questions, which made the witness suspect that the 
man might be the supervisor. The witness was also beaten during this interrogation.

From al-Khatib, the witness was taken to the Palestine branch for another three months. The vio-
lence he experienced throughout his detention in the various branches permanently damaged him. “To 
call this experience frightening would be far too mild … it was terrible,” the witness concluded.

DAY 59, 3 FEBRUARY 2021: 
A GERMAN FEDERAL CRIMINAL POLICE OFFICER  
TESTIFIES ABOUT A UNIQUE WITNESS INTERVIEW

On day 59 of the al-Khatib trial, the Koblenz Higher Regional Court heard the German Federal Crimi-
nal Police officer who is leading the investigation on Anwar R. He had already testified earlier in the trial 
(see trial report 2). Today, he spoke about his questioning of witness “AA,” which he had conducted over 
the course of his investigation. AA, who traveled from Sweden to Berlin in August 2018 for the interview, 
was not prepared to testify in court himself, even after several requests. Therefore, the court summoned 
the officer again to hear the witness’ testimony indirectly.

The chief detective told the parties to the trial and the six people sitting in the gallery that AA had 
been detained for 58–60 days in the al-Khatib Branch in 2011. There, he was interrogated and severely 
tortured. His statements were unique. For one thing, the witness was one of the first survivors to be 
interviewed in the pre-trial proceedings. Moreover, AA had personally seen the main defendant Anwar 
R in al-Khatib several times, and identified him in a photograph “with a fair degree of certainty” dur-
ing his questioning in Germany.

The officer recounted that the German Federal Criminal Police had contacted AA in the summer 
of 2018 via an ECCHR partner lawyer. The witness struggled during his questioning and obviously found 
the situation extremely stressful. Above all, he was concerned that Anwar R would learn the content of his 
testimony, which could be the reason for which he did not want to testify in court. This testimony made 
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it clear to the courtroom why the experience had been so stressful for AA. He had been an activist, pri-
marily online, when he was arrested in February 2011. AA was interrogated almost 50 times in al-Khatib, 
where he was severely tortured on several occasions, including via the methods of dulab and shabeh. His 
feet were beaten bloody, parts of his skin were burned, and he was subjected to electrical torture. From his 
cell, he often witnessed others being tortured; he could always hear other prisoners’ screams.

AA had contact with the defendant Anwar R twice. Once, AA was mistakenly led to a room in the 
basement of al-Khatib, which he thought was Anwar R’s office. On another occasion, he was taken to 
Anwar R after he had been tortured in order to identify someone in a photograph. He was not blindfolded 
either time, so he was able to catch a glimpse of the defendant, who yelled at him to look at the ground. 
On one occasion, Anwar R threatened that if AA did not look away, he would “destroy him.” After his 
release, AA learned that this man was Anwar R. He also recognized R’s voice in a radio interview and, 
after researching it, was able to put a face to the voice.

DAY 60, 17 FEBRUARY 2021: 
EYAD A’S TRIAL IS SEPARATED AND  
THE PROSECUTION REQUESTS SENTENCING

Friendly Rhineland Court officers were still setting up the technology in Room 120 of the Koblenz 
Higher Regional Court when the first members of the public arrived for day 60 of the al-Khatib trial. 
Shortly before the trial began, two court employees escorted Eyad A to his seat, his handcuffs click-
ing loudly as they were opened. The atmosphere in the court was still relaxed; a few rays of sunlight 
shone through the windows, which were open in the bright, large room. But it was not long before a tense 
silence fell over the courtroom when the judges appeared. Today, it was to be decided whether defendant 
Eyad A’s trial would be separated, and what prison sentence the prosecution would seek.

First, the judges read out three documents from Syria that had been received by the Commis-
sion for International Justice and Accountability (CIJA), a non-governmental organization that investi-
gates crimes under international law (see trial reports 43/44). The documents were faxes that the Syrian 
authorities had sent in 2011: memos urging intelligence services employees to crack down on the civil-
ian opposition with more severity and violence. At that time, there were already concrete plans in place 
for how to suppress so-called armed gangs. One letter made clear that “(t)he phase of tolerance is over.”

With this, the evidentiary hearing of Eyad A’s trial was concluded, and the public prosecutor’s 
request to separate his trial from Anwar R’s was granted, the presiding judge announced. She then sus-
pended Anwar R’s trial, which will continue on 10 March with further evidence and witness testimony.

This was followed by the public prosecution’s closing statement by representatives of the Federal 
Public Prosecutor’s Office, which started at the very beginning, with the Arab Spring. The prosecution 
made clear the level of brutality enacted by the Syrian government toward members of the opposition, 
even before 2011. But after the protests broke out, attacks on the Syrian civilian population became even 
harsher and more systematic. Today, the senior federal prosecutor said, people who had resisted the regime 
were still so afraid of persecution that they only wanted to testify in this trial anonymously or not at all. He 
explained the important role that Syrian torture survivors and witnesses had played in the proceedings. 
Thanking them, especially the photographer “Caesar,” he stated that they had his “utmost respect.”

In its closing statement, the prosecution said that Germany is conducting this trial on crimes 
against humanity in the interest of the international community, which must not allow torture to go 
unpunished. Germany cannot be a refuge for people who have committed crimes under international 
law. The trial in Koblenz is only the beginning, the senior federal prosecutor told the Court. Further tri-
als on the crimes in Syria will follow. He said, “Koblenz is the beginning of the punishment for this 
injustice. Crimes against humanity have no statute of limitations.”

The senior federal prosecutor then reminded the court of Eyad A’s alleged crimes. He joined the 
Syrian General Intelligence Services at age 20 and, in February 2010, was transferred to Branch 251—
the al-Khatib branch. Later, because he had become “bored with clerical work,” he joined Subdivision 
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40, which was notorious for its particularly brutal treatment of detainees. It should have been clear to 
Eyad A that part of his job there would be to severely crack down on civilians. One day in September or 
October 2011, he violently broke up a demonstration with other security officers and helped hunt down 
and arrest 30 people, whom they took to the al-Khatib torture center. The senior federal prosecutor said 
that from March 2011 until at least that time, torture and abuse was an everyday occurrence in al-Khatib, 
which the defendant must have known about and accepted. Eyad A did not try to evade these orders, 
even though in theory, he could have. Although he later showed compassion and distanced himself from 
the regime, Eyad A had simply been part of it for too long.

However, the prosecution noted that it is important to consider that Eyad A is not on trial as a rep-
resentative of the regime. His individual case must be decisive in determining the verdict. Nevertheless, 
only with contributions like his was the Syrian regime’s terror possible at all; as a cog in the wheel, he 
had helped keep the system running.

During its remarks, the prosecution again detailed the atrocities described in the trial, the terrible 
conditions in Syrian intelligence services detention centers, and the “almost industrial proportions” that 
the killing machine had taken under Assad. There was no doubt about the systematic nature of the crimes. 
The prosecution supported its argument with the testimonies of torture survivors, particularly emphasiz-
ing those of lawyer Anwar al-Bunni, lawyer and journalist Mazen Darwish, Caesar, and witness Z28/07/16, 
and made it clear that other witnesses would testify in Anwar R’s trial. The prosecution said, “All of the tes-
timonies of formerly imprisoned witnesses were absolutely credible. They relived those injustices here. 
The horror was written on their faces. They survived that horror but have not overcome it.”

After giving their closing statement for almost four hours, the prosecution concluded that it is 
seeking a prison term of five and a half years for Eyad A.

DAY 60/1, 18 FEBRUARY 2021: 
CLOSING ARGUMENT BY EYAD A’S DEFENSE

Without much ado, this day of the al-Khatib trial began with the closing statement by Eyad A’s lawyers. 
Confused murmurs rippled through the gallery, in which only a few seats were occupied, when one of 
the lawyers started by reading a quote by Martin Luther King, Jr.; namely, that he had had a dream that 
humanity had learned from the crimes of history. However, the lawyer continued, one can see that in 
Syria, this is not the case. The gravest crimes were and continue to be committed there.

If the defendant Eyad A had indeed been involved in these crimes, the defense would give an 
appropriate closing statement. This “fictitious plea” would factor in the possible range of sentencing for 
these crimes, i.e., how long a prison term Eyad A would have to serve. This range would be based on the 
alleged crime—aiding and abetting torture. But it would also have to take into account that Eyad A had 
contributed important information concerning defendant Anwar R’s case (which is being tried sepa-
rately since 17 February; see trial report 60). In the lawyer’s opinion, R was only charged thanks to Eyad 
A’s witness statement to the German Federal Criminal Police. In addition, A’s behavior after the alleged 
crime would have to be considered: he had defected from the regime, felt great compassion in response 
to the Caesar photos, and even apologized to the victims of the Syrian regime in his letter.

As his defense lawyer spoke, Eyad A first listened intently to the translation, but seemed to 
increasingly fall apart. He started to cry when his lawyer asked the judges if the public prosecution’s 
requested sentence would be as high if Eyad A himself had not testified to the Federal Criminal Police 
Office, but rather, there had only been a third party’s testimony to the crime. This was the first time in 
the trial that the defendant had showed so much emotion.

The lawyer continued: it was not possible for the defendant to simply evade his superiors’ orders, 
including those of the notorious Hafez Makhlouf, contrary to the prosecution’s claims. Everyone 
involved in the trial knew from the evidence presented in court that the penalty in Syria for disobey-
ing orders or for desertion was death. Eyad A had not worked for Subdivision 40 because he was “bored 
of office work,” as the prosecution asserted, but because he had been “ordered” to do so. The defendant 
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was not a torturer, but a father who wanted to protect his family. But all of this would only be relevant in 
this fictitious closing statement, the lawyer said. Eyad A’s case was not a matter of sentencing; he asked 
that Eyad A be acquitted.

The reasoning followed after a short break, when Eyad A’s second defense lawyer took the floor. 
He invoked the superior orders which the prosecution had mentioned in its closing argument the day 
before (see trial report 60). The prosecution had said that since the Nuremberg trials, defendants have 
invoked this in almost all proceedings about international crimes. However, it also stated that this has 
almost never been successful. To meet such criteria, the requirements are quite stringent and are rarely 
satisfied because people, like the accused, have put themselves in a position in which a criminal regime 
had authority over them.

Eyad A’s defense lawyer nevertheless claimed that the defendant had had no choice but to obey 
his superiors’ orders. He could not have been expected to put his own and his family’s lives at risk. The 
Syrian regime had relentlessly pursued defectors and deliberately threatened its employees’ families to 
ensure their obedience. The intelligence apparatus’s routine procedures had made it impossible for Eyad 
A to leave the country undetected while the crimes were being committed. Thus, he had had no choice 
but to wait for an opportunity to escape, which did not arise until several months later.

A brief outline of Eyad A’s life followed: he was the son of a soldier; Syrian society was already 
militarized during his youth, and even children were indoctrinated in school. The intelligence services 
were often the only place where social advancement was possible, and when his father died, Eyad A 
became the main breadwinner in his family. As a young father of four children and with a pregnant wife, 
why would he have volunteered for the brutal and dangerous work in Subdivision 40 in 2011?

Lastly, the lawyer asserted that the court should be aware of the signal its ruling will send. What 
message does it want to send to other former intelligence officers who later defect from the regime and 
could also serve as witnesses in this and other trials? Does it want to scare them off with a harsh sentence? 
And what sign does it want to give to everyone still in Syria who is thinking about deserting and fleeing 
the country? Eyad A deserted only five months “too late” in a conflict that was to last for years to come.

During the second half of the defense’s closing argument, the defendant’s dismay was visible 
despite the fact that he was wearing a mask. He barely tried to hold back his tears; his interpreter handed 
him a pack of tissues. He was then given the last word before the ruling. He composed himself and said, 

“I have nothing to add to the words of my defense lawyers.”
The verdict will be announced on 24 February. The presiding judge agreed to provide another 

eleven seats in the gallery, so there will be about 45 seats, approximately 20 of which are reserved 
for the press.

DAY 60/2, 24 FEBRUARY 2021: 
EYAD A IS SENTENCED

Many Syrians and torture survivors, those involved in the trial and countless others have been waiting 
for this day of the al-Khatib trial—the day defendant Eyad A would be sentenced. This would be the first 
time that a former member of the Syrian secret services would be convicted of crimes under interna-
tional law. The day’s enormous significance could already be felt that morning outside the courthouse. 
Even before dawn, a long line formed in front of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court. At the very front 
stood survivors of Syrian detention centers who are witnesses and joint plaintiffs in the trial against 
Anwar R. The courtroom was full as the trial began; the tension was palpable.

Notably, the presiding judge ordered simultaneous Arabic interpretation to be provided to the pub-
lic today. This was an important decision for the Syrian survivors present, and would be symbolically 
significant for future proceedings. Without further ado, the presiding judge opened the trial and read the 
verdict. The court found Eyad A guilty of crimes against humanity in 30 cases of aiding and abetting tor-
ture and aggravated deprivation of liberty. The court sentenced him to four and a half years in prison.
The reasoning followed: the presiding judge first briefly outlined Eyad A’s life and described his many 
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years of service in various branches of the Syrian General Intelligence Services. She recounted politi-
cal developments in Syria, from Hafez al-Assad seizing power in 1970 to the massacre in Homs commit-
ted by Assad regime’s in March 2012.

The judge recounted how Hafez al-Assad “established an atmosphere of mutual distrust and spy-
ing on the population” through the arbitrar y nature of his intelligence services, a system that his son 
Bashar—after a brief period of détente during the Damascus Spring—took over and used to maintain 
his own grip on power. She then spoke in detail about events in Syria from 2011 to 2012. From the Syr-
ian regime’s first arrests during the March 2011 demonstrations, it quickly militarized its response to 
protests and increasingly used lethal force against civilians. Here, the judge mentioned evidence pre-
sented in court, especially expert witness testimony by ECCHR partner lawyers Mazen Darwish and 
Anwar al-Bunni.

The Syrian intelligence services carried out more and more raids over the summer of 2011, arbi-
trarily arresting and violently intimidating people, the judge told the court. At the time, she said, orders 
were given from the highest levels “not to be too lax.” The judgment quoted an April 2011 decree from 
the highest secret services coordination office that said, “The phase of tolerance is over.”

The judge used vivid examples to illustrate how the Syrian intelligence services used deception 
from fall 2011 onward to try to paint the Syrian regime as a victim of terrorists to the international com-
munity. For example, weapons were planted on peaceful protestors at demonstrations to justify the secu-
rity forces’ violence, and soldiers hospitalized with fake injuries were shown to the foreign media.

She then shared her conclusions regarding the role of the intelligence services starting in 2011; 
in particular, that of al-Khatib, General Intelligence Services detention facility Branch 251, where Eyad 
A worked in Subdivision 40. At the beginning of 2011, the intelligence services’ systematic arrests and 
torture still aimed to gather information. Towards the end of the year, the main goal had changed to 
the intimidation and the physical destruction of detainees. Torture, especially violent beatings with 
cables, hoses and pipes, as well as systematically disastrous hygienic conditions, were deliberately used 
towards these ends. Men and women were housed separately in overcrowded single and collective cells 
without daylight or adequate supplies. Beatings and the screams of those being tortured could be heard 
at all times. The judge particularly highlighted the “welcome parties,” during which guards beat new 
detainees with cables and hoses, sometimes until they fainted, before locking them in their cells.

The verdict also stated that the bodies of murdered detainees had been collected in military hos-
pitals and transported in refrigerated trucks to mass graves. The corpses were photographed to prove the 
detainees had not been released. Some of these “Caesar photos” were used as evidence in the trial (see 
report 41/42). The judge emphasized the importance of this evidence. The Caesar Files Group, mediated 
by ECCHR, had shared these high-resolution photos with the German authorities. In 6,821 photos, the 
bodies could be clearly connected to individuals. At this point, the judge shared her personal reaction, 
saying, “I will not forget these pictures.”

Only after she outlined the court’s findings on the overall offense—the “widespread and sys-
tematic attack” on demonstrators—which are important to generally assess the crimes, did the judge 
describe the concrete circumstances of the crime of which Eyad A was convicted. On 9 October 2011, 
he had participated in a “rapid intervention force in the field” in the pursuit of peaceful demonstrators 
to arrest them, and in the transport of at least two buses, carrying 15 detainees each, to Branch 251. The 
number of those tortured, the judge made clear, should be estimated as low as possible in favor of the 
defendant. In reality, there could have been significantly more.

Since the judges were unable to establish that Eyad A had participated in torture at the “welcome 
party,” he was only convicted of 30 cases of aiding and abetting torture and aggravated deprivation of lib-
erty. As a long-term intelligence services employee, Eyad A had known about the catastrophic conditions 
and torture in Branch 251. According to his own testimony, he had even been able to “hear the screams of 
the tortured all the way in the cafeteria”—and nevertheless had transported the detainees there.

However, the court found that Eyad A had incriminated himself in his statements to the German 
police and the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees. In addition, he had defected from the regime at 
a relatively early stage. The judge said it should not be forgotten that his statements provided evidence of 
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considerable importance in the trial of Anwar R. Among other things, he had reported killings that had taken 
place at the al-Khatib Branch, which probably would not have been substantiated without his statements.

This was the first court ruling worldwide that confirms “there has been a widespread and system-
atic attack on the civilian population in Syria since at least the end of April 2011.” This was an important 
day for the principle of universal jurisdiction and its application, and a major step in addressing the Syr-
ian regime’s systematic crimes against humanity.

After the verdict, Wassim Mukdad, a joint plaintiff in the case against Anwar R, told journalists 
gathered in front of the court, “The ruling opens a window of hope for Syrians who are fighting for their 
freedom, then and now. It is not the individual sentence against Eyad A that makes this verdict an his-
toric step towards justice for Syria. The historic aspect is that it is the world’s first judicial recognition of 
the Syrian regime’s systematic crimes against humanity.”

DAYS 61 AND 62, 10/11 MARCH 2021: 
SURVIVORS TESTIFY ABOUT THEIR IMPRISONMENT IN AL-KHATIB

Exactly two weeks ago, the Koblenz Higher Regional Court handed down the world’s first verdict on 
state torture in Syria, sentencing Eyad A to four and a half years in prison. On day 61 of the trial, the first 
since then, proceedings against the main defendant Anwar R continued without further ado.

A former laboratory employee from Syria who had been detained in al-Khatib had been sum-
moned to testify. His report coincided with previous witness statements—inhumane hygienic conditions 
in the detention center, beatings, forced nudity and torture. The man was housed in the so-called death 
cell—a dark room in which up to 140 people were locked up. There was no air to breathe, place to sleep, 
nor sufficient food or water. The detainees suffered from skin diseases, and some had suffered mental 
breakdowns. The witness testified that he was interrogated twice in al-Khatib and beaten time and again.

Once again in the trial, it became clear how terrible the long-term consequences have been for 
those who have survived detention and torture in al-Khatib. The witness said that he continues to suffer 
from those mental and physical injuries. His voice broke when he spoke of his depression, sleeping dis-
orders, tinnitus and the many pills he has to take every day. The presiding judge called a recess.

The witness emphasized that the worst thing for him was that he had been imprisoned despite his 
innocence. As he endured this anguish, he would ask himself over and over why he was there in the first 
place. The psychological pressure he continues to feel is much harder to bear than his physical suffering. 

“I am still living in that death cell. Not a day goes by that I don’t think about the prisoners there,” he said. 
The man testified that his family has also endured this pressure and suffered indirectly from the torture 
he experienced in al-Khatib.

The witness was then dismissed. The impact of have been detained in al-Khatib resonated 
throughout the courtroom.

On day 62, a relatively short trial day, another survivor testified. This witness remained anony-
mous: he did not have to provide any information about himself and was allowed to cover his face with a 
mask, as the court believed the safety of his family in Syria would be threatened otherwise.

This witness had been detained in al-Khatib in May 2012. Like previous witnesses, he described 
humiliations and beatings at so-called “welcome parties” and “collective torture.” When faced with 
such conditions in detention, he “went crazy” at some point. He banged on the door of his cell and 
screamed—he just wanted to sleep. A guard ordered him to lie down next to the cell’s squat toilet, which 
other inmates had to use continuously, even while he was lying there.

At some point, he completely lost touch with reality because everything around him felt so sur-
real, he said. The manner in which he recounted this experience substantiates his story. He jumped from 
event to event; there was a lot he could not precisely recall .

The judges explicitly asked him about a particularly painful detail of his arrest—the man said 
that he had been sexually assaulted. Guards had stuck a gun barrel and finger into his anus and fondled 
his chest and hair. The witness then reported, trembling, that the majority of detainees with whom he 
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had been in contact in al-Khatib had also been sexually assaulted. Guards would stand very close behind 
them, play with their nipples and stroke them behind the ear. The witness said: “In the culture I come 
from, it is very difficult to talk about this.” He did not believe that anyone would actually admit in court 
to being sexually abused.

In response, Sebastian Scharmer, ECCHR partner lawyer who represents the joint plaintiffs, said 
that this testimony again proves that sexual violence has been part of the targeted attack on Syrian civilians.

DAY 63, 17 MARCH 2021: 
SENATE UPDATES INDICTMENT AGAINST ANWAR R,  
AND SURVIVOR REPORTS ON TORTURE IN AL-KHATIB

On day 63 of the al-Khatib trial at the Koblenz Higher Regional Court, two Arabic-speaking media rep-
resentatives were present and made use of their right to access to simultaneous interpretation of the 
proceedings. This was particularly timely, as the court was announcing an important decision: cases 
of sexual violence in the al-Khatib branch would now be tried as a crime against humanity in the con-
text of a widespread and systematic attack against the civilian population in Syria, and not—as before—
as individual cases under German criminal law. With this decision, the court took a necessary step 
towards the recognition of the enormous scale of targeted sexual violence in the Syrian regime’s deten-
tion centers. ECCHR and its partner lawyers had repeatedly emphasized that witness testimonies in 
particular during the trial had pointed to the systematic use of sexual violence as a method of torture in 
al-Khatib and elsewhere.

The necessity of this step was demonstrated not least by the testimony of the survivor scheduled 
for that day, who had himself been tortured in al-Khatib and elsewhere. The witness, who is also a joint 
plaintiff in the trial, had been detained and tortured several times after conflicts with the Assad regime 
and reported, among other things, ill-treatment by the guards in al-Khatib with targeted blows and kicks 
to the detainees’ genital areas.

As soon as he arrived at al-Khatib, the guards began to verbally abuse and beat the detainees and 
forced them to undress. After this “usual welcome procedure,” the witness was crammed into a crowded 
collective cell with about 100 other detainees. Among them were also students from a 10th grade class. 
Many detainees in the filthy cell were febrile and came down with the flu, or had severe torture-induced 
injuries. Elderly people suffering from pre-existing conditions were also in the cell. Medical care was 
almost never available.

During his 18-day detention in al-Khatib, the witness was interrogated several times. For this 
purpose, he was blindfolded and led into the anteroom of an interrogation room. He was tied up and 
forced to remain on his knees for several hours. During this time, he was beaten incessantly and heard 
continuous screams from other prisoners. In addition, the witness reported torture of other detainees 
with electric shocks, batons and cables, as well as ill-treatment and head injuries as a result of forced 
shavings. The witness himself fell ill with the flu during his time in al-Khatib, lost more than ten kilo-
grams, and struggles to this day with the enormous psychological consequences of his torture.

At the end of the day, the judges noted that the taking of evidence in the case of Anwar R could 
come to an end in September 2021, depending on the number of future requests for evidence.
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DAY 64, 24 MARCH 2021: 
INDIRECT TESTIMONY ON ANWAR R’S POSITION IN AL-KHATIB

Day 64 of the al-Khatib trial was marked by the difficult circumstances witnesses can face in this and 
similar proceedings. At the beginning of the hearing, the senate read out excerpts from the email cor-
respondence with the witness who was supposed to have testified in Koblenz that day, in which she 
explained why she could not be present. She described that she was afraid for her own safety in Europe, 
as well as her parents’ safety in Syria. She also explained that she did not feel psychologically stable 
enough to testify here in court. She said that she had to refuse a renewed request by the judges to testify 
in Koblenz even under protective measures, citing her mental health.

Instead, an officer of the Federal Criminal Police Office, who had questioned the witness in 
August 2019, testified that day. He reported that the witness had been summoned to the al-Khatib branch 
“for a coffee” in the spring of 2012 after having been arrested at a demonstration in Damascus, and was 
brutally questioned for more than six hours. In al-Khatib, she was initially made to wait in a bare room 
where there was a bed and where a young intelligence officer entered several times to check on her. She 
described a great fear of the “worst,” which the German police officer had also understood as fear of a 
possible rape. However, he did not explicitly inquire about this.

Later, the witness had been taken to the office of Anwar R, whom all other intelligence officers 
addressed respectfully as sidi ( Arabic for “my lord”). She had had a “funny conversation” with R for 
over three hours, which she herself had also described as an “interrogation.” Anwar R primarily wanted 
information from her about the arts and cultural scene in Syria because the witness had been active in it. 
During their conversation, other intelligence officers repeatedly entered the room.

One intelligence agent had come into the office with a message about the death of a detainee. 
Anwar R was supposed to authorize the removal of the body. According to the witness, he said, “Don’t 
bring him out today because tomorrow is Friday. Don’t bring him out until Saturday.” At that time, large 
opposition demonstrations always took place in Syria after Friday prayers. After the employee left the 
office, Anwar R had asked the witness if she was afraid and told her that “in such chaotic conditions, 
both the good guys and the bad guys die.”

Anwar R took notes almost throughout the entirety of the policeman’s report on the conversation 
described by the witness. When the official presented a sketch of R’s office made by the Syrian witness, 
he smiled and nodded to his lawyers.

After the official’s testimony, court was adjourned for the day.

DAYS 65 AND 66, 7/8 APRIL 2021: 
A WITNESS WITH A DIRECT  
CONNECTION TO ANWAR R TESTIFIES

Witness A testified on days 65 and 66 of the al-Khatib trial. Even before his detention in the al-Khatib 
detention center, he knew the defendant Anwar R by sight, and had even filmed him at a funeral. He is 
also one of the witnesses who had been detained in March 2011 and described torture in al-Khatib at that 
time, prior to the crimes Anwar R is charged with in this trial. When the court asked if he recognized 
Anwar R, he pointed to the dock.

Witness A had been a journalist in Syria; he first worked for the al-Hayat newspaper, and later for 
al-Nasar, which had been classified as critical of the regime and banned in Syria. He mainly reported on 
art and social issues. In February 2011, A’s friend, a well-known Syrian director, died. The funeral was 
a significant event that a wide variety of people attended. Thus, in addition to many artists and opposi-
tion figures, there were also secret services officials, politicians and military officers present. According 
to the witness, Anwar R, who had been in charge of processing artists’ files for the secret services, also 
attended the funeral. Witness A had filmed the entire event, so the defendant could also be seen in his 
video. The witness had then saved the video on his laptop.
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A few weeks later, security officers entered the witness’ apartment and searched it. They took the wit-
ness to the al-Khatib branch and confiscated personal items, such as his laptop. Once at the detention 
center, the witness was forced to wait in a holding area. From there, he was led to another room where he 
had to strip naked and squat. After that, he was first locked in a single cell with other prisoners, and then 
in a larger, overcrowded cell.

A reported that at the time, torture in al-Khatib was largely similar to reports by witnesses who 
were detained later. Prisoners were woken up at night and forced to stand against the wall. They were 
tortured with electric shocks, whips, and the dulab and “flying carpet” methods. They were also hand-
cuffed to the iron-barred windows to force them to stand for long periods.

During his interrogations, A was blindfolded, and his hands were tied behind his back. He was 
forced to lie on his stomach, and had to endure several people’s blows with cables to his back and head 
for hours. He was so injured in the process that he could not walk back to his cell. Instead, he had to crawl 
amid derisive laughter from the guards. At one point, he was threatened that he would be tortured with 
electric shocks to his genitals until he could no longer father children.

During a later interrogation, he was taken to a new “upscale” room where Anwar R person-
ally questioned him about the funeral video. The witness was also tortured during this interrogation. 
Angered by the saved recording of the funeral, Anwar R himself reportedly punched the witness in the 
face during this process.

DAYS 67 AND 68, 14/15 APRIL 2021: 
A JOINT PLAINTIFF REPORTS ON HER AND HER  
FAMILY’S DETENTION

On day 67 and 68 of the trial, only one joint plaintiff was called to testify—a clear sign of the Court’s 
view of her significance to the proceedings. Even before the trial began, it was clear that the young wom-
an’s testimony would not be easy; she was noticeably tense. For the first time in the trial, psychological 
and social support was present to assist the witness, an option all survivors of serious acts of violence 
are entitled to, but which also has some problems in practice in Germany (for more information, see 
ECCHR’s and partner organizations’ report Breaking down barriers, on implementing the rights of sur-
vivors of grave international crimes).

Witness N took her seat in front of the judge next to her translator, lawyer and court advocate. She 
spoke in a clear, firm voice. Before describing her detention, she told the court that one of her sisters had 
been detained during one of the first large demonstrations on 15 March 2011—the day that is considered 
to be the beginning of the uprisings against the Assad regime.

A year later, on 25 May 2012, the witness participated in a sit-in as a reaction to the Houla massa-
cre. The witness fled, but security forces stopped her and checked her ID. They apparently recognized 
her name, beat her and threatened her with a rifle. When a bus finally arrived to take her to a detention 
center, she saw her mother. Her mother had been worried about her young daughter and had therefore 
accompanied her to the demonstration; she had also been arrested. After a short ride to Branch 40, the 
bus stopped and the detainees got out. They were beaten again, and the men and women were separated. 
Security forces showed N a thick file—allegedly about her activities at demonstrations and online. It 
appeared they had been watching her for a while. A few hours later, a bus took the women to Branch 251.

Upon arrival, the nine women walked down a flight of stairs. The witness reported how she was 
taken to see a doctor and two nurses. N was forced to undress, and the nurses examined her, including 
her genital area—a process she described as humiliating. “It felt like abuse,” she said. Eventually, the 
women were taken to a collective cell. The small cell was full of vermin; sleeping was only possible in 
shifts. The atmosphere was tense; no one dared to say anything out of fear that there might be regime 
supporters planted in the cell to spy on the others.

N described how terrible it was for her to be detained together with her mother. She felt that she 
was to blame for her mother’s detention. When N was interrogated, she was accused of calling for the 
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murder of a regime supporter who had spied on the opposition because she had warned demonstration 
organizers about him. In interrogations, she was threatened with long detention sentences, and later, was 
tortured. She was hung by her hands (shabeh), beaten and her stomach was scalded with hot liquid. At 
this point, the judge asked if N really had been hung by her hands. In his statement, Anwar R said that 
the al-Khatib prison had not been set up to do this. N reaffirmed her statement.

She remained in the collective cell for six days. Eventually, her mother was taken away—released, 
she had thought at the time. Then, an especially bad time in detention began for N; she had to pause sev-
eral times because she was shaken while recounting events. N described being transferred to a solitary 
cell where a guard sexually harassed her. When she thought she was losing her mind, she specifically 
asked to be taken to see Anwar R. She knew him from her sister’s detention the previous year; she and 
her parents had gone to see a high-ranking official to ask him to release the girl. “I knew he was the per-
son responsible for this place, that’s why I wanted to see him,” the witness explained. She wanted to ask 
him to allow her to return to the collective cell. Her wish was not granted. The witness described Anwar 
R’s office, also based on drawings she had done previously for the Federal Criminal Police.

After a few days in the solitary cell, the witness was finally transferred—not to the collective cell, 
but to another solitary cell that housed her mother, whom she had believed had been freed.

After a total of 23 days, N’s mother was released, and N was transferred to Branch 285, where she 
spent several more weeks in detention.

The next day of the trial, which was scheduled for further questioning of the witness, began unex-
pectedly with a new statement from Anwar R. In it, he supplemented and corrected his previous state-
ments (see trial report day 5) regarding the witness and her sister’s detentions. The prosecution read both 
statements to the witness. When asked what she thought of Anwar R’s original and new statements, the 
witness reacted emotionally, even angrily. N made it crystal clear that neither of Anwar R’s statements 
reflect her experience or testimony from the previous day.

The defense asked the witness why she had asked to see Anwar R during her detention to request 
a transfer to another cell. The witness said that she was so desperate, she turned to the only person 
whose name she knew—despite knowing that he would not only have the power to transfer her, but to 
have her executed as well.

DAY 69, 21 APRIL 2021: 
A MOTHER EXPANDS ON HER DAUGHTER’S TESTIMONY

The witness summoned on day 69 of the trial was already known to the court and some spectators from 
the previous week’s testimony: her daughter N testified on day 67 and 68 on their partially joint deten-
tion. The mother had been summoned because the defendant had named her in his statement (see trial 
day 5). This was remarkable because she had been imprisoned in al-Khatib, and had therefore experi-
enced the inhumane circumstances there herself, as well as visited Branch 251 several times to try to 
protect her daughters, who had been detained there. Her testimony expands on that of her daughter’s 
(see days 67/68).

The witness first recounted that two of her three daughters, R and M, had been arrested on 15 
March 2011, the “beginning of the Syrian revolution,” as she put it.

R and M were the first young women to be arrested after attending a demonstration. Security 
forces searched their family’s house shortly after their arrests. When the witness asked them what the 
search was about and when they would bring her daughters back, she was told “in two hours.” However, 
after her daughters did not return that night or the next day, the witness looked for her daughters herself. 
She went to the president’s office and to various intelligence agencies and departments. Everywhere, 
they laughed at her, she said.

Three days after the daughters’ detention, at a rally in front of the Palace of Justice, where many fami-
lies were demanding information about detained relatives, she came face to face with the intelligence officer 

“Khaled,” who took her and her husband to the al-Khatib Branch, where their daughters were being detained.
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They were led to a large office where three people were waiting, among them Anwar R, she later realized. 
Her daughters R and M were led in. M’s headscarf was covered in blood and her face in red marks and 
blue bruises. When the witness tried to hug M, her daughter said her body hurt all over. Her other daugh-
ter R was also “in very bad shape.” R was allowed to return home with her family that day, but M was not 
released. After the president declared amnesty for detained demonstrators about ten days later, the fam-
ily returned to the al-Khatib Branch in the hopes of being able to pick up M. They had another meeting 
with Anwar R, who refused to release M immediately. She was released two days later.

The court asked the witness about Anwar R’s statement regarding her first visit to al-Khatib. The 
defendant claimed that the witness’ husband, who had also been present, punched his daughter M hard 
in the face, making her bleed. The witness vehemently affirmed the accuracy of her own account, and 
repeated what she had just said. In the dock, Anwar R shook his head.

The witness was then questioned about her own detention and that of her third daughter N. In 
May 2012, in response to the Houla massacre, N participated in a sit-in. The witness had accompanied 
her young daughter there to protect her. Suddenly, many security guards appeared, and shots were fired 
into the air. The witness was dragged into a small bus, as was N a short time later. N’s glasses were bro-
ken, and her nose was bleeding. First, they were taken to Subdivision 40, and then on to al-Khatib. Until 
then, she had only known about the above-ground offices from her visits; this time, she was taken to 
the basement. Initially, she and her daughter were placed in an approximately three-by-three-meter 
cell without windows that housed about 20 women. She was only interrogated once, and the interrogat-
ing officer had been nice to her. However, he also told her that her daughter’s interrogation would be 
very harsh. When N returned from the interrogation, one could see that she was very tired and had been 
beaten. The witness cried as she recounted this to the court.

After a few days, guards took the witness to a solitary cell, from which she witnessed her daugh-
ter being called back in for interrogation. She heard N scream and, through a crack under the door, saw 
her fall to the floor and, eventually, be dragged away. Abut four days later, N was brought to her cell, cov-
ered in blood. Since the cell was only about 150 by 75 centimeters, they had to take turns sleeping. Over-
all, the detention conditions were terrible: water was severely rationed despite the heat, as were toilet 
visits, which is why the witness now has chronic kidney problems. She was also denied regular access 
to her critical high blood pressure medication.

The mother and daughter remained together in the single cell for about 18 days. After a total of 23 
days, the witness was taken to Anwar R again. She could see that he had continued to command authority, 
as the guards submitted to him. The witness was then allowed to leave al-Khatib; she had lost nine kilo-
grams in detention. On the same day, her daughter N was transferred to another branch, and later released.

DAY 70, 5 MAY 2021: 
A LONG-TIME CRITIC TESTIFIES

Faith Sara testified on day 70 of the trial at the Koblenz Higher Regional Court. Sara is well-known as 
a journalist, regime critic and opposition leader to many observers of the Syrian conflict. Syrian intel-
ligence services imprisoned Sara, who now lives in Europe, three times between 1978 and 2011 for his 
opposition activities. In 2011, Anwar R, the main defendant in the al-Khatib trial, personally interro-
gated him. Anwar R had asked that Sara be called as a witness in his defense. The defendant had alleg-
edly helped Sara during his last detention and quickly released him. In addition, Sara had supposedly 
known about Anwar R’s allegedly critical stance toward the regime even at that time. However, the pol-
itician’s testimony clearly contradicted the information Anwar R had provided.

Sara testified that at least he had not been tortured during his 2011 imprisonment. He assumed 
this was because the intelligence services already had all the information they wanted about him as a 
known opposition leader, and therefore did not need to coerce any further statements from him. Rather, 
the security forces were deliberately torturing younger men whom they suspected of actively participat-
ing in the protests in order to break their resistance, Sara said.
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The judges asked Sara what he knew about Anwar R, but Sara could only give general information. In 
Damascus, people spoke about Anwar R—there had been some accusations in connection with his intel-
ligence work—but that was all he knew. In exile in Turkey, an acquaintance once approached Sara to 
ask if he could give his phone number to a man named Anwar R, who had deserted. The latter was the 
man who had interrogated him in 2011. Sara allowed the acquaintance to give Anwar R his number, who 
never did end up contacting him. Moreover, today in the courtroom was the first time he had ever seen 
Anwar R face-to-face; he had been blindfolded during his interrogation in 2011.

The defendant had stated that in detention, he had been friendly towards Sara and had offered 
him drinks ; he had released him directly from al-Khatib after an hour-long interrogation. Sara empha-
sized, however, that no one had offered him drinks; he was released from al-Khatib after several hours, 
and then sent directly to another intelligence unit. He also testified that a security guard being friendly 
to a detainee had never been a good sign in Syria.

Rather than exonerating Anwar R, Sara’s testimony left those in the courtroom again doubting 
the defendant’s credibility.

DAYS 71 AND 72, 19/20 MAY 2021: 
YET ANOTHER WITNESS REFUSES TO TESTIFY

The Syrian torture survivor who was summoned on day 71 of the al-Khatib trial had originally been 
scheduled to testify in January 2021. However, he had raised concerns in December 2020 and requested 
a new date in July. When asked, he had agreed to testify at the end of May—but later wrote another 
email saying he felt sorry for the defendant’s family and that this trial was not much use anyway. Thus, it 
appeared as though he would not show up for his summons date. He had not written any further replies 
to emails from the court and—as expected—did not appear on this day of trial. This is not the first time 
that a summoned witness has refused to testify in court. The pressure on witnesses and their families 
seems to be too intense, the fear of possible retaliation too great.

Even witnesses summoned to future trial days repeatedly cancel their appointments or cannot be 
reached after initial contact. Instead of being able to hear witnesses in person, the court has to resort to 
indirect statements that they have given to the police in Germany or abroad.

This also happened on day 71: minutes from a Norwegian police investigation were read aloud. 
The Syrian witness interviewed did not want to testify before a German court under any circumstances. 
He stated that he had actively participated in demonstrations in Damascus from April to June 2011 
and had been arrested three times for this. He had spent a total of three months in various intelligence 
department detention centers, including about 17 days in the al-Khatib branch. He was brutally beaten 
as soon as he arrived there. Torture and ill-treatment were omnipresent. He said, “All prisoners were 
subjected to violence and torture. You heard it; you talked about it.” The conditions in the cell were 
wretched: 50 people in one cell, without a toilet, and insufficient food. He was released only because his 
family paid bribes.

The court then read aloud the testimony of another witness, taken by French police. This witness 
also stated that he had actively participated in the protest movement prior to his arrest. He had spent 
about 30 days in the al-Khatib detention center. There, he had been severely tortured, and he constantly 
heard his fellow detainees’ screams in his tiny cell.

He had also reported that his family had desperately searched for him during his detention. His 
family only even heard by chance that he had been arrested. Thereafter, his father contacted various 
intelligence officers. At his last attempt, his father was told to forget his son and not to ask after him 
again. This statement is important because the crime of forced disappearance has not played a role in the 
trial so far. But evidence is mounting that people were systematically disappeared in al-Khatib, and their 
relatives had no way of finding out where the missing people were—or if they were even alive.

At the end of the day, the record of an online chat concerning a missed relative was read aloud, 
which continued the following day. Specifically, the evidence concerned a conversation conducted on 
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Facebook by a man who had also previously testified as a joint plaintiff in Koblenz (see day 35). T he chat 
was between that joint plaintiff and an eyewitness who was said to have seen the former’s brother Malek 
(name anonymized) die in al-Khatib. The eyewitness wrote that he had been present when the guards 
forced another detainee to beat Malek. After that, Malek’s health deteriorated noticeably, until at some 
point, he was carried out of the cell dead. The brother gave the chat history to the German Federal Crim-
inal Police (BKA) after testifying in Koblenz.

On day 72, a scientific analyst from the BKA was invited to evaluate the Facebook messages. His 
job was to assess whether the statements made there were consistent with other evidence concerning 
the situation in Syria, to which he answered yes. According to his testimony, the information provided 
in the chat regarding the detention conditions in the al-Khatib branch was conclusive.

DAY 73, 16 JUNE 2021: 
JOINT PLAINTIFF REPORTS DETENTION IN AL-KHATIB  
AND IDENTIFIES A RELATIVE IN A “CAESAR” PHOTO FOR  
THE FIRST TIME IN THE TRIAL

Day 73 of the al-Khatib trial was a warm summer day and the courtroom was hot. The lawyers were even 
allowed to take off their robes. However, the summer mood changed immediately when, at the begin-
ning of the day, the presiding judge distributed evidence the witness had brought with him: a photograph 
of his missing brother-in-law, murdered and bearing marks of torture.

The joint plaintiff M began his detailed testimony: one of his brothers had actively helped organ-
ize demonstrations against the Assad regime in 2011; M and his other brothers took part in the protests 
at the time. As a result, the brothers ended up on a list of wanted opponents of the regime. M recalled that, 
in summer 2011, at around 3 am, armed members of the Syrian army stormed the house and arrested 
him and his brothers. Barefoot and wearing only an undershirt and shorts, he was blindfolded and put 
on a bus headed to the al-Khatib branch. Throughout the ride, a soldier stepped on his feet with heavy 
shoes. At the detention center, they were taken to a basement where they were forced to strip naked and 
were humiliated.

M recounted the confinement, hunger and unbearable heat in their collective cell, which was 
overcrowded with approximately 125 people. One day, he saw detained children between eight and nine 
years old, as well as older men in their 80s. Since he was in a state of shock at the time, he could not say 
anything about the children’s health and psychological condition. However, he had seen that security 
forces regularly abused prisoners with batons. Furthermore, the witness testified that detainees were 
interrogated and subjected to electrical torture. The screams of those tortured were omnipresent and 
could be heard every day. After five days, he was blindfolded in an office and questioned about his par-
ticipation in the demonstrations. He denied this and was then transferred to an even smaller cell with his 
older brother. Approximately 35 prisoners were crowded there together; there was no room to lie down. 
Many bodies showed grave signs of torture.

After being transferred again, he was assured that after eleven days, he would be released. In 
reality, however, he was taken to another detention facility. It was not until mid-August 2011 that M was 
finally released and returned to his family, who had not known that he had been detained. The Syrian 
regime systematically disappears civilians to oppress the population. According to the witness, anyone 
who was detained had disappeared—relatives had no chance of finding out anything about the wherea-
bouts of their missing family member.

When questioned further by the court, M testified that his brother-in-law, whose picture he had 
brought with him, was arrested in 2012 and never returned. His family assumed that he had also been 
taken to the al-Khatib branch, as it was responsible for people in the area where he lived. Abut two or 
three years later, his family found this photo online among the Caesar photos (see trial reports 38–42).

The witness’ sister told him later in Germany that Anwar R had threatened his brother, who was 
also imprisoned in al-Khatib, with sexual violence against her if he did not sign certain documents.
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DAY 74, 17 JUNE 2021: 
SURVIVOR TALKS ABOUT HIS ENCOUNTERS WITH  
ANWAR R AND HIS INFLUENCE IN SYRIA

After the camera crew filming Anwar R’s arrival left the courtroom, the presiding judge explained the 
change in circumstances of day 74 of the trial: the lawyer representing today’s witness was sick, so 
ECCHR partner lawyer Patrick Kroker would be representing him. The atmosphere was tense as wit-
ness A entered the courtroom. The survivor was visibly emotional. The presiding judge told him that the 
court could call a recess if he needed a break.

First, A introduced himself: he is from a very well-known family in Syria and had been a profes-
sional boxer for the national team in the early 2000s. His family, which had always been interested in 
politics, had publicly criticized Bashar al-Assad’s assumption of power. As a result, A was expelled from 
the national team.

A was detained thirteen times in Syria, and was tortured each time. This left considerable phys-
ical and psychological damage, which impairs his memory to this day. He presented numerous medical 
certificates and expert opinions from his six years of treatment in Luxembourg. Eleven of his 21 opera-
tions had to be performed as a direct result of the torture.

In a trembling voice, A told of his first detention in 2007 in the al-Khatib branch, which defend-
ant Anwar R had headed at the time. It was there, A said, that he met Anwar R for the first time. After 
arriving in an overcrowded collective cell, he was taken to Anwar R for questioning. The latter accused 
him of supporting the opposition and being a foreign spy. He spoke with Anwar R until the latter said 
to a guard, “You know what to do with him.” Severe torture followed daily for months. The survivor 
described being abused with electric shocks and beaten with cables. He also said that he was hung by his 
hands for several hours using the shabeh method and forced into a tire (the dulab method).

After about eight months in detention, A was released, but only after a bribe had been paid. In 
2010, he was taken back to al-Khatib for having supported an opposition newspaper. He testified about 
the torture and the unbearable living conditions he experienced then.

In his testimony, A emphasized the defendant’s unrestricted position of power at Branch 251 and 
in Syria generally. The latter always acted according to the carrot-and-stick method. He would smile at 
detainees and order their torture, which would not have been carried out without his consent.

Further detentions in other branches, which severely scarred the witness psychologically and 
physically, followed in 2011 and 2012. During his last detention, a delegation of the UN Special Envoy 
Kofi Annan lobbied for his release. A delegation member advised him to leave Syria; otherwise the 
regime would have him arrested and tortured again. A followed the advice and has been trying to make 
a fresh start since fleeing to Luxembourg, “so that I can eventually lead a halfway normal life again,” 
he said.

DAYS 75 AND 76, 23/34 JUNE 2021: 
TWO WITNESSES MAKE CLEAR  
STATEMENTS AGAINST ANWAR R

On day 75, a former doctor from Syria brought a new perspective to the al-Khatib trial with his testi-
mony. At the time of the so-called Arab Spring, he had been practicing medicine at a hospital in Damascus, 
directly across the street from the al-Khatib branch. Starting in July 2012, he said, medical help was repeat-
edly requested from the hospital by the intelligence department. The pediatrician himself had regularly 

“treated” detainees at al-Khatib, and in some cases, they were being brought to the hospital and treated there.
At that time, the doctor gained relatively good insight into the al-Khatib branch and was now able 

to give the court important information from his medical point of view. He described the different types 
of injuries he had examined with intensity, and even said that “they looked like the Caesar photos.” He 
spoke of certain bruises, contusions or wounds that suggested torture; many of the prisoners showed 
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clear signs of malnutrition. The witness also reported that he had never seen injuries like these in his 
previous professional career. In addition, the man had treated people for whom any medical help was too 
late and who then died in his care. Actually, he said, efforts had been made not to let the doctors see what 
was happening in al-Khatib; most of the time he had been there, he remained outside the detention facil-
ities or in designated rooms. Nevertheless, he had been taken to the basement a few times, had seen peo-
ple being tortured and had also deduced from his medical work that people were being mistreated and 
dying in al-Khatib. The guards strictly forbade him to talk to his patients. If detainees wanted to explain 
the causes of their injuries and said, for example, that their wounds were the result of torture, the guards 
present immediately punished them.

For both the allegations of torture and killing, the doctor’s brave testimony was important, as it 
proves that the crimes in question occurred before September 2012, and thus within the time frame dur-
ing which the accused has been charged with having perpetrated them.

On day 76, the former police chief of the Syrian city of Hama testified. He had met Anwar R while 
still in training in the 1990s, then later met him again in Berlin, where they both lived after having fled Syria.

He first reported on the consequences one had to expect, if, as a civil servant, one opposed the 
increasing violence against demonstrators in 2011—a stance which had indeed been possible to take. 
He himself was punitively transferred to the Ministry of the Interior after having criticized the gov-
ernment’s approach and was later forced to retire early. In the secret services, critics were treated more 
harshly, but one could always claim a serious illness—a heart defect or something similar—if one 
wanted to escape the system, the witness said. It would have been possible to find doctors who would 
have issued a certificate of disability.

The man also testified that people in Syria had already known before 2011 how the intelligence 
services operate, meaning that anyone who had signed up for a career in intelligence must have known 
what he or she was doing.

DAY 77 AND 78, 30 JUNE/1 JULY 2021: 
A JOINT PLAINTIFF SPEAKS ABOUT HIS ARREST AND TORTURE

On day 77, a witness who is a joint plaintiff in the al-Khatib trial testified. He himself survived torture 
in the Syrian intelligence department, and suffers from the consequences to this day. The man had been 
arrested in February 2012 and was brought to the al-Khatib branch. He particularly remembers his arrest 
and abduction: he was simply taken from his residential area in the morning and placed in the back of a 
jeep. Someone pulled his shirt over his head so that he could not see anything. The car then drove him 
and the other prisoners to some kind of collection point, where he was forced to transfer onto a military 
bus. While doing so, one of the officers beat and verbally abused him. Only then did he understand that 
he had been arrested not only for having worked for various hospitals, but for having set up field hospi-
tals for the opposition as well. After about an hour’s drive, the bus stopped near a handful of farms on the 
road. The witness heard gunshots shortly after and, because he kept pulling up his shirt, saw an armored 
vehicle approaching the bus.

The man was visibly shaken by what he was now reporting : tied to the vehicle by the hands was 
a person—a boy, no older than 16 years old—his face covered in blood and his intestines hanging out. 
Three children between 5 and 10 years old were then brought into the bus; they were all crying and shak-
ing with fear, the witness said. He put his hand on the head of the child next to him and asked why he was 
crying, he said. One of the boys replied, “My brother was killed.”

The following night, the witness had then been driven to the al-Khatib branch. There, he was 
received with the brutal “welcome party,” in which he was beaten and humiliated. Later, he was taken 
to an overcrowded cell with terrible hygienic conditions; there was too little water and hardly any food. 
One of his fellow detainees had sores on his feet; his toes were rotting, yet he received no medical help. 
The witness then tried to bandage the other man’s feet with his undershirt; other prisoners lost their 
minds after having been tortured again and again.
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The joint plaintiff himself was also tortured in al-Khatib, also with the shabeh method; during another 
interrogation, he knelt in a pool of water that had been electrified. The man was also able to report that 
on one occasion guards kicked him so hard in the genitals that he still suffers from the consequences of 
this violence to this day.

The witness’ ( partially) very detailed descriptions of his detention coincide with earlier testimo-
nies of witnesses who had reported on the inhumane torture and conditions in al-Khatib.

A witness who is currently living in France was invited to testify on day 78. However, he had pre-
viously announced that he did not wish to speak in court.

Instead, an official of the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) reported on another witness’ 
interrogation. He had personally questioned this man in 2019, who reported to him then that he had been 
tortured in al-Khatib: the witness was taken out of his cell, blindfolded and his hands tied; in the interro-
gation room, he was made to stand the whole time. He was beaten with hands and, later, also with a stick, 
and he was also tortured in the genital area and in the neck with electric shocks. When he once asked for 
water, guards tied a tourniquet around his penis, and forced him to drink a large quantity. The man had 
also told him about a fellow detainee who had been killed: he was tortured with the shabeh method and 
died in front of his eyes.

Even though the witness had been nervous during his testimony, there was no reason to doubt the 
truth of the statement, the BKA representative said.

DAY 79, 7 JULY 2021: 
“I WAS JUST TAKING PHOTOS”—SURVIVOR  
TALKS ABOUT HIS ARREST AND TORTURE

On day 79 of the trial, M, another survivor and joint plaintiff represented by ECCHR partner lawyers, 
testified as a witness. In the beginning, he described being detained in Damascus in 2011: “My wife and 
daughters went to a demonstration for the city of Daraa, which was under siege by the regime at the time. 
I was just taking photos.” As a result, he said, he was forcibly abducted by security officers.

The witness was briefly taken to Branch 40 and from there to the al-Khatib branch. He stated that 
he immediately recognized the place, as his parents’ house was located nearby. “As a child, we used to 
play in the park in front of al-Khatib,” he said. “I know the area like the back of my hand.”

Shortly after his detention began, M entered a room with three desks and two people: Anwar 
R and Khodr K. He explained that at the time, he had read these names on the nameplates that had 
been placed on the desks. When asked, the witness identified Anwar R in the courtroom as one of 
these people.

M reported that the interrogation by Anwar R had initially proceeded calmly until the former 
asked R about the reason for his detention in al-Khatib. Then, M recounted, R became angry and red-
faced. He denied that they were actually in al-Khatib and told the guards: “Throw him out.”

M was severely tortured several times in the detention center. He told the court how one day, 
three guards came to his cell, with Anwar R standing behind them. A guard entered and told him to 
kneel on the floor. The guard showed M photos of M’s family and M himself at the protest. He then gave 
the witness a forceful kick to the shoulder. Another time, M was completely undressed and bound with 
cables. He then felt an electric shock that was so strong the witness let out a loud scream. “Never in my 
life had pain made me scream like that,” he recounted in the courtroom. After the electrical torture, the 
witness was bleeding heavily under his fingernails. M said that he eventually lost faith in the humanity 
of his torturers. “There were cockroaches in my cell. I took one on my finger and talked to it: ‘You have 
more humanity than the beasts who tortured me.’”

Eventually, M was brought to Kafr Sousa. Among the people who were being transferred, he met 
a 15-year-old boy who had bloodstains on his pants. The boy seemed to be in shock and initially refused 
to speak. However, he later built up confidence and told M that guards in the al-Khatib branch had raped 
him with a wooden stick. M was visibly shaken as he told the court about this. He had advised the boy 
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not to tell anyone about it, including his parents. “In our society, we find such things very difficult to deal 
with,” M explained.

The witness continues to feel the effects of his detention today. He told the court that he often has 
nightmares and is undergoing psychological and medical treatment due to possible long-term effects of 
the electrical torture. A detailed transcript of the testimony can be found on page 165.

DAY 80, 14 JULY 2021: 
WITNESS S TESTIFIES

It was a rainy day when S, another witness and survivor of the al-Khatib branch, testified in Koblenz. He 
recounted that he and his brother had been arrested in late 2010 before the revolution began, and were 
then tortured in al-Khatib: a t around 4 am, security services arrested them at their home in Damascus. 
At first, S did not know that they had taken his brother as well. S was 17 years old at the time.

With his shirt pulled over his head, S was taken in a car to Branch 251. During the ride, he already 
had to assume a so-called stress position, an uncomfortable posture: kneeling with his hands in the air 
and his back bent at a 45-degree angle. When S tried to raise his head, one of the officers hit him in the 
head with a gun, the witness said.

Then, S spoke about his detention for the first time: as soon as he arrived in al-Khatib, he was 
beaten by several guards, forced to undress and wait in his underwear. S estimated that he remained 
in Branch 251 for more than a month. During this time, he was taken to several interrogations, during 
which the guards repeatedly asked him whether he had been part of a political Kurdish group. The rea-
son: his family comes from Kobane, a city in the Kurdish region of Syria. His brother had also been 
accused of avoiding military service in order to join the PKK. When he denied the accusations, he was 
severely beaten, including with cables, on his head and feet, the witness added. His brother had also been 
subjected to electrical torture and the dulab method.

The witness also spoke about the unbearable living conditions in detention: his cell was small and 
filled with 20 to 30 men. They could only sleep back-to-back. They were each only given a military blan-
ket. Many had difficulty breathing and were threatened with beatings if they went to the toilet. S also 
said that none of the men had the courage to talk to other prisoners about the torture they had suffered. 
Nevertheless, signs of torture were clearly visible on all the detainees.

In addition, S reported the detention of an elderly man who gave the impression of having been 
detained for a long time. He could hardly walk anymore, yet he was repeatedly taken away for torture 
interrogations. The witness was visibly moved in court that day and repeatedly asked the rhetorical 
question, “What reason there could be for detaining this man for so long under these conditions?”

S was released in early 2011 after more than a month in detention. His brother, on the other hand, 
was forced to remain in the al-Khatib branch and was later transferred to other intelligence branches as 
well. Upon his release, employees at al-Khatib admitted to S that mistakes may have been made regard-
ing the detentions and that not all of the men were “criminals.” However, this procedure was simply the 
employees’ task. Back then, S and the other men could say no more than, “Thank you,” in response.

Even though the witness found it difficult to identify specific individuals after the time that 
had passed, his testimony is important evidence proving that even before the uprisings against Presi-
dent Bashar al-Assad and the subsequent armed conflict, the Syrian government was already system-
atically perpetrating torture in order to silence the opposition—that is to say, at a time when Anwar 
R had described the intelligence services as functioning according to rule-of-law standards (see trial 
report day 5).
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DAY 81, 15 JULY 2021: 
WITNESS INVALIDATES THE ACCUSED’S TESTIMONY

On the day 81 of the al-Khatib trial, M, another joint plaintiff, testified. He described being arrested on 
14 October 2011, after a peaceful demonstration against the Syrian government ; he was then taken to the 
al-Khatib branch and tortured. “The guards did what they wanted,” M reported.

On the day of his arrest, M had a camera with him, with which he filmed and photographed the 
approximately 50 demonstrators. According to the witness, he had wanted to upload the videos to his 
YouTube channel. The security services besieged the area and when he tried to get home, he encountered 
an armed security patrol. M was arrested and put into a vehicle. Together with other people, he was first 
driven to a hospital that served as a temporary camp for arrestees. Subsequently, they were all taken to 
the al-Khatib branch, he said.

M also testified about the hierarchical structure at al-Khatib. He was even able to give the name 
of Anwar R’s deputy; the latter had introduced himself to the witness personally. The deputy had given 
him a blank piece of paper in order to write down a confession. As he had committed no crime, he had 
simply written about his life and the demonstrations, M recounted. He was then taken to an office 
where, among others, Anwar R and his deputy were present. R, he said, read the “confession,” threw 
the sheets of paper in M’s face, and then gave orders to the deputy and one of the guards to “make M 
understand.” They were to bring him back “when he was ready,” reported M. They then led him back to 
his cell. For three days, he was neither allowed to sit nor to lie down. If he fell asleep, the guards would 
beat him.

Through hours of interrogation, during which he was abused in the from of blows with a belt, it 
became clear to him that Anwar R was the commander of the al-Khatib branch, M stated. The deputy 
allegedly addressed Anwar R as “my lord,” and R conversely addressed the deputy without any form 
of courtesy. This invalidates a decisive statement by Anwar R (see trial report day 5): he had testified 
that he had been relieved of his responsibility after the start of the riots and that the deputy had actually 
become the chief interrogator at the branch.

In total, the witness was detained for more than three months. In the meantime, he had been 
transferred to Kafr Sousa detention center and later brought back to al-Khatib. After his release, M was 
arrested once again. He said that to this day he has been undergoing physical and psychological treat-
ment and is barely able to work due to sleep and mental problems.

During the hearing, it became evident that some of the videos, which are still available on M’s 
YouTube channel, possibly show the bodies of persons M claimed had been killed in the al-Khatib 
branch. In the opinion of some plaintiffs’ representatives, the court did not sufficiently investigate this. 
They therefore requested that some of the videos be presented to the witness for identification, which 
led to tension among the trial participants. The federal prosecution offered to commission the Federal 
Criminal Police (BKA) to evaluate the YouTube channel.

The litigants then questioned the witness about the persons he believed had died in the al-Khatib 
branch. It was then agreed that the witness would be shown screenshots from two videos to identify the 
persons displayed there and that the court would otherwise wait for the BKA’s evaluation of the videos. 
M complied with the identification. Subsequently, the joint plaintiffs’ lawyers withdrew their motions 
for evidence.

DAY 82, 21 JULY 2021: 
A SPECIAL WITNESS TESTIFIES

Due to technical problems, day 82 at the Koblenz Higher Regional court started late. When the joint 
plaintiff Y took her seat in front of the judge, she announced that she wanted to testify in German. In 
addition to some spectators and journalists, a member of the European Parliament was also present that 
day as a trial observer.
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Initially, Y explained that she was from Damascus and had been politically active since the beginning of 
the Syrian revolution. She had been detained several times—including in the al-Khatib detention center. 
She was arrested at a checkpoint about 70 kilometers from Damascus. She was then taken to a smaller 
security department. Her ID card, laptop and other belongings were taken from her, and she was sent 
home with the instruction that she should report to the al-Khatib department the next day.

Y reported that she initially hid and took security precautions. “I had already heard a lot about 
the department. I didn’t want to go there without securing myself first. There were people who went to 
the department and never came back.” She said she knew of at least eleven people had not returned from 
al-Khatib and had presumably died in detention.

Eventually, she said, she went to al-Khatib and turned herself in. The first day, she said, she 
just sat waiting in an office for hours, until she was sent away again with orders to come back the next 
day. Then, she met her investigator for the first time, who questioned her in an office. “He was nice, he 
pretended to be supportive.” During the interrogation, Y reported, she lied. The interrogator was not 
convinced, and became impatient after a few days. “At some point, the interrogations were no longer 
so friendly,” the witness said. He finally took her to another room where there were several people, “so 
that I could remember better.” There, Y was tortured several times, not by the investigator himself, but 
by two younger guards. She said she was often made to wait for hours, sometimes with her hands tied 
over her head, and no one spoke to her. “I felt that, in addition to the severe physical violence, the wait-
ing itself was also torture.”

When asked, the witness confirmed that she had also seen defendant Anwar R in the facility. She 
had once been led into a room to meet an “important person”—not Anwar R. In the luxurious office, sev-
eral men sat in a corner and drank tea, including R. In addition, he had also been sporadically present 
during her interrogations. He had never spoken to her directly, b ut was also in the room once when she 
was being beaten. The investigator told the witness at that time that she should consider herself lucky 
that she had him as an investigator and the other man—the defendant—by her side. As Sunnis, they 
would help her get out of the branch again.

In total, Y reported, she had to return to al-Khatib on and off for about two months. She was to 
provide information about her work and contacts, and to report whenever she would travel. A few times 
in April, she also had to stay in the branch for several days at a time. She spent that time in a small sin-
gle cell without light under—as Y later stated in conversation with friends—relatively “good” condi-
tions. During this time, she did not see any other detainees, but she heard screams from women, which 
she remembers to this day. Mostly, however, Y was sent home after the interrogations.

When asked if she could imagine what the purpose of her many stays and “special” treatment 
were, Y stated that it was expected that she would cooperate with the Assad government and intelligence 
services. Eventually, Y was given a one-way travel permit, and was told not to return. Then, Y explained, 
she eventually left Syria.

After the witness was released, a legal notice was issued by the judges: according to the doctor’s 
testimony on day 75 of the trial on 23 June, Anwar R’s conviction of an additional ten murders could be 
considered in addition to the current indictment.

DAY 83, 22 JULY 2021: 
THE DEFENDANT’S SON-IN-LAW MAKES HIS STATEMENT

The witness, who had been summoned on day 83 of the trial, entered the courtroom wearing a hood and 
mask and was thus barely recognizable. The presiding judge first pointed out to him that he could not testify 
anonymously, as this was only allowed to persons whose life or freedom was threatened. The witness finally 
gave his name and explained that he was the defendant’s son-in-law. The judge then informed him of his 
right to refuse to testify, but the witness emphasized that he wanted to speak. He had known the defendant 
since childhood because they were related. At that time, he himself lived in Homs, and Anwar R was already 
living in Damascus. Later, he asked R’s daughter to marry him, after which they saw each other more often.
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Anwar R first worked as a policeman, then studied law and later joined the secret services. According to 
his own statements to the witness, he worked with embassies and accompanied delegations from abroad, 
protected state institutions and prepared security reports.

When asked what Anwar R had been doing from 2011 onward, the witness asked to be allowed 
to consult the notes he had brought with him. He then reported a major arrest at a demonstration at the 
beginning of the uprisings in Damascus. On the orders of Hafez Makhlouf, he said, demonstrators had 
been arrested and taken to the al-Khatib branch, where they were released with the help of his father-in-
law. Anwar R was then accused of sympathizing with the detainees. As a result, R felt that he was being 
monitored. He reported this himself whenever the witness visited him and his wife in Damascus. Finally, 
R was deprived of his authority.

During this time (in April or May 2011), R, according to the witness, also told him about his deci-
sion to desert. The witness stated that he himself had tried to help R in this endeavor, but without suc-
cess, since R only wanted to leave Syria together with his entire family, not alone. Finally, the witness 
reported that he had left the country together with his family in September 2012; R said at that time that 
he, too, would flee as soon as possible.

At various points during his testimony, the witness repeatedly emphasized that his father-in-law 
had helped many people in Syria, including years before the uprisings in 2011, and that he knew R had 
not wanted to join the Free Syrian Army because he condemned the carrying of weapons on either side 
of the conflict. Overall, the questioning seemed taxing and rather futile to the audience, as the witness 
repeatedly did not answer the questions and instead emphasized flatly that Anwar R had been a modest 
person and aided the detainees.

At the end of his testimony, the witness pointed out that R and his family were massively insulted 
on social networks and were considered fair game. He emphasized that in Germany, a state governed by 
the rule of law, everyone must be considered innocent until the day of conviction.

The joint plaintiff Y, who had testified the previous day and was present during the testimony, 
exercised her procedural right to make a statement regarding the witness’ statements. She pointed out 
that the witness mostly spoke of “events” in relation to 2011, but not of “a revolution.” In Arabic usage, 
she said, this stands for a political classification of the events of that period, which coincided with that 
of the Syrian regime.

In conclusion, the ECCHR partner lawyers read out a motion on behalf of 13 joint plaintiffs to 
issue an additional legal notice with the aim of also including the crime of enforced disappearance in 
the indictment. Between 100,000 and 150,000 people are considered missing in Syria, and witnesses in 
the trial have repeatedly reported this systematic act against the civilian population. Other joint plain-
tiff representatives joined the motion.

DAY 84, 18 AUGUST 2021: 
TWO BRIEF TESTIMONIES AND A STATEMENT  
BY THE PUBLIC PROSECUTORS

The two witnesses summoned for day 84 made only brief statements. The first witness was an officer of 
the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA). His testimony was on the case of Malek (name changed, see 
days 35 and 36), who probably died in the al-Khatib Branch. Malek’s brother, who is a joint plaintiff in 
the proceedings, had submitted documents after his interrogation by the police. Among them was a let-
ter to the UN in which he described Malek’s case. Anwar R’s defense lawyers had demanded that the 
contents and the origin of the letter be confirmed in court by the responsible BKA officer. Since this was 
done quickly, the first testimony ended after only 15 minutes.

The second witness, MH, followed. As usual, the presiding judge gave the joint plaintiff time to 
familiarize himself with the technology in the room. MH then spoke about his arrest in July 2012 and his 
detention in al-Khatib. The witness testified that he had been forcibly detained along with his uncle and 
cousin for no reason when they had stopped only briefly at a gas station near Damascus. He described 
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the situation: it had looked catastrophic, the supermarket near the gas station had been completely 
destroyed. Several security personnel had gathered there, as there had been fighting nearby between the 
regime and the Free Syrian Army. MH and his relatives were arrested before they could refuel and were 
taken by bus to an unknown location and later to al-Khatib.

On the bus, they were verbally and physically abused. MH crouched on the ground to avoid being 
seen and called his brother to ask for help. Fortunately, his brother was able to intervene, which is why 
MH was detained in al-Khatib for only three days.

After the testimony, the court read out the statement of the Federal Public Prosecutor on the 
motion of several joint plaintiffs from 22 July 2021, in which they had requested that enforced disappear-
ances also be included in the indictment as a crime against humanity. The public prosecutors opposed 
the issuance of the notice. They argued that German law requires an “official request for information,” 
of which the perpetrator must have had positive knowledge. However, this line of argument would mean 
that the offense could arguably never be applied in situations where, as in Syria, enforced disappear-
ances are commonplace. Thus, this law would remain without effect.

The public prosecutors further argued that the detentions in al-Khatib were not enacted with the 
intention of making people disappear, but primarily for gathering information. The disappearance of the 
detainees was merely a side effect of the detention and not the goal, they said.

In view of this assessment, the joint plaintiff representatives and some present in the audience 
reacted with visible indignance toward the statement. The lawyers reserved the right to issue a coun-
ter-opinion on the motion in the coming weeks.

At the end of the hearing, the presiding judge announced important information: on 29 and 30 Sep-
tember, as well as on 6, 7, 13 and 14 October 2021, the proceedings will again take place in the Koblenz 
Regional Court, Karmeliterstr. 14, room 128, i.e., in the room in which the proceedings took place until 
the beginning of 2021. After that, the court will return to the current room of the Higher Regional Court.

DAY 85, 19 AUGUST 2021: 
AN UNSETTLED WITNESS

Day 85 began with a delay. The summoned witness was worried about his family members still living in 
Syria. He was assigned a joint plaintiff representative as witness counsel shortly before the hearing and 
then decided to testify anonymously. The man came into the courtroom hesitantly, his face covered with 
a mask and a hood over his head. He spoke softly and in an Arabic to which no dialect and, thus, place of 
origin could be assigned.

The witness described his arrest in 2012 in his hometown near Damascus: Bashar al-Assad’s forces 
had raided the village and arbitrarily arrested people, among them the witness. Still in his home, security 
forces pushed him to the ground, beat him and kicked his head with their boots. He was taken to a pub-
lic place in the village along with others. They were made to squat and wait before being forced onto a 
bus and transported to the al-Khatib branch. The witness recalled that 80 to 100 people had been arrested 
along with him.

Only after his release did the witness learn that he had been detained in al-Khatib. Upon his 
arrival, the guards had pulled his undershirt over his head and ordered him to always look down. His 
three-by-three-meter cell had held 27 people, so no one could lie down. “It is impossible to sleep there,” 
the witness said. One fellow detainee was having trouble breathing. When the others called for help, a 
guard came and stepped on the prisoner’s chest and asked if he was feeling better now.

“We were among the ‘pampered’ prisoners in al-Khatib,” the witness said. He himself had not 
been tortured and was released after three days. He explained this by the fact that there were some 
high-ranking people living in his village, including a Syrian army general and a member of the parlia-
ment, who had probably interceded on his behalf and that of the others from the village. Upon release, 
they all—after being taught love of country and loyalty to the Assad regime—had to sign a pledge to 
ensure they would never demonstrate against the regime again.
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The presiding judge repeated the announcement from the previous day: the current room will be reno-
vated, and on 29 and 30 September, and 6, 7, 13 and 14 October 2021, the trial will be held in the previous 
room, Koblenz Regional Court, Karmeliterstr. 14, room 128.

DAY 86, 25 AUGUST 2021: 
A FORMER DETAINEE REPORTS ON  
THE MANY DEATHS IN AL-KHATIB

On the 86th day of trial, joint plaintiff A was heard as a witness. This man had been detained in al-Khatib 
in the summer of 2012 and gave a composed account of his experiences to the Court.

As soon as he was arrested, A was severely maltreated and forced to repeat statements such as 
“Assad is my God,” while being beaten on the street, with soldiers filming and laughing at him. They tor-
tured him and did not give him food or drink or access to a toilet for a day and a half. He endured sexual 
violence and even his own mock execution. The militiamen then said to him, “You won’t get death that 
easily; you will wish for it, but you won’t get it,” and took him to the al-Khatib detention center.

The first night he spent there was in the overcrowded collective cell, which remained particularly 
memorable to the witness because it was here that he first experienced the death of a fellow detainee : 
when A and the other detainees drew the guards’ attention to the fact that a man was dying and asked 
for help, they received the answer that they should only let them know when the man was dead and then 
take him out; he would be thrown “in the garbage.” The man died that same night. More deaths followed 
in the coming weeks.

Because A had already been physically devastated by his torture at the time of his arrest, he was 
transferred to the military hospital in Harasta the following day. Here, various secret services detention 
facilities apparently had their own wards or rooms. In Harasta, however, A was not treated medically, but 
rather, subjected to intense further torture and humiliation. For example, he was tied to a bed with sev-
eral other detainees. The abuse was non-stop and without any goal. Even the nurses were stubbing out 
their cigarettes on the detainees. A saw more dead bodies there, often left for several hours or gathered 
in the toilet, probably as a deterrent—once he even saw the body of a child. Several detainees died dur-
ing this time; one right next to A, in the same bed and tied to him.

Back in al-Khatib, A was “interrogated.” He was beaten with plastic hoses and electric cables, 
burned with lit plastic bags, and tortured with other methods that previous witnesses here in Koblenz 
had also reported. He could constantly hear the screams of the tortured; in the extremely cramped con-
ditions in the collective cell, quite a few people lost their minds. Again and again—the witness put it in 
terms of “everyday life”—detainees died in the cell. Prayers for the dead were then secretly said .

The witness also told the court about a man at al-Khatib who had made decisions concerning who 
came to the hospital or received medication, for example. This man, he said, was addressed respectfully 
by the soldiers and was called “father of the birthmark” among the detainees. He described his appear-
ance, which he had briefly seen from under his blindfold, and his dialect. The possibility that the defend-
ant, Anwar R, who also has a conspicuous birthmark, is the “father of the birthmark,” A could neither 
confirm nor exclude. A had also stated during his testimony at the Federal Criminal Police Office that 
he had first seen Anwar R in photos on the news. At that time, he would have naturally drawn a conclu-
sion about the “father of the birthmark,” but today he could not clearly recognize Anwar R. At the sug-
gestion of the defense, the police interrogator who had questioned A at the time was then also to be heard 
as a witness.
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DAY 87, 26 AUGUST 2021: 
“BETTER TO DIE THAN ASK FOR MEDICINE”

Day 87 of the al-Khatib trial began with the questioning of joint plaintiff H. The man had been a stu-
dent—first in Lebanon, then in Syria—and had been sitting in a park with friends when he was arrested 
in the summer of 2012.

He and the others were taken to Branch 40 of the Syrian General Intelligence Services. H was 
accused of frequently traveling in and out of Lebanon to obtain medical equipment for mobile hospitals. 
When H denied the accusations, they beat him until he fell to the ground. He was then taken to al-Khatib, 
where he was placed in a collective cell of about 20 square meters which already contained over 100 peo-
ple. H knew approximately ten of the fellow detainees; they all told him of severe torture and ill-treatment.

H described the miserable detention conditions in al-Khatib: the screams of the tortured could be 
heard constantly in the cell. There was never enough food, air or space. All detainees would be severely 
punished for the smuggling of a single bar of soap into the cell. Diseases such as scabies were common, 
and injuries did not receive medical attention. The saying circulated among the prisoners: “Better to die 
than ask for medicine.”

During his interrogation, H was asked to name doctors or journalists with whom he had alleg-
edly cooperated. Because he could not give names, he was threatened and beaten with a rifle butt until 
he became unconscious. He was then placed in a chair and given ten minutes to write names on a piece 
of paper, which was followed by further abuse. Subsequently, H had to sign several papers, the contents 
of which were unknown to him.

After about eight days, H was transferred to another branch. Buses were waiting for the prisoners 
in front of the al-Khatib branch, and next to them stood four officers, one of whom was a neighbor of the 
witness’. Among them was also a man whom H believed with a high degree of probability he recognized 
from the photograph presented to him by the German police, and who could be Anwar R

After the end of the testimony, the Koblenz court announced a decision on the motion filed by the 
defense in June 2021 to include the files of the so-called structural investigation proceedings on Syria, 
which are being conducted by the Federal Prosecutor’s Office. These files contain almost all investiga-
tions into crimes against humanity in Syria that exist in Germany. A ny files of the investigations that 
concern Anwar R have already been submitted to the court in their entirety, according to the public 
prosecutors. But only the investigating authorities are familiar with the files that concern other cases. 
The court rejected the request to see the files, stating that it did not see sufficient reason why including 
the files would lead to more extensive findings in the proceedings against Anwar R. Such findings had 
not been presented by the defense, either.

DAY 88, 1 SEPTEMBER 2021: 
A WITNESS WITH DETAILED MEMORIES

On day 88 of the trial, a longtime critic of the Syrian regime testified. He was the last joint plaintiff rep-
resented by ECCHR’s partner lawyers to testify in the trial. Witness A had organized demonstrations 
against the government of Bashar al-Assad in 2011 and was arrested during a raid in his suburb. Along 
with 100–150 other people, including old men and juveniles, he was forced onto a bus and taken to the 
al-Khatib detention center. Even on the ride, they were beaten and kicked. “These are memories you 
would rather forget,” the man said.

The witness testified that he was detained in an overcrowded cell in al-Khatib for about three 
to five days. During this period, he was interrogated twice, which meant that he was tortured—beaten 
with electric cables on his back and the soles of his feet in order to extract from him the names of his 
friends and other regime critics. After the beatings, he was forced to stand up and jump on his ach-
ing feet; then, he had to lie down again and was beaten before being forced to stand up again—over 
and over.
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Back in his cell, he heard the screams of other detainees outside his door and through the walls. When 
asked if he had seen any injuries on the men in his cell, he said, “Everyone was beaten.” However, he 
recalled one situation in particular in which a father was beaten in the presence of his son. This, he said, 
was something that stood out.

His family had not known where he had been for the entire time, he said. Through a sign that 
read, “al-Khatib Laboratory for Medical Analysis,” he said, he deduced for himself where he was. Other 
detainees in his cell, some of whom had already been in detention for longer, confirmed this assumption.

When a judge asked the witness whether he had seen the defendant Anwar R in the branch, the 
man answered in the negative. The judge then asked him to look at the dock, but A said he did not want to 
look there. In any case, he said, he had not been able to see anything in al-Khatib because he had almost 
always worn a blindfold.

A’s testimony ended early that day. The witness’ ability to differentiate well between detailed and 
fuzzy memories, and to express this in such a way lent his testimony a certain credibility and impressed 
many who were present.

DAY 89, 2 SEPTEMBER 2021: 
“THEY DON’T RESPECT ANYONE”

On day 89 of the al-Khatib trial, an artist was invited to the court whom many Syrians know. To pro-
tect him and his family in Syria, he was allowed to testify anonymously. His testimony was particularly 
important because he had been personally questioned by defendant Anwar R in December 2011.

The witness described his situation as follows: one day, security officers had come to his apart-
ment and taken him away under the pretext that they would only ask him something briefly. He was 
then detained for about three days in the al-Khatib branch. During this period, he was questioned three 
times, and he encountered Anwar R twice. The latter had conducted the witness’ first interrogation 
in his own office, during which the witness had to wear a blindfold the entire time. It was true that the 
witness’ treatment had been exceptionally mild. He had not been beaten or tortured, but he had expe-
rienced the psychological violence pervasive at al-Khatib for the entire time. During his interrogation, 
for example, he frequently heard screams from other prisoners—they were so loud that Anwar R must 
have heard them, too .

The conversation with Anwar R, according to the witness, was not particularly aggressive, but 
he was nevertheless constantly afraid of being beaten. When R asked him why he was afraid, the artist 
replied, “Because I am in a place that scares me.” Anwar R then assured him that he had nothing to fear. 
After all, the artist was not “scum” like the other demonstrators.

R asked the witness again and again, “Why did you do that? You are a well-known artist.” He was 
referring to a funeral service for 16 young people who had been killed which the witness had attended. 
The artist refused to answer this question. The interrogation went on for about one to two hours. During 
this time, he had to wear a blindfold, but was allowed to sit down.

Later, the witness was questioned one more time and had to sign a kind of apology before he was 
released. In order to demonstrate the power of the intelligence services, the witness said, his father had 
been asked to pick him up at al-Khatib. Anwar R had taken him personally and without a blindfold to his 
father, who had been sitting in the office of the head of the branch, Tawfiq Younes. There, R then intro-
duced himself by name, which is how the witness first learned who his interrogator had been. When 
asked why he had received this special treatment, the witness replied that it must have been because his 
father had also been a famous artist. Anwar R had wanted to get to know him and had expressed admi-
ration for both the father’s and the witness’ work. Respect toward them, however, was not expressed, he 
said. “They don’t respect anyone.”

The artist explained that he assumed that there were two to three fixed hours every day when tor-
ture took place in the branch. He had also noticed that Anwar R was addressed with the respectful sidi, 

“my lord,” he said. “It was obvious that he gave orders, which were then carried out,” the witness said. He 
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himself was treated better than most of the other prisoners, he said, but “something good in the human 
sense of the word” did not exist in al-Khatib.

After the witness had fled to Europe, he had heard at some point that Anwar R had deserted and 
was in Germany. He had agreed that contact with R would be established. The witness said he had been 
curious to meet the colonel from the al-Khatib branch under different circumstances and to learn why 
he had fled. They had then exchanged voice messages via WhatsApp from time to time and arranged 
to meet for coffee if the witness visited Berlin. However, this never happened. Anwar R was arrested 
beforehand, so they only saw each other again in the courtroom in Koblenz.

DAY 90, 8 SEPTEMBER 2021: 
A SYRIAN MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL  
SPEAKS ABOUT SEXUAL VIOLENCE

Today’s witness had been summoned by his lawyer, as he wanted to be admitted to the trial as a joint 
plaintiff. He previously had not given testimony to the German Federal Criminal Police, meaning that 
even those involved in the trial did not know what Dr. AH, a Syrian mental health professional, had expe-
rienced. He began his testimony with Bismillah Alrahman Alrahiem, Arabic for “in the name of God,” 
and spoke of his time in al-Khatib in September 2011. An employee at the al-Khatib branch had pre-
tended to be a patient. While talking to the “patient,” other al-Khatib branch officers entered the doctor’s 
office and forcibly detained the witness. His detention in al-Khatib lasted 40 days, almost all of which he 
spent in solitary confinement. He tried to communicate with other detainees through a small window in 
the door of his cell. There were days when the witness turned to the guards, although he knew that this 
would almost certainly result in him being abused—but he was willing to endure this in order to escape 
the unbearable loneliness of his solitary cell. At times, he considered suicide.

Like almost all former detainees in al-Khatib, AH spoke about the poor conditions. Due to the 
miserable food, he lost 20 kilograms during his detention. He could barely recognize himself in the mir-
ror when he later arrived at Adra Prison.

The witness stated that he was interrogated more than ten times. Each time, his feet were beaten 
with a stick when he said something the interrogator did not like. He was often confronted with the state-
ments of other detainees and was forced to watch them being beaten.

When asked whether he had experienced sexual violence in detention, the witness answered 
“No, not me.” Instead, he reported that a large number of women had visited his practice because they 
had faced sexual violence in the detention centers. His professional assessment: these traumatic experi-
ences can have a strong impact on the brain, even changing the personality of those affected. “When a 
person leaves prison, they sometimes are a completely different person. When a wife, a husband or the 
children want to receive their loved ones, they are confronted with a person who is completely different 
from before. The traces of torture do not only remain with the detainees themselves and their relatives, 
they persist over several generations.” For women, the consequences are even more serious than for men, 
precisely because they are often victims of sexual violence in intelligence services facilities : “Men are 
celebrated as heroes when they are imprisoned and then released, while women are disowned by their 
husbands and excluded from their families or even become victims of honor killings.”

After the judge dismissed the witness, Patrick Kroker, Sebastian Scharmer and René Bahns, law-
yers of some of the joint plaintiffs and ECCHR’s partner lawyers, read aloud a statement on the prosecu-
tion’s statement regarding the issue of enforced disappearances (see day 84). Among other things, they 
emphasized that the Federal Prosecutors Office’s view that the Assad regime did not intend to disappear 
people could not be upheld. This clearly contradicts numerous testimonies made in Koblenz and many 
reports on the situation in Syria.
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DAY 91, 9 SEPTEMBER 2021: 
A PHYSICIAN REPORTS: “THEY LOOKED VERY BAD”

Day 91 of the al-Khatib trial extended into the afternoon. First, an officer of the Federal Criminal Police 
Office (BKA) testified. This officer had previously questioned two witnesses and survivors of the 
al-Khatib branch from abroad who did not want to testify in court.

The officer reported that one of the witnesses had been unsure from the outset whether he wanted 
to testify. His fear for his family in Syria was too great. The second witness, YH, approached the German 
authorities on his own initiative after having seen pictures of Anwar R on the news. YH immediately 
recognized R because he was present during YH’s interrogation and torture. R did not torture the wit-
ness himself but had been sitting on the sofa next to another officer. Yet, the other torturers had shown 
no mercy. During the interrogation, the witness had to watch video recordings of a demonstration in 
Damascus at which he was present and was subsequently ordered to identify other participants. Due to 
these circumstances, the witness was not blindfolded and, thus, was able to see the accused. When asked 
whether R himself had ordered the torture, the witness replied that orders had been given to stop the tor-
ture if the witness wanted to reveal a name.

The BKA officer’s testimony was followed by a statement from a Syrian physician who had 
examined individuals detained at the al-Khatib branch. He wore a wig, sunglasses and a medical mask 
to disguise his identity in court. It was impressive that the witness did not testify in Arabic but, instead, 
in almost accent-free German. At the time of the crime, he had been a practicing medical doctor in the 
hospital next to the al-Khatib branch. On several occasions, he and his colleagues were brought in to 
examine the detainees. Due to the fact that he was not allowed to treat any of the detainees, his medical 
consultations did not take place to provide healthcare. He was only supposed to diagnose the cases and 
prescribe medication. He could not testify as to whether the detainees had actually received treatment. 
He reported on the catastrophic conditions in which the prisoners at al-Khatib were forced to live; some 
detainees had open wounds, broken bones, pneumonia, and other chronic diseases.

The doctor was convinced that many inmates would face death without stationary treatment in a 
hospital. The doctor did not witness any corpses in the facility itself; however, he did report that one day 
the detention center staff drove to the hospital with a van full of corpses. The witness was asked to ver-
ify these deaths, but he was not allowed to determine cause of death or issue official death certificates. 
According to the witness, an examination to determine the cause of their deaths would have been unnec-
essary because “they looked very bad.”

After the start of the revolution in Syria, the physicians and staff at the hospital where the witness 
worked no longer had access to the hospital’s mortuary; only staff from the al-Khatib branch had access 
to these facilities. This meant that the physicians could not provide a place in the refrigerated rooms for 
people who died in the hospital; therefore, their relatives had to take the dead with them immediately. He 
stated that the refrigerated rooms must have been overcrowded with corpses; therefore, the refrigeration 
was not working, and in the summer, there was a terrible smell.

After this testimony, the senate admitted the witness from the previous day as a joint plaintiff 
in the proceedings and gave him the opportunity to speak about the system of enforced disappearance 
in Syria. The regime in Syria was rarely willing to release information about the fate of its detainees. 
When information was provided, it was not “free.” Families had to pay a lot of money for information 
about their disappeared relatives, the witness testified. He explained that forced disappearances were 
not only used to intimidate the population, but were also an essential source of income for the Assad 
regime’s collaborators.
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DAY 92, 29 SEPTEMBER 2021: 
BKA OFFICIAL REPORTS ON INTERROGATION  
OF POLITICAL ACTIVIST

Day 92 of the al-Khatib trial was a comparatively short day, with the public portion of the proceedings 
lasting just under two hours. Back in room 128 of the regional court where the trial had taken place dur-
ing its first months, another officer of the Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) testified, as was also the 
case on the 91st day of trial on 9 September. During the investigations, this officer had questioned a for-
mer al-Khatib branch detainee from abroad who now did not want to testify in court, as he feared for his 
family’s safety.

The witness “K,” who was questioned in 2018, was a long-time political activist who had begun 
campaigning for the democratization of Syria before the onset of the civil war. He had been arrested 
several times between 2011 and 2014 and detained at al-Khatib and other detention centers. His ini-
tial internment at the al-Khatib Branch in 2011 lasted between 35 and 45 days. He was detained there 
again between the end of 2012 and the beginning of 2014 for up to six months before being transferred 
to Branch 285. He spent his detention inside a collective cell with up to 40 other detainees. There was 
not even enough space for the detainees to lie down to sleep. Ultimately, he was released after paying 
bribes and was able to flee Syria. The main subject of interest during his questioning was his first period 
of detention in 2011.

In his deposition to the BKA, the witness stated that he had never seen Anwar R in person, nor 
had he been questioned or tortured by him. However, he told the German officials that he was familiar 
with Anwar R’s name and role through conversations with other detainees. Anwar R was described by 
them as a “brutal monster” and when another detainee was taken away for questioning, his cellmates 
would pray that he would not be taken to R. The witness was also able to provide information about the 
structure of the detention facility and the hierarchies within the branch. K described the physical harm 
inflicted upon him as comparatively mild. He recounted being beaten and kicked during his first deten-
tion in the al-Khatib facility, as well as within the corridors of the detention center. The BKA official 
described this as the “classic welcome party.” K stated that he did not perceive the physical abuse he 
experienced as torture because it was less severe in comparison to his later detentions.

The ubiquitous “psychological torture” was worse during this first detention. K described to the 
investigating officer how screams from other prisoners could be heard “around the clock.” Guards reg-
ularly came into the cell to spray the detainees with water and arbitrarily beat them. Since no blindfolds 
were worn in the collective cell, he could see the marks of this brutal abuse. The bodies of other prison-
ers were “green and blue from top to bottom.” K also witnessed prisoners being stripped down to their 
undergarments and hung by their wrists or beaten with hoses and cables. The use of electric shocks 
could also be heard.

After the questioning of the BKA official, the representatives of the Federal Public Prosecutor 
(GBA) and a representative of the joint plaintiffs commented on motions put forth by the defense. On day 
91 of the trial, the defense had requested that further evidence—allegedly in favor of the accused—be 
included in the trial. The GBA and the representative of the plaintiffs rejected this request. Furthermore, 
a supplementary expert opinion regarding Syrian criminal law from the Max Planck Institute was pre-
sented and added to the minutes of the hearing as an appendix. After that, the court excluded the public 
in order to discuss the planning of the upcoming trial dates.
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DAY 93, 30 SEPTEMBER 2021: 
A WELL-KNOWN SYRIAN WRITER  
DESCRIBES CRUEL ILL-TREATMENT

Day 93 of the al-Khatib trial lasted until early afternoon. Initially, a police official from Berlin had been 
summoned to provide clarification regarding a witness statement from August. In court, the witness had 
deviated from his original statement given during the investigation regarding the question as to when 
he had first been shown a photo of the defendant Anwar R. The court also questioned the official about 
the general conditions under which the witness had been questioned by the regional criminal investiga-
tion department at that time.

Then, the defense’s request was granted to examine a current map from Google Maps in order 
to give an impression of the route taken by a witness to the al-Khatib branch in 2011. This was followed 
by the reading of two additional requests for evidence by the defense: they would like the court to sum-
mon two further witnesses from outside of Europe, whom they hope will testify positively with regard 
to their client.

They may have had similar hopes regarding witness A, whose examination the lawyers had 
requested and which formed the main portion of the trial that day. A is a well-known Syrian author and 
journalist. He gave a detailed account of how he had been detained by the regime’s security forces, stat-
ing that he was first apprehended by security forces on 3 February 2011, before a planned demonstra-
tion. After he was released that same evening, he was detained again on 4 February 2011 and was held at 
al-Khatib until 11 or 12 February 2011. A explained that his brief detention was due to his notoriety. He 
speculated that the regime, shortly after the beginning of the first protests, wanted to avoid further tur-
moil among the population. Upon his discharge, he was told that he was being released on the orders of 
President Bashar Al-Assad. He was treated far less brutally than other detainees and likely escaped the 
worst torture due to his prominence. He also initially portrayed the defendant in a positive light, report-
ing that the latter had not treated him badly. The witness added that he considered Anwar R to be an edu-
cated person. However, A reported, he was also mistreated by the guards at every opportunity. When 
asked about the general conditions in the ward, A, like other witnesses before him, vividly described the 
cruelty and inhumane practices within the facility. Among other things, A described the most severe 
physical abuse, during which some of the trial’s participants in and spectators, who had already heard 
about a great deal of cruelty in the past year and a half, let out horrified groans in response to this par-
ticularly dehumanizing torture. What was said made that much more of an impression because the wit-
ness had previously spoken quite positively about the defendant.

A went on to say that the secret services had been a central instrument of state repression for as 
long as he could remember, describing them as “the brains” of the authoritarian regime. Al-Khatib had 
always been a place notorious for cruelty. On two occasions there, the witness encountered Anwar R. 
Over the course of his testimony, A stated that the accused had certainly been informed of all the events 
which took place within the branch and had not come to occupy his position for no reason.

Another subject of the testimony focused on meetings between A and Anwar R outside of 
al-Khatib. At the end of 2012, when the defendant had already deserted and left Syria, the latter had 
contacted A through an acquaintance of his from Jordan. After this, several meetings took place. After 
Anwar R had already been granted asylum status in Germany, a meeting took place in the border region 
between Turkey and Syria. At these meetings, Anwar R claimed that he was being pursued by Syr-
ian security forces—a statement of which A did not seem convinced. The witness also said that he had 
asked the defendant several times to speak with him, as well as publicly, about his time in the intelli-
gence services and, in particular, to reveal his knowledge. Anwar R had always refused and said that 
he wanted to write a book about it one day, hoping for A’s help. According to A, contact with Anwar R 
broke off after that. Only in court did they meet again. The defendant’s family had established contact 
with the defense lawyers.
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DAY 94, 6 OCTOBER 2021: 
A SELF-INFLICTED WOUND BY THE DEFENSE?

The 94th day of trial was limited to the brief questioning of witnesses and a statement by the Federal Pub-
lic Prosecutor’s Office on the motions made by the defense.

The witness called by the defense is an acquaintance of the accused Anwar R, as well as the 
ex-brother-in-law of one of the joint plaintiffs. When asked by the court, he recounted that he too had 
been arrested in 2012: the Syrian secret services had arrested him at the end of Ramadan during a vehi-
cle inspection at a checkpoint in Damascus. It may have been a mix-up of names, as he was unaware of 
any other reason for his arrest. Intelligence officers questioned him for one to two hours at the police 
station and accused him of smuggling weapons. In the meantime, his father, who had found out about 
the arrest, had contacted Anwar R. The latter then contacted the head of the other intelligence branch 
by telephone and, with his call, obtained the witness’ immediate release. When asked, the witness 
explained that his family was friends with the accused. They had met in 2002 as neighbors in the same 
building in Damascus.

The witness was then questioned about his knowledge of the detention of his ex-sister-in-law. In 
particular, he was asked to answer whether and how Anwar R was discussed among the family mem-
bers of the joint plaintiff. The witness was unable to provide any information on this. He had only met 
the joint plaintiff in 2014, and as it had been some time since her detention, her experiences in the deten-
tion facility were not discussed.

The defense’s goal was probably thwarted by calling this witness: rather, the witness’ testimony 
demonstrated that Anwar R was so influential that, even at a time when, according to his own statements, 
his superiors had already stripped of him of his powers, he was able to convince another intelligence 
branch to release a detainee with a single phone call.

Finally, the prosecution made a statement on two motions filed by the defense. The defense had 
requested that two witnesses who were currently abroad be questioned. They were to provide informa-
tion concerning the escape plan of the accused at the time and his powerlessness in the face of the activ-
ities of Subdivision 40. The prosecution made it clear that both circumstances were irrelevant to the 
criminal charges. Only Anwar R’s behavior as head of Branch 251 was relevant, and accordingly, the 
requests should be rejected.

DAY 95, 13 OCTOBER 2021: 
A MILITARY PILOT TESTIFIES ON ANWAR R’S STAY IN JORDAN

In criminal trials in Germany, defense lawyers often tend to become more active when the trial is wind-
ing down in an attempt to bring additional evidence in support of their clients to the case. This has also 
happened in Koblenz in recent weeks. Anwar R’s defense lawyers filed requests to bring additional wit-
nesses into the trial who might provide information regarding R’s motivation to defect and his pre-ex-
isting “inner opposition” to the Syrian regime.

The court acted upon some of these motions, calling on the respective witnesses to testify, if they 
were currently within the boundaries of the European Union and had agreed to voluntarily appear in 
the Koblenz Court. For witnesses outside of the EU, the court denied such motions. It argued that, given 
the relatively limited information these witnesses could potentially provide about the crimes, it was not 
justified to summon them, considering that the necessary transnational legal assistance would delay the 
trial for months.

Day 95 of the trial therefore started with the court rejecting some of these motions made by the 
defense lawyers. Then, a witness who had been called to appear following one of the defense’s motions 
was heard. Witness T was a high-ranking military pilot until he defected in May 2012. He then entered 
Jordan in July 2012 and provided voluntary assistance to the Jordanian military intelligence, including 
the provision of information about and verification of the identities of defectors coming from Syria. T 
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stated that he belonged to a family of military men that had been affiliated with the Syrian regime in the 
past. Not without pride, he mentioned that he knew Bashar al-Assad personally.

In Jordan, the witness learned through mutual friends that Anwar R was planning to defect. T 
then met R in late 2012 when the accused entered Jordan after his defection. He received Anwar R at 
Al-Mafraq city in Jordan near the Syrian-Jordanian border. There, the Jordanian military intelligence 
interrogated R—a process that, according to T, every defector entering Jordan was subjected to. At that 
time, Jordan had military and security concerns because of the large numbers of Syrian refugees enter-
ing the country. The interrogation was aimed at preventing spies and agents from the Syrian regime 
from entering Jordan. T stated that he had previously informed the Jordanian intelligence services about 
R’s possible defection and his desire to help him. He also assisted R in finding accommodation and reu-
niting with his family.

The witness also told the court that R spoke about the ongoing violence and torture in Syria and 
how he was psychologically exhausted. The witness stated that torture had already been used in Syria 
before 2011, but that this form of torture was employed to “extract the truth,” whereas after 2011 torture 
had been used for the purposes of intimidation and revenge—thereby differentiating between “accept-
able” and “unacceptable” torture, which many spectators of the trial found to be disconcerting.

The witness further testified that Anwar R had mentioned to him that he had been under surveil-
lance by Tawfiq Younes, Hafez Makhlouf and others before his defection. R had also cooperated with 
the Jordanian authorities by sharing information to help Syrian civilians to arrive safely in Jordan.

The court also asked the witness about how one’s religious sectarian affiliation (Sunni/Alawite) 
affected a person’s status and professional standing. He was then questioned about other regime offi-
cials who had defected, including a close family member. The witness provided information about this 
individual, along with the relevant contact details, to the Court.

They day ended as it had begun with some court decisions on motions to add further evidence to 
the case; these were mostly denied. Additionally, a legal notice informed the accused that more cases of 
murder had been added to the indictment, based on evidence the court had recently heard, for example, 
in the testimony given by a survivor on day 86.

However, the day ended with a huge disappointment for survivors of the Syrian regime: the court 
decided that the motion to include the crime of enforced disappearance in the trial, filed by ECCHR’s 
partner lawyers, was not be granted. This means that one of the crimes that are the most emblematic of 
the Syrian security services will not be explicitly included as such in the expected judgment.

DAY 96, 14 OCTOBER 2021: 
AN INSIDER WITNESS, FORMER EMPLOYEE AT BRANCH 285,  
TESTIFIES ON ANWAR R’S POSITION THERE

On trial day 96, additional testimony from an insider witness was heard. He had worked in Intelligence 
Security Branch 285 from 1983 until he defected at the end of 2012. There, he handled administrative 
work, such as mail delivery.

The witness first met Anwar R in Branch 285 in the mid-1980s. At the time, the accused was a 
lieutenant colonel. In the following years, R was promoted and eventually sent to Branch 251. The wit-
ness only got in contact again with R when the latter returned to Branch 285 years later. During that 
time, their relationship was limited to respectful, superficial greetings, as Anwar R was an officer of 
higher rank.

A significant portion of the questioning revolved around the issue as to whether the witness 
knew why Anwar R had been sent back to Branch 285. R stated earlier in the trial that he had fallen 
into disgrace and, as a result, was sent back to that branch as a form of punishment. But the witness’ 
response was unclear. He stated that as a lower ranking employee, he had no insights into the relation-
ships between the high-ranking officers. At the same time, however, R appeared to have had a lead-
ership role.
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The witness also conveyed that from his point of view, the accused was put into the same position—
head of the Investigation Unit—that he had held prior to his transfer to Branch 251, al-Khatib. He also 
appeared to have had the same power and status, including an official car, his own office and at least 25 
people working for him.

Over the course of the testimony, Anwar R’s transfer back to Branch 285 seemed less and less like 
a demotion or punishment. Also, when the witness was asked whether he knew what would happen in 
cases in which the regime doubted the loyalty of an officer, he stated that the officer in question would at 
least be interrogated and subjected to legal or disciplinary proceedings. Dismissal from his job or even 
imprisonment could also be a potential consequence of this.

In addition, the insider witness testified about the relationship between Branches 285 and 251, 
with Branch 251 being more influential as it included Subdivision 40, which was headed by Hafez 
Makhlouf, Bashar al-Assad’s cousin. The witness stated that both branches would often request detain-
ees from the other branch to complete certain investigations. His testimony also included descriptions 
of the structures and working routines within Branch 285.

It was noteworthy that during the proceedings, the witness used the words, “us” and “we” when 
referring to the security services. Likewise, he spoke of “events,” while other witnesses had used the 
terms “revolution” or “uprising” earlier. Previously, other witnesses had indicated that the use of this 
terminology suggested a certain political orientation (see day 83).

DAYS 97 AND 98, 26/27 OCTOBER 2021: 
THE DEFENSE REQUESTS ADDITIONAL WITNESSES

These days, it is gradually becoming more apparent that the al-Khatib trial at the Koblenz Higher 
Regional Court is approaching its end. For the session on day 97, in contrast to the usual practice in 
recent months, no witnesses had been summoned in advance. On this day, the central question was 
whether the defense still wanted to submit motions, and, if so, which ones. After the lawyers announced 
that they wanted to discuss this again with the defendant, it was clear that the session would not last long. 
Subsequently, the public prosecutors only briefly commented on a motion filed the previous week, and 
then the session, after only 30 minutes, was closed for the day.

On the following day, the defense was prepared: it submitted eight additional motions. The 
aim was to hear new witnesses who could help exonerate the defendant, including a former colonel 
who worked for the Syrian regime, and a brigadier general. The public prosecutors indicated that they 
would state their position on this matter before the next scheduled sessions. In the coming weeks, it will 
become clear to what extent the court will grant the requests and hear further witnesses.

DAY 99, 4 NOVEMBER 2021: 
A FORMER COLLEAGUE OF THE ACCUSED TESTIFIES

The 99th day of the al-Khatib trial at the Koblenz Higher Regional Court was brief and included the ques-
tioning of one witness and two statements by the public prosecutors regarding motions made by the 
defense. Additionally, among the visitors was a journalist who made use of the translation of the pro-
ceedings into Arabic.

The witness who testified that day had been called by the defense. He was an acquaintance and 
former colleague of the accused. In 1992, the witness had completed a one-year training course at the 
Syrian police academy together with Anwar R. After this training period, R was subsequently employed 
by the intelligence services while the witness worked at the Ministry of the Interior, most recently as a 
colonel, until he left Syria at the end of 2012. According to the witness’ testimony, he and Anwar R had 
spoken regularly on the phone in the meantime, and they had done each other one or two favors. Beyond 
that, however, they were not involved in each other’s affairs. The witness claimed that in spring 2002, he 
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had contacted Anwar R when one of his relatives had been arrested by the intelligence services. Shortly 
after the witness had asked R to assist in his relative’s release, the latter was indeed set free.

The witness then spoke about Anwar R’s desertion: in November 2012, there had been a meet-
ing of high-ranking intelligence officers at the Syrian Ministry of the Interior, which Anwar R and the 
witness had also attended. Afterwards, the two had spoken privately in the witness’ office. In this con-
versation on 29 November, Anwar R spoke out against the Syrian regime and confided to him that he 
wanted to leave Syria. The reason for this was that he had been under psychological pressure from his 
work, especially because Hafez Makhlouf, the head of the General Intelligence Directorate and cousin 
of President Bashar al-Assad, had complete authority over him.

The witness reported that, at the time, he himself was ready to leave Syria two days later. Accord-
ing to him, he provided Anwar R with a contact in Jordan and thus helped R and his family flee from 
Syria two weeks later. However, Anwar R’s escape had proven to be more difficult than his own: the wit-
ness explained that R, as an officer, was under more intense scrutiny by the government. Also, R did not 
live in a region bordering Jordan, as the witness did, which likely made his escape more challenging.

The witness said several times that Anwar R had worked in the al-Khatib branch until his depar-
ture. When asked whether it was Branch 285 to which Anwar R had been transferred in September 2012, 
a claim that had been made in several other witnesses’ testimonies, the witness said he could not remem-
ber for certain.

Finally, the prosecution made statements on two motions filed by the defense. They argued against 
the hearing of further witnesses called by the defense, contending that such further testimony would not 
bring any new insights. After subsequent statements made by some trial participants, a brief discussion 
took place emphasizing the fact that the defense was filing multiple motions at a very late stage in the trial. 
The court will continue to address these motions in the coming weeks. A verdict is, therefore, not to be 
expected before mid-December. Depending on how the judges deal with the defense’s motions − and on 
whether or not further motions are granted − an additional delay is also quite possible.

DAY 100, 11 NOVEMBER 2021: 
A FORMER OPPOSITION FIGURE TESTIFIES

The man who testified on day 100 of the al-Khatib trial had been summoned at the request of the defense. 
He is now a Swedish citizen. He reported that he had been active in the Syrian opposition until 2013. The 
defense lawyers had hoped that this trained physician could provide evidence to exonerate the defend-
ant, but it quickly became clear to those present in the courtroom that this was unlikely to occur.

Because of his activities in the opposition, the witness had himself been arrested several times 
by the regime and, according to his own statements, spent ten years of his life in Syrian detention facil-
ities. Although he had never been to the al-Khatib branch, he was familiar with the stories that people 
had told about the center. In 2011, the 64-year-old left the country and fled to Jordan. However, he con-
tinued to work for the opposition and was responsible for helping officers flee the country. In this con-
text, he met Anwar R in 2013, who told him that he had left Syria for health reasons and out of fear for his 
family’s safety. The witness’ goal while abroad had been to develop a kind of “counter-intelligence ser-
vice” with high-ranking officers who had defected. However, due to lack of both political and financial 
support, he left the opposition in 2013.

During his questioning, the participants in the trial, as well as the visitors in the courtroom, 
became increasingly disconcerted: the witness’ statements seemed incoherent and, at times, confused. 
He accused the West, Jordan and Turkey of having an interest in Syria’s disintegration and, therefore, of 
not giving the opposition any support. He boycotted the Syria conference in Geneva because he did not 
want to enter into negotiations with the regime; in any case, he claimed, everything there was staged. In 
fact, the witness continued, the German secret services were calling the shots in Syria.

During the questioning, it also remained unclear where the witness had gotten his information 
from, e.g., regarding the command structures within the intelligence services. Several times, the witness 
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laughed out loud as he recounted his arrests and detentions, and when asked about specific facts, he 
answered evasively and in a circuitous manner. All in all, many questions remained unanswered at the 
end of the three-hour hearing.

DAY 101, 17 NOVEMBER 2021: 
A SURVIVOR REPORTS THAT HE  
RECOGNIZED ANWAR R BY HIS VOICE

The witness who testified on the 101st day of trial wished to remain anonymous. The reason: his brother 
was known in Syria as a human rights defender and was likely in the hands of the regime, which meant 
that revealing his own identity could put his brother in great danger. Presumably for this same reason, the 
witness’ lawyer withdrew his application for admission as a joint plaintiff at the beginning of the trial day.

In his testimony, the witness recounted his experiences in detention: he had been arrested at his 
shop in April 2012. Roughly 20 individuals had brought him to a vehicle at gunpoint and blindfolded him 
with a T-shirt. They drove to Subdivision 40, which he recognized because he had already been detained 
there in 2006 and 2007. Upon his arrival there, they interrogated and severely abused him, the witness 
said. Because of his resulting injuries, he said, he was transferred that same evening to the Harasta Mil-
itary Hospital, where he encountered other fellow detainees who had also been abused.

To his surprise, he was told after two days that he would be released from the hospital. However, 
his hope quickly vanished into thin air, the witness said. He said he was transported by car through the 
city, but instead of being set free, he was forced to put on a blindfold at a checkpoint and was taken to 
Branch 251, the al-Khatib detention center. There, he claimed, he was beaten as soon as he was brought 
in, to which the witness commented, “We don’t need to talk about the welcome party—that’s common 
knowledge.” Later, according to his testimony, he was put in an overcrowded cell whose windows faced 
the other cell wings. As a result, he and his fellow detainees frequently heard the cries of other detainees 
being tortured. The witness stated that he had been detained in the cell with roughly 200 other people, 
including a man who had been arrested with his son who was 15 or 16 years old at the time. The guards 
had tortured the son in front of his father and vice versa, he said.

The witness reported that he himself had been interrogated and severely tortured about four 
times. He had been falsely accused of being the leader of a gang whose goal was to kidnap Syrian secu-
rity forces. However, he refused to confess, knowing that this would only make things worse. The guards 
proceeded to beat him with a cable and then strung him up by his hands. He recounted that everyone 
who walked by spat at him and verbally and physically abused him, including with targeted blows to his 
genitals. After several such brutal interrogations, he said, he was finally released through the mediation 
of a middleman whom his family had paid by signing over a plot of land to him.

In conclusion, the witness relayed how he had identified the defendant. After his release, he had 
returned to Branch 251 accompanied by the middleman to reclaim his car, which the security forces had 
confiscated. They had gone to the defendant’s office, and the middleman then spoke to him. The witness 
described that he immediately recognized the defendant’s voice from one of his interrogations. After 
leaving the prison complex, the middleman told him that the interlocutor with the familiar voice had 
been the branch director.

DAY 102, 18 NOVEMBER 2021: 
A BKA OFFICIAL RECALLS THE TESTIMONY OF A SYRIAN DOCTOR

The day 102 of the trial in Koblenz began with the testimony of an interrogator from the Federal Crim-
inal Police Office ( BKA). He recalled the testimony of a Syrian doctor whom he had interviewed as a 
witness during the preliminary investigation. The doctor remained anonymous out of concern for her 
relatives, who still live in Syria.
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According to the BKA official, the doctor had reported the following: she used to work in Damascus at the 
Red Crescent Hospital, which was located in the immediate vicinity of the al-Khatib branch. From the 
beginning of the conflict in 2011 until mid-2012, intelligence officers had brought injured detainees to the 
hospital for treatment. She claimed that she personally saw roughly 15 to 20 detainees during that period, 
all of whom were suffering from malnutrition and exhibited signs of torture. According to her testimony, 
there were often extensive bruises and abrasions on the wrists, indicating the possible use of restraints. 
She did not see any deceased prisoners herself, but had heard of several deaths. Kidney failure was likely 
the most common cause of their deaths, which could have been prevented by more timely medical treat-
ment. As of summer 2012, no more detainees were admitted to the hospital, because from that point for-
ward, some of the hospital staff had been deployed directly on-site within the al-Khatib branch.

Following the questioning of the BKA official, the court issued a total of six orders denying 
requests by the defense to summon and question witnesses. The requests stated that the specified indi-
viduals would supposedly be able to testify, among other things, that the defendant did not have any 
executive or organizational authority in the al-Khatib branch. The court based its rejection partially on 
the lack of specificity of the requests and partially on the inaccessibility of the witnesses living abroad. 
In addition, no significant new findings could be expected from this, in particular because several of 
the named witnesses were only supposed to testify to events before or after the alleged crime had taken 
place. Furthermore, the defendant’s inner attitude of rejection towards the torture system was in any 
case irrelevant to the decision regarding his criminal liability, unless it had been visibly evident. The 
expense of summoning the witnesses would thus be disproportionate to the probable evidentiary value 
of the testimony, according to the senate.

DAY 103, 1 DECEMBER 2021: 
THE LAST WITNESS TESTIFIES

On the 103rd day of trial, the last witness in the proceedings testified before the Koblenz Higher Regional 
Court. But contrary to what the defense had planned, he was hardly able to contribute anything that 
might help exonerate the defendant. It became clear early on that the testimony of this man, a Syrian 
journalist who now lives in France as a political refugee, was mired in substantial contradictions.

The witness, who looked considerably older than the 33 years of age he stated, explained that 
he himself had been detained for one night in March 2012 at the al-Khatib branch. He had likely been 
detained because he had been working as a journalist. However, he claimed to have been treated unusu-
ally leniently: his interrogations in the detention facility had been relatively short, he had been allowed 
to use the toilet, and he had hardly been beaten. One interrogation had been conducted by the defendant 
himself, and the witness had perceived him to be an educated, cultured man.

However, the more the witness testified, the more confused he appeared to be. Thus, he repeat-
edly contradicted himself, even in consecutive sentences: “We were beaten. No, we were not beaten.” In 
addition, he responded evasively to questions from the presiding judge. When questioned about impor-
tant or well-known buildings near al-Khatib, he failed to state that there was a hospital next to the facil-
ity, which many other survivors had reported. He also failed to accurately describe the location of the 
defendant’s office within the detention center, even though, by his own admission, he had not been 
blindfolded—neither on the way to nor within the detention center.

This raised questions for the others present in the courtroom: is the witness lying? And if so, why? 
Could he have been pressured by the defendant’s family or even paid off? Even if these questions could 
not be answered that day, an uncomfortable feeling nonetheless remained.

After the questioning of the witness, the judges proceeded to read out several translations of docu-
ments, such as the curriculum vitae of Anwar R, two written documents with the signature of the defend-
ant, along with evidence from the French police. Subsequently, by mutual agreement of all parties, the 
proceedings were concluded. The closing statements by the participants in the trial will be presented in 
the coming weeks, beginning with the statement by the Federal Prosecutor’s Office the following day.
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DAY 104, 2 DECEMBER 2021: 
PUBLIC PROSECUTION DEMANDS LIFE SENTENCE

Torture and severe deprivation of liberty in at least 4,000 cases, at least 30 counts of murder, three cases 
of sexual violence—the numbers that surfaced over the course of the 104th day of trial were stagger-
ing and scarcely imaginable in a courtroom thousands of kilometers away from the scene of the crime 
in Syria. And yet, it is these very dimensions of a crime against humanity, established through 103 days 
of trial proceedings, that the Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office now believes to be fully substantiated. 
Their comprehensive closing argument in the trial today against Anwar R summarized this conclusion.

“Whoever has succumbed to torture can no longer be at home in the world.” With these words 
from concentration camp survivor Jean Améry, the public prosecution began its plea. They insisted that 
it was all the more important that the survivors know that they would not be abandoned in their suffer-
ing. The scale and character of this suffering was discussed in depth during the subsequent hours of the 
proceedings. The two prosecution representatives gave detailed descriptions of the events that they con-
sider to be confirmed by the evidence.

With the onset of the demonstrations in March 2011, the Syrian military and intelligence services 
positioned themselves as central institutions in the suppression of the protests. In Damascus, Branch 251 
of the Syrian General Intelligence Directorate played a crucial role in this. In its operations, the branch 
was supported by members of Subdivision 40, which also functioned as an independently run facility. As 
a rule, arrested demonstrators were promptly transferred to the al-Khatib detention center. They were 
then subjected to a so-called welcome party upon arrival, during which guards would beat the detainees 
with iron bars, cables and clubs. At least one prisoner died as a result of this abuse. During the ensuing 
searches in the basement of the facility, detainees were forced to strip naked, and their subsequent deten-
tion took place under conditions that were clearly life-threatening. The windowless cells in the basement 
were so overcrowded that detainees regularly had to sleep standing up. There was scarcely enough air 
to breathe, and what little food the detainees did receive was already spoiled. Toilet access was strictly 
rationed, and the stench of urine, feces and blood was unbearable. Detainees were infested with fleas 
and lice; they suffered from scabies and abscesses. In addition, there was the constant exposure to the 
pain of fellow detainees and the screams of torture that penetrated the cell walls day and night.

“Even mere detention under these circumstances was permanent torture,” the public prosecutors 
said. However, most detainees had been individually interrogated and severely tortured several times 
over the course of their detention, and this not only included the use of electric shocks, but beatings with 
cables and suspending the prisoners by their wrists as well. The Syrian regime had already used torture 
before the revolution, but after the protests began, this practice acquired a different quality and scale. 
From then on, the aim was not so much to obtain information as it was to “finish off” the dissidents. The 
prosecutors then vividly described the individual fates of more than twenty survivors, some of whom 
had appeared as witnesses and others as joint plaintiffs in the proceedings.

The statement then turned to the defendant and the most important stages of his career: study-
ing law after graduating from high school; joining the police force in 1986; and being transferred in 1995 
to the intelligence services at the age of 32, where he made a “career” in various departments. In Sep-
tember 2008, Anwar R finally assumed the position of head of the “interrogation” subdivision within 
Branch 251, and by January 2011 at the latest, he had become a colonel, receiving his own office on the 1st 
floor of the al-Khatib detention center, along with another office in the basement of the building, where 
the cells were located.

“The subdivision had a strict hierarchical structure,” the public prosecutors explained. The 30 to 
40 subordinates would have followed the defendant’s orders, and throughout the entire period of crimi-
nal perpetration, the latter would have had full knowledge of the torture, detention conditions and sex-
ual assaults, as well as the deaths of detainees that had resulted from this abuse. With these claims, the 
prosecutors disputed the defendant’s statements to the contrary, rejecting them outright in the final anal-
ysis: the defense lawyers had argued that the defendant had already internally renounced the regime 
when the protests began and had provided assistance to the detainees to the extent of his abilities. For 
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this reason, his superiors had already stripped him of his authority at the beginning of June 2011, allow-
ing him to formally remain the head of the subdivision in name only until he was finally transferred to 
Branch 285 in September 2012.

The prosecution countered this: had the defendant actually rebelled against the regime, he him-
self would have been the victim of state repression or at least would have been demoted to a lower posi-
tion. Instead, he participated in a high-level meeting at the Ministry of the Interior at the end of 2012 
and, up until his reassignment, remained in a position to decide whether detainees were to be tortured or 
released, as several witness statements confirmed.

The public prosecutors then provided detailed justifications of the case numbers mentioned at the 
beginning of the closing statement. Due to the fact that mere internment in the detention facility could 
already be considered torture, the prosecution estimated—to the benefit of the defendant—that “only” 
4,000 cases of torture took place. As the defendant himself had stated, there had always been at least 
1,000 prisoners at any given time in al-Khatib since the beginning of the revolution. Even if many of the 
detainees had actually been detained for a shorter period of time, an average detention of three months 
could be assumed. After subtracting the margin of error, the number of prisoners during the period of 
criminal perpetration was 4,000. The number of deaths had been corroborated by several witness state-
ments. To the benefit of the defendant, cases where it could not be ruled out that separate witness state-
ments referred to the same corpse were treated as a singular case. Three cases of sexual violence had 
also been confirmed.

According to the prosecutors, these acts should be treated as crimes against humanity. The fact 
that the defendant had acted in the official capacity of the state should not grant him immunity from 
prosecution. The court had already convincingly demonstrated in the verdict against Eyad A (see trial 
report day 60/2) that a systematic and widespread attack on a civilian population had taken place in 
Syria, and that the 4,000 cases of torture and severe deprivation of liberty, the killings, as well as the sex-
ual assaults had taken place in the context of this attack. In addition to a crime against humanity under 
the International Criminal Code, the accused was also guilty of 30 counts of murder, 26 counts of griev-
ous bodily harm, 14 counts of deprivation of liberty for more than a week, two counts of hostage-tak-
ing, and three counts of sexual abuse of detainees under the German Criminal Code. Following this, the 
public prosecutors requested a life sentence, considering the exceptional gravity of guilt that had been 
established. Admittedly, it had to be taken into account in his favor that he had made a partial confession 
and had saved at least some individuals from the most severe torture. However, in light of the magni-
tude of the crimes and their grave consequences, his guilt should nonetheless be regarded as particularly 
substantial. Should the court uphold this assessment, the suspension of the prison sentence to probation 
would be ruled out even after 15 years of imprisonment.

DAY 105 AND 106, 8/9 DECEMBER 2021: 
CLOSING STATEMENTS BY JOINT PLAINTIFFS

On days 105 and 106 of the al-Khatib trial, the joint plaintiffs and their lawyers had their say. A selection 
of the statements by the plaintiffs can be found on page 207. 
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AL-KHATIB TRIAL, DAY 107, 6 JANUARY 2022: 
CLOSING STATEMENTS BY THE DEFENSE  
AND THE FINAL WORD FROM THE DEFENDANT

The second to last day of every trial in Germany is reserved for the defense. On 6 January, Anwar R and his 
lawyers also had the opportunity to give closing remarks on the charges and the previous 106 days of the 
trial. Approximately 25 audience members and journalists as well as two of the joint plaintiffs were present.

The defense lawyers began their statements and called for the acquittal of their client. They ini-
tially emphasized that their remarks should in no way be misconstrued as an attempt to make light of 
the suffering of the joint plaintiffs and those affected. Nor should they be understood as a justification 
of the system of injustice, which endures under the rule of Bashar al-Assad, or the torture within Syr-
ian detention facilities. All those involved—including Anwar R—remain stunned by the “continuing 
situation of contempt for humanity.” No one in the Syrian regime should understand that such crimes 
are tolerated.

After this, they stressed that these proceedings, however, are not about the Syrian regime. Anwar 
R should not be tried on behalf of Assad. Rather, it must be determined whether and in what way R had 
committed a crime. However, this would require that he was individually responsible for the crimes 
charged—and this had not been proven in the trial. Instead, the trial had shown that Anwar R and the 
joint plaintiffs had “suffered a common fate”—the Syrian regime. The determination of R’s potential 
guilt thus concerned whether he was criminally—not morally—responsible.

Furthermore, the lawyers argued that the crimes in the al-Khatib branch could not be attributed 
to Anwar R. He himself had not tortured people. Nor could his responsibility be inferred from the fact 
that he did not stop the actions of others—he had no commanding authority over the branch. He had 

“only” been the head of the interrogation unit; i.e., he had not taken on a supervisory role. In addition, 
Anwar R himself had been under observation since June 2011 because he had released detainees and 
contradicted his superiors. Therefore, according to his own statements, he had already been relieved of 
his authority at that time. This had not been refuted by the statements of the witnesses.

The defense also repeatedly referred at length to the testimony of the first defendant, Eyad A, who 
had been sentenced in February 2021 (see trial report 60/2), and emphasized that he was not a credible 
witness for the prosecution in the proceedings against R.

In addition, Anwar R had had no choice but to initially continue his activities at the al-Khatib 
branch from the spring of 2011 onwards. He and his family had been in mortal danger, and as a result, he 
had found himself in desperate circumstances. An employee of a criminal regime could not simply pick 
up the phone when he noticed that torture was being carried out in his basement in order to report it to 
his superior. Anwar R had not wanted for there to be torture, and, to the extent to which he was capable, 
he had put a stop to it, as well as released detainees and even punished soldiers for engaging in ill-treat-
ment. Finally, he had deserted as soon as he was able to do so and had worked for the opposition. There-
fore, he could not be blamed—individual guilt could only be assumed if the perpetrator had been in a 
position to decide between right and wrong.

Finally, Anwar R was given the last word, which began with, “in the name of Allah.” As was the 
case during the entire trial, he did not speak himself, but had his lawyers read out an almost hour-long 
statement, in which he proclaimed an “unadulterated truth” and again denied all responsibility. He reit-
erated that he had played only a “marginal role” at the al-Khatib branch as of June 2011. He had “not 
given a single order to torture, use force against or mistreat a prisoner.” He had done everything he could 
to help the detainees despite threats from his superiors, he said. Then, he said, he deserted because he no 
longer wanted to be an “instrument of injury and killing.” Addressing all Syrian people and especially 
the relatives of the victims and the injured, he conveyed that he was extremely sorry that he had not been 
able to help more to stop the machinery of death. Since the outbreak of the uprisings, he had rejected the 
humiliation of this great people, to which he also belonged and whose feelings and suffering he shared. 
He counted himself and his relatives among the victims as well, and the three years of imprisonment, 
illness and separation from his family weighed heavily upon him.
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In conclusion, Anwar R quoted from the Quran: “Whoever kills a human being without justification—
such as in retaliation for murder or causing mischief on earth—it is as if he had killed all human beings, 
and whoever keeps one alive, it is as if he keeps all human beings alive.” He seemed to be referring to the 
detainees he claimed to have helped. But there was no mention of the people who had died in al-Khatib. 
Finally, he concluded by saying that he would respect the forthcoming verdict because he had confi-
dence in the German legal system.

The presiding judge then canceled the upcoming trial day on 12 January and announced that the 
verdict would be handed down at 10 am on 13 January. The court would open at 7 am on that day, and an 
additional room for members of the press would be prepared.

DAY 108, 13 JANUARY 2022: 
PRONOUNCEMENT OF THE VERDICT

All participants, but by now also a broader public around the world and especially Syrian human rights 
activists, anxiously awaited the 108th day of the al-Khatib trial. This was the day when the verdict in the 
case of Anwar R was to be handed down, after a trial that had lasted almost two years, with more than 
100 days of hearings and almost 80 witness statements.

Already by 5 am, the first of those following the trial had gathered in front of the red building that 
houses the Koblenz Court to make sure they would get a seat in the courtroom. The mood was full of 
anticipation, as the events of the previous trial days were discussed and the first interviews were given. 
Relatives displayed pictures of disappeared family members, once again bringing the fate of the Syrian 
community to the attention of those around them. Finally, the doors were opened. Due to limited seating, 
however, only a small number of those waiting were allowed into the building.

The session began. The court had approved a consecutive translation into Arabic, which enabled 
Syrians and Arabic-speaking media correspondents to directly follow the proceedings. Then, the senate 
announced the verdict: the court found Anwar R guilty as a co-perpetrator in crimes against humanity 
in the form of killing, torture, severe deprivation of liberty, rape and sexual coercion, as defined in the 
German Code of Crimes against International Law (CCAIL)—in concurrence with the offenses of mur-
der; dangerous bodily harm, especially severe rape and sexual coercion; deprivation of liberty extending 
beyond a week; hostage-taking and sexual abuse of prisoners, according to the German Criminal Code.

With Anwar R, a court had, for the first time, found a higher-ranking ex-employee of the Assad 
regime guilty of crimes against humanity, and sentenced him to life in prison.

The presiding judge emphasized that trials such as this one, which address crimes under the 
CCAIL, are particularly extensive and complex. The fact that a verdict could now be announced after 108 
days of proceedings was also thanks to the dedicated collection and processing of evidence by German 
and European law enforcement agencies. Moreover, the witnesses deserved tremendous respect, some 
of whom testified despite their great fear of the Syrian regime.

In justifying the verdict, the court initially referred to the fact that the verdict against Eyad A had 
already established that a systematic attack against the civilian population had been taking place in 
Syria since 2011 (see trial report 60/2). As with the reasoning behind Eyad A’s conviction, the presiding 
judge outlined how Syria had increasingly developed into an autocratic regime under Hafez and Bashar 
al-Assad. The repression relied upon the extensive intelligence apparatus, which worked to closely mon-
itor the population and suppress any resistance against the government. From the end of 2010 onward, 
increasingly larger segments of the Syrian population had publicly expressed their opposition to the 
regime. The regime’s goal had been to put down these protests at all costs with the use of armed force. 
The senate chairwoman described how state repression had continued to increase and numerous people 
had been killed or arrested and tortured during peaceful demonstrations.

The reasoning also described how this torture had been carried out in the detention facilities 
of the intelligence services—for example, through electric shocks, burns, hanging by the wrists, over-
stretching of the upper body to the point of breaking the spine, forcing of the body into a car tire, and 
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sexual violence against men and women to the point of rape. Detainees had not only died from torture, 
but had also starved and suffocated in prisons. All of this had been proven to the conviction of the court 
by the statements of experts, the testimonies of witnesses and, in particular, the photographs taken by 
the Syrian military photographer “Caesar.”

The presiding judge then explained the role of Branch 251 of the General Intelligence Directo-
rate, located in Damascus in the al-Khatib district, whose interrogation subdivision Anwar R headed 
until September 2012. The al-Khatib branch was located in the basement of the branch. Subdivision 40 
was also formally assigned to Branch 251 as a rapid response unit to quell dissident demonstrations. The 
arrested demonstrators were brought to Branch 251, where they were typically subjected to a so-called 
welcome party, during which the guards beat them. Afterwards, they were housed in the branch base-
ment, which was so overcrowded that some of them had to sleep standing up. The sanitary conditions 
were catastrophic. The detainees suffered from extremely stifling air and malnutrition, skin rashes and 
scabies; there was mostly only artificial light, and their injuries were not adequately treated. The audi-
ble cries of agony from tortured detainees were ever present, and mixed with the uncertainty concern-
ing their own fate. This had led to enormous psychological stress for prisoners, to the point where some 
had suffered psychological breakdowns or tried to commit suicide. These circumstances on their own 
were enough to be considered torture. In addition, forms of abuse that exceeded this were common dur-
ing the interrogations of the detainees.

The court then turned to the role of Anwar R. Within the interrogation subdivision, he had 
become the supervisor of 30 to 40 people, including official interrogators, between 2008 and 2012. He 
did not have to specifically order the use of torture, as this had already been practiced by the Syrian 
intelligence services for decades. Like every Syrian, he had already known this when he joined the intel-
ligence services, but had nonetheless consented to it in the interest of his social and economic advance-
ment. This attitude also remained the same later on. The defendant also had influence extending beyond 
his department. He had made suggestions to his superior regarding the ensuing treatment of the inmates 
and in some cases had also initiated the release of witnesses. Anwar R had known about the devastat-
ing conditions of detention, as well as the torture, and had at least condoned the deaths. If anything, he 
regarded detainees’ deaths as irritating because no further information could be obtained from them.

There was no evidence supporting Anwar R’s assertion that he no longer held any command 
authority from June 2011 onwards, that he had made efforts to receive a transfer, or that he had not been 
able to flee with his family earlier than September 2012. Rather, there were numerous indications that 
Anwar R still held his position of power in 2012. For example, in 2012 he still had the power to arrange 
for the release of a witness. At the end of 2012, he was still a member of a high-ranking committee that 
decided on travel restrictions for retired officers who wanted to leave Syria. Why an officer whose loy-
alty was in doubt had been left in a high-ranking position was just as incomprehensible as why the 
defendant had been unable to flee before December 2012.

During the period in which Anwar R had been head of the subdivision, at least 27 people had 
died as a result of the conditions which prevailed there. The judges further estimated the number of 
persons who had been detained at the al-Khatib branch during the period of the crime—and who had 
thus already been tortured, according to the definition of the CCAIL, due to the inhumane conditions of 
detention—to be at least 4,000.

The court then turned to the 22 joint plaintiffs, the majority of whom were present in the court-
room. One by one, for each of the joint plaintiffs, the court described and acknowledged the acts com-
mitted against them.

The chairwoman then explained the legal assessment of the facts. The court came to the conclu-
sion that Anwar R did not merely assist but co-perpetrated crimes against humanity. He pursued the 
goal of supporting the regime so as not to jeopardize his career or expose himself to repressive retali-
ation. He had not been a small cog, but the head of the interrogation subdivision with the rank of colo-
nel, possessing commanding authority. He also had considerable influence on the success of the crime 
as a whole, as his activities had contributed to the regime’s suppression of the opposition. He had con-
tinued his activity without coercion, with awareness of the circumstances. He had known about the 
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interrogation procedures, the deaths, the sexual assaults and the conditions in the prison, and had at least 
condoned all of this.

The court also did not follow the defense’s argument that the circumstances had constituted 
an excusable state of duress in defense of Anwar R. There was no doubt that he had acted with guilt. 
It would have been possible and, in light of the seriousness of the crimes, reasonable for him to have 
removed himself from the system earlier on by deserting.

The court then cited the criminal offenses that had been committed. Here, it also referred once 
again to the issue of enforced disappearances at the al-Khatib branch. ECCHR partner lawyers had 
requested that the court also consider this crime earlier on in the proceedings. The court now stated that 
a conviction for enforced disappearance was not an option because the law requires an inquiry into the 
whereabouts of the disappeared. However, it had not been possible to establish the corresponding find-
ings in the period of the crimes charged. Furthermore, in one case, it could not be established with the 
necessary certainty that the defendant had intentionally provided false information.

With regard to sentencing, the court imposed the legally mandatory life sentence. However, it 
did not follow the request of the Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office to determine particular severity of 
guilt. The large number of victims, the long duration of the period of the crime and the inhumane cir-
cumstances of the crimes would have mitigated in favor of that. However, it had to be taken into account 
for the benefit of Anwar R that he had not been punished for other crimes since, that he had acted only 
with conditional intent with regard to the killings, and that he had arranged for the release of prisoners. 
In addition, he had turned his back on the regime. He had also expressed compassion for the detainees 
and made a partial confession.

With that, the session was closed.

In the meantime, news of the verdict had already spread throughout Germany and the world, and all those 
involved who had not made it into the courtroom, along with a large number of journalists, were already 
waiting outside. Many of those affected fell into each other’s arms—some relieved about the verdict and 
the end of the trial, others also disappointed about the lack of a determination of particular severity of 
guilt. At a press conference, Anwar R’s lawyers immediately announced that they would appeal the ver-
dict. The ECCHR partner lawyers and some of the joint plaintiffs, on the other hand, declared themselves 
satisfied with the decision, which finally makes it unequivocal, not only in Germany, but also for Syrians 
and the whole world, that the grave crimes in Syria will not go unseen and unpunished.
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Today the 1st Criminal Division—State Security Division—of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court 
imposed a prison sentence of 4 years and 6 months upon 44-year-old Syrian national Eyad A for aiding 
and abetting a crime against humanity (Article 7(1.5.9) Code of Crimes Against International Law, 27 
Criminal Code) (judgment dated 24 February 2021, file number 1 StE 3/21).

The senate considered it proven, based on the results of the evidentiary hearing, that the defendant 
Eyad A assisted others in severely depriving 30 people of their freedom and torturing them during their 
detention as part of a widespread and systematic attack enacted upon the civilian population of Syria.

The senate concluded that as of late April 2011, the Syrian government had begun to carry out 
a widespread and systematic attack upon the civilian population in order to promptly quell the protest 
movements that had emerged during the so-called Arab Spring. This attack was likewise intended to 
prevent a perceived threat to the government’s stability as well as its possible overthrow. Throughout 
the country, actual or alleged opposition members, demonstrators and critics of the regime have been 
arrested, abused, tortured and killed. People have also been imprisoned and tortured without due pro-
cess at the Syrian General Intelligence Service’s Branch 251 detention center. Detainees at this center 
were subjected to severe physical abuse, which included beatings, kicks and electric shocks. Moreo-
ver, staff at the center deliberately subjected detainees to considerable mental suffering, for example, 
through threats to abuse their close relatives, as well as through the permanently audible cries emit-
ted by (other) victims of torture while their own fate remained uncertain. This brutal physical and 
psychological abuse served to force confessions, obtain information about the opposition movement, 
and deter prisoners from further participating in protests against the government. In addition to the 
abuses mentioned above, inhumane and degrading conditions of detention were rampant within the 
center. Detainees were consistently denied medical care and personal hygiene items; food was insuf-
ficient and often unfit for human consumption. Furthermore, cells were severely overcrowded, often 
rendering it impossible for the detainees to sit or lie down to the extent that they were forced to take 
turns sleeping.

The defendant Eyad A, as a member of the Syrian General Intelligence Service and within the 
context of this widespread and systematic attack on the civilian population, aided and abetted the severe 
deprivation of a total of 30 people of their physical freedom at the Branch 251 detention center as 
well as their torture during their detention there. As a member of the Syrian General Intelligence Ser-
vice Sub-Division 40, in September/October 2011, following the violent dispersal of a demonstration 
in Douma, the defendant and his colleagues combed the streets for fleeing demonstrators, ultimately 
arresting 30 people and taking them to Branch 251. The defendant accompanied the transport of demon-
strators in one of the buses and in so doing, witnessed them being beaten en route as well as upon their 
arrival at the detention center. Once inside, the detainees were then brutally abused and systematically 
tortured. The defendant Eyad A was already aware of the regular and systematic torture carried out at 
Branch 251 when he arrested the demonstrators, and had accepted the fact that such torture was part of 
a planned, organized approach by the government to suppress opposition forces.

Press release by the Koblenz  
Higher Regional Court  
on the conviction of Eyad A
24 FEBRUARY 2021—KOBLENZ HIGHER REGIONAL COURT

Sentence against an alleged Syrian  
intelligence agent for aiding  
and abetting a crime against humanity
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The senate’s findings are based on the hearing of testimonies of the numerous witnesses as well as 
expert statements, official documents and evidence inspected during the trial, and primarily on the 
statements of the defendant Eyad A himself. The defendant did not once comment on the accusations 
throughout the entirety of the criminal proceedings. However, in May 2018, during an asylum proceed-
ings hearing, he did divulge that he worked for the secret services, but initially only identified himself 
as an “eyewitness” to violent attacks. Finally, during a police interview in August 2018, he disclosed his 
involvement in the persecution and arrest of the demonstrators in Douma, as well as their transfer to 
Branch 251, admitting to having observed their abuse and having known at the time of the demonstra-
tors’ arrest that torture and killings were taking place at the Branch 251 detention center.

The senate took into account as a mitigating factor (Section 7(2) of the Code of Crimes Against 
International Law) the fact that the defendant Eyad A committed the crime within a strict hierarchical 
command structure that did not tolerate any deviation, that he acted as an aider and abettor, and that his 
self-incrimination significantly contributed to proving the veracity of the charges.

In August 2018, over the course of his police interview concerning his own participation in the 
aforementioned abuses, the defendant aided in clarifying events pursuant to Section 46b of the Crimi-
nal Code: he provided information that, alongside additional evidence, led to the indictment of Anwar 
R, who was prosecuted separately. The senate took this additional prosecution into account when con-
sidering the criteria for assessing the sentence and deemed a prison sentence of 4 years and 6 months to 
be appropriate.

In sentencing, the senate took into account (among other aspects), to the detriment of the defend-
ant, the fact that he voluntarily made himself available to the repressive security apparatus for many 
years, leaving a so-called desk job to return to field operations after the suppression of the protest move-
ment was already underway. The number of victims and their particularly inhumane treatment also 
increased the severity of the senate’s sentencing.

In the defendant’s favor, the Judge took into account (among other aspects), that he disclosed 
his crime(s) of his own free will and defected from the regime at a relatively early stage, namely at the 
beginning of 2012.

The senate rejected the defense’s argument that the defendant could not be held responsible 
for his actions under the defense of necessity (Article 35 of the Criminal Code). The senate was not 
convinced that the defendant had even attempted a strategy to evade the order to pursue and arrest 
the demonstrators.

SOURCE: KOBLENZ HIGHER REGIONAL COURT, 24 FEBRUARY 2021, AVAILABLE AT: 
HTTPS://OLGKO.JUSTIZ.RLP.DE/DE/STARTSEITE/DETAIL/NEWS/NEWS/ 
DETAILURTEIL-GEGEN-EINEN-MUTMASSLICHEN-MITARBEITER-DES-SYRISCHEN-
GEHEIMDIENSTES-WEGEN-BEIHILFE-ZU-EINEM-VER/

https://olgko.justiz.rlp.de/de/startseite/detail/news/News/detail/urteil-gegen-einen-mutmasslichen-mitarbeiter-des-syrischen-geheimdienstes-wegen-beihilfe-zu-einem-ver/
https://olgko.justiz.rlp.de/de/startseite/detail/news/News/detail/urteil-gegen-einen-mutmasslichen-mitarbeiter-des-syrischen-geheimdienstes-wegen-beihilfe-zu-einem-ver/
https://olgko.justiz.rlp.de/de/startseite/detail/news/News/detail/urteil-gegen-einen-mutmasslichen-mitarbeiter-des-syrischen-geheimdienstes-wegen-beihilfe-zu-einem-ver/
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NOTE This is a transcript of the closing statement given by the Federal Public Prosecutor in the 
courtroom on 2 December 2021, the 104th day of trial in the proceedings against Anwar R before 
the Koblenz Higher Regional Court.

The closing statement gives the parties to the proceedings the opportunity to comment 
on the totality of the facts of the case, the outcome of the taking of evidence and all legal matters 
in a summarized and conclusive manner immediately prior to the deliberation on the judgment.

Accordingly, the closing statement of the Federal Public Prosecutor in the proceedings 
against Anwar R contains an appraisal of the numerous pieces of evidence from the trial and cat-
egorizes them in legal terms.

We have prepared this transcript to the best of our knowledge. In our opinion, it is very 
close to the statement that was read out in court. It is, however, neither a verbatim reproduction 
nor the written version of the closing statement. In some instances, we were no longer able to 
reconstruct the exact wording of individual sentences or parts of sentences. In these cases, we 
have added appropriate supplements and inserted them in [brackets]. We have indicated in the 
text where there were gaps in our notes.

We have anonymized the names of joint plaintiffs, witnesses, experts and other persons 
mentioned in the statement wherever we deemed this necessary. These have been numbered in 
ascending order of appearance in this transcript.

NOTE This transcript contains descriptions of abuse and torture that may be distressing and/or 
evoke memories in people who have experienced similar things.

ESTEEMED MEMBERS OF THE SENATE,  
COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENSE, JOINT PLAINTIFFS,  
COUNSEL FOR THE JOINT PLAINTIFFS, […],

“Anyone who has suffered torture can no longer be at home in the world.” This remark comes from 
the Austrian writer Jean Améry, a resistance fighter with Jewish roots who fell into the clutches of the 
National Socialists. Although he survived concentration camps and Nazi terror, he never recovered from 
the abuse he suffered. In 1978, he finally took his own life—for the very reason that, after all he had suf-
fered, he could no longer feel at home in his own world.

Jean Améry’s words were frequently in our minds when victims of torture told of their experi-
ences. What happened in the detention centers of the Syrian Intelligence Directorate, especially in the 
al-Khatib branch, has scarred them forever. All people react differently and everyone tries in their own 
way to come to terms with what they have experienced. However, they all have one thing in common: in 
some way they no longer feel at home in the world.

We have all felt that, esteemed members of the senate, here in this courtroom. This makes it all 
the more important for the victims to know that they are not alone and abandoned in their suffering. The 
global community of the civilized world must demonstrate that it is not willing to accept impunity [for 
violations] of universal human rights without consequence.

 Transcript of the closing statement  
by the Federal Public Prosecutor on  
the 104th day of trial in the  
proceedings against Anwar R
12.2.2021—START 9:30 AM
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This is one of the purposes and challenges of international criminal law. We in Germany owe this to 
the victims of crimes under international law. This essential criminal justice process demands a great 
deal from the victims. Testifying in pre-trial proceedings and in public trials can cause traumatized 
witnesses to relive their trauma and endure renewed suffering. This must be counteracted using all 
available means, both in fact and in law. Witnesses are to be made anonymous upon request if the legal 
requirements are met. If witness protection and safety dictate, the deposition should [be] accompanied 
by witness counsel and, if necessary, professional witness protection [should be provided].

The duty of care to witnesses may preclude measures that seem reasonable from another per-
spective. There have been repeated calls over the course of this trial for the main trial to be recorded 
for academic and outreach purposes. This would have been disastrous to the willingness of witnesses 
who were already frightened and worried about their relatives to testify. After all, once something is 
recorded and released to the world, it cannot be controlled. Once film or audio material starts circulat-
ing, sooner or later it will also fall into the hands of the Syrian regime. This realization would have sig-
nificant, negative implications. It is important that the witnesses are made to feel safe. It is also of vital 
importance that the victims should […] 

The gratifying effect that the punishment of such crimes can have should not be underestimated. 
Sometimes testifying is even found to be a relief, because [those affected] are transformed from the 
object of a crime back into a person, thereby regaining their dignity. This is something else we were 
able to experience in the trial. This can be helped by the defense representing their client’s interests but 
refraining from asking inappropriate questions. Something that can contribute to this in the current 
trial is […]

There is another way, we understand that and we have experienced it. It is our hope and wish that 
at least some of the victims of the crime will feel more at home again as a result of this trial.

However, not only the dignity of the victims […], but also the normal life of the populace. After 
all—and I quote from the preamble of the Rome Statute—these serious crimes, which affect the inter-
national community as a whole, threaten the peace, security and well-being of the world.

Germany is called upon to investigate and punish such crimes in harmony with the global civi-
lized community when impunity would otherwise be the only possible outcome.

However, it must always be clear that punishment on behalf of and in lieu of the enlightened peo-
ples can only be justified for the most serious mass crimes […]. International criminal law is not an exten-
sion of national criminal law and […] protected interests. Only when universal international interests 
are affected, only when the crimes are so monstrous that they are tantamount to an attack on the interna-
tional community, as it were, is prosecution by way of vicarious criminal justice warranted and justified.

Especially in these proceedings, the rule of law is called upon in its […]. The principles enshrined 
in constitutional law must be observed precisely in the investigation of such crimes, in the perpetration 
of which the principles of the rule of law have been trampled upon to an intolerable degree. When the 
judiciary turns into an avenging angel, justice falls by the wayside. As Benjamin Ferencz put it so aptly 
and impressively at the end of his plea in the Einsatztruppen trial, and I quote: “Vengeance is not our 
goal, nor do we seek merely a just retribution. The case we present is a plea of humanity to law.”

Esteemed members of the senate, this, too, is solely a matter of the rule of law. At the same time, 
this means that individuals do not have to answer for a system. Pre-judgments based solely on a role or 
activity within a despicable system are unacceptable. This was also rightly stated by the Third Criminal 
Division of the Federal Court of Justice in its decision dated 6 June 2019.

The rule of law would fail if, in the absence of high-ranking responsible individuals, it attributed 
to a defendant, regardless of the latter’s role, all the misdeeds that characterize the overall crime. Par-
ticularly in the case of perpetrators of crimes against humanity, it must be determined in each individual 
case which crimes they themselves committed and which can be attributed to them.
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THESE ARE THE CHALLENGES THAT  
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW PRESENTS US WITH.

We hope you will allow us, esteemed members of the senate, before we come to the actual closing state-
ment, to make a few brief preliminary remarks on the structure […]. We will only comment on the 
background to the extent that it is relevant to understanding the situation in Syria, the function of the 
intelligence services and their work, and for sentencing. Since the senate has already stated in its judg-
ment issued in February of this year that responsible officials of the Syrian regime [committed a crime 
against humanity in their actions against the Syrian population] and justified this in detail in the written 
judgment, we will speak concisely on this matter.

Another preliminary remark concerns the witnesses, who have been anonymized. We will con-
tinue to use the anonymized versions of witness names that have been used previously. Witnesses who 
were not questioned until after the opening of the trial will be referred to by the date on which they were 
heard here in the trial.

THAT SAID, LET’S GET DOWN  
TO THE FACTS AND THE FINDINGS.

In early 2011, demonstrations and protests against the regime of Bashar al-Assad took place in Syria as 
part of the freedom movement that became known as the Arab Spring in other Arab countries.

Initially, in […]. From March onward, however, criticism was also directed against the govern-
ment itself. The latter reacted quickly and brutally. Police and intelligence operatives broke up the 
demonstrations, beat the protesters and took them to detention facilities, where they were subjected to 
ill-treatment.

The situation escalated very quickly, especially in Daraa and Douma. Demonstrators there were 
being killed by targeted shelling as early as March. State-approved measures were soon no longer lim-
ited to breaking up demonstrations; increasingly, the lives of segments of the population who had not 
been previously involved in the protests were also restricted and monitored. Checkpoints were set up 
and snipers positioned.

[…] were placed under close surveillance. Nevertheless, the protests spread to other parts of 
Syria. The Central Crisis Management Cell (CCMC), was established in March 2011 to provide a more 
effective crackdown, and its members included the heads of the four major intelligence agencies. The 
CCMC issued orders and instructions, especially to the intelligence agencies, which had only one goal: 
to nip the burgeoning protests in the bud as quickly and bloodily as possible.

The disbandment […] there and in the surrounding villages on […] were killed on […] as a result 
of central orders. At the same time, a large number of peaceful demonstrators were shot dead in Douma. 
Later on, the military deployed unmarked vehicles and tanks against the civilian population. The key 
institutions for suppressing the protests were the Syrian Intelligence Directorate and the military. Sol-
diers and intelligence officers used tear gas, batons and live ammunition to break up the demontrations 
across the country.

Intelligence agencies and the military arrested a large number of people during these crack-
downs. Those arrested were taken to detention centers. There, they were then systematically humiliated, 
abused and tortured on a massive scale under inhumane conditions. There is a decades-old tradition 
of torture in Syria to force detainees to confess. When the protests began, the intensity and quantity of 
repression changed. [Torture] in inhumane detention conditions now became part of everyday life in 
those detention centers.

Intelligence detention centers were now less about gathering intelligence and more about break-
ing the opposition as revenge for [their resistance]. The critics of the regime were simply to be crushed 
for their insolent rebellion. In addition to physical torture, they also used psychological torture. There 
was a sharp increase in the number of deaths in detention facilities, primarily due to the excessive use 
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of force and the conditions of detention. […] had been used. With the start of […] seriously injured dem-
onstrators and detainees were taken to wards specially prepared for this purpose, where several of them, 
tied to hospital beds, were subjected to severe maltreatment. It was not uncommon for military hospi-
tals to be part of this structure. In and around Damascus, these specifically comprised military hospitals 
Mezzeh 601, Tishreen 607 and Harasta.

However, these military hospitals soon came to serve another purpose. This is where the bodies 
of the many killed in intelligence service branches in Damascus were brought. There they were […], cat-
alogued and then disposed of in mass graves. The purpose of this cataloguing of deaths was to be able 
to prove up through the hierarchy that the detainees had actually died and had not been released follow-
ing a payment of bribes.

The main Syrian intelligence services were the General Intelligence Directorate, the Military 
Intelligence Directorate, the Air Force Intelligence Directorate, and the Political Security Directorate. 
[…] The individual intelligence services are in turn divided into branches. The widely feared Branch 
251 in the Damascus neighborhood of al-Khatib, therefore also known as “the Al-Khatib branch,” is the 
branch responsible for the security of Damascus and the Damascus metropolitan area. Branch 251 con-
ducted a large number of the waves of arrests in Damascus and its environs and set up roadblocks.

It was supported in this in no small measure by one of its subdivisions, the notorious Subdivi-
sion 40, which was provided with its own service building, and headed by Hafez Makhlouf, a mater-
nal cousin of President Bashar al-Assad. Although officially under the command of Branch 251, it acted 
[independently] by virtue of that familial relationship.

Subdivision 40 was responsible for conducting raids and breaking up demonstrations. It also 
exercised control over regime checkpoints in Damascus and its environs. Since it did not have its own 
large, independent detention center, detainees were usually housed there only briefly and then, however, 
transferred directly to Branch 251 and left to the custody of the officials there.

The arrests carried out by the security forces basically followed the same pattern. […] sometimes 
even by firing live ammunition. Then, the [demonstrators] were surrounded and those fleeing the scene 
hunted down. Those arrested were forced into cars or buses with their hands tied behind their backs and 
blindfolded, and taken into custody amid beatings and insults.

As the number of protests grew, checkpoints were searched for actual or suspected opposition 
members. Those arrested were not told what the reason for their arrest was, nor were they granted any 
procedural rights. They were not brought before a judge, nor were they given legal representation. No 
notification of arrest was given.

As a result of the violent circumstances of their arrest and their subsequent treatment, most of 
the detainees who had been transferred to the main building of Branch 251 in Damascus already had an 
unmistakable impression of what would define their daily lives in the days, weeks or sometimes months 
to come: brutal violence […].

The officers’ approach was designed to ensure that detainees would not be allowed to rest at 
any time from the day of their arrest onward, but rather, would be tortured psychologically and physi-
cally around the clock. As soon as they arrived at Branch 251, the new arrivals were usually welcomed 
by what was known as a “welcome party.” Wild and unleashed, the guards beat the detainees with their 
fists, tubing, cables and batons. Some detainees had their heads smashed against the wall, causing them 
to lose consciousness. The procedure began when the detainees exited the vehicles and did not end until 
they reached the underground premises. The duration of the abuse varied. Not all of those arrested sur-
vived this admission ritual. For example, at some point between July and September 2011, a Branch 251 
employee struck [a detainee] in the branch’s yard on the head with a metal bar with such force that the 
victim died as a result. Only in isolated cases did this “welcome party” fail to occur and the ill-treatment 
begin later in detention.

After the “welcome party,” the detainees were searched in the basement of the building, for which 
they were made to undress. Stripped naked, they were required to repeatedly squat so that all their ori-
fices could be inspected. Afterwards, they were usually given back their clothes. Valuables and other 
items such as shoelaces and belts were confiscated. During their detention, the interrogators questioned 
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the [detainees] in most cases using violent force. Gaining information about opposition movements in 
Syria was only of secondary importance; instead, revenge was the primary motive. It was not uncom-
mon for torture to take place without the detainees being interrogated in any meaningful way. Dur-
ing the interrogations, in addition to the interrogators, there was usually at least one guard present who 
would abuse and ill-treat the detainees.

Decades-old, probably centuries-old torture methods were used. Batons, cables and tubing were 
used to beat the detainees, especially on the exposed soles of their feet, which is known as falaka or bas-
tonade. Detainees were squeezed into car tires (dulab) and abused in this helpless position. Detainees 
were shackled to the so-called “German chair,” a metal or wooden chair instrument made up of mova-
ble parts over which the upper body was then stretched backward, sometimes to the point of fracturing 
the spine. Detainees were suspended by their wrists so that the tips of their toes just touched the ground 
during the shabeh method of torture. Victims were also beaten and tortured in this stress position. Elec-
tric shocks were commonplace.

In the Branch 251 detention center in the neighborhood of al-Khatib, inmates were also continu-
ously subjected to degrading and inhumane conditions of detention. For the most part, they were denied 
adequate medical care, even when such care would have been imperative due to illness or injury. The 
detainees—among them women, children and old men over 80 years of age—were locked in cells so 
severely overcrowded that it was often not even possible for them to lie down or stretch out. Detainees 
were frequently forced to sleep standing up. The air supply was [inadequate] due to overcrowding, and 
detainees regularly collapsed due to lack of oxygen. Furthermore, there was often not enough food for 
the many detainees. Often, the food was simply inedible. The sanitary conditions were catastrophic. The 
cells were full of fleas and lice, which spread via the sweat dripping from the blankets. They were denied 
any form of personal hygiene. The result was skin ailments such as scabies and rashes. Even toilet vis-
its were rationed. As a result, many detainees had to defecate in their cells. The stench of urine and feces 
was unbearable.

On top of that, the detainees were exposed at all times of the day and night to the screams of their 
fellow detainees who were being tortured. The screams of the tortured were regarded by many detain-
ees as worse than the cruelties that they themselves suffered. They could expect to be taken out of their 
cells at any time and brutally maltreated. Quite a few of the detainees lost their minds as a result of the 
horrendous conditions.

Sexual violence took the form of physical assaults, threats of rape, up to and including its perpe-
tration. Detainees were also threatened with sexual abuse of close relatives.

In the period between 29 April 2011 and 17 September 2012—i.e., from the beginning of the sys-
tematic and [widespread] attack against the civilian population until the departure of the accused Anwar 
R from the al-Khatib branch—at least 4,000 detainees were subjected to brutal violence throughout the 
entire period of their detention in Branch 251. Detainees could expect to be taken out of their cells to 
be tortured at any time. They lived in constant fear of death, and the realistic possibility of not leaving 
Branch 251 alive [was] ever-present.

Even detention under these circumstances was in itself permanent torture. Among the other per-
sons described above were the joint plaintiffs […] The Syrian director and joint plaintiff 1 [NK1] was 
detained at the airport, and after a few stopovers he was taken to the al-Khatib branch. Even before he was 
led down to the detention center, the guards in attendance “welcomed” NK1 with beatings. In the base-
ment, he was made to undress and was searched. As soon as he arrived, he could hear the anguished and 
pain-filled cries of the other detainees. The collective cell he had been placed in was tiny, considering the 
number of people in it. He himself was interrogated several times, and during these interrogations the 
guards beat him and verbally abused him. On several occasions, his hands were tied above his head, and 
he was suspended from the ceiling so that his toes just touched the floor. In this hanging position, he was 
left defenseless to the abuses committed against him. During one interrogation, a guard forcibly inserted 
a baton into his anus. He sustained injuries to his feet and anus, and bruises on his thighs. He remained in 
the al-Khatib branch for about two months. The psychological impacts remain with him to this day.
While NK1 was still in custody, at the end of September 2011, NK2 was [arrested] while on his way to a 
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demonstration and was also taken to Branch 251, where he remained for a total of five days. The secu-
rity officers beat him as soon as he was arrested. Upon arrival, NK2 was forced to undress and squat, 
and assume what is referred to as the “search position.” He was then taken to a crowded collective cell. 
During a total of three interrogations, he was hit with cables or tubing on his thighs and especially on 
the soles of his feet. While he was waiting to be interrogated, he heard the screams of the people whose 
turn it was before his. For the duration of his incarceration, he was convinced that he would not leave the 
detention center alive.

NK3 was also detained in the fall of 2011 and spent about 10 days in the al-Khatib branch. He, 
too, was made to undress and assume the “search position” at the beginning of his detention. He was 
then taken to a collective cell measuring about 9 square meters, in which there were already 12 people 
when he arrived. Later, that number increased to 25. During the ensuing five interrogations (at the min-
imum) […] the guards beat the soles of his feet with cables when the interrogating officer was not sat-
isfied with his answers. His feet then became swollen and turned red and blue. At one point, NK3 was 
taken to a room where there were instruments of torture, and was intimidated with gestures and words 
in an attempt to get the information they wanted. Occasionally there were group punishments in the cell.

Journalist NK4 was detained in the al-Khatib branch for a period of three days in February 2012. 
When she was arrested, she was busy sorting medications in her apartment, which were to be given to 
injured demonstrators. Like the other detainees, NK4 was also searched—not by guards, but by a nurse 
from the nearby Red Crescent hospital. She was taken to be interrogated every day. On the way to the 
interrogations, she was beaten with a baton, among other things. One guard also grabbed the plaintiff’s 
breasts. After initially being in a private cell with her two sisters, she was then placed in solitary con-
finement. She had been left with two blankets that stank horribly. Throughout, she heard the screams of 
other detainees who were being tortured.

Also in February 2012, NK5, then a student, was detained at the al-Khatib branch for ten days. He 
is believed to have been arrested as a result of mistaken identity. He was beaten while still on the way 
to the branch. The beating continued until he arrived at the branch’s underground detention center. In 
the days that followed, NK5 waited for his interrogation. He heard incessant screams throughout that 
never-ending period of time. The bodies of the detainees brought into the cell […]. When he himself 
was interrogated, he was beaten so severely on his feet that he still feels some pain from time to time. 
He and the other detainees were given only enough food so that they did not die. The cell reeked of dirt 
and grime. After ten days, he was transferred to another branch. He still suffers from massive anxiety 
attacks to this day.

NK6 was a 23-year-old student when he took part in demonstrations against the Syrian regime. In 
May 2012, he was arrested by security personnel and was subsequently detained for a period of three or 
four days in the al-Khatib branch. He was then transferred to a unit known as the Palestine branch. Dur-
ing this comparatively short period in Branch 251, he was subjected to the violent whims of the guards 
on several occasions. After the “welcome party,” he was forced to strip naked in the basement and was 
searched. It was stifling and hot in the overcrowded cell. The stench was unbearable. The torture con-
tinued during several interrogations. The guards beat and kicked him incessantly, regardless of whether 
or not he answered their questions. Since he was forced to wear a blindfold, he could not gauge how the 
interrogation was proceeding and was therefore at the mercy of arbitrary violence.

NK7 worked in a medical analysis laboratory. One day in May 2012, as he was driving to work, he 
was […] His inquiries and desire to have this obvious error resolved cost him several weeks of freedom 
and unbearable agony. First, he was taken to a police station, where he was confronted with the com-
pletely baseless accusation that he had tried to kill an official of the Syrian security apparatus. Despite 
continued protestations of his innocence, NK7 was taken away to the al-Khatib branch. Upon arrival, 
like most detainees, he was searched and then placed in a cell. The conditions there were appalling. The 
detainees could hardly breathe, and condensed sweat dripped from the ceiling. They were provided with 
food in a makeshift way; soup was served in a clothes hamper, there were no spoons or other cutlery. He 
lost 30 kg of body weight during his detention. The guards hit him all over his body during his two inter-
rogations, striking his ear in particular. They used their hands, but also such objects as belts, cables and 
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tubing. He still suffers from tinnitus and depression to this day, and only with the help of medication is 
he able to sleep. The guards also entered the cell and punished NK7 and his fellow detainees for alleged 
misconduct by beating the detainees with a cable that had wires sticking out of the end of it, which tore 
out pieces of flesh when it hit the skin. After about a month, NK7 was transferred to another branch in 
Nahja. From there, he returned to Branch 251 for another week. He was again interrogated with the use 
of force. The officials only stopped when he put his signature on two blank pieces of paper. He was then 
transferred to Branch 285 in Kafr Sousa.

On 31 March 2012, NK8 took part in and filmed a demonstration. This was enough for him to be 
arrested. He initially spent a day in Subdivision 40 and was then transferred to Branch 251. He spent his 
time there in a small, extremely overcrowded cell. NK8 and his fellow inmates had to share that cell with 
insects and lice. The toilet was separated from the rest of the cell only by a sheet of cloth. A particularly 
brutal guard named I regularly came into the cell and injured the detainees with a cable that had cop-
per wires sticking out of the end. NK8 was also given little to eat and lost a substantial amount of weight. 
During the interrogation, he freely admitted to taking part in the demonstration. Despite this, the guards 
continued to mistreat him. At the same time, he heard the screams of other torture victims from the other 
chambers. NK8 is still suffering from the after-effects of his 18-day detention. He is unable to undergo 
psychotherapy because he is barely able to talk about what he experienced.

NK9 participated in the demonstrations in Harasta very soon after the start of the protest move-
ments. He was first arrested and detained in October 2011. He spent four days in the al-Khatib branch 
before being transferred to Branch 285 for six days. He was then returned to the al-Khatib branch 
because officials realized who it was who had been arrested. He then spent about a month there. Dur-
ing both of these periods, he was verbally abused and humiliated, and physically abused using various 
objects. One of the guards’ preferred places on the body to target was the soles of the feet. Moreover, his 
hands were tied so tightly with a cable tie that he still suffers from the injuries today. During his time in 
the detention center […] The collective cell, where he also spent a few days, was overcrowded. He was 
only able to distinguish day from night by the call to prayer that could be heard in the distance. Before 
one of the torture sessions, NK9 had the dubious pleasure of encountering interrogator Anwar R. Inter-
rogator Abdul N introduced Anwar R as the head of the branch. [The latter asked him to] write down 
his background and his involvement in demonstrations. N took the paper from him, read it through and 
passed it on to Anwar R, who had been present throughout. The latter read it, threw it in the witness’ face 
and said to N, “I told you straight away that he doesn’t understand words. Now explain it to him in a way 
he understands and bring [him back here] afterwards.” N directly implemented the order of his superior 
[…] NK9 was then placed in a solitary cell where he was not allowed to sit or move. While he was […], 
he was beaten and doused with water. After that, NK9 was brought before interrogator N again, and tor-
tured and interrogated. NK9 recognized the defendant R in the main trial as well as during his police 
interview. After some time, one [other detainee] was placed in the cell with NK9. The latter had been so 
badly injured that he occupied all the available space in order to sleep and had no choice but to defecate 
in his clothes. NK9 was arrested one more time in February 2012 and taken to the al-Khatib branch. He 
again suffered physical and mental agony for about a week.

NK10 was also arrested in May 2011 for having participated in a demonstration, and was subse-
quently sent to Branch 251. After the “welcome party ”– administered with cables and intense electric 
shocks—and the obligatory search, he was confined to a cell that had two windows facing the interroga-
tion chambers. For four hours he listened to the screams of those being interrogated, after which he was 
interrogated himself, by the defendant Anwar R, among others. Initially, he was friendly, since NK10 
was […] But when NK10 was not as compliant as Anwar R had probably wanted him to be, the defend-
ant became angry and abruptly ended the interrogation with the words “Throw him out.” NK10 spent 
ten days in detention in Branch 251. He was provided with insufficient food, became a victim of inhu-
man mistreatment […] He was beaten in the head and on his thighs, back and feet. After a few days, he 
was transferred to a solitary cell. One day, guards came into his cell. They connected him to an electri-
cal current. They then doused him with water and repeated the ordeal. The pain was many times greater 
as a result. Eventually, blood started pouring out of his fingertips. NK10 is undergoing psychological 
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treatment. The electric shocks had damaged his brain, and he is now unable to work. NK11 was arrested 
on the morning of 24 February 2012, and after making a brief stop at [Branch 258], he was taken to the 
al-Khatib branch. After a rough “welcome party” outside the building in the courtyard, he was taken 
to the cell wing where the welcome ceremony continued outside the cells. After being searched, he was 
crammed into a collective cell. The general and hygienic conditions were abysmal. There was insuffi-
cient food and it was of poor quality; the cell was completely overcrowded; the humidity was extremely 
high; lice and scabies were common. In the period of his detention, NK11 was subjected to ten interroga-
tions, during which he was beaten and whipped with cables. Once, he was kicked so hard in the genitals 
from behind that he has problems urinating to this day. He was tied to the bars of the cell at least once as 
part of a shabeh torture.

NK12 was assaulted and dragged onto a bus in July 2011—blindfolded and with his hands tied—
along with two of his brothers, for which no reason had been given. Upon arrival at the al-Khatib branch, 
he was forced to completely undress and was searched. He was then taken to a crowded cell, and the next 
day he was interrogated and beaten with a baton, among other things. After a few days, he was moved to 
another similarly crowded and dirty cell. During his detention, NK12 had to listen to the screams of the 
other detainees who were being tortured. He could hear the hiss of electricity, from which he concluded 
that the others were being subjected to electrical torture. NK12 remained in al-Khatib branch for 11 days 
before being transferred to Branch 285 in Kafr Sousa.

At the end of May 2012, joint plaintiff NK13 participated in a sit-in. She was accompanied by 
NK14, who feared that something might happen to her daughter, NK13. The former nevertheless main-
tained some distance from the actual action. Suddenly, security officers appeared, shot into the air, and 
dragged the participants of the demonstration onto a bus. Among them was NK14. After a stint in Subdi-
vision 40, she was transferred to Branch 51, where she and her daughter were placed in a windowless col-
lective cell measuring approximately 9 square meters, along with about 20 other women. They remained 
there for two days without anyone from the branch speaking to them. One by one, all the women were 
then called out of the cell for interrogation. After her own interrogation, during which she did not expe-
rience any physical violence, but instead was only required to sign some papers, [she was] transferred to 
a solitary cell. She especially suffered when she had to listen to the screams of her daughter, NK13. Then, 
finally, her daughter NK13 was put in the same cell, in which they stayed for a total of 23 days in terrible 
conditions in the al-Khatib branch.

NK13 was less fortunate than her mother in terms of physical and verbal abuse. She was interro-
gated several times in the al-Khatib branch, and each time, she was verbally and physically abused by 
the guards present, sometimes with the aid of batons. In addition to the physical abuse, she suffered as 
a result of the poor detention conditions, too. When she entered the branch, she was struck by a horrible 
stench of blood and urine. She was searched by two nurses from the hospital before being taken to the 
cell. The cell was small, and the blankets provided had already been colonized by vermin. After a few 
days, she was taken out of the cell and placed in another room. There, she was strung up by her hands and 
beaten in this defenseless position. They also doused her with hot liquid. After that, they strapped her 
to a board. In this position, too, they inflicted physical violence; in particular, striking her on the soles 
of her feet. When staff took a break from beating NK13, she was taken to a windowless room. The light 
bulb was on continuously. She could not distinguish day from night. In order to know how many days 
she had been there, she would set aside an olive pit for each day. She was allowed to go to the toilet twice 
a day and was given food at the same rate. During her time in the solitary cell, she heard continuous beat-
ings and screams, and the monotony was interrupted by sexual assaults that were both verbal and phys-
ical nature by the guards. She was in constant fear of being raped. After a few days, she was moved to 
another solitary cell, where her mother had been held for several days. The two women shared that cell 
until their release. NK13 remains severely traumatized to this day.

In late August, NK15 was lured away from his job under pretext to the al-Khatib branch, where 
he remained until early November 2011. Confined to a solitary cell with inhumane conditions, he was 
interrogated between six and ten times in total. He was accused of speaking ill of the president, and of 
organizing and participating in demonstrations. He was beaten with a cable on his bare feet. During one 
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of his interrogations, he had to witness another person being tortured next to him. He also witnessed the 
ill-treatment of others outside of interrogations. After a total of 25 days in a solitary cell, during which 
the light was constantly on, he was transferred to a collective cell. When it got colder, the detainees were 
given blankets. These were infested with lice, so all the detainees were afflicted with the lice within a 
short time.

NK16 was also tricked into leaving his practice on 26 September 2011 and was detained in the 
al-Khatib branch for a total of 40 days without legal grounds. Initially, NK16 was housed in a solitary 
cell with another person who had significant head injuries. He spent the rest of his incarceration in a 
collective cell. The conditions were terrible. NK16 was not allowed to shower or wash for 40 days. The 
interrogation marathon started just a few days after his arrival. All the interrogations followed the same 
pattern: he would be blindfolded and questioned. If the officer did not like the answers, he would be 
forced to lie down on the floor, and a guard would beat the soles of his feet with a baton. During some 
of these interrogations, NK16 was not alone: another detainee was questioned and beaten at the same 
time. The detention caused NK16 psychological pain, in particular. The situation he had found himself 
in seemed so hopeless that he had considered taking his own life.

In May 2011, rallies were planned in the locality of Sabdani. The Syrian regime subsequently 
cracked down on activists there. Security officers entered people’s homes, and arrested 100 to 150 people 
as part of a large-scale operation. One of them was NK17. He was dragged onto a bus and driven to the 
al-Khatib branch. The walk inside as well as the ride there were accompanied by verbal abuse and beat-
ings. A woolen sweater had been pulled over his head, which prevented him from reacting to or avoiding 
the abuse. He was interrogated twice and beaten on the soles of his feet with a cable while lying on his 
stomach. The rest of his body also became the target of the violent assaults. He suffered injuries to his 
feet and bruises all over his body. He eventually stopped feeling the pain. When he was not being inter-
rogated, he was held in a collective cell, where he could hear the screams of other detainees being sub-
jected to interrogations. In total, NK17 remained in the branch for about five days.

In early June 2012, NK18 was seized in a park while peacefully sitting there with his friends, and 
was taken to the al-Khatib branch, where he was detained for about a week. Upon arrival, he was made 
to undress and, wearing only in boxer shorts, was pushed into a 20-square-meter cell that was already 
holding about 100 other detainees. It was unbearably hot in the cell. After a few days, he was taken to the 
upper floor and made to wait for his interrogation in a kind of kitchen. There, he unexpectedly encoun-
tered one of his friends, who had been arrested with him. Once he was back in the underground cell 
wing, he wanted to join his friend. The guard whom he asked allowed him to do so. NK18 unwittingly 
followed his friend, not suspecting that this perfidious game would merely provide the opportunity to 
beat him with a cable for minutes on end. During the interrogation that took place a few days later, he 
was beaten and kicked again. The interrogating officer made it clear to NK18 that he would kill him 
with a single gunshot if he did not cooperate and that no one would ever ask about him again. He was 
instructed to provide names of journalists and doctors. When he refused, he was hit with a rifle butt and 
kicked in the head so hard that his chin hit the ground and he lost consciousness. After seven days he 
was transferred to a unit in Nahja.

NK19 had actively participated in the demonstrations taking place in Syria. Knowing that he 
was being watched by the regime, he hid with a friend in the locality of Jamara, outside Damascus. His 
efforts were in vain, as the regime’s henchmen found him and arrested him on 27 July 2012. They pulled 
his T-shirt over his head, tied his hands with cable ties, and dragged him to […] where they severely 
abused him, attempted to sexually assault him, and finally tried to carry out a mock execution. Badly 
beaten, security personnel brought him to the al-Khatib branch after a detour through Subdivision 40 on 
29 or 20 July 2012. Due to his poor physical condition, NK19 could not remain there and was transferred 
to the military hospital in Harasta after only one night. There too, he received numerous beatings—tied 
to a bed, guarded by al-Khatib branch personnel, and in a room reserved exclusively for detainees from 
the al-Khatib branch. These beatings were generally performed with plastic tubing and a cable, and 
tended to be inflicted upon pre-existing injuries. The guards were usually the perpetrators, but the nurs-
ing staff at the hospital were also involved. What he did not receive during his time in the hospital was 
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medical care. After nine or ten days, he was transferred back to the al-Khatib branch, where the ordeal 
continued. During one interrogation, NK19 was required to disclose the names of other alleged dissi-
dents. In an effort to wear him down, he had to wait outside the door for an hour and listen to the cries 
of pain of another detainee, who was interrogated right in front of him and […] ran hot melted plastic 
over the man’s face, among other things […]. When NK19 asked for water during the interrogation, he 
was given the dirty condensed water from the air conditioner. Heated plastic was also used on him. It 
was poured on his shoulders and ran down his back. The collective cell in which he was confined was 
overcrowded. As the newcomer, he was only allowed to stand in the middle of the cell for a while. Those 
who had been there longer occupied the space along the edges of the cell. After some time, he, too, found 
space next to the toilet. NK19 left the branch on 20 August 2012.

NK20 was arrested on a Friday in July 2012 and was taken, along with his uncle and cousin, to 
Branch 251, where he was detained for about a week. He was accused of having taken part in fighting 
against the Syrian army. During his time in custody, he was neither interrogated nor mistreated. Only at 
his arrival was he beaten on the way in to the building. The other people in his cell also did not endure 
any violence during the period that NK20 was there. However, they did have to endure the screams of 
the other detainees. He spent his detention in a windowless cell that smelled of damp. He was afflicted 
by scabies following his release, as were his fellow detainees.

NK21 was an opposition activist and would participate in demonstrations. During one of her trips, 
she was detained by security forces on 17 March 2012 and was told to present herself at the al-Khatib 
branch. Fearing what might happen, she did not comply with this summons. Unable to stay hidden any 
longer, she finally did report to the branch in late March, early April, probably on 4 April 2012, which 
marked the beginning of investigations that lasted about 50 days. While she was initially allowed to go 
home regularly, after a few days she was made to stay overnight in the branch for the first time. Another 
ten overnight stays were to follow, but not all were consecutive. Once it was two consecutive nights, 
another time three. On the other days, she was allowed to go home as she had done in the beginning, and 
only had to report to the al-Khatib branch the next day to face questions from officials. A few days after 
the first interrogation, during which she was even offered water, coffee and tea, NK21 was led to the 
basement and ill-treated for the first time. The room was dirty and did not have windows. Blood was on 
the walls. The guards on duty punched and kicked her under the instruction of the interrogating officer. 
The blows and kicks targeted her back, neck and ears. This procedure was repeated during later interro-
gations, which also took place in the basement. They also hung her by her hands from the ceiling and left 
her hanging in this position for hours. In other situations, she was given electric shocks on her knees and 
shoulders [and in the] chest area, and was continually subjected to sexualized verbal abuse that took the 
form of “slut” and “whore” […]. During one of the countless interrogation or torture sessions, a guard 
pulled NK21’s head into his groin area. Only when ordered to do so by another guard did he let go of the 
joint plaintiff. When not being interrogated, NK21 waited out the night in a dark solitary cell, listening 
to the screams and crying of the other detainees.

During the period of the crime, at least 30 detainees died as a result of the ill-treatment suffered 
in the al-Khatib branch.
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LET US NOW, ESTEEMED MEMBERS OF THE SENATE, TURN  
TO THE ACCUSED, INSOFAR AS HE IS RELEVANT TO THE OFFENSES, 
AS WELL AS HIS SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEM.

After graduating from high school, Anwar R studied law in Damascus. While still a student, he applied 
to join the police force in 1984, and enlisted on 2 December 1986. The 1980s in Syria were marked 
by intensive repression of all opposition by then-President and father of the current president, Hafez 
al-Assad. After the uprisings of the Muslim Brotherhood were quelled by the Hama massacre on 2 Feb-
ruary 1982, which had been ordered by President Hafez al-Assad and which saw thousands of civil-
ians murdered, detention centers became overcrowded. Conditions were similar to those that prevailed 
later in 2011.

Upon completion of his training at the police academy at […], which he had attended alongside 
his studies, Anwar R initially worked at the passport offices in […] and […]. It was during this time that 
he completed his law degree. Beginning on 22 August 1992, he attended a training course for prospec-
tive police officers, from which he graduated after one year as the second best in his class. After that, 
the defendant worked as a training officer at the police academy for one and a half years before he trans-
ferred to the Syrian General Intelligence Directorate in 1995. He was appointed to a senior position at 
the age of 32 due to his outstanding performance in the aforementioned training course. For the first year 
and a half, he worked in Division 251, where he was responsible for patrols and the embassy quarters. 
He was then made an investigating officer at Branch 285 in Kafr Sousa, a unit which is responsible for 
investigations. On 9 August 2008—Anwar R had been promoted to first lieutenant by then—he trans-
ferred back to Branch 251 to take over as head of the interrogations subdivision. On 1 January 2011, he 
was promoted to the rank of colonel.

By 1 January 2011 at the latest, the defendant Anwar R had an office on the upper floor of one of 
the buildings of Branch 251 in the al-Khatib neighborhood in Damascus. The interrogators were located 
on the first floor. The detention center of Branch 251 was housed in the basement of this building, in 
which the defendant Anwar R had another small office at his disposal. In addition to the defendant, the 
interrogation subdivision comprised a total of 30 to 40 employees, including six to seven interrogators, 
guards, as well as the warden of the detention center, whose name was Abu du A. On 9 September 2012, 
the defendant Anwar R was transferred to Branch 285, where he worked until he deserted in December 
2012. He completed his last day of work in the al-Khatib branch on 7 December 2012.

The aforementioned torture, ill-treatment and killings took place in the detention center under 
the leadership and authority of the defendant, who was responsible for the conditions in the detention 
center as the head of the interrogation subdivision. The […] were under his direct command. At the same 
time, he was the commanding military officer of the detention center staff. The defendant assigned 
duties to the interrogators and guards, supervised their activities, and directed how they worked, includ-
ing the systematic use of brutal methods of torture.

P ersonnel carried out the defendant’s directives and orders. The defendant did not have to order 
torture and ill-treatment on an individual basis. He and his subordinates had been familiar with the sys-
tem for decades, and it was second nature to them. Everyone knew that the detainees were haphazardly 
and ruthlessly humiliated, maltreated and tortured, not infrequently to the point of death. An explicit 
order was only required if an exception were to be made—thus deviating from the norm—whereby a 
detainee was not to be subjected to brutal maltreatment and torture. At times, the defendant even par-
ticipated in interrogations himself. […] However, as a result of his long and loyal affiliation to the intel-
ligence service as a colonel and subdivision chief, he no longer had to sully his own hands: he had his 
interrogators and guards to do this for him.

The defendant R was aware of the extent of the torture and sexual abuse that was being perpe-
trated throughout the entire period of the crime. He was therefore also informed and aware of the fact 
that some detainees died as a result of the use of excessive force, which he at least tolerated. In some 
individual cases, he disagreed with the approach from March 2011 onwards because it interfered with 
his work as an investigator. This is because people who had been so badly mistreated immediately after 
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their arrest that they could no longer speak [could not be questioned]. This awareness did not stop him 
from pursuing his job until he was transferred.

BREAK

Let us move on to the weighing of evidence. Esteemed members of the senate, the findings explained 
earlier are based on expert witnesses T and R, as well as on the documents that have been examined 
and read out, and on a large number of statements and the testimony of the defendant, insofar as it can 
be believed.

Let us first turn to the defendant’s testimony, which his defense counsel presented on his behalf 
on the 5th day of trial. In essence, the defendant submitted that he had enlisted as an officer in the police 
force in the mid-1980s while still in law school. After rising within the police force, he was assigned to 
the General Intelligence Directorate in 1995. He said that after working at Branch 285 for many years, he 
eventually moved to the Interior Section, Branch 251, in 2008, where he was entrusted to head the inter-
rogations subdivision.

He added that “chaos” had broken out in Syria from 15 March 2011. When the protests in Syria 
began, he continued, forces in Damascus and its environs—led by Maher al-Assad, Bashar al-Assad’s 
brother, […] and the Republican Guard—were responsible for suppressing the opposition. The Republi-
can Guard especially had been responsible for the arrests in the al-Khatib branch’s jurisdiction, and their 
activities there had been notably brutal.

Most of the detainees admitted to the al-Khatib branch reportedly had injuries and broken bones. 
Instead of the 200 prisoners for which Branch 251 had been equipped, the number there had not fallen 
below 1,000 since 15 March 2011, he explained. Medical care was poor and nutrition was inadequate, he 
reported. However, he claims that this was the responsibility of the head of Branch 251, Tawfiq Younes, 
to whom he had complained. On account of the mass arrests by the Republican Guard, he, Colonel R, 
claims to have wanted to confirm in each individual case whether those arrested had been the subject of 
an arrest warrant. He apparently began to issue release papers for the persons whose names were not on 
the corresponding lists […] so that they could be released. As a result of the permanent interference of 
the Republican Guard, Anwar R claims to have twice alerted Tawfiq Younes to the fact that they were 
making arbitrary arrests. The second time, he reports, Younes told him not to repeat it.

Tawfiq Younes had allegedly already told him in early April 2011 that thousands of residents of 
the locality of Houla—where Anwar R is from—had protested against the regime. These were traitors, 
Younes had supposedly declared. Anwar R purports to have interpreted this as a direct threat aimed at 
him. He had already decided by then that he would have to desert.

In the period between March and June 2011, R claims to have helped detainees wherever he could. 
He allegedly recommended that all unarmed—as opposed to armed—demonstrators be released, which 
supposedly happened to some extent. As a consequence, he claims, senior officers of the Republican 
Guard filed charges with his head of department, Tawfiq Younes, in early June 2011. Younes had then 
informed the defendant that he was going to restructure the interrogations subdivision.

In early June 2011, Brigadier General Tawfiq Younes apparently removed [R from office] with 
immediate effect. R’s functions and duties were taken over, he claims, by Major Abdelmunem N, who 
had been his subordinate, as well as First Lieutenant Omar S and officers of Subdivision 40. He claims 
that his only duty then had been to present the results of the interrogations to the head of the subdivi-
sion. However, he was not officially removed from his position. Rather, he states, he was even told to go 
to the detention center on a regular basis because the staff were not supposed to realize that his division 
had been reorganized and that deep state structures had been formed. He claims that he was no longer 
entrusted with interrogations as of the beginning of June 2011.

In the period thereafter until he was transferred to Branch 285, he apparently heard that many 
prisoners were being transported to Red Crescent and Harasta Military Hospitals. He also claims he had 
heard screaming in his office. He had been told that Abdelmunem N was interrogating prisoners in the 
presence of Subdivision 40 non-commissioned officers and was using force. As to specific methods of 
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torture, the defendant only stated that the al-Khatib branch had no devices in for hanging prisoners by 
their hands, i.e., for the shabeh method of torture.

Beginning in June 2011, he allegedly tried to arrange his desertion through members of the Free 
Syrian Army. However, it supposedly would only have been possible for him to desert without his family, 
a proposal he claims he rejected. That is why he stayed, he states. He purports that, at the end of August 
2012, during a night shift, he had refused to admit eleven detainees of […] to the branch because they did 
not appear on any wanted list. As a result, investigations were apparently launched against him. He was 
sentenced to 20 days’ probation, he claims, and without a trial.

It was the very next day, he claims, that he received the transfer order to Branch 285. He had been 
under intensive surveillance until his actual transfer on 9 September 2012; he reports that after his trans-
fer to Branch 285, monitoring measures had become very loose, allowing him to arrange his desertion 
and escape from Syria in December 2012.

Based on the testimony of the defendant R, it has been established that he was in charge of the 
interrogation department of the al-Khatib branch from 2008 onwards. The defendant also admitted that 
after the protests began, people were detained in the al-Khatib branch in deplorable conditions. Further-
more, the defendant conceded that people were mistreated while he was working there and that as of 15 
March 2011, the detention center was permanently overcrowded, housing five times as many detainees 
as it had been designed to hold.

He did not give any further details about the conditions in the detention center, which he claims to 
have entered on a regular basis. However, the defendant did not fundamentally deny that detainees had 
died in the branch’s detention center while he was working there. For example, in his testimony, refer-
ring to the testimony of a witness that an elderly man had died in the branch in March 2012, he com-
mented, “To the best of my knowledge, there were no deaths at all during that month.” Conversely, it 
follows that detainees must have indeed died in other months. The former co-defendant Eyad A testi-
fied that in the month of May or June 2011, ten or twelve corpses had been taken away from the basement 
of the al-Khatib branch; the defendant merely remarked in his statement that this assertion could not be 
the case, because there was simply no place within the prison where such a quantity of corpses could be 
stored. However, he did not deny in principle the fact that people had died in the al-Khatib branch. Mean-
while, the defendant denied any responsibility for the conditions in the detention center or what had hap-
pened there. He claims that he was stripped of his powers at the beginning of June 2011 and subsequently 
had no authority. This is, however, esteemed members of the senate, an obviously evasive defense that 
is easily refuted.

It is significant, first of all, that until his testimony, the defendant had never claimed that he had 
been deprived of his authority and stripped of his power during his time in the al-Khatib branch. He had 
ample opportunity to do so. Neither in the life story that he had drafted himself, nor in his statements 
to the State Criminal Police Office (LKA) in 2015, nor during his examination as a witness by the LKA 
Baden-Württemberg on 26 October 2017, did he leave any doubt that he [was] the head of the branch until 
his transfer to Branch 285.

He did not utter a word in his claims that he had already been stripped of his powers in July 2011 
because of his critical stance. This turn of events would have been obvious during both the witness 
interviews and the preparation of his life story, because they were concerned with his role in the General 
Intelligence Directorate and his position at the al-Khatib branch. Recently, the defendant himself even 
incidentally admitted without hesitation that he was a recognized and important person in the Syrian 
power apparatus, even after his transfer to Branch 285. In the application for the questioning of […], the 
defendant had his defense lawyers argue that he had been working together with members of various 
other state agencies who had attended a meeting at the Ministry of Interior in November 2012, at which 
the age limit for officers to leave the country had been extended beyond the age of 66 years.

This was in fact specifically confirmed by the witness Z1. He spoke of this very meeting that had 
taken place at the end of November 2012. The witness claims to have attended the meeting on behalf 
of the Ministry of Interior, along with a representative of each of the major Syrian intelligence ser-
vices: three brigadier generals were present for the Military Intelligence Directorate, the Air Force 
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Intelligence Directorate and the Political Security Directorate, respectively, he said. Colonel Anwar R 
had allegedly represented the General Intelligence Directorate. The assumption that the defendant had 
been sent as a representative of the General Intelligence Directorate to an important military commit-
tee that would decide on security matters of importance to the entire country, even though he was mis-
trusted and had been accused of disloyalty, borders on the absurd. Furthermore, the claim that he had 
been stripped of his powers in June 2011 but left in charge of external relations makes no sense at all. 
It defies all the laws of logic for an authoritarian, unjust regime to [leave] a high-ranking intelligence 
officer who is considered an unsafe appointee, suspected of disloyalty and is therefore mistrusted, in 
his position for outward appearances and only remove him from power internally. If Colonel Anwar 
R had indeed not been considered loyal to the regime by his superiors, he would have been directly 
ousted, forcibly transferred or imprisoned.

This was also confirmed by witness Z2, a long-time employee of the Syrian intelligence service. 
The latter stated that a high-ranking General Intelligence Directorate officer who was no longer trusted 
[would either have been] brought to Branch 285 or would have been transferred to a remote location and 
placed under the authority of the command there. This was also corroborated by witness Z3, who had 
worked for a long time in Branch […] in various sub-departments.

The fact that he was transferred from a general to a specialist branch on 9 September 2012 at the 
same military rank of colonel, and likewise made the head of an interrogation subdivision, also con-
tradicts the notion that the defendant R had been deprived of his power. It is evident that this transfer 
took place in anything but disgrace by the fact that Colonel Anwar R was allowed to continue to enjoy 
the privileges of a company car, a chauffeur, a large private office and a personal […], as witness Z3 has 
reported to us here. After all, it would make no sense at all to first monitor an officer who is not loyal 
to the regime prior to his mandatory transfer, only to then leave him completely unmonitored after the 
transfer, as the defendant claims.

Moreover, R’s testimony is inherently contradictory. On the one hand, he claims that he was 
deprived of his power in June 2011 and that his role was only to forward interrogation results to the head 
of the department. On the other hand, he claims to have helped a large number of detainees and facili-
tated their release. Either he was powerless—in which case he could not facilitate the release of prison-
ers—or he had the power and influence to do so. From a logical point of view, it is not possible for both 
circumstances to be true.

Finally, there are also a large number of witnesses who have reported from different [perspec-
tives] that the defendant retained his position with its corresponding authority through July 2011 and 
exercised his position to the full extent of his power.

The position, role and power of the defendant R within the al-Khatib branch was described very 
vividly by witness Z4. Z4 was responsible for guarding the perimeter of the al-Khatib branch from 2010 
until his desertion in August 2012, during which time he was also required to enter the building on a 
recurrent basis. Z4 reported that every employee of the branch had known that Colonel Anwar R was 
the head of the investigation unit and in charge of the detention center. It was also known that R had 
conducted important interrogations himself. In one case, probably towards the end of 2011, R had come 
to the courtyard of the branch during an ongoing “welcome party” and had given the order to stop the 
beatings because the detainees were to be interrogated. The guards then immediately stopped the abuse. 
This clearly demonstrates the authority that he had over the branch personnel. Z4 reported that, chrono-
logically speaking, he had regularly seen the defendant in the area of the al-Khatib branch and had wit-
nessed him giving orders there until the witness’ desertion in August 2012.

The former co-defendant Eyad A, who had worked at Subdivision 40 and who therefore also had 
insider knowledge, likewise confirmed during his police witness examination in Saarbrücken on 16 
August 2018 that Anwar R had been head of the interrogations subdivision until his—i.e., Eyad A’s—
own desertion in January 2012. Anwar R’s office had been located on the second floor, above the under-
ground prison. The detention center was part of the interrogation subdivision overseen by […]. This unit 
had had six or seven investigators at its disposal. In total, the subdivision allegedly had a staff of 30 or 40, 
including, for example, minute-takers, archival staff, and prison guards. According to Eyad A, Anwar R 
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was also the superior of Abu A, the head of the detention center. Anwar R is said to have been very pro-
fessional throughout his career, according to A’s testimony. As an experienced investigator, Anwar R 
had also been called to Branch 285 at times in order to perform investigations there.

Eyad A’s statements were submitted to the court on 27 May 2020 through testimony by Chief 
Inspector Z5. These statements, which are fully enforceable against Anwar R according to the theory of 
different legal systems of the Federal Court of Justice, are indisputably credible. There is no reason for 
Eyad A to have unjustly incriminated Anwar R at a time when he knew neither of the latter’s presence 
in Germany nor of any investigations against him. Eyad A was so open and honest in his testimony that 
he incriminated himself to a significant degree. The defendant’s argument in his statement that Eyad A 
had probably been unaware of R’s removal from power is far-fetched. Finally, Eyad A was a Staff Ser-
geant of Subdivision 40, which was attached to Branch 251. Eyad A did not mention the alleged stripping 
of power because it simply did not happen.

The defendant’s plea concerning his loss of power at the beginning of June 2011 is furthermore 
refuted by the testimony of witness Z6, who recognized the defendant beyond any doubt when he tes-
tified on 7 October 2020. The witness was searching for his cousin M, who had been arrested at Muja-
hid Hospital […], in late June 2011. After paying not an inconsiderable sum of money, he was allowed 
to visit Colonel Anwar R in the al-Khatib branch to inquire about the whereabouts of his cousin. Other 
people had previously told him that his cousin had been taken to the al-Khatib branch immediately 
after his arrest.

During this audience in the al-Khatib branch, the defendant made it unmistakably clear who 
was in charge. Initially, witness Z6 had to wait for about a quarter of an hour outside the room in which 
Colonel R would receive him. The witness stated that he had heard loud screams of people being tor-
tured both while he waited in the hallway and while he was in the office. The witness had the impression 
that he had been deliberately kept waiting there in order to intimidate him. The conversation in Colo-
nel R’s office then lasted only a few minutes. He had been dragged into the room by guards. Anwar R 
had received him with a dismissive gesture, looked at him and pushed his glasses down his nose. Then 
he banged on the table and shouted, “Take the body now and get out!” When asked where the body was, 
R said they should look in the Tishreen and Harasta military hospitals and pick out any body there. R 
then indicated with his hand to the witness, who was already leaving, to come back. When he complied 
with the request, the defendant apparently then told him that there were conditions: a cousin of the wit-
ness named B, who was in Saudi Arabia at the time, was now required to return to Syria. Moreover, the 
brother of the witness named M, who was on the run from the regime at the time, was to turn himself 
in to the intelligence services. In return, the witness’ record would be expunged, his cousin H would be 
released from prison, and H’s body would be handed over.

This meeting makes it clear that at that time, the defendant R continued to hold his position with-
out change, exercised significant authority and acted in the capacity of a commanding official. The arro-
gant and aggressive [treatment] of the intimidated and frightened witness cannot be called anything 
other than shameful. The witness was still visibly traumatized at the time of his examination in the trial 
and repeatedly burst into tears.

The prominent position of the defendant within the structure of the intelligence service was 
also confirmed by journalist Christoph Reuter. Christoph Reuter met the defendant in Jordan after his 
desertion in 2013. He considered Anwar R to be such a reliable source with an almost photographic 
memory that he quoted him several times in his book on the so-called Islamic State, entitled Die 
schwarze Macht (“The Black Power”). Christoph Reuter reported a conversation with Anwar R, in 
which the latter told him about a meeting with Ali Mamlouk. This was preceded by a bomb attack on 
a building in Kafr Sousa on 23 December 2011. In response, a meeting with Ali Mamlouk took place 
in late 2011 or early 2012. This meeting was attended by Ali Mamlouk with his “entourage,” as Reuter 
put it, as well as Anwar R in his capacity as head of the investigation unit. Ali Mamlouk was the main 
intelligence coordinator at that time, the journalist reports. Anwar R had wanted to investigate the mat-
ter, but Ali Mamlouk rejected this because he […]. R was apparently incredibly annoyed by this lack 
of professionalism.
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The defendant’s participation in such a meeting with the highest-ranking intelligence coordinator is 
clear evidence of his position in the intelligence structure at that time. There is no doubt that only 
high-ranking intelligence representatives would be allowed to attend such a meeting. Such a meeting 
would certainly not have been attended official, who was mistrusted because of his disloyalty, unreli-
ability, origin and religious affiliation. His position and role were also reflected in the fact that Anwar 
R was permitted to make suggestions to Ali Mamlouk on how to proceed. It should be noted that this 
meeting took place at the turn of the year 2011/2012; that is, at a time when the defendant had supposedly 
already been relieved of his duties and thus of his position for a good six months.

Witness Z7, who was called by the defense, also described in court on 6 October 2021, the remark-
able authority, power and influence of the defendant within the General Intelligence Directorate. Z7 
reported that he had taken a bus from al-Mayadin to Deir ez-Zor around the end of July 2012, which was 
about a month before the defendant was transferred to Branch 285. There, he said, the bus was stopped at 
a checkpoint and its occupants inspected. He was arrested, probably by mistake, and taken to the Gen-
eral Intelligence Directorate branch in Deir ez-Zor. A cousin, who had also been on the bus, had called 
[the witness]’s father and informed him of his son’s arrest. The latter then called Anwar R personally. 
The witness’ and R’s families had known each other since 2003 because they had been neighbors in 
Damascus during that time. The mother of the witness and the wife of Anwar R are close friends to this 
day. Following Anwar R’s intervention by telephone, the witness was released about two or three hours 
later. The discharging officer had asked him about his connection to Anwar R

This incident shows that the defendant Anwar R, by virtue of his position and prominence within 
the General Intelligence Directorate, wielded impressive authority that extended far beyond the con-
fines of Damascus. A single phone call from him was enough to get a detainee out of custody at the other 
end of the country, in Deir ez-Zor. His reach extended far beyond the jurisdiction of his branch, and at a 
time when the armed conflict had already been engulfing large parts of the country. If the defendant had 
been considered so disloyal within the General Intelligence Directorate, then surely no detainee being 
held far from Damascus would have been released without further formalities within two to three hours 
of a phone call from him.

Several witnesses who had had contact with the defendant confirmed that his authority and influ-
ence was also apparent within the al-Khatib branch. These are NK2, NK9, Z8, Z9, Z10 and NK14. We do 
not mention individual witnesses here if there is any doubt or if it is not absolutely certain that they met 
the defendant there.

Based on the testimony of NK2, it is clear that until the beginning of October 2011, the defendant 
was not only the head of the interrogation subdivision, but that he also conducted interrogations himself. 
NK2 reported that he had been detained in the al-Khatib branch for five days from 9 September [2011] 
until he was transferred to Branch 285. In Branch 251, he was interrogated three times and subjected to 
beatings. He had previously been fetched by a guard, who blindfolded him and took him to an interroga-
tion room. The guard knocked on the door and said, “Sidi, the prisoner is here!” He said that in all three 
interrogations he was questioned by one and the same person. This person had been very quiet. If the 
interrogator did not like his answer, he was beaten on the soles of his feet with a plastic baton. His feet 
were swollen and incredibly painful. The interrogator, whom NK2 could not see because of the blind-
fold, was the one who instructed the guard to torture him. The defendant himself admitted in his state-
ment that it was he who interrogated NK2. Even if the latter could not recognize the defendant in the 
court because of the blindfold that had been tied over his eyes during the interrogation, it is neverthe-
less certain on the basis of the information given by the defendant that the person who had interrogated 
him was Colonel Anwar R

Based on NK9’s testimony, it must be assumed that the defendant had full authority as the head 
of the interrogations subdivision as late as the end of October 2011. In fact, NK9 reported that he had 
been detained twice in the al-Khatib branch—the first time from 14 October 2011 until approximately 
January 17, 2012—with an interim stay in Branch 285 for six days and an extended period at the end. He 
had encountered Colonel R after about twelve days into his first detention, following his transfer back 
to Branch 251. At first, he had been questioned by R’s deputy […] N, who had introduced himself to the 
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witness personally. N had reportedly said to the witness that the latter was an intellectual, after all, that 
he should disclose the information they sought, and that there would be no need for violence. After that, 
N gave the witness seven blank sheets of paper in order to write down his life story and further infor-
mation about his participation in demonstrations. The witness complied with this request. However, he 
mainly wrote only about his school record and [not about] his participation in demonstrations.

The next day, he was again taken to the interrogation room. There, next to […] N, another per-
son was sitting beside the desk, whom N reportedly introduced as the head of the department, Colonel 
Anwar R. The witness handed over the sheets he had written. N flicked through them and passed them 
on to Anwar R. The latter had thrown them into the witness’ face after briefly reading it and reportedly 
said to N: “I told you straight away that he doesn’t understand words. Now explain it to him in a way he 
understands. Make him suffer and bring him back when you’ve finished.” As a result, N ordered sleep 
deprivation for the witness. The latter was taken to a solitary cell where he says he was not allowed to sit 
down or move around. People were being tortured almost continuously in the vicinity of this cell, he said. 
When he collapsed from fatigue, he was doused with water and beaten by guards. The ordeal lasted three 
days, he stated. He was then brought before N again, interrogated by him and tortured. Colonel Anwar R 
was apparently not present this time. The witness stated that he did not see R again.

The witness gave a credible and emphatic account of the hierarchical relationship between 
Anwar R and N: Anwar R was reportedly the subdivision head, while N served as his deputy. Anwar R 
issued the instructions, which N carried out. N had addressed Anwar R with sidi, while Anwar R called 
N by his first name. According to this testimony, there is no doubt that Anwar R was superior to N in the 
military hierarchy, not only in rank, but in terms of authority as well.

This also refutes the defendant’s statement.

The detailed, consistent and coherent testimony of witness [NK9] is credible and was given without any 
eagerness to incriminate the defendant. For example, he recounted only one brief situation involving an 
encounter with Anwar R. With regard to the maltreatment, he made it clear that the individual specific 
orders had emanated from N and not from Anwar R. There is therefore not the slightest doubt that the 
defendant was in command at the time of this encounter at the end of October 2011.

The witness [Z8], a well-known Syrian actor (like his father), confirmed on the 89th day of trial 
that the defendant still maintained unfettered authority in December 2011. The witness had been brought 
to the al-Khatib branch in December 2011 and without the use of force, he said. Upon his arrival, he said, 
the person who had detained him immediately instructed the guards not to beat him. He also said that 
he was not beaten later, either. The witness suggested that his special treatment was related to the fact 
that he and his father were prominent actors in Syria. His father is particularly very well known and 
respected. He was taken to a solitary cell after arriving at the al-Khatib branch and was taken for ques-
tioning the same day, the witness said. He was initially brought to Anwar R’s interrogation area in the 
basement wearing a blindfold and was shaking with fear. He recounted being able to hear the screams 
of tortured people in this part of the building. He reported that Anwar R was the highest-ranking officer, 
and there were two other officers in the room. The hierarchy of authority and subordination was based 
on the fact that Anwar R issued orders which were then carried out immediately without any discussion. 
He was also addressed as sidi.

Anwar R, who appeared serious but not aggressive or insulting, had clearly been the superior. He 
asked the witness why he was demonstrating and joining forces with what Anwar R called the “scum,” 
the demonstrators. These demonstrators were apparently ignorant, in Anwar R’s view, and were plung-
ing the country into chaos for the sake of a pocketful of money. The revolution was being controlled from 
the outside, he claimed. The witness was told that he should not associate with such people. The claim 
that the secret service was responsible for deplorable practices was pure propaganda, R said. Over the 
course of the conversation, Anwar R brought forward a frightened detainee and claimed that he had taken 
part in demonstrations while armed and had shot at guards. Nevertheless, that individual did not appear 
to have been mistreated. The visibly frightened detainee also confirmed this. However, the witness [Z8] 
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felt that this performance was nothing less than bad theater. The next day, the witness was again taken to 
Anwar R’s basement office. The latter informed him that he would be released that day. The witness was 
then given back his personal belongings and brought to Anwar R’s office on the second floor. The office, 
on whose wall a picture of Hafez al-Assad was hung, was spacious and elegant, he said. Anwar R report-
edly spoke in praise of Hafez al-Assad and remarked that things would not have come to this under Hafez 
al-Assad. It is worth recalling in this context that Hafez al-Assad put down the Muslim Brotherhood pro-
tests between 1980 and 1982 in a bloody and brutal manner, and between 20,000 and 30,000 civilians were 
killed in the massacre in Hama alone on 2 February 1982. The witness was then taken to the office of 
[Tawfiq Younes]. The witness claims to have extended his hand to [Tawfiq Younes], which the latter shook 
only reluctantly and with a gesture demonstrating discomfort. The witness had the impression that [Taw-
fiq Younes] would have liked him to get down on his knees and humbly apologize.

The credible description given by the witness [Z8] also proves the extensive authority of the 
defendant in December 2011. He was able not only to protect an actor he appreciated from beatings 
and abuse, but even to arrange for his release. His subordinates carried out his orders promptly and 
treated him with the appropriate respect. His superior, [Tawfiq Younes], accepted the release, although 
he clearly had no interest in the witness and would have obviously preferred him to leave the al-Khatib 
branch with more humility. Such behavior on the part of the head of the department would have been 
impossible if he had distrusted Anwar R and considered him disloyal.

Witness [Z9] also confirmed at the trial that the defendant had extensive authority in the 
al-Khatib branch during her detention from 12 to 19 April 2012. During this time, she was blindfolded 
and led to Anwar R’s office on the upper floor. She reportedly heard Anwar R say, “I’ve told you a thou-
sand times not to bring people in with blindfolds on!” As a result, her blindfold was removed. After a 
conversation of about twenty minutes, Anwar R had ordered a staff member to take her back to the sol-
itary confinement cell. When the witness asked if she could smoke a cigarette, Anwar R instructed an 
employee to give her one. She was then returned to the cell, she said. The witness attributed the aston-
ishingly good treatment to Kofi Annan’s visit at the time. This credible description given by the witness 
[Z9] shows that the defendant was the head of the interrogations subdivision in April 2012 as well, and 
was still invested with full authority at that time.

The testimony of the well-known Syrian actress [Z10] also confirms this. Although we were not 
able to hear [Z10’s testimony] in person at the main trial, Chief Inspector Z12 reported on the interview 
conducted by the BKA in Paris on 27 August 2019. After a prior detention in March/April 2012, [Z10] 
had been summoned to the al-Khatib branch. To begin with, [Z10] was led by a guard to an office, where 
she encountered a prisoner with a severely swollen face. The guard told her to write down her life story, 
she said. She was then taken to Anwar R’s office, where there was a desk, two chairs, a coffee table and 
a sofa. Pictures of Hafez and Bashar al-Assad were hanging on the wall. Anwar R ordered coffee for her 
and himself. Then he reportedly questioned her about her work and about other actors, openly express-
ing admiration for her career. He then asked questions about her ties to the opposition. He repeatedly 
praised the methods of the previous president, Hafez al-Assad, during the conversation. These state-
ments frightened the witness because her father had been imprisoned and maltreated during the period 
of the Hafez al-Assad government.

During the interview, staff members apparently repeatedly came into the office to speak to 
Anwar R. At one point, she said, an officer with his sleeves rolled up entered the office and reported to 
Colonel Anwar R: “Your orders have been carried out!” An older employee reportedly appeared several 
times and presented several documents to the defendant for his signature. Once, Anwar R is said to have 
looked at a document and asked when this had happened. The older employee had replied with “Today, 
sidi.” Anwar R had then apparently said, in essence, “Don’t take him out today—today is only Friday. 
Don’t take him out until Saturday! Which idiot did this?” The witness [Z10] deduced from this that the 
matter concerned a deceased prisoner who was to be transported, and that Anwar R had to authorize 
this. Colonel Anwar R subsequently confirmed this assumption. He reportedly asked the witness if she 
was scared at that point, to which the witness replied that she was just very sad. Anwar R apparently 
responded with, something along the lines of, “In such chaotic circumstances, sometimes both the good 
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guys and the bad guys die.” It was therefore conclusively apparent to the witness that this was about a 
deceased inmate. Then, she said, she was released.

This statement also proves the position and power Anwar R possessed until May 2012. Those 
under his command carried out his orders promptly, treated him as a superior, served him coffee, and 
submitted documents for his approval and signature. He was immediately informed of important 
events in the branch, such as the death of a prisoner. The testimony of witness [Z10], who recognized 
the defendant beyond any doubt, is completely credible. She did not display any desire to incriminate 
the defendant, even stating that the defendant had treated her well under the circumstances. She also 
declined to appear here in court. The defendant himself acknowledged the conversation with the wit-
ness in his statement. In it, he confirmed that he had given orders that had been implemented and that 
he had served coffee. His comment that in chaotic circumstances, both the good and the bad die had 
referred to the general chaotic situation in Syria.

The continued authority of the defendant was also confirmed by witness [NK14]. The latter testi-
fied that he and her daughter [NK13] had been arrested by employees of Subdivision 40 at a demonstra-
tion on 25 May 2012. After 23 days in extremely hostile conditions in the al-Khatib branch, that is, on 20 
June 2012, [NK14] was taken to Anwar R’s luxurious office. She said the latter was known to her person-
ally from two previous encounters in 2011. Anwar R reportedly ordered the guard who had brought her 
to him—and who had bowed to his superior—to release [NK14]. This was also done immediately. Her 
visit to the office lasted only five minutes. The fact that prisoners were released on his mere orders shows 
the extent of the defendant’s authority. His orders were not questioned by his subordinates; rather, they 
were carried out immediately and directly.

[Z13] could be cited as further evidence, if we were to believe him—but we do not. The witness 
provided a paragon of the witness testimony. He constantly repeated the message he was meant or wanted 
to convey. He dodged specific questions. He refused to provide details that could have been used to verify 
his statement. There is nothing more to be said about it. Whoever paid that witness made a bad investment.

[…] prove that the defendant’s statement that he had been deprived of his authority belongs to the 
realm of fantasy. It would be completely nonsensical to deceive the al-Khatib branch staff and detainees. 
The Syrian regime, and in particular the Syrian intelligence service, certainly had more pressing prob-
lems during the period of the crime than concealing the ousting of a high-ranking intelligence officer 
from its own employees and detainees. Why bother? A high-profile demotion and appropriate punish-
ment would have had a much more deterring effect on potential deserters and regime critics within the 
intelligence service.

Moreover, the defendant’s statement is obviously intended to play down the situation in Syria as 
well as his personal involvement. First of all, the defendant’s statement attempts to suggest that prior to 
the protests in spring 2011, the conditions in the al-Khatib branch had been acceptable. The defendant 
claims that otherwise he would have had to desert earlier. However, the opposite was true. Even before 
March 2011, intolerable conditions prevailed in Detention Center 251, for which the defendant was 
responsible.

This has been established, among other things, on the basis of the credible statements made by 
[Z14], [Z15], [Z16], [Z17] and [Z18].

Witness [Z15] reported that he had been detained and mistreated in the al-Khatib branch as early 
as 2010. At that time too, the “German chair,” shabeh method and electrical torture had been practiced. 
The guards were constantly administering beatings. The food and the hygienic conditions were report-
edly deplorable.

Z16 likewise reported that he witnessed extensive torture during his detention in the al-Khatib 
branch in September 2010. Because, at only 17 years old, he was still very young, he had only been hit on 
his feet, back and head with a cable. Other prisoners, including his brother, had been subjected to fur-
ther abuse using the dulab method and electricity, he said. Their food was insufficient, and the hygienic 
conditions were very poor.

Z18, who was cited by the defense, also reported dire conditions in the al-Khatib branch as early 
as February 2011. He had been arrested on 3 February 2011 while trying to organize a demonstration, 
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and was taken to the al-Khatib branch via Subdivision 40 on 4 April, he said. The conditions of the con-
finement were very bad, even though he had been placed in a coveted solitary cell. He said he constantly 
heard screams from those being tortured and feared he would be next. He stated that he had also been 
beaten during an interrogation, but not as seriously as other detainees. The witness explained that this 
preferential treatment was due to his status as a well-known writer in Syria. The food supply had been 
inadequate, and he had only been allowed to use the toilets twice a day. Once, he said, he saw a detainee 
being beaten in front of his cell door so violently that the detainee soiled himself. The guards then forced 
the victim to eat his own feces.

The circumstances before March 2011 and the role of the defendant Anwar R are likewise estab-
lished by the statements of witness [Z17]. The testimony of that witness—who is residing in Sweden, 
and who did not appear in court—was introduced on the 59th day of trial by Chief Inspector Z5. During a 
police interview, [Z17] reported that he had met Anwar R in February 2011 after having previously been 
tortured in the detention center of the al-Khatib branch. The latter shouted at him to look down. Anwar 
R then asked the witness whether he was an Iraqi citizen, which the witness denied. The witness then 
saw an Iraqi national, who was obviously the man R had been inquiring about, being taken to the interro-
gation room where Anwar R was. A short time later, [Z17] heard the screams of the Iraqi being tortured.

These statements firmly establish that, contrary to what the defendant suggests in his statement, 
conditions in the al-Khatib branch had already been appalling before the protests began on 15 March 
2011, and, moreover, torture was being carried out even in the presence of the defendant.

Moreover, the way the defendant describes in his statement the events of spring 2011 demon-
strates his tendency to play down events. For instance, the defendant stated through his defense attor-
neys that “chaos” had broken out in Syria as of 15 March 2011. This description of what happened 
is simply inaccurate. After 15 March 2011, there was initially no chaos in Syria; instead, civilians 
held peaceful demonstrations to draw attention to the injustices taking place in the country, and they 
demanded the rights and freedoms to which they were entitled. The regime’s reaction to this was wide-
spread violence and brutality. This is not commonly referred to as “chaos,” but rather, as state violence 
and oppression. Through these acts, the Syrian government sparked what would later become a civil 
war. The description of the peaceful demonstrations as chaos allows conclusions to be drawn about the 
attitude of the defendant.

Incidentally, this is also the case for the rest of the wording of his statement. The defendant, 
through his defense lawyers, claimed that because of the massive wave of arrests by the Republican 
Guard, he had wanted to check whether there were any arrest warrants for the prisoners being held in 
custody or whether they appeared on a wanted list. He said that the disciplinary proceedings against 
him in summer 2011—which led to his punitive transfer to Branch 285—had been initiated because he 
refused to admit 11 pre-trial detainees to the al-Khatib branch during a night shift. These detainees had 
been handed over by members of the 4th Division. However, no arrest warrants had been issued against 
them, nor had they been included on any wanted lists.

Aside from the fact that this contradicts the defendant’s claim that he was deprived of all author-
ity as of June 2011, the choice of words makes a mockery of the actual circumstances. We know from a 
large number of former detainees that no reference was made to arrest warrants at any stage, nor were 
such warrants ever opened at any time. Nor were there any remand prisons in the proper sense of the 
term. The detainees were defenseless. The arrests were made without legal grounds and arbitrarily. The 
defendant’s choice of words attempts to suggest that there was at least some rule of law prior to March 
2011. This is not accurate. Syrian citizens have always been at the mercy of the tyranny of the Syrian 
intelligence services, which were allowed to operate at will and were not accountable to anyone.

BREAK
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Esteemed senate and parties to the proceedings, the evidence heard in this trial has also refuted the alle-
gation that Subdivision 40 effectively seized power in Branch 251.

First of all, witness [Z19] clearly contradicted this. [Z19] was responsible for […] until his deser-
tion in August 2012. During this time, he witnessed the transport of detainees to and from the detention 
center. When the gates opened, he could look out onto the branch’s compound, which he sometimes also 
had to enter. Z19 confirmed that Subdivision 40 staff would deliver detainees to Branch 251, some of 
whom were beaten there. However, they apparently would not stay there; rather, they would leave Branch 
251 again. No interrogations were conducted by employees of Subdivision 40 in Branch 251, Z19 explic-
itly stated. It was true that Subdivision 40 had enjoyed wide-ranging freedoms because of the familial 
links between its leader and the president. These freedoms would have extended to allowing Subdivi-
sion 40 to break up demonstrations and detain participants even without explicit orders. Otherwise, how-
ever, it had apparently been subordinate to Branch 251.

The former co-defendant Eyad A also did not mention the alleged takeover by Subdivision 40 
during his trial in the asylum proceedings, nor did he do so during his police interview. He had other-
wise been very willing to provide information, and had reported in detail on crimes committed by mem-
bers of Subdivision 40 and its head Hafez Makhlouf. Also, he incriminated himself to a great extent 
during the examination of the witnesses. As a warrant officer and therefore a senior non-commissioned 
officer, he would have been aware if such a transfer of power had taken place. The explanation as to why 
he did not mention this is obvious: it simply did not take place.

Nor, incidentally, is there any rationale behind a takeover of the al-Khatib branch by Subdivision 
40. As a rapid response and clearing force, it had sufficient work to do as of March 2011 and did not need 
to acquire any new tasks. Moreover, none of the witnesses detained by Subdivision 40 reported that they 
were later interrogated in the al-Khatib branch by those same Subdivision 40 personnel.

Let us address just one more of the many points from the defendant’s statement in his [clumsy] 
attempts to deny his responsibility for events at the al-Khatib branch. The defendant has argued through 
his defense attorneys that the al-Khatib branch did not have necessary device to carry out the shabeh 
method of torture. However, we have now heard a variety of witnesses here who have reported that they 
were either subjected to this torture themselves or at least saw or heard that this torture was being used. 
These include NK1, [Z20], [Z9], NK6, NK7, NK13, NK8, [Z15], [NK11], NK10, NK19, [Z21, whose testi-
mony was presented by Chief Inspector Z5], [NK21], [Z22].

It is possible to concede that the defendant may have disapproved of the brutality of the secu-
rity forces because it hindered his performance of his duties as an investigator. People who had been 
knocked unconscious or beaten to death immediately after arrest were useless to him in his capacity as 
an investigator. He was unable to obtain any information from them. This is exactly what he testified to 
the LKA Baden-Württemberg on October 26, 2017, [which] was presented in court by Chief Inspector 
[Z23]. In his testimony, he somewhat cynically boasted, “Dead people were brought to our office—what 
were we supposed to do with corpses? We moved them on to the hospital.” However, this does not change 
the fact that the defendant exercised his position with authority and command. In the end, his role and 
status were more important to him than his annoyance at his professional activities being restricted.

In short, the defendant’s statement of 18 May 2020 represents a failed attempt to deny responsibil-
ity for the undeniable, inhumane conditions in the al-Khatib branch and the atrocious crimes commit-
ted under his orders and with his consent, within his sphere of responsibility.

As regards the weighing of evidence concerning the systematic and widespread attack on the civil-
ian population, we refer to the detailed, accurate explanations in the written judgment of 24 February 2021. 
The witnesses who have been heard since then have unreservedly confirmed the findings made there.

The findings regarding the conditions in the al-Khatib branch are well-established in light of 
the testimony of the witnesses heard here in court. The witnesses and joint plaintiffs NK1, [Z20], [Z24], 
[Z25], [Z26], [Z27], NK3, [Z9], NK4, [Z28], [NK2], [Z29], [Z30], NK6, […], NK5, [Z17], [Z31], NK7, NK8, 
[…], [Z14], NK13, [NK14], [NW15], [Z32], NK11, [Z15], NK10, NK12, NK21, NK18, [Z33], NK19, NK17, 
[Z8], NK16, […], [Z21], [Z34] recounted either themselves, or had recounted on their behalf by the police 
officers who had interviewed them, incidents of unimaginable torture that they experienced in the 
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al-Khatib branch during the period of the crime. They were abused, insulted and humiliated. Many said 
they were closer to death than to life, after the ordeal they endured. It was clearly perceptible that many 
of them remain broken to this day. Their tears and their inconceivable sadness—which enveloped every 
word spoken, every gesture, and the entire courtroom like a dark, heavy veil—were evidence of their 
mental condition. Those who were not victims of violence themselves heard the suffering of their fellow 
detainees. They heard their screams and their pleas for their torture to end. They all reported spending 
varying lengths of time in the underground dungeon in Branch 251. They had to continuously breathe in 
a mixture of stale air, blood and excrement. They all described days and weeks of suffering from hunger, 
not being able to wash, and being exposed to nothing but the slow crawl of time, in addition to the vio-
lence that took place during the interrogations.

On their behalf, we quote joint plaintiff NK7 in court: “I think it was cell number 5, that death 
cell; I still relive it today. It really was a cell of death. It may as well have been a tomb. Between 130 and 
140 people. In a cell that was 3 or 3.5 meters wide, not the usual 6 meters. Dark—there was no light, no 
window; the only light that came to us was through a sort of opening in the door. This opening was 30 
or 40 centimeters in size. Some air came in through this opening, along with dull light from the corridor. 
There was some sort of extractor fan in the cell that provided a kind of ventilation by sucking air into the 
room. The conditions overall were very, very poor. It was like a tomb. We were dying all the time, every 
moment, because there was no air in there and because there were far too many people. We were packed 
in shoulder to shoulder. At first, I stood on one foot for five hours. I couldn’t even sit; I was always stand-
ing on one leg, alternating. The air was very, very bad. We could barely breathe. When they wanted to 
punish us, one of the guards would come and just close this opening and block this extractor fan. There 
was simply no air. We would have suffocated within three or four minutes. Drops of water dripped from 
the ceiling, mixed with lice. The state of our health was very bad. Everyone who was in there in that cell 
was sick. Most of them had fever, skin diseases, abscesses. We suffered very, very much in this room. It 
was, as I said, a tomb.”

Physicians [Z35] and [Z36] described the horrible conditions from a different point of view. Both 
had been working as residents at the Red Crescent Hospital since at least 2012 and were regularly called 
to the al-Khatib branch, where they were required to treat selected detainees. They were consistent in 
how they reported the poor state of the health care. The detainees—who were brought before them in 
groups—were […] and dehydrated. The length of the unkempt beards and fecal stains on the underpants 
were indicative of the length of detention, they said. The bodies of the detainees had been battered and 
marked by abuse. Bruises, welts, fractures, abscesses from untreated and infected wounds were seen as 
well as […]. Many detainees reported […]. […] And yet they, the two doctors, were only allowed to treat 
bone fractures and abscesses in a makeshift manner. Medications were rationed by al-Khatib branch 
staff, they said. They reported that it was also up to them to make the final decision as to which treat-
ments could be carried out and which detainees would have to be transferred to the hospital for further 
treatment. The clothes of the detainees were torn and dirty. The stench emanating from them was dis-
gusting. Some of the detainees apparently summoned up the courage to disclose the real reason for their 
injury. A mistake, as it turned out in each case, as the two doctors then both witnessed the violence per-
petrated by the guards. Kidney, heart or organ failure was recorded in death certificates to cover up the 
extent of the violence. In fact, most of the detainees succumbed to their poor general condition.

Witness [Z37], also a doctor at the Red Crescent Hospital, did not give any testimony herself in 
court. However, she confirmed to BKA Chief Inspector Z38 the condition of the patients who had been 
transferred from the al-Khatib branch to the hospital during the period of the crime in the indictment.

In our view, there is not the slightest doubt regarding the credibility of all the witnesses. They 
reported on their experiences without any apparent desire to incriminate. Many small details, which 
cropped up again and again, underpin the credibility of the ineffable, tragic and at the same time cruel 
reports: The “welcome party” upon arrival at the al-Khatib branch; the undressing and [search posi-
tion] upon arrival; the kitchen that functioned as a waiting area for imminent interrogations on the upper 
floor; the general descriptions of the premises, namely, the courtyard between the opposite buildings 
of the branch, the cells located there, and the interrogation rooms located mainly on the second floor; 
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[Abu G] being the most brutal guard and [Abu N] reminiscent of a character from a Turkish TV series; 
the interrogators’ silent orders to the guards to start the torture; the prefabricated confessions for which 
they merely put their fingerprint on a piece of paper; the controlled toilet times for those who had to stay 
in solitary cells; the open-air cell, which initially did not even have a roof; the perfunctory use of a green 
baton, which was supposed to commemorate the one-time special envoy for Syria to the United Nations 
and the Arab League, Lakhdar Brahimi, and was therefore named “Brahimi;” the meager portions and 
spoiled food that was provided and the distant calls of a muezzin as the last link to a world in which none 
of them seemed to belong anymore.

Based on everything we have heard and seen in court, there is no doubt that during the period 
specified in the indictment, thousands of detainees in Branch 251 were unlawfully deprived of their lib-
erty, brutally tortured or detained in a manner tantamount to torture, and […]. Reference is also made to 
the applicable comments of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court dated 24 February 2021.

In defense of the accused, we are assuming, as stated in the indictment, that “only” 4,000 indi-
viduals were tortured and unjustly detained. This number is certain based on the defendant’s statement. 
According to him, there was no time from 15 March 2011 onwards when the detention center of Branch 
251 was not overcrowded. Until he was transferred to Branch 285, instead of 200, for which they were 
equipped, the cells never held fewer than 1,000 people, and often more. There was no fixed period of 
detention. Each of the witnesses heard in court recounted an arbitrary and highly personalized period of 
detention. Most of the witnesses who were heard as part of the taking of evidence spent a few days to a 
maximum of three weeks in the al-Khatib branch. Exceptions to this were the witnesses and joint plain-
tiffs [NK15], NK16, [Z20] [and Z39]. Joint plaintiff NK1 was detained for two months; Z29 was held for 
somewhat longer, specifically from the end of August to the end of November […].

If the defendant is to be believed that each detainee spent approximately two months in custody 
before being transferred or released, then approximately 8,000 prisoners resided in the underground 
holding areas during the period of the crime, which was slightly more than 16 months. Even with an 
average stay of three months, that would still amount to 5,000 detainees. After deducting a margin of 
error, a minimum number of 4,000 persons may and must be assumed if the defendant is to be believed.

This assumption is confirmed by Eyad A. When questioned by the BKA, he reported that from 
July 2011 onwards, as head of a checkpoint, he had arrested around 100 people a day and brought them 
to the al-Khatib branch. Three quarters of them would have been demonstrators, he said. If we limit 
ourselves to this number and assume arrests were made on 20 days per month due to possible days off 
work, and equate this to the period stipulated in the indictment, this would result in a total number of 
24,000 people. Eyad A further stated that he had been involved in the arrest and delivery to the al-Khatib 
branch of approximately 1,000 individuals between 2011 and 2012.

At least 30 people died in the al-Khatib branch during the period of the crime stipulated in the 
indictment. This is evident from the following: The former defendant Eyad A made extensive state-
ments not only about the conditions of detention in the al-Khatib branch, but also about the severe con-
sequences that occurred as a result. He said that detainees often died over the course of investigations. 
Specifically, Eyad A stated that he had seen a total of ten deceased individuals in the al-Khatib branch 
between May and […] 2011. Eyad A also [reported], regarding a date between July and September 2012 
that can no longer be determined, how a guard had allegedly struck a detainee on the head so brutally 
at a “welcome party” in the yard that the detainee had died on the spot. There is no doubt regarding the 
credibility of the statements made by Eyad A, the former co-defendant. This was attested by BKA Chief 
Inspector Z5 in his capacity as the interrogating officer. Eyad A’s conviction in February 2021 is also 
based on the information he provided. Based on this testimony, it is therefore clear that ten detainees 
died in the courtyard of the al-Khatib branch during the period between May and June 2011, and another 
detainee died at some point between July and September.

Chief Inspector Z12 reported in his capacity as the interrogating officer on the experiences of 
witness Z40, as this witness, who lives abroad, did not wish to appear in court. Z40 was arrested with 
others in May 2012 and subsequently detained for a few days in the al-Khatib branch. During his deten-
tion, he endured interrogations that were violent in nature. During one of these interrogations, an old 
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man who had been strung up next to him died as a result of the torture he had suffered. When asked, 
Chief Inspector Z12 stated that there had been no difficulties at all in understanding witness Z40 and 
that his statements had been credible in every respect. When describing the death, the witness reacted 
very emotionally. During the ensuing break in the interview, Z40 vomited. The accuracy of the state-
ments made by witness Z40 is also supported by his attitude towards the criminal proceedings. He made 
it clear to Chief Inspector Z12, and also in writing to the senate, that he did not approve of the prosecu-
tion of deserters. From his point of view, it would have been much more natural not to report the event 
instead of inventing it. It therefore appears that another detainee was killed in March 2011.

[Z20] was arrested on the first day of Ramadan in 2012, i.e., 19 July. He spent 45 days in the 
al-Khatib branch and not only became the victim of numerous violent attacks himself, but also wit-
nessed the suffering of his fellow detainees. During his detention, specifically between 18 July and 18 
August 2011, a total of 15 detainees died, including one child. [Z20] reported in detail on the conditions of 
detention that prevailed in the al-Khatib branch. In particular, the detainees found it difficult to breathe 
due to the lack of oxygen. So difficult that a child who was not even seven years old, but who had already 
been tortured, could obviously no longer cope physiologically. The child died surrounded by countless 
helpless adults, including his own father. The witness forcefully stated, “It was difficult even for us to 
get air, how could a child survive that?” In addition, according to witness Z20, another 13 people died 
as a result of the torture they suffered in the detention center. The dead bodies were sometimes simply 
dumped in the corridor. Another detainee, who was from the locality of [Al Ghouta], was beaten in the 
throat with a metal rod with such brutality that he died.

The other deaths that were attributed to the defendant Anwar R on the basis of witness Z20’s tes-
timony in the pre-trial proceedings prior to the indictment have not been confirmed because the wit-
ness did not provide any specific recollections in court: as he could not be certain due to the time that 
had passed, Z20 reduced the minimum number of deceased to those cases that he could still remember. 
Based on this credible testimony, it has therefore been established that at least 15 detainees, including 
one child, died in the period from 19 July 2011 to […].

The aforementioned witness [Z35], who worked as a doctor at the Red Crescent Hospital from 
February 2012 to the end of 2013, and who treated al-Khatib branch detainees on several occasions dur-
ing that time, credibly stated that he also became aware of at least ten deaths during the Islamic month 
of Ramadan in 2012, which began on 19 July and ended on 18 August. According to the witness’ credible 
statement, they died either in the detention center, where [Z35] had seen them during one of his numer-
ous rounds, or in the Red Crescent Hospital, where they were taken due to their poor general condition 
and succumbed to their injuries there. In each case, the doctor saw the cause of death in the context of the 
overall circumstances: torture as well as the poor conditions of detention.

The period of Ramadan 2012 fully overlaps with the period in which witness Z20 was aware of 
a total of 15 deaths on the premises of the al-Khatib branch. For this reason, if the defendant is to be 
believed, it must be assumed that those detainees who lost their lives in the al-Khatib branch itself were 
all the same person. Since the witness [Z35] was unable to state specifically how many died in the hos-
pital and how many died in prison, it must again be assumed, if we are to believe the defendant, that 
only one person died in the hospital. Although witness [Z35] also estimated that during the period of his 
employment at the Red Crescent Hospital from February 2012 to the end of 2013, another 50 detainees 
died in the al-Khatib branch and approximately 100 died in the Red Crescent Hospital, we do not con-
sider this testimony to be sufficiently specific to base a conviction on it. This is an estimation. Nor is it 
known with the requisite degree of certainty how many of these people actually died.

As a result, it can be concluded from the credible information provided by witness [Z35] that there 
was another death in July or August 2012, which has not yet been mentioned by other witnesses.

Witness NK19 also provided information on deaths in the al-Khatib branch. The then 21-year-
old Syrian was arrested by members of the Shabiha militias on [27 July 2012]. He was brutally beaten 
for hours at a remote construction site. His torturers also tried to insert a baton into his anus. In addi-
tion, he was made a passive and involuntary performer of a mock execution. He was then taken to Sub-
division 40, where he was also severely maltreated. Finally, he was transferred to al-Khatib branch on 
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29 or 30 July 2012. After the “welcome party,” he was taken to a holding cell. During that first night, he 
witnessed the death of a fellow detainee. The detainees’ pleas to the guards to help the dying man went 
unheard. They were only told to call out again if the detainee did indeed die. When he finally did, the 
body was dragged out of the cell.

NK19 was transferred to the military hospital in Harasta after his first night because of his own 
declining health. The only things that distinguished his stay there from that in the al-Khatib branch 
were being able to breathe fresh air and stretch out on a bed. The way he was actually treated, on the 
other hand, was almost identical, if not worse. Blindfolded, he lay chained to a bed, badly injured, and 
was the victim of sadistic attacks carried out by the guards and nursing staff. He was beaten with 
cables and had burning cigarette butts stubbed out on his skin. He hoped in vain for some form of med-
ical treatment.

Witness NK19 correctly emphasized the senselessness of this torture, which, unlike that in the 
al-Khatib branch, did not even serve to extract information from the victims. Ultimately, it was probably 
only perpetrated because the guards and nurses simply had the opportunity to do so. The other patients 
did not fare any better; they, too, were humiliated, neglected and maltreated. When one of the guards 
on duty learned that his brother had died, each inmate in the infirmary received 300 blows on their feet 
administered with a piece of plastic tubing. Like the witness, the others in his hospital ward had been 
transferred from Branch 251. NK19 reported that each intelligence department had its own […] guarded 
by guards that the respective department had sent.

During his stay of about nine days, two people died at Harasta Military Hospital. Witness NK19 
already knew a person named [W] from his brief stay at the al-Khatib branch. This person had suffered 
such severe injuries to the soles of his feet there that he was unable to go to the toilet by himself. At the 
hospital, [W] developed a high fever and eventually died. According to NK19, gangrene had developed on 
the victim’s feet. The other person was right next to NK19 in his bed when he died. The hospital employee 
who was called in first had tea with the guards and before dragging the dead body out of the room.

Once NK19 was transferred back to the al-Khatib branch after nine or ten days at the hospital, 
therefore on [9 or 10 August 2012], he witnessed the deaths of at least three other detainees during his 
subsequent detention in one of the underground holding cells, which lasted approximately 27 days. They 
initially fainted and subsequently remained lifeless in the cell overnight. The next morning, all the other 
detainees said the Muslim prayer for the dead. Before this ritual prayer was said, they made sure beyond 
any doubt that the individuals had already passed away. Also, by that time, the bodies were already cold 
and pallid. The bodies were then taken out of the cell. The time period in which the deaths of these three 
individuals occurred overlaps with the detention of [Z20], who saw a total of fourteen dead adults during 
the period of Ramadan in 2012. Therefore, if the defendant is to be believed, it must be assumed that the 
three deaths witnessed by NK19 are to be deducted from the fourteen deaths also reported by the wit-
ness [Z20]. Consequently, based on the testimony of NK19, it is clear that two people died in the military 
hospital in Harasta who were not mentioned by any other witness.

Like witness [Z35], witness [Z36] also had to attend the al-Khatib branch and regularly treat 
selected inmates there. [Z36] was even working at the hospital as early as April 2011. Although many 
of those he treated were closer to death than to life, he did not see any corpses. However, on an unspec-
ified day between spring 2011 and June 2012, he was called to a pickup truck parked in front of the hos-
pital entrance. There were two or three dead people in the panel truck. He was ordered by the guards 
who were driving or riding in the vehicle to ascertain the cause of death, which he did. The witness 
was unable to provide any information on the cause of death. However, according to the doctor, the 
deceased were in very bad condition. They were nothing but skin and bones. Whether these dead bod-
ies are those that were seen by the former defendant [A], the witnesses NK19 or […] cannot be deter-
mined with certainty or excluded, so if we are to believe the defendant, it must be assumed that they 
are the same bodies.

The specific cause of death of the total of at least 30 deceased persons cannot ultimately be estab-
lished in individual cases. Based on the statements of the victim-witnesses as well as the doctors [Z35] 
and [Z36] about the brutal maltreatment and torture, the appalling sanitary conditions and those of the 
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cells, we can rule out the possibility that they died of natural causes. Their deaths were caused by a com-
bination of factors that originated in the al-Khatib branch or the torture unit that was relocated to Har-
asta Military Hospital.

This is confirmed by the expert witness statement provided by forensic pathologist Professor R on 
the basis of the Caesar pictures he examined, to the effect that it is highly improbable that the deceased 
in the photographs could have died of natural causes, given their overall condition and appearance. He 
pointed out that the corpses from all the branches were similar and that he therefore assumed that the same 
tools and torture methods were used systematically in every branch and that similar conditions prevailed.

In our opinion, further deaths reported in the pre-trial proceedings and at the trial are not attrib-
utable to the defendant. For example, witness [Z4] reported in the pre-trial proceedings about a dead 
elderly man he had seen in the al-Khatib branch. In court, he would not specify whether this person was 
deceased, although the circumstances indicated that he was.

When the indictment was filed, it was decided not to charge him with Dr. M’s death. The taking 
of evidence upheld the legality of this decision. It was not possible to establish when and where M died, 
even during the main proceedings. With regard to the witness [Z41]’s account of a detainee who had had 
a gunshot wound and died in his cell, it cannot be ruled out, if the defendant is to be believed, that this 
bullet wound, which was probably sustained outside the al-Khatib branch during a demonstration, was 
in itself the cause of death.

After all this, it has been established that a total of at least 30 people lost their lives in the al-Khatib 
branch during the period of the crime stipulated in the indictment under the authority of Anwar R. They 
died due to the conditions in the detention center and as a result of the violence they suffered. The 
defendant was aware and knew that this could and would happen. At the very least, he accepted this.

The findings relating to the sexual assaults as part of the overall crime against humanity are 
based on the information provided by expert witnesses T, Anwar al-Bunni and Mazen Darwish. Many 
of the witnesses, including [Z20], NK3, [Z9], NK6, [Z42], [Z41], […], NK19, NK16, and [Z43], reported that 
sexual violence plays a central role in the Syrian intelligence apparatus. Women in particular are sub-
jected to verbal and physical attacks that are sexual in nature. Victims of sexual violence suffer con-
siderable stigmatization, especially in Arab culture. This can apparently even lead to the victim being 
ostracized from their family. The mere threat of using sexual violence on the victim directly or on close 
family members such as mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters causes great fear, despair, and guilt, they 
said. Those affected by it would usually do anything to somehow avert that disaster. The shame is so 
great after suffering such torture that people do not talk about it at all, or at least not publicly.

The reports published by the United Nations Human Rights Council in November 2011 and Feb-
ruary 2012, which were read out in court, also indicate that sexual violence was used before and after the 
demonstrations and was thus committed during the period of the crime.

At this point, we would like to refer once again to the relevant comments of the Koblenz Higher 
Regional Court dated 24 February 2021. Joint plaintiffs NK4, NK21 and NK1 recounted the respec-
tive sexual assaults against their persons in court. NK1 had a baton inserted into her anus, NK4 had her 
breast touched by a guard, and NK21 had to endure a guard grabbing her head and thrusting it into [his] 
groin area. There is no doubt regarding the credibility of the statements given by the witnesses. All three 
witnesses were able to give a coherent and comprehensible account of what happened in their respective 
situations. None of the statements were made with the desire to incriminate, so in our view, the crimes 
committed against the three aforementioned persons can be considered as proven.

Moreover, there is absolutely no doubt that joint plaintiff NK13 was also a victim of sexual vio-
lence in the al-Khatib branch. She was subjected not only to lewd looks and foul verbal abuse by the 
guards, but also to physical assaults perpetrated by them. Unfortunately, due to her clearly perceptible 
psychological trauma, the witness was unable to give a sufficiently detailed description of the assaults 
in terms of time, place and content, and to do so in a manner consistent with what had been stated in the 
pre-trial proceedings. Due to the considerable discrepancies between her statements in the pre-trial 
proceedings and her statements in court, we do not believe that it can be determined with the certainty 
required for a conviction when the witness suffered which sexual assaults and where.
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LET US NOW, ESTEEMED MEMBERS OF THE SENATE,  
TURN TO THE LEGAL ANALYSIS.

The applicability of German criminal law to the crimes against humanity committed against Syrian 
nationals in Syria follows directly from the principle of international law set forth in Section 1 of the 
Code of Crimes against International Law (VStGB). According to the established case law of the Federal 
Court of Justice (BGH), most recently confirmed in the judgment dated 28 January 2012, German courts 
also have jurisdiction under the German Criminal Code (StGB). With this decision, the Federal Court of 
Justice has once again made it clear that there is no obstacle to criminal prosecution on the grounds of 
immunity from prosecution of a functionary.

Let us therefore turn to how the defendant Anwar R’s actions meet the requirements of the crimes 
of which he accused. The First Criminal Division of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court stated in its 
judgment dated 24 February 2021 with detailed and correct reasoning, that a widespread and systematic 
attack pursuant to Section 7 of the VStGB had taken place. Witnesses who have since testified have also 
confirmed and corroborated this. The widespread and systematic attack also continued until the end 
of the period of the crimes on 7 September 2012. There is no doubt that the regime became increasingly 
brutal against the civilian population as the insurgency progressed.

As part of this systematic and widespread attack on the civilian population, and up until the point 
at which the defendant deserted, thousands of opposition members and bystanders died across Syria as 
a result of firing on demonstrations and—this is the focus of the criminal proceedings here—as a result 
of abuse in intelligence departments. In the al-Khatib branch, the branch in which the defendant Anwar 
R headed the interrogation sub-branch and was responsible for the detention center located in the base-
ment, at least 30 prisoners died within the period of the crimes from 29 March 2011 to 7 September 2012 
due to hostile conditions and as a result of the severe ill-treatment. As already stated during the weigh-
ing of evidence, the specific cause of death can no longer be determined for individual cases. The long 
period of time and the impossibility of investigating the specific circumstances on the ground lead to 
the conclusion that we must—and are able to—rely on the information provided by the witnesses, expert 
witnesses and experts.

The conditions that prevailed in the al-Khatib branch, it was also explained, were characterized 
from a legal point of view by a combination of active behaviors and willful neglect. The active behav-
iors took the form of the physical and psychological use of force, as well as humiliation and verbal abuse. 
Elements of neglect consisted of withholding food and depriving detainees of hygiene and medical care. 
However, the focus of the actions that led to the [death] of the victims should undoubtedly be placed in 
the realm of active behaviors. Without the psychological and physical violence, the detainees would 
not have needed the medical care that was ultimately withheld in the first place. Furthermore, it can be 
assumed that a body that was not impaired by injuries would have been able to compensate for the dep-
rivation of nutrients better and for a longer period of time.

As a result, we must assume the occurrence of 30 active homicides pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 
1 VStGB. The killings in Branch 251 were also committed for base motives as defined in Section 211 
StGB. According to the established case law of the Federal Court, base motives are deemed to exist if the 
motives for carrying out a killing are considered to be despicable by general moral standards and are of 
the worst order. That is clearly the case here.

The torture and associated killings of detainees in Branch 251 were carried out for the sole pur-
pose of violently quashing the legitimate peaceful push for freedom by a segment of the Syrian popula-
tion. The victims had previously merely rebelled, actually or supposedly, against a dictatorial regime of 
injustice. In general, countless acts of torture as defined in Section 7 (1) Point 5 VStGB took place in Syr-
ian intelligence and military detention centers during the period stipulated in the indictment. At least 
4,000 people were tortured in the al-Khatib branch during the period of the crime from 29 April 2011 
to 7 September 2012. In its ruling from February 2021, the First Senate of the Koblenz Higher Regional 
Court determined that not only the ill-treatment, but also the inhumane conditions of detention in them-
selves constituted torture. In the prosecution’s view, there is nothing to add to this, which means that no 
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legal comments will be made at this point. Furthermore, the joint plaintiffs also suffered the offense of 
grievous bodily harm as defined in § 224 of the German Criminal Code (StGB). They all unanimously 
reported how they had been verbally abused, humiliated and degraded during their detention. They 
were also physically abused, sometimes severely. The guards arbitrarily beat the usually shackled and 
defenseless detainees with their hands and various objects. There is absolutely no doubt that this treat-
ment caused pain and injuries that were rarely treated with medical care. In addition, all the witnesses 
and joint plaintiffs suffered from hunger. Not only were they denied sufficient food, which led to short-
ages, but they also lived in cells whose sanitary conditions can only be considered inhumane. The poor 
general condition of the detainees, their emaciated bodies and the pale skin, according to the expert wit-
nesses [Z35] and [Z36], were the consequences of this treatment. On top of that, there was the psycholog-
ical burden of becoming a victim of violence again and finally dying in the overcrowded collective cell, 
the loneliness of a solitary cell, or in the interrogation room filled with hatred and violence. This also 
caused lasting damage to the health of the detainees who survived.

The systematic and unremitting ill-treatment as described above [leads to the conclusion] that 
what the joint plaintiffs suffered was not a multitude of individual acts, but rather a continuous crime 
that began with the arrival of the victim at the branch and ended only when the victim left the branch. 
All the detainees were subjected to round-the-clock psychological and physical abuse.

Moreover, not only was the offense of inflicting bodily harm pursuant to Section 223 StGB com-
mitted, dangerous bodily harm as defined in Section 224 (1) Point 4 StGB was also committed. This is 
because the perpetration of the crime took place as part of a system. A multitude of people were part of 
this system in different ways and contributed in various degrees to making it work. […] who beat, ver-
bally abused and humiliated, who withheld food and medical treatment, and who left the detainees to 
themselves and their mental torment. There were also individuals, such as the defendant Anwar R, who 
issued orders, were responsible for the system, and were involved in the atrocities in other ways. They 
were all part of the whole and acted jointly. It is immaterial who in each case came into direct contact 
with the victim and can be considered to have acted directly. It should also be noted that such objects 
were sometimes used for the acts in question that are to be deemed as dangerous and which also meet the 
requirements for acts of bodily harm as defined in Section 224 StGB.

Against this backdrop, joint plaintiffs NK1, [NK2], NK3, NK4, [NK5], NK6, NK8, NK10, NK11, 
[NK12], [NK14], NK16, NK17, [NK18] and [NK20] each suffered dangerous bodily harm resulting from 
the use and application of dangerous tools as defined in Sections 223, 224 Point 2 and 4 StGB.

Joint plaintiff NK7 was arrested in May 2012 and was initially detained in the al-Khatib branch 
for one month. After spending several days in another intelligence unit in Nahja, he spent another week 
in the al-Khatib branch before eventually being transferred to Branch 285. Guards beat him with cables 
or plastic tubing during both periods of detention. As a result of the interruption caused by the tempo-
rary transfer, NK7 suffered two instances of dangerous bodily harm.

[Z39] was arrested in October 2011 and initially spent four days in the al-Khatib branch. He was 
then transferred to Branch 285, where he remained for six days. This was followed by a transfer back and 
a lengthy stay at the al-Khatib branch. A third and final period of detention lasting one week followed in 
2012. During these respective periods of detention, he was subjected to beatings by the guards, who used 
tools such as belts and whips to strike him. Here too, there were several, specifically three, incidents of 
dangerous bodily harm because of the gaps between the periods of detention.

Joint plaintiff NK19 was severely assaulted during his arrest in June 2012 and during his subse-
quent brief detention at Subdivision 40. His injuries were so serious that he had to be transferred to the 
military hospital in Harasta shortly after he was admitted to the al-Khatib branch. He was placed in a 
room containing only detainees who had been transferred from the al-Khatib branch. The guards there 
were also al-Khatib branch employees. According to the witness, each intelligence department had 
been assigned its own room in the hospital. After nine or ten days, NK19 returned to the Baghdad Street 
building, where he was severely abused by the guards with bludgeoning objects, as he had been before, 
until his final transfer. Despite the gaps between the periods of detention, in contrast to the joint plain-
tiffs NK7 and NK9, in this case there is only one offence. NK19 was continuously under the control of the 
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al-Khatib branch in Harasta as well. He was transported by their employees, guarded there and returned. 
Consequently, the room at Harasta Hospital was, in effect, a local outpost of Branch 251. People were not 
sent there to heal. The injured were merely to be restored to a state of health that would allow them to be 
subjected once again to particular methods of interrogation. As a result, NK19 is the victim of a bodily 
harm committed jointly and with the use of dangerous tools.

NK21 was picked up on 17 March 2012 and was required to appear regularly at al-Khatib branch 
for a period of 50 days. The first time she appeared, she said, was in late March or early April, possi-
bly on 4 April. A few days after the first interrogation, she was taken to another room in the basement, 
where she was abused for the first time. The guards used objects such as tubing to assault her, she said. 
After a few days, she had also had to spend the night in the branch for the first time, which had subse-
quently been repeated, although this did not take place in one stretch. Initially, there were three nights, 
but there could have been a total of ten nights with interruptions. During this time, she was exposed to 
the detention conditions and continuous physical and psychological violence like the other detainees. 
She was also repeatedly beaten during interrogations. She was sometimes suspended from the ceiling 
during these sessions. NK21 was not able to specify the time of these acts in more detail, which means 
that three different crimes can be assumed due to the gaps in time between them. An act of active mal-
treatment by the guards, which took place in the basement at the end of March 2012, […] which was fol-
lowed, if the defendant is to be believed, by the first overnight stay […] as well as two continuous crimes. 
If we are to believe the word of the defendant, there was only one interruption within the phase of ten 
overnight stays in April 2012. Again, because of the gaps between the assaults, these are considered to 
be three cases of bodily harm.

[NK14] was in captivity for several days. During this time, she was not directly physically abused 
by the guards and interrogators on duty. Due to the terrible conditions of detention, however, she also 
suffered jointly committed dangerous bodily harm.

Those detained in Branch 251 were also severely deprived of their liberty. The Koblenz Higher 
Regional Court also correctly stated on 24 February 2021 that the detentions in the al-Khatib branch 
constitute a deprivation of liberty pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 9 VStGB. Since this applies to the entire 
period of the offense up to 7 September 2012, repetitions shall be avoided and instead full reference shall 
be made to the reasoning of the verdict.

There is no need for lengthy comments on the fact that the actions of the Syrian regime also meet 
the criteria of Section 239 (1) StGB, which is, however—and at this point, we would like to anticipate the 
later comments on concurrence—subordinate in terms of the concurrence of offenses.

The situation is different for those detentions that exceed one week in duration and [which] are 
consequently to be regarded as qualified deprivations of liberty as defined in Section 239 (3) Point 1 
StGB. This pertains to the harm caused to joint plaintiffs NK1, NK3, NK5, NK7, [NK8], NK9, NK10, 
NK11, [NK12], [NK14], [NK13], [Z29], NK16, and NK19. As a result, there are a total of 14 acts of depriva-
tion of liberty, the duration of which exceeds 14 days.

Additionally, the offense of hostage-taking pursuant to Section 239b StGB was committed against 
joint plaintiffs NK1 and NK18. In accordance with Section 239b (1) of the German Criminal Code (StGB), 
anyone who abducts or gains physical control over a person in order to coerce him or her to perform an 
act through the threat of death, grievous bodily harm or deprivation of liberty for more than one week, 
or who exploits such a situation created by his or her act to commit such coercion, shall be liable to a cus-
todial sentence of not less than five years.

NK1 was unlawfully detained in the al-Khatib branch after his unlawful arrest for no apparent 
reason. During his time in custody, he was interrogated several times by officers and mistreated by the 
guards on duty. Psychological violence was also used. He was given to understand clearly through ges-
tures and words that everything would be done to obtain the necessary information. On one occasion, he 
was clearly told that they were authorized to extract everything out of him and that he would not live to 
see another day outside those four walls if he did not provide information.
NK18 had a similar experience. He was interrogated several times during his detention. During his sec-
ond interrogation, the interrogator clearly indicated to him that he did not want there to be any delays. 
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Instead, NK18 was to disclose the requested information immediately. When this did not happen, not 
only was force used immediately, he was also threatened with being killed with a bullet to the head and 
warned that no one would ask about him if he did not cooperate immediately.

In both cases, guards and interrogators took control of the unlawfully apprehended joint plain-
tiffs and exploited this ensuing situation in order to extract information from them. The means to this 
end was the threat of death.

BREAK

ESTEEMED MEMBERS OF THE SENATE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 
WE WILL NOW MOVE ON TO THE SEXUAL  
OFFENSES THAT RELATE FIRST OF ALL TO NK1.

According to Section 7 (1) Point 6 VStGB, a person commits crimes against humanity who, as part of the 
overall offense, coerces another person […] into prostitution, deprives her of her reproductive capacity, 
or, with the intent to influence the ethnic composition of a population, holds captive a woman who has 
been impregnated under the use of coercion. According to the explanatory memorandum, Section 7 (1) 
Point 6 is based on Article 7 bullet point g of the Rome Statute of the ICC.

According to the Elements of Crime to the ICC Statute, the crime of rape first requires the per-
petrator to interfere with the victim’s body, including penetration. This covers any penetration of a sex-
ual organ into the body of the victim or even the perpetrator, in addition to penetration into the genital 
or anal opening of the body with a body part or object. The offense also necessitates the use of force or 
coercion against the victim, the exploitation of a coercive situation, or the use of force against a victim 
who is incapable of giving consent.

The Syrian director NK1 [testified] that during one interrogation he had to endure during his 
three-month detention, a guard forcibly inserted a baton into his anus. This conduct undoubtedly consti-
tutes a […]. Furthermore, the conduct also fulfills the elements of the crime of rape pursuant to Section 
177 (1) Point 1, (2) Point 1 StGB in the version valid from 1 April 1998 until November 2016, which—here 
it should be anticipated once again—is subordinate to the crime against humanity in terms of concur-
rent offenses.

Finally, the acts committed against NK1 also constitute sexual abuse of prisoners pursuant to Sec-
tion 174a of the German Criminal Code (StGB) in the version applicable until 30 June 2021. According to 
this provision, sexual acts that someone performs on a prisoner entrusted to the perpetrator’s care, abus-
ing his or her position, or has performed on him or her by the prisoner or detained person, were and are 
punishable by law. The relationship of dominance and subordination between the perpetrator and the vic-
tim, which characterizes the crime and leads to the fact that the victim is restricted in his/her ability to 
decide and act due to his/her deprivation of freedom and is particularly at the mercy of the perpetrator’s 
grasp, is present in the case of NK1. There is no doubt that the insertion of the baton is a sexual act.

Let us move on to the experiences of NK4 and NK21. Syrian national NK4 was detained several 
times in Syrian facilities because of her activism. In February 2012, she spent four days in the al-Khatib 
branch detention center. There, she was not only the victim of physical abuse, but also experienced phys-
ical harassment at the hands of a guard who touched her breasts. She was blindfolded during this assault. 
NK21 was arrested shortly after NK4 and was subjected to the arbitrary nature of al-Khatib branch per-
sonnel, albeit intermittently. Unlike the other detainees, she was allowed to leave the detention center 
temporarily, but during the time she was there she was subjected to the same violence as the other 
detainees. On one occasion, a guard took hold of the bound woman’s head and pressed her face into his 
groin area. Only when prompted by another guard did he finally let go of the witness.

When it came into force, Section 7 (1) Point 6 VStGB corresponded to the then valid version 
of Section 177 StGB. Pursuant to this provision, sexual coercion is committed and continues to be 
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committed by anyone who coerces another person by force, by threat of present danger to life or limb, 
or by taking advantage of a situation in which the victim is defenseless against the perpetrator, to toler-
ate sexual acts on him or herself by the perpetrator or a third party, or to perform such acts on the perpe-
trator or a third party. A defenseless situation exists when the victim’s means of protection and defense 
are so diminished that he or she is exposed to the unrestrained influence of the perpetrator. When meas-
ured against this, NK4 and NK21 were undoubtedly victims of sexual assault. They found themselves 
defenseless in the hands of their torturers as they each took advantage of the situation and performed 
sexual acts on the joint plaintiffs. Due to the blindfolds they both had to wear, their ability to fight back 
was once again considerably limited. The conduct in question also meets the elements of the offense pur-
suant to Section 177 (1) Point 1 of the German Criminal Code (StGB) in the version valid from 1 April 
2009 to 9 November 2016. Owing to the nature of the elements of the crime, those also take a subordinate 
position to the crime against humanity in the form of sexual assault in terms of the concurrent offenses.

Just as with joint plaintiff NK1, the sexual acts in question […], who had to supervise NK4 and 
NK21 in their capacity as guards and took advantage of this […]. Accordingly, this also constitutes sex-
ual abuse of prisoners pursuant to Section 174a (1) StGB in the version applicable from 1 April 2004 to 
30 June 2021.

Due to the circumstances described earlier in the context of the weighing of evidence, criminal 
liability for the sexually motivated acts committed against joint plaintiff NK13 is out of the question. 
The forced undressing immediately after arrival at the al-Khatib branch, which was credibly described 
by a large number of witnesses, and subsequently the repeated squatting, cannot be subsumed under 
the elements of crime of Section 7 (1) Point 6 VStGB. Specifically, this does not constitute sexual assault.

Since its adoption, the VStGB has been caught between various legal norms. Although German 
law is applicable and the rules of interpretation stemming from German law are applied, the require-
ment to interpret legal norms in a manner that is compatible with international law, as set forth in Arti-
cle 25 of the Basic Law, and the principle of international law set forth in Section 1 of the Criminal Code, 
with the ensuing extraterritorial power to punish, both require that the elements of the offense be inter-
preted in terms of international law. Even a discrepancy between the definitions of the StGB and the 
VStGB is acceptable if this is the only way to ensure that the origin of the VStGB in international law is 
respected and that the three legal sources of international criminal law—international treaty law, cus-
tomary international law and the general principles of law pursuant to Article 38 (1) of the ICJ Statute—
can be claimed to apply. Of course, a limit for constitutional reasons […].

The precedent for Section 7 VStGB is Article 7 bullet point b of the Rome Statute of the ICC. A 
comparison […] shows that German law has dispensed with the alternative offense of slavery and the 
alternative of “any other form” of sexual violence. Instead, the term “sexual assault,” which is familiar 
from the German StGB, was chosen as a proxy. The decision as to whether the requirement to undress 
at the beginning of detention and to assume the so-called “search position” is to be subsumed under 
the concept of sexual coercion and therefore to be regarded as a crime against humanity consequently 
depends—since sexual slavery is probably ruled out—on whether it is another form of sexual violence 
of comparable severity.

What, esteemed members of the senate, is meant by the term “comparable severity”?

But before that, one thing should be clearly emphasized: being forced to expose oneself in front of third 
parties is an extremely humiliating and degrading circumstance. Now, if one compares the severity of 
those in […] forms of sexual violence that have just been mentioned, especially in relation to the […], one 
comes to the conclusion that § 7 (1) Point 6 VStGB cannot be the offense that can fulfil the justified emo-
tional demand and possibly even demand for punishment. Rape, forced prostitution, the deprivation of 
a person’s ability to reproduce, the imprisonment of a woman impregnated under duress that affects the 
ethnic composition of a population all touch, or rather violate, a person’s bodily integrity in a significant 
way. That integrity usually remains completely unharmed in the case of exposure. The same applies 
to sexual self-determination. The violation of sexual self-determination [associated with] rape, forced 
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prostitution, or forced pregnancy is much more severe than being forced to display one’s own naked 
body, at least insofar as no other acts are associated with it, such as the sexual arousal of persons present.

The consequences also differ considerably. In the case of forced undressing, it is usually psycho-
logical after-effects that burden the victim, and quite reasonably so. All of the women heard in court 
reported that they always had to undress only in the presence of other women and, moreover, in an 
adjoining room. The witnesses and joint plaintiffs […] and NK13 also stated that female employees from 
the nearby Red Crescent hospital had been brought in for this purpose. The shame, although undoubt-
edly present, will have been much less than if they had had to undress in front of men.

In other forms of sexual violence, the psychological impacts are compounded by the physical 
ones. Both external and internal injuries can be caused. Diseases can be transmitted, infections [can be 
contracted] and unwanted pregnancies can occur. In Arabic-speaking countries in particular, as wit-
nesses [Anwar al-Bunni] and [Z9] stated, victims of sexual violence are also confronted with social ram-
ifications. In the worst-case scenario, they might even be disowned by their own family.

There is also a significant difference in the duration. It is not necessary to point out that the longer 
the duration of the offence, the greater the severity of the crime. Forced prostitution and a forced preg-
nancy are acts that have a specific duration; in the case of the forced pregnancy even from a biological 
point of view. The moment of the search in the al-Khatib branch was not described by any of the wit-
nesses as protracted or excessively long. Most witnesses tended to say that they had to undress and adopt 
a search position, or that they had been searched and then allowed to get dressed again immediately.

There is another point of view that should be mentioned. Rape and forced prostitution in par-
ticular have sexual connotations. Nor can one deny that there is a sexual dimension to the transgres-
sion of forced pregnancy, even if the long-term goal is different. This is not or only rarely the case with 
forced undressing, which is also indicated by the general circumstances mentioned previously, espe-
cially in the case of female detainees. Primarily, the undoubtedly humiliating act probably served more 
to check whether prohibited items such as weapons or narcotics were being smuggled into the prison. 
Witness [Z44], who was a member of the Syrian intelligence service for many years, testified accord-
ingly. This is also confirmed by the statements of joint plaintiff [NK2] that new detainees had to adopt 
a search position, but that he was not touched, and by NK5 that the guards had wanted to see if anyone 
was concealing anything.

Finally, and only for the sake of comprehensiveness, it should be noted that regulations exist in 
every state of the Federal Republic of Germany according to which a prisoner may be ordered to undress 
completely during imprisonment or on other occasions. In German prisons, too, it is common practice 
for prisoners to be required to undress upon admission and to undergo a physical search.

In summary, it can be said that forced undressing is not of comparable severity to the other acts 
mentioned in § 7 VStGB and consequently cannot be subsumed under the concept of sexual coercion. 
The Pre-Trial Division of the ICC reached the same conclusion in the Bemba case. In the absence of 
comparable severity to the other alternative offenses [listed in Article 7 bullet point g of the Rome Stat-
ute], it refused to include forced nudity as another form of sexual violence. The cases decided by the ad 
hoc courts always ruled forced nudity as sexual violence only if other acts were added, such as dancing 
while undressing or posing in front of a group of men or cheering accompanying the undressing. There 
were no accompanying acts of this kind in the al-Khatib branch.

Whether the facts of the case are tried in The Hague or before a German court here in Koblenz 
should make no difference to the interpretation of the facts in a manner that is compatible with inter-
national law.

Furthermore, the conduct with which the defendant Anwar R is charged does not constitute an 
act of enforced disappearance under the VStGB. At this point, we refer to the opinion of the prosecution 
and the decision of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court dated 13 October 2021.

Let us now turn to the crimes committed by the defendant Anwar R. He is accused of commit-
ting crimes against humanity, homicides, violent crimes, and sexual offenses as a co-perpetrator pursu-
ant to Section 25 (2) StGB. As the taking of evidence has shown, the secret service detention centers are 
well-organized […], in which a large number of people ensured in a variety of ways that they functioned 
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properly. There were employees, such as former employees like Eyad A, who arrested people on the 
street and brought them to the al-Khatib branch. Then, in the detention facilities themselves, it was 
guards and interrogators who contributed significantly to the serious abuses.

In addition, a large number of people were occupied with keeping the operation running—be it 
postal workers, drivers, warehouse staff or the various managers in supervisory positions. Not every 
one of them—according not least to the Federal Court of Justice in its decision dated 6 June 2019—is an 
offender as defined by Section 25 (2) StGB, but many of them are. According to the case law of the Fed-
eral Court of Justice, an accomplice is only a person who makes a contribution of their own and incorpo-
rates it into the crime in such a way that it appears as part of the crime of another […] and, conversely, the 
crime of another person appears as a contribution to their own crime. It is not necessary to participate in 
the core transgression itself. Nor is it necessary to be present at the scene of the crime. The decisive cri-
teria are the degree of personal interest, the extent of participation in the crime, and at least the will to do 
so, meaning that the extent of the crime also depends significantly on the will of the person concerned.

As head of the investigation subdivision, the defendant probably had a very strong personal inter-
est in the crime. This is because a successful democracy movement would have resulted in his removal 
from office and position as an intelligence officer hitherto loyal to the regime, and he would almost cer-
tainly have been subjected to the same reprisals he had previously ordered. It was therefore in his own 
interest to suppress the protests. For the defendant, it was a matter of maintaining his social position and 
power, and possibly even his life.

As far as his personal attitude toward the regime and its actions are concerned, during the trial 
the defendant tried to paint a picture of a man who, as an opposition sympathizer, simply could not find 
a way out of his situation out of fear for his family, and therefore persevered without engaging in any 
criminal activity. It is difficult to explain in this context, for example, with regard to the Syrian actor and 
witness […] in September 2021, why he had joined forces with the “scum”—as the defendant described 
the demonstrators—[…] After all, he was not part of this group. The defendant was a man of the regime, 
even though he may not have liked the unprofessional and excessive brutality in individual cases.

As for the extent of his participation in the crime, this goes far beyond what could be described 
as subordinate activity or mere assistance, even just on the basis of its outward appearance. Anwar R 
was the head of the interrogation subdivision of the al-Khatib branch. In this role, he was responsible for 
what happened in the underground detention center. Abut 30 employees were under his command there. 
He had authority over them, which he also exercised.

He was also anything but an insignificant employee. On the contrary, he was the interface 
between issuing orders and fulfilling them, and thus held a key position. Witnesses [Z44], [Z45], and [Z3], 
all three long-standing intelligence officers, testified to the highly hierarchical military command and 
intelligence structures. Orders were relayed from military structures to subordinate divisions. Orders 
were executed at the instructed level and information was fed back the same way. This was vividly 
illustrated by witness [Z3] using documents from Branch 285, some of which bear the signature of the 
defendant. For his part, expert witness E substantiated this by means of documents that came into the 
possession of the Commission for International Justice and Accountability.

It is inherent in such a hierarchical command structure that the respective recipient of the com-
mand has only limited room for maneuver. The rule here is that the lower the military rank, the less room 
for maneuver and discretion. However, everyone who participates in this system contributes to the com-
mission of the crime. The higher the rank and the more important the position, the greater the contribu-
tion to the crime. The defendant was the second-highest ranking officer in the al-Khatib branch after 
[Tawfiq Younes]. He had considerable room for maneuver and extensive authority, which he also made 
use of. This is evidenced by the self-motivated releases of individual prisoners.

His actions as a subdivision head had a significant impact on the success of the overall crime. The 
information obtained in his branch enabled the regime to persecute other supposed dissidents and frus-
trate people’s aspirations for freedom. The misdeeds committed under his responsibility spread fear 
and terror among the population. The inhabitants of Damascus were aware of what was happening in 
the heart of the city yet remained hidden from everyone’s eyes. This also was a factor in the inability 
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of many supporters of the revolution to operate except underground for fear of also being detained in 
Branch 251.

Needless to say, the defendant was just a replaceable cog in the wheel. This is inherent in every 
totalitarian system. If he hadn’t done it, someone else would. The fact is, however, he did not allow him-
self to be replaced. Over a period of more than 16 months, he stayed, did his job, and enjoyed the privi-
leges of—if they can be described such—a senior officer.

The offenses are also objectively attributable to the defendant. The fact that the defendant did 
not order every single crime, instance of deprivation of liberty and ill-treatment, did not participate in 
and, moreover, was not aware of every single crime, is irrelevant. The same applies to the sexual assaults 
committed against NK1, [NK4], and [NK21]. The taking of evidence has conclusively shown that the use 
of sexual violence was part of the established repertoire of Branch 251.

The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Court, in a comparable criminal case in 
which a superior was to be held accountable for the acts of his subordinates, [held that] it was sufficient 
to establish criminal liability if the accused could have foreseen that in order to achieve the desired 
goal—in this case, the acquisition of information to suppress the revolution—it would be necessary 
to commit the associated criminal acts and yet continue to remain in his position. This will probably 
have to be assumed. There are no known instances of complicity that would preclude accountability. It 
was known that the systematic and widespread attack on the civilian population […] was precisely also 
characterized by sexual violence, even if this was probably less systematically applied in the al-Khatib 
branch than was the case in other branches.

The defendant Anwar R acted with intent. By his own admission, the defendant was aware both 
generally and in detail of the abuses in the underground detention center and the brutal treatment of the 
detainees. For instance, he himself stated to the LKA Berlin that it would not always have been possible 
to remain cordial during every interrogation. According to his own statements, which were confirmed 
by many witnesses, he was a regular visitor to the detention center. There, he saw and heard under what 
conditions detainees were maltreated and tortured. He also knew that as a result of the hostile condi-
tions and the use of brutal force, detainees were repeatedly being killed. At the very least, he accepted 
this. It may not have suited him that the days of information-gathering by torture were over and that the 
amount of collateral damage was increasing, but this is irrelevant to the question of intent, as the Federal 
Court of Justice has repeatedly ruled.

The defendant acted unlawfully. There is no evidence whatsoever to justify his behavior. There is 
also no doubt as to the culpability of his actions. In particular, the defendant did not act in a situation of 
necessity as per Section 35 StGB. He could have deserted immediately after the start of the overall crime, 
[…] which took place in its most disgusting form right before his eyes and in his sphere of responsibility. 
He would have been able to do this at a later stage as well. The kidnapping […] by the Free Syrian Army 
[…] would have allowed him to use a contact in the Free Syrian Army. He could have made use of this 
option or at least made the attempt to desert. The situation became more and more chaotic. Thousands 
were able to do so. The argument that it was not possible for him because he would have had to leave his 
family behind does not hold water. As understandable as this objection may be in human terms, due to 
his enormous involvement in the worst crimes of the regime, it would have been reasonable for him to 
desert without his family, based on the case law of the Federal Court of Justice. To continue to partici-
pate in a crime against humanity because of a latent possible danger is wrong and cannot preclude one’s 
guilt and lead to impunity.

The following should also be noted: based on the apparent objective facts, but also on the state-
ments made by the defendant, a picture emerges as to when the defendant actually formed the will to 
desert. Things were already getting uncomfortable for the defendant when his […] and his chauffeur 
were kidnapped by the Free Syrian Army and his son was shot because of his work for the Syrian secret 
service. The decisive factor in his decision to desert, however, was probably the massacre on 25 May 
2012 in Houla, the defendant’s hometown. After this massacre, the pressure coming from his family had 
also become so great that he could no longer remain in his position permanently. This is corroborated 
by Eyad A’s account, according to which this very circumstance was given as the reason for Anwar R’s 
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desertion. Witness [Z1], whom Anwar R approached shortly before deserting, also reported that the 
defendant had found himself in a difficult situation after the Houla massacre. And finally, the defendant 
himself confirmed it, specifically during his witness examination at the LKA Baden-Württemberg on 
[…]. At that time, he said, and I quote: “There was a social reason and a political reason for my desertion. 
Socially, I come from a region in Homs where there was a slaughter. A grandson of mine was killed there. 
I was blamed by my relatives, family and friends for ‘serving here even though they are targeting civil-
ians and killing countless people.’ That was the pressure I was under.” This testimony was presented by 
Chief Inspector […] during his examination on [29] May 2020.

Moreover, as expert witness [Christoph Reuter] reported, the defendant deserted at a time when 
the regime had begun to waver and everyone expected it to fall soon. It was precisely at this time that a 
large number of high-ranking military officers who had been part of the system only a short time before 
deserted and, like witnesses [Z46] and [Z1], went to Jordan, where preparations were being made with 
the intelligence service there for a seizure of power.

[Z1] also reported that he and the defendant Anwar R had essentially deserted too late and that the 
situation had been precarious beforehand because the Free Syrian Army was apparently already outside 
Damascus. Last but not least, the defendant Anwar R wanted to be on the right side. That is why he was 
welcomed with open arms by deserted Syrian military personnel in Jordan. Only when hopes of seizing 
power were dashed because Iran and Russia had stabilized the Syrian regime did they leave Jordan and 
try to find more comfortable shelter elsewhere. As a result, it is not possible to adhere to the unrealistic 
assumption that desertion at an earlier point in time would not have been possible.

FINALLY, LET US MOVE ON TO THE  
CONCURRENCE OF OFFENSES.

According to the case law of the Federal Court of Justice, the defendant committed a crime against 
humanity. As a rule, in the case of a crime against humanity, there are a large number of individual crim-
inal acts, each of which individually fulfills all the requirements of a crime pursuant to Section 7 (1) 
VStGB. A substantive, geographical and physical connection with the same overall offense means that 
these individual crimes can be analyzed as a collective unit. In the present case, there is such a connec-
tion between the offenses described above. The Syrian regime ordered the systematic use of widespread 
violence against actual and perceived opposition members by 29 April 2011 at the latest.

This widespread and systematic attack continued throughout the period of the crime. The kill-
ings, torture, deprivation of liberty, and sexual assaults under consideration all occurred at the Branch 
251 detention center and the outsourced torture unit at the military hospital in Harasta. Branch 251 of 
the Syrian General Intelligence Directorate functioned continuously as a torture and killing machine 
from the beginning of the widespread and systematic attack against the Syrian population, so one must 
assume that the crimes shared a common time period and location.

The comments made above apply not only to the crime against humanity, but also to the crimes of 
bodily harm committed against the joint plaintiffs. The continuous and uninterrupted infliction of men-
tal torture, as well as the deprivation of vital nourishment, is, as already explained, a permanent condi-
tion injurious to the body from the first to the last moment. The numerous physical abuses also served 
to create and maintain this condition. Every single deed, every actual crime committed against a per-
son’s condition, at the same time and necessarily meets the requirements of a continued and ongoing 
crime. There is no material necessity to include it as an additional element in a guilty verdict. Moreover, 
this seems appropriate in light of the nature of the defendant’s contribution to the crime. The indictment 
did not charge the defendant with committing individual offenses of bodily harm during the period of 
the crime. This was also not proven by the taking of evidence. The defendant’s guilt lies in having been 
responsible for the system. It was he who ordered—even if only implicitly—that detainees be subjected 
to a climate of continued physical abuse. When it came to choosing the nature, frequency and intensity 
of the violent abuses, on the other hand, he gave his subordinates free rein. It therefore seems appropriate 
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to convict him of a continuing act of grievous bodily harm to the detriment of each of the joint plaintiffs, 
because that was the aim of his intent. The gaps in time do not change the outcome.

As a result, in each uninterrupted stay in the al-Khatib branch lies a crime pursuant to Section 224 
(1) (2) and, where applicable, (4). The offenses under the StGB committed at the same time stand in con-
currence with each other and Section 7 of the VStGB. The overarching offense under Section 7 VStGB 
combines the crimes under the Criminal Code into one offense. In this respect, the general rules gov-
erning concurrence apply.

How then, esteemed members of the senate, is the appropriate sentence for the defendant Anwar 
R to be determined in keeping with the crime and his guilt?

The range of sentences that can be imposed is derived from Section 7 (1) VStGB and Section 211 
StGB. The law provides for the imposition of a life sentence for both sections of legislation. The lesser 
penalty ranges of the other offenses shall not be taken into account. Since Section 211 StGB does not 
provide for a less severe case, no modification to the range of sentences under Section 7 (2) StGB can be 
considered. Incidentally, this would also be completely unreasonable. Since there are no other apparent 
alterations to the range of sentences, the defendant should be sentenced to life imprisonment.

In the event of a sentence of life imprisonment, the judge shall determine whether there is a par-
ticular severity of guilt as defined in Section 57 (2) StGB. This decision presupposes that there are cir-
cumstances of special significance on account of which the commission of the offense deviates so 
greatly from the offenses for which the law provides for life imprisonment, which experience has shown 
to occur, that the suspension of the life imprisonment sentence would be unreasonable even if the prog-
nosis were then favorable. In the context of the required overall assessment and the perpetrator’s per-
sonality, the following factors must be taken into account: the circumstances associated with the crime, 
the murder of multiple people, the manifestation of several features of murder, the commission of sev-
eral acts of murder or other serious crimes. The weighting of the severity of guilt shall be carried out in 
accordance with the standards for sentencing that apply pursuant to Section 46 StGB.

First of all, the fact that the defendant did not commit a criminal offense in the Federal Republic 
of Germany speaks in favor of the defendant. It may also be taken into account that he has made at least 
a partial confession, even if his statement does not consistently suggest this. A further factor that must 
be taken into account to mitigate guilt is that he spared at least some people, namely [Z9], […] and [Z8] 
from the most severe torture. They were given privileged treatment while in detention because of the 
defendant’s intervention. They suffered little to no direct physical abuse and were able to [leave] the 
underground detention center relatively promptly. However, these were [not] likely to have been acts 
of charity. He was not a […], […] hindered the performance of his work. This went against the defend-
ant’s work ethic.

The fact that the defendant operated within the hierarchical system of the Syrian regime is 
not a mitigating circumstance. Although it should not be denied that the individual members of the 
intelligence services were given little room for maneuver, it also should not be overlooked that the 
defendant had voluntarily joined this system, even though the way in which the intelligence services 
operated in Syria had always been common knowledge. It was they who exercised control in the state 
and with whose help Bashar al-Assad, and previously his father, procured and maintained his abso-
lute hold on power.

On the other hand, the fact that the defendant is not only responsible for the death of one person 
[but] that at least 30 people died under horrible circumstances is an aggravating factor. The victims were 
detainees and therefore subject to the arbitrariness and brutality of those under the defendant’s com-
mand. Moreover, the manner in which the persons met their deaths seems particularly severe. They suf-
fered horrific ordeals as a result of torture and inhospitable conditions. In addition, although the acts 
do not fulfil more than one element of murder, two offenses that entail a mandatory life sentence have 
been committed, namely Section 211 StGB and Section 7 (1) VStGB. At least another 4,000 people who 
were tortured and deprived of their freedom but who escaped with their lives also passed through the 
hellish detention center. The victims heard in the main trial all suffer from the severe, and sometimes 
extreme, aftermath of the offenses. The other jointly committed crimes must also be factored in to the 
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detriment of the defendant. Likewise, consideration must be given to the fact that the defendant oversaw 
the torture and killing machinery in the al-Khatib branch over the 16-month period of the crime. Colo-
nel Anwar R was a pillar of the criminal regime until his desertion.

After an overall analysis and consideration of all the circumstances weighing in favor of and 
against the defendant, it must therefore be concluded that his guilt is particularly serious.

Esteemed senate, we therefore request that the accused Anwar R be sentenced to life imprison-
ment for crimes against humanity by means of killing, torture, rape and deprivation of liberty in com-
bination with murder in 30 separate cases, dangerous bodily harm in 26 separate cases, deprivation of 
liberty the duration of which exceeds one week in 14 separate cases, taking of hostages in two separate 
cases and sexual abuse in three separate cases and that the particular gravity of the guilt be established.

The statutory consequences as to costs are set out in law.

To conclude, we request that the arrest warrant issued by the Koblenz Higher Regional Court be upheld 
in accordance with the judgment, as the compelling suspicion and the grounds for arrest, namely the risk 
of flight, continue to exist.

Thank you.

COMMENT: THIS MARKS THE END OF THE CLOSING STATEMENT. ANWAR R 
WAS SENTENCED TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT ON 13 JANUARY 2022 FOR CRIMES 
AGAINST HUMANITY IN THE FORMS OF KILLING, TORTURE, AGGRAVATED 
DEPRIVATION OF LIBERTY, RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT IN COMBINATION WITH 
MURDER IN 27 CASES, DANGEROUS BODILY HARM IN 25 CASES, AGGRAVATED 
RAPE, SEXUAL ASSAULT IN TWO CASES, DEPRIVATION OF LIBERTY LASTING 
MORE THAN ONE WEEK IN 14 CASES, TAKING HOSTAGES IN TWO CASES 
AND SEXUAL ABUSE OF PRISONERS IN THREE CASES. THE COURT DID NOT 
ESTABLISH THE PARTICULAR GRAVITY OF THE GUILT.
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The 1st criminal division—State Security Division—of Koblenz Higher Regional Court has sentenced 
the 58 year-old Syrian national Anwar R to life imprisonment today after convicting him of having com-
mitted a crime against humanity in the form of killing, torture, serious unlawful detention, rape and 
sexual assault in a unity of crime with murder in 27 cases, grievous bodily harm in 25 cases, especially 
grievous rape and sexual assault in two cases, false imprisonment lasting one week in 14 cases, the tak-
ing of hostages in two cases and the sexual abuse of prisoners in three cases.

After considering the evidence, the division regarded it as having been proven that the defend-
ant Anwar R was a co-offender in a protracted and systematic attack that was launched against the civil 
population of Syria, resulting in 27 people being murdered and 4,000 others having their physical free-
dom impaired in a serious manner, they also having been subjected to torture during their times in prison.

PROTRACTED AND SYSTEMATIC ATTACK  
AGAINST THE CIVIL POPULATION OF SYRIA

According to the findings of the division, The Syrian regime had been launching a protracted and sys-
tematic attack against its own civil population at least since the end of April 2011.

What was referred to as the “Arab Spring” flowed over into Syria at the beginning of 2011. A 
“Central Office for Crisis Management” was established when the protests spread. The committee was 
subordinate to the State President Bashar al-Assad, and it gave all the security forces orders regard-
ing the action that was to be taken against the protest movement. lt was the objective of the resolutions 
that were adopted by the Central Office for Crisis Management to subdue the protests come what may 
by force of arms if necessary, with the aim of stabilizing the Government. The participants in demon-
strations or rallies were to be stopped from becoming involved in further activities and the overall pop-
ulation was to be deterred from participating in protests. Great numbers of real or presumed regime 
opponents were arrested on a daily basis, and then taken to secret service prisons, including that of Sec-
tion 251 of the Syrian secret service that was located in Damascus. The prisoners were locked up there, 
mistreated and tortured without access to legal proceedings.

The violence was not perpetrated in an isolated and random manner, but within the scope of a 
comprehensive strategy implemented by the regime. lt was the intention to make the Syrian population 
submissive.

The division evaluated this attack against the Syrian population as not only having been system-
atic in quantitative terms, but also in qualitative terms.

Press release by the Koblenz  
Higher Regional Court  
on the conviction of Anwar R
17 JANUARY 2022 | KOBLENZ HIGHER REGIONAL COURT

Life imprisonment due to crimes committed against  
humanity and murder—sentencing of a  
suspected member of the Syrian secret service
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OFFENSES AND JOINT OFFENSES  
COMMITTED BY THE DEFENDANT IN THE SECTION 251 PRISON

The findings of the division were that between the end of April 2011 and the beginning of September 
2012, at least 4000 prisoners were held in the prison that was annexed to the interrogation subdepart-
ment that was a part of Section 251 of the Syrian general secret service. During interrogation, the pris-
oners were brutally tortured in various ways including them being hit with cables or sticks, being kicked 
and the use of electric shocks. To demean and humiliate the prisoners, also sexual violence was used. 
The prisoners were also subjected to mistreatment by the prison staff outside the interrogations, in addi-
tion to them being kept in the overcrowded prisons under inhuman and humiliating conditions. Not only 
did they have to suffer violence themselves, they were also subjected to the permanently audible cries 
of pain from the fellow prisoners that were being tortured. lt was also impossible at times for the prison-
ers to sleep in the extremely overcrowded prison. No medical care was provided and the food that was 
served was inadequate and often inedible.

27 imprisoned persons died between the end of April 2011 and the end of September 2012 as a 
result of the torture, other mistreatment or the prison conditions. As far as the role played by the defend-
ant was concerned, the senate has determined the findings that he was a member of the Syrian general 
secret service and that he held a high position within it.

He was responsible for the lnterrogation Department of Section 251 of the general secret service 
that was responsible for the Damascus area—this also being designated as being the Al-Khatib Depart-
ment. ln this function, the defendant was also responsible for the prison that was connected to the Interro-
gation Department. As the head of the lnterrogation Department, the defendant was responsible for what 
happened at the prison during the period of April 2011 and September 2012, this being the period during 
which the crimes were committed. He monitored the events in the prison, in addition to him also decisively 
determining them and therefore having control of their perpetration. Despite the fact that the defend-
ant did not commit the offenses in person, they are to be attributed to him as a result of his decision-mak-
ing and command. The division has therefore convicted the defendant as a co-offender on these grounds.

MURDER FROM BASE MOTIVES

27 people died in Al-Kathib prison as a result of the mistreatment that occurred during the period during 
which the offenses were committed. The division deems the characteristic feature of murder from base 
motives as existing as far as the person of the defendant is concerned. While serving the Syrian secret 
service, the defendant wanted to combat peaceful political opponents, including their physical destruc-
tion. lt was the aim of this combat to prevent the overthrow of the totalitarian regime. The defendant also 
wanted to retain his highly regarded social position as a colonel in the general secret service and the 
privileges that go with it. The division deemed this to be the base motives.

NO EXCULPATING NECESSITY

It was the opinion of the defence that the defendant could not be held accountable for his crime on the 
grounds of the existence of a necessity of defence (Section 35 of the German penal code StGB). A leav-
ing of his position and a turning away from the Syrian regime would have been life-threatening for him 
and his family as he would have to fear the revenge of the regime.

The division has negated the existence of a necessity of defence, however. lt has established that 
the defendant fled from Syria in December 2012, but the division is convinced that the defendant would 
have been able to leave Syria much earlier. ln view of the severe nature of the crimes that have been com-
mitted, it could reasonably have been expected of the defendant that he withdraw from these crimes, 
even if he should have to take personal risks.
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BASIS FOR THE DETERMINATION  
OF THE FACTS OF THE CASE BY THE DIVISION

The division made its determinations on the basis of the statements that were made by more than 80 wit-
nesses, including numerous expert witnesses and witnesses from abroad, the information provided by 
experts, and the collected documentary and visual evidence, including a selection of photographs from 
what is referred to as the “Caesar File”—the division being convinced that these were photographs that 
were taken by a former Syrian military photographer—that were seen by the division and forensically 
evaluated by an expert. Not only were documents were in the proceedings, but also reports from inter-
national organizations and human rights organizations.

SENTENCE AND ESTABLISHING  
OF THE PARTICULAR SEVERITY OF THE GUILT

The legislator has stipulated a compulsory life sentence both for murder and for crimes defined under 
Section 7 subsection 1, No. 1 of the German Code of Crimes against International Law (Völkerstrafge-
setzbuch, in short VStGB). The division has also passed a corresponding sentence. The division has not 
established the the particular severity of the guilt, however. The division came to this decision after it 
had carried out a comprehensive weighing-up of the facts. Its considerations also included the fact that 
the crimes were committed ten years ago, that the defendant did not use any violence himself and that he 
only had conditional intent with regard to the killings. He has also broken away from the regime.

This means that a determination can be made after a period of 15 years as to whether the life sen-
tence can be suspended on probation.

JURISDICTION OF KOBLENZ HIGHER  
REGIONAL COURT

What is referred to as the principle of universal jurisdiction provides for a global prosecution of crimi-
nal offenses, irrespective of the place of the crime and the nationality of the offenders and the victims. 
lt is based on the consideration that the prosecution of core international crimes in the interest of man-
kind. The principal of universal jurisdiction has been included in Section 1, clause 1 of the German lnter-
national penal code. This provision provides grounds for the jurisdiction of German courts for crimes 
against humanity, even if they have been committed abroad and if there is no connection with Germany.

The Jurisdiction of the State Security Division at Koblenz Higher Regional Court is substanti-
ated by Section 13 subsections 1, 8, 9 of the German Code of Criminal Procedure (StPO) in conjunc-
tion with Section 120 subsection 1, No. 8 of the German Judiciary Act (GVG). The former co-defendant 
Eyad A resided and was arrested in Zweibrücken, so in conformity with the aforementioned regulations, 
Koblenz Higher Regional Court also has jurisdiction with regard to the defendant Anwar R

The criminal proceedings against Eyad A have been separated and are being continued under 
file reference 1 StE 3/21. The state security division of Koblenz Higher Regional Court passed sentence 
in these proceedings on 24 February 2021, but this is not final and conclusive (please refer to the press 
release issued by Koblenz Higher Regional Court on 24 February 2021).

SOURCE: KOBLENZ HIGHER REGIONAL COURT, 13 JANUARY 2022, AVAILABLE AT: 
HTTPS://OLGKO.JUSTIZ.RLP.DE/DE/STARTSEITE/DETAIL/NEWS/NEWS/DETAIL/
LEBENSLANGE-HAFT-UA-WEGEN-VERBRECHENS-GEGEN-DIE-MENSCHLICHKEIT-
UND-WEGEN-MORDES-URTEIL-GEGEN-EIN-1/

https://olgko.justiz.rlp.de/de/startseite/detail/news/News/detail/lebenslange-haft-ua-wegen-verbrechens-gegen-die-menschlichkeit-und-wegen-mordes-urteil-gegen-ein-1/
https://olgko.justiz.rlp.de/de/startseite/detail/news/News/detail/lebenslange-haft-ua-wegen-verbrechens-gegen-die-menschlichkeit-und-wegen-mordes-urteil-gegen-ein-1/
https://olgko.justiz.rlp.de/de/startseite/detail/news/News/detail/lebenslange-haft-ua-wegen-verbrechens-gegen-die-menschlichkeit-und-wegen-mordes-urteil-gegen-ein-1/
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IN THE NAME OF THE PEOPLE

In the proceedings on the constitutional complaint 

1. of Mr A …,
2. of Mr K …,

Authorized representative:

1. …, 

against the order of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court 
of July 9, 2020 - 1 StE 9/19—

HERE:  Application for a preliminary injunction

the Second Chamber of the First Senate of the Federal Constitutional Court
with the participation of 
Justices Paulus,
Christ
and Härtel
in accordance with Section 32 (1) in conjunction with Section 93d (2) of the Act on the Fed-
eral Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgerichtsgesetz—BVerfGG) I n the version pub-
lished on 11 August 1993 (Federal Law Gazette, Bundesgesetzblatt—BGBl I p. 1473) unanimously 
agreed on 18 August 2020:

The presiding judge of the First Criminal Division of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court is ordered 
by way of a preliminary injunction in the criminal proceedings against two alleged former employees 
of the Syrian General Intelligence Directorate to make suitable arrangements within the scope of her 
authority to conduct the proceedings so as to enable accredited journalists with a particular connec-
tion to the conflict in Syria to follow the German-language proceedings in Arabic by making their own 
arrangements or by using the translation system provided by the court for the parties to the proceedings, 
or by other means.

The further application for a preliminary injunction is rejected.

The State of Rhineland-Palatinate is required to reimburse the applicants for necessary expenses they 
have incurred in applying for a preliminary injunction.

Decision of the Federal Constitutional 
Court on Access to Arabic 
Interpretation of the Trial Proceedings 
for Accredited Members of the Press
FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL COURT—1 BVR 1918/20

 Civil  
 society  
 interventions
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REASONS I.

1
With their constitutional complaint and a related application for a preliminary injunction, the 

applicants are challenging an order on the maintenance of order in court sittings issued by the presiding 
judge in criminal proceedings for offenses under the Code of Crimes against International Law .

2
1. Criminal proceedings against two alleged former employees of the Syrian General Intelligence 
Directorate for crimes under the Code of Crimes against International Law in the conflict in Syria 
began in April 2020 before the First Criminal Division of the Koblenz Higher Regional Court. The 
applicants are Syrian nationals working as journalists who are accredited for the proceedings and want 
to report on the trial. However, they do not speak German, which is why it is not possible for them to 
understand the proceedings themselves, insofar as they take place in German. A simultaneous trans-
lation into Arabic is provided by the court for the defendants and some of the joint plaintiffs, who are 
Syrian nationals, and is transmitted to the participants in the trial through headphones. Owing to 
an order on the maintenance of order in court sittings issued in April 2020, which reduced the num-
ber of authorized journalists and members of the public due to the coronavirus pandemic and thereby 
imposed social distancing, the applicants are not allowed to provide their own simultaneous translation 
into Arabic via so-called whispered interpretation, as is customary. The next trial date is scheduled for 
Wednesday, 19 August 2020.

3
2. The applicants requested access to the simultaneous interpretation provided by the court by fax 
on 1 July 2020, using receiving equipment (headphones) to be financed and, if necessary, procured by the 
court. As an alternative, they requested that an additional interpreter be allowed in the gallery, whose 
acoustically shielded translation could be made available to the applicants simultaneously via a separate 
transmission system. The presiding judge denied this application by decision dated 9 July 2020, received 
13 July 2020. The judge asserted that the language of the court is German. This also applied to proceed-
ings under the Code of Crimes against International Law. The fact that the applicants did not speak Ger-
man was their responsibility. Nor was the lack of access to whispered interpretation the responsibility 
of the court, but rather was due to the coronavirus pandemic. Authorization for court-owned transla-
tion equipment would require the commitment of significant additional state resources to provide, main-
tain (sanitize), and monitor the use of such court-owned equipment and associated receiving equipment. 
Furthermore, providing interpretation to members of the media could raise questions of equality vis-à-
vis other members of the media who do not speak German. In light of the limited public interest in the 
trial and the amount of space available in the courtroom, the applicants were free to request a person 
who could speak German to take notes of the proceedings, which could then be made available to them. 
Allowing the applicants to use their own translation equipment in the courtroom would not be possible, 
because the court would then not be able to monitor any such devices and ensure that no hidden record-
ings were being made. The applicants’ assurances in this regard were not sufficient. The risk of such 
recordings being made would already be capable of influencing the behavior and impartiality of wit-
nesses and participants in the trial when giving evidence.

4
3. The applicants object to this and, invoking the right of freedom of the press, apply in advance for 
a preliminary injunction to enable them to follow the proceedings in Arabic.

5
4. The constitutional complaint and the associated application for a preliminary injunction have 
been submitted to the Ministry of Justice of the State of Rhineland-Palatinate for comment.
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REASONS II.

6
The application for a preliminary injunction was found to be justified to the extent indicated in the oper-
ative part of the judgment.

7
1. Under Section 32 (1) of the BVerfGG, the Federal Constitutional Court may, in the event of a dis-
pute, provisionally settle a matter by means of a preliminary injunction if this is urgently required in 
order to avert serious disadvantages, to prevent imminent violence, or for another important reason in 
the interest of the common good. In this context, the reasons advanced for the unconstitutionality of 
the challenged act of sovereignty must, in principle, be disregarded unless the constitutional complaint 
proves to be inadmissible from the outset or manifestly unfounded (cf. BVerfGE 112, 284 <291>).

8
2. The underlying constitutional complaint filed by the applicants working in the field of journal-
ism is neither inadmissible from the outset nor manifestly unfounded. In particular, it appears possible 
that the applicants’ right to equal treatment in journalistic competition, which is derived from the gen-
eral principle of equality (Article 3, Section 1 of the German Basic Law), in conjunction with freedom of 
the press (Article 5, Section 1, Point 2 of the German Basic Law), and from which there is also a right to 
participate on an equal footing in the opportunities for reporting on judicial proceedings, could be vio-
lated in the specific circumstances in which interpretation via whispered interpretation provided by the 
applicants was prohibited by the court (cf. BVerfGE 80, 124 <133f.>; BVerfG, Decision of the First Cham-
ber of the First Senate of 18 March 2008—1 BvR 282/01—, para. 10f.; Decision of the Third Chamber of 
the First Senate of 12 April 2013—1 BvR 990/13—, para. 18).

9
However, decisions on admission to court trials, the reservation of a certain number of seats 

for journalists, the allocation of limited seats, the admission of work equipment such as laptops and 
other aids, and the stipulation of infection control measures in the courtroom are fundamentally mat-
ters that, under the constitutional protection of the independence of the courts, are initially decided 
according to simple law and are the responsibility of the respective presiding judge in the court pro-
ceedings (cf. BVerfGE 103, 44 <61 et seq.>; Decision of the First Chamber of the First Senate of 30 
October 2002—1 BvR 1932/02—, margin no. 11; Decision of the Third Chamber of the First Senate 
of 12 April 2013—1 BvR 990/13—, margin no. 19). The presiding judge has considerable leeway in 
this respect. The Federal Constitutional Court reviews their rulings only to determine whether they 
violate constitutional law and, in particular, whether they are based on a substantially f lawed inter-
pretation of the meaning of a fundamental right (cf. BVerfGE 18, 85 <92 ff.>; established case law). 
However, in keeping with the fundamental right of the press to access for free reporting, contempt 
power orders must be formulated objectively and must take into account the right of journalists to 
equal and effective access to reporting opportunities (see BVerfGE 80, 124 <133 f.>; BVerfG, Deci-
sion of the First Chamber of the First Senate of 18 March 2008—1 BvR 282/01—, para. 11f.; Decision 
of the Third Chamber of the First Senate of 12 April 2013—1 BvR 990/13—, para. 19). In line with 
this, it is not unacceptable in principle to indicate to representatives of the media observing the pro-
ceedings that German is the language of the court, and that court resources are not made available 
for translation into other languages. In principle, this also applies if, as in the present case, a transla-
tion into the same language is already provided by the court for the parties to the proceedings. This 
is because this state provision is linked to the procedural rights and participation opportunities of 
the parties to the proceedings, which are based on substantially different considerations than the 
access entitlements and reporting opportunities of the public and the press. Likewise, it is gener-
ally well within the scope of authority of the presiding judge to respond to the spread of a contagious 
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coronavirus by issuing appropriate infection control orders, such as social distancing or a face mask 
policy while in the courtroom.

10
However, considerations guiding the presiding judge’s exercise of authority to conduct proceed-

ings, which are comprehensible and justifiable in terms of fundamental rights when viewed in isolation, 
must also ensure equality of opportunity for the interested media representatives in a realistic and not 
merely theoretical manner when viewed in conjunction with the specific circumstances. In this respect, 
the specific circumstances of the accredited persons and those who may foreseeably be interested in 
following the trial must be taken sufficiently into account when exercising the authority to direct the 
course of proceedings (see Decision of the Third Chamber of the First Senate of 12 April 2013—1 BvR 
990/13—, para. 19). The circumstances that must be taken into account in the discretionary decision for 
which the presiding judge is responsible also include the language skills of the authorized journalists 
and therefore the realistic likelihood that they will be able to follow the proceedings and report on them 
based on the substance of the trial.

11
The question of whether the applicants’ fundamental rights have been violated by the contested 

decision requires a more detailed examination that takes into account the specific circumstances and 
conditions of the case. This is not possible by means of a preliminary injunction but is rather a mat-
ter that must be reserved for the main proceedings. Consideration will have to be given to the fact 
that this is a criminal case which—especially in the sections of the population for which the appli-
cants intend to report—attracts an unusually large amount of public attention, and thus obviously also 
attracts the interest of journalists who are not proficient in German. This is all the more valid in light of 
the fact, emphasized by the applicants, that the Federal Republic is claiming jurisdiction for itself here 
that would not normally exist under general legal principles, but which is due precisely to the unique 
nature of the crimes in question, which affect the international community as a whole. In this respect, 
the question arises as to whether the presiding judge’s orders—in their combination of infection con-
trol and general rules on the conduct of sittings—adequately take into account the fundamental right 
of interested non-German journalists with a particular connection to the Syrian conflict to have a rea-
sonable and equal opportunity to report on the proceedings. This is because, unlike representatives 
of domestic press and media outlets, they often do not have a sufficient command of German and are 
thus effectively excluded from reporting because of the strict observance of social distancing regula-
tions and the refusal to allow the use of other translation aids. This also raises the question of whether, 
in light of the origin of the victims, the perpetrators and the place where the crimes in question were 
allegedly committed, there might not be a compelling factual reason for differentiating between Ara-
bic-speaking and other foreign-language journalists or for including them in the court-ordered trans-
lation infrastructure.

12
All of this raises difficult legal questions. In any event, it is not possible to rule out a violation of 

the constitutional requirements with regard to the applicants working in the field of journalism.

13
3. If a constitutional complaint proves to be neither inadmissible from the outset nor manifestly 
unfounded, the consequences that would occur if a preliminary injunction were not issued but the con-
stitutional complaint were later successful must be weighed against the disadvantages that would arise 
if the requested preliminary injunction were issued but the constitutional complaint were not success-
ful later (cf. BVerfGE 71, 158 <161>; 96, 120 <128 f.>; 117, 126 <135>; established case law). Based on these 
parameters, the application for a preliminary injunction must be granted to the extent stated in the oper-
ative part of the judgment.
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14
If no preliminary injunction were issued, but the constitutional complaint were to be success-

ful in the main proceedings, there would be a risk that the applicants, like other foreign media with a 
particular connection to the alleged crimes, would remain excluded for months from the possibility of 
reporting on the criminal proceedings in their own right, based on the substance of the main proceed-
ings, even though they were legally entitled to do so. This unequal treatment, especially in relation to 
domestic journalists, is particularly serious in the present case, since Syrian—and thus predominantly 
Arabic-speaking—journalists can claim a special interest in fully independently reporting on this trial, 
since the victims, perpetrators, scene of the crime, and historical/political background of the charged 
acts either originate from Syria or are located in Syria. There consequently exists a pressing need for 
information among the Syrian population—both in Syria itself and among those in exile in other parts 
of the world.

15
These disadvantages outweigh the disadvantages that would arise if the application for a prelim-

inary injunction were granted to a large extent, but the constitutional complaint were not successful in 
the main. This is because, in this case, the applicants and other journalists with a particular connection 
to the Syrian conflict would be provided—at their own expense—with an Arabic language translation 
to which they would not normally have been entitled based on a presiding judge’s general authority to 
direct proceedings. However, any unequal treatment in this respect in comparison with other journal-
ists would be less serious in light of the special interest of the applicants, the large number of seats avail-
able in the courtroom as stated in the contested decision, and the lack of comparable efforts on the part 
of other foreign media representatives. It is the responsibility of the relevant journalists to ensure that 
they are able to follow the proceedings in the language of the court—if necessary, by means of appro-
priate applications and aids—such that other journalists do not suffer any disadvantage as a result of the 
granting of the preliminary injunction in favor of the applicants. According to the court, the same also 
applies to the general public, as the actual quota of seats available has not been exhausted on any of the 
trial dates so far. Given the large number of seats still available in the courtroom, allowing additional 
interpreters into the courtroom would also not exceed the total number of persons the presiding judge 
deemed reasonable to allow in the courtroom and corresponding general risk of contagion. If the mini-
mum level of social distancing that would otherwise be required could not be maintained when using an 
interpreter, this would be a risk that would affect the applicants and the translators they use, and could 
at least be contained by such measures as covering the mouth and nose. In any case, the associated risks 
would be so limited and selective that they would clearly take a back seat to the exclusion of the appli-
cants from a genuine opportunity to report on the proceedings.

16
The Federal Constitutional Court may, by way of a preliminary injunction, take measures to avert 

serious disadvantages in situations in which it is not possible to give a ruling under constitutional law in 
view of the urgency of the matter. Corresponding measures are not to be understood as the enforcement 
of a definitive constitutionally required outcome, but rather as a provisional order to avert or mitigate 
imminent disadvantages. In the present case, this is tantamount to a partial anticipation of the main pro-
ceedings; however, in exceptional cases this is permissible if the decision following the main proceed-
ings were issued too late and sufficient legal protection could no longer be granted in any other way (cf. 
BVerfGE 34, 160 <162 f.>; established case law).

17
This decision is not subject to appeal.

Paulus Christ Härtel
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 Application submitted by Academics 
and Academic Institutions for Audio 
Recordings to be made of the Proceedings

NOTE This application was rejected by the presiding judge on the grounds that the exceptional 
importance of the proceedings for Syrian civil society would not result in any contemporary his-
torical significance for the Federal Republic of Germany.

In advance by e-mail to: poststelle.olg@ko.jm.rlp.de

BERLIN, 1 JULY 2021

To the
Koblenz Higher Regional Court
Regierungsstraße 7
56068 Koblenz

To Dr. , presiding judge of the Higher Regional Court; 
to the Judges of the Higher Regional Court,

in the
Proceedings on International Crimes
1 StE 9/19
Anwar R  inter alia for crimes against humanity

an application is submitted by:

1. Professor Florian Jeßberger, 
,

2. the Forum Justizgeschichte, 

,
3. Mansour Al Omari, 

,
4. The Syria Justice and Accountability Center, 

,
5. The International Research and Documentation Center for War Crimes Trials (ICWC), 

,
6. the European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights (ECCHR), 

,
7. the International Nuremberg Principles Academy, 

,
8. 

9. Professor Moritz Vormbaum, ,
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10. Professor Annette Weinke, 
,

11. the 
,

12. the Caesar Families Association (CFA), 
,

13. Impunity Watch, 
,

14. Lawyers and Doctors for Human Rights (LDHR), 

,
15. Human Rights Watch, 

,
16. Fabien Théofilakis, 

,
17. Syrian Archive, 

,
18. the Syrian Center for Legal Studies and Research (SCLSR), 

,
19. the Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy (TIMEP), 

,
20. the Syrian Women’s Network, 

,
21. the Syrian Center for Media and Freedom of Expression, 

,
22. Alexandra Kemmerer, 

,
23. the Syrian Legal Development Programme (SLDP). 

,

(hereinafter referred to as: the applicants)

that, pursuant to Section 169 (2) Sentence 1 Courts Constitution Act
(Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz – GVG), the main trial be recorded by audio recording in the original 
language from the point at which all evidence has been taken until the end of the sitting in which 
the judgment is pronounced.

The applicants request that any court correspondence regarding this application be addressed 
only to Professor Florian Jeßberger. The applicants will provide an electronic version of this 
application with active hyperlinks to the court in advance by email dated 1 July 2021.

A. ABOUT THE APPLICANTS

The applicants are academics and academic institutions in various disciplines that deal, for instance, 
with contemporary historical questions of social coexistence. Their research fields include legal inves-
tigations into injustices committed by regimes in general, as well as the Syrian civil war specifically 
and its related crimes, in addition to documenting or working with historically significant court cases.
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1. Florian Jeßberger holds the Chair of Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure Law, International Crim-
inal Law and Contemporary Legal History at the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin. His research 
focuses on international criminal law and contemporary legal history. He has published exten-
sively on these topics, including Völkerstrafrecht, with G. Werle, 5th ed. 2020, Mohr Siebeck, Why 
punish perpetrators of mass atrocities?, Cambridge University Press, 2020, ed. with J. Geneuss, 
Einleitung und § 7 VStGB im Münchener Kommentar zum Strafgesetzbuch, C.H. Beck, 5th ed. with 
G. Werle, forthcoming, Heinrich Henkel: Ideologie und Recht (Festschrift 100 Jahre Rechtswissen-
schaft an der Universität Hamburg, Mohr Siebeck, 2019, ed. by T. Repgen, F. Jeßberger & M. Kotzur 
and Die IG Farben vor Gericht. Von den Ursprüngen eines Wirtschaftsvölkerstrafrechts, (JZ 2009, 
924 ff. Florian Jeßberger is the chairperson of the Working Group on International Criminal Law 
and heads the multi-year research and documentation project “Der Stammheim-Prozess” funded 
by the Volkswagen Foundation.

2. The Forum Justizgeschichte is an association dedicated to the research and presentation of German 
legal and judicial history. Its events and publications focus on the role of law and justice, especially 
against the background of the injustices of the 20th century, and on how they have been prosecuted. 
One of the association’s goals is to encourage the recording and archiving of important court pro-
ceedings for future research into legal history and contemporary history. Among the members of 
the association are numerous prominent figures in the fields of history and law.

3. Mansour al-Omari, LLM in Transitional Justice and Conflict, is a Swedish-Syrian journalist and 
activist and a member of Reporters Without Borders and Amnesty International, among other 
organizations. In his work, he explains why, beyond the legal reappraisal, documenting the crimes 
of the Syrian regime, above all on the basis of original sources, is indispensable for the social culture 
of remembrance and in the interest of peaceful coexistence in a democratic constitutional state in 
the future. The film 82 names—Syria, Please Don’t Forget Us, co-produced with the United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) and describing Mr. Al Omari’s journey, has been specif-
ically recognized as educational material by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance. 
Mr. Al Omari smuggled pieces of cloth on which the names of 82 cellmates were written in blood 
and rust out of one of the intelligence service detention centers in Damascus so that relatives could 
be notified of their whereabouts. The pieces of fabric were on display at the USHMM until recently.

4. The Syria Justice and Accountability Centre (SJAC) works to prevent impunity and advocates for 
reparations and principled reform. SJAC documents and records human rights violations for later 
use in what is called transitional justice and other peacemaking processes. To do this, SJAC col-
lects information on human rights violations from all possible sources. This information is stored 
in a secure database and catalogued in compliance with international human rights standards. 
SJAC analyzes this data from a legal perspective using big data analysis methods. SJAC also sup-
ports individuals in Syria engaged in documenting work by providing resources and technical 
advice. SJAC is working to increase awareness of and access to appropriate legal processes for 
all Syrians. In the course of its work, SJAC partners with other actors with similar goals: a Syria 
defined by law, respect for human rights, and the rule of law.

5. As one of the core academic institutions of the Philipps University of Marburg, the International 
Research and Documentation Center for War Crimes Trials (ICWC) is dedicated to the study of 
international criminal law in the context of transitional justice as well as to the documentation of 
war crimes trials. It has a unique collection of sources on international criminal proceedings con-
ducted all over the world, which is used in numerous intra- and extra-university research projects. 
ICWC also conducts various standalone and collaborative projects on the genesis and manage-
ment of violent social conflicts. One of its current research focuses is on monitoring and docu-
menting criminal trials conducted in Germany that have a bearing on international criminal law. 
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In particular, work is just beginning under the ICWC umbrella on a larger, multi-year research 
project entitled “Justice from a Distance.” This project will provide an interdisciplinary and prac-
tice-oriented review of the many challenges facing the German criminal justice system in the 
prosecution of international crimes committed abroad.

6. The Institute for Legal Intervention (INLI), which is part of the European Center for Constitutional 
and Human Rights, engages in rights-related social debates as well as research projects focusing on 
the intersection of historical injustice and its intergenerational impact. It is concerned with the pros-
ecution of the most serious crimes, which can only contribute to a sustainable process of coming to 
terms with the past if it is discussed in academic and social settings, and on the basis of which future 
generations can learn about their history and shape their coexistence. INLI cooperates in this regard 
with numerous universities and research institutions worldwide. ECCHR has been recognized as 
a research institution by the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees on account of its research 
activities in a wide range of legal fields, including international criminal law.

7. The International Nuremberg Principles Academy is a foundation under civil law for the advance-
ment of international criminal law, based at the historic site of the Nuremberg Trials, the birth-
place of modern international criminal law. The goal of INPA is to promote the universality, 
legality and acceptance of international criminal law and its application on a global scale. Its 
fields of activity include interdisciplinary and applied research projects, targeted training meas-
ures for practitioners in international criminal law, advice for specific target groups, and human 
rights education. The foundation was established by the Federal Republic of Germany, the Free 
State of Bavaria and the City of Nuremberg. Documenting the proceedings in the requested man-
ner ensures the authenticity of the oral arguments of the parties to the proceedings and will be 
of great benefit in particular in the education and ongoing development of future practitioners of 
international criminal law. According to Section 2 Paragraph 2 of the foundation’s statutes, this 
education and training represents a core task of the academy. 

8. Mr. 

9. Moritz Vormbaum holds the Chair of Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure Law and International 
Criminal Law at the Universität Münster. His research focuses on criminal law and contem-
porary historical issues of coming to terms with systemic crime. He has published numerous 
articles in this field, including an overview co-authored with Gerhard Werle entitled Transi-
tional Justice. Vergangenheitsbewältigung durch Recht (Springer, 2018). He is currently leading a 
research project funded by the Volkswagen Foundation entitled “Spätverfolgung von NS-Unre-
cht” (“Late Prosecution of National Socialist Injustice”).

10. Annette Weinke is Professor of Modern and Contemporary History at the Institute of History 
at the Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena. After working for several years as an in-house his-
torian at the Berliner Arbeitsgruppe Regierungskriminalität (Berlin Working Group on Gov-
ernment Crime), she has been researching and teaching for many decades on topics relating to 
the reappraisal of dictatorships under criminal law, the history of international criminal law 
and transitional justice. She has produced numerous publications on this subject, which have 
been translated into various languages: Die Nürnberger Prozesse (2020), C.H. Beck, 3. Aufl. (Jap-
anese and Turkish); Law, History, and Justice (2018), Oxford/New York; Toward a New Moral 
World Order? Menschenrechtspolitik und Völkerrecht seit 1945 (2013), Göttingen (co-authored 
with N. Frei); Der Prozess gegen Adolf Eichmann, Israel 1961, Lexikon der Politischen Straf-
prozesse, Kurt Groenewold/Alexander Ignor/Arnd Koch [Hrsg.], available at: https://www.lex-
ikon-der-politischen-strafprozesse.de/glossar/eichmann-adolf/). She is deputy director of the 
Jena Center Geschichte des 20. Jahrhunderts, a member of the advisory board of the Haus der 

https://www.lexikon-der-politischen-strafprozesse.de/glossar/eichmann-adolf/
https://www.lexikon-der-politischen-strafprozesse.de/glossar/eichmann-adolf/
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Wannseekonferenz and the Jena Center for Reconciliation Studies, and a member of the Associ-
ation for Constitutional History.

11. The  is a Syrian non-governmental organization that campaigns against inter-
national crimes committed in Syria. 

12. The Caesar Families Association is an association of Syrian families who recognized their rela-
tives who were tortured and disappeared in Syrian prisons in what have become known as the 
Caesar photos. CFA aims to help build transitional justice processes for Syria that address the 
concerns and rights of families and victims. The al-Khatib trial is essential for future generations, 
especially for the victims’ descendants, as it will take a fundamental stand against impunity and 
contribute to justice for Syria’s future.

13. Impunity Watch is an international non-governmental organization that works to address mass 
crimes, particularly in states emerging from regimes of injustice. IW works directly with affected 
civil societies, victims, and survivors in an effort to hold accountable those responsible for human 
rights abuses and systemic injustice, and to increase the inclusion of marginalized groups in legal 
processes of redress. The associations of survivors and victims supported by IW are important 
Syrian and international partners in the fight against impunity. As expressed in the “Truth and 
Justice Charter” launched by Syrian victims’ organizations, seeking and establishing the truth 
in prosecutions through the courts makes an essential contribution to documenting accurately 
the history of international crimes in Syria and is crucial to securing justice for those affected.

14. Lawyers and Doctors for Human Rights (LDHR) is a Syrian non-governmental organization that 
works directly with former detainees to document torture and abuse in Syrian prisons in medical 
reports and provide them as evidence for legal proceedings. For LDHR, the trial here is of particu-
lar importance to the Syrian people and the international community. It is an important step in the 
fight against impunity, showing that international crimes committed in Syria will not go unpun-
ished. The trial will go down in Germany’s history as a landmark event. Syrian refugees are now 
an integral part of German society. This and subsequent trials of crimes under international law in 
Syria will not only help subsequent generations of Syrian refugees in Germany to understand the 
conflict in Syria in its entirety, but will also promote individual and collective healing processes.

15. Human Rights Watch is an independent, international non-governmental organization that is one 
of the world’s leading defenders of fundamental and human rights. Working in more than 100 
countries, HRW investigates human rights abuses and brings them to the attention of the world 
in an effort to stop and prevent the crimes. One of HRW’s goals is to restore justice for human 
rights violations. International criminal investigations, in other words fair trials for genocide, war 
crimes, and crimes against humanity, are an essential part of HRW’s efforts to enforce human 
rights. HRW advocates for punitive justice that simultaneously respects the concerns of victims 
and survivors of the most serious international crimes and the rights of the accused. That is why 
HRW monitors international tribunals and national courts that investigate international crimes 
in the country where the crime was committed or according to the principle of universal jurisdic-
tion. HRW also engages in dialogue with governments, international organizations, and others to 
overcome hurdles in criminal justice education.

16. Fabien Théofilakis is a contemporary historian, lecturer at the Université de Paris 1 Pan-
théon-Sorbonne (France) and a researcher associated with the Centre Marc Bloch (Berlin). He 
has been researching the Eichmann trial for ten years based on the defendant’s notes and the 
1961 film clip. As co-organizer of a workshop called “Prozesse filmen: deutsch-französische 
Perspektiven” (Filming Trials: Franco-German Perspectives) and through his involvement in 
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an exhibition shown in Paris as well as in Berlin, he invited a group of 15 French and German 
researchers, lawyers and journalists to discuss the importance of making an audiovisual record 
of these historical trials to improve our understanding of the past, to enhance our understanding 
of justice, and to preserve them as reflective material for legal practitioners.

17. Syrian Archive, a project run by Mnemonic gUG, is a Syrian-led and Berlin-based project, the aim of 
which is to document human rights violations and other crimes committed by all parties to the con-
flict in Syria, and to strengthen and preserve documentation in order to use it for awareness-raising 
work, including with regard to criminal acts. To date, SA has secured millions of digital files on the 
conflict in Syria. SA believes that transparent, comprehensive, and trustworthy documentation of the 
conflict in Syria is and will be a key aspect of restoring justice and building and stabilizing a future 
Syria. Documenting conflict restores dignity to victims, reduces the potential for conflict, helps soci-
eties understand the true human cost of war, and strengthens efforts toward truth and reconciliation.

18. The Syrian Center for Legal Studies and Research is an association of Syrian lawyers working to 
investigate war crimes and crimes against humanity in Syria. SCLSR works directly with victims 
and witnesses, whose testimonies it documents, verifies, analyzes, and archives. SCLSR’s law-
yers collect evidence and documents to support the judicial process in coordination with lawyers 
and European human rights organizations. SCLSR supports and trains Syrian lawyers in docu-
menting witness statements in a court of law and in securing evidence. SCLSR also works with 
Syrian judges so that they can conduct court proceedings according to international procedural 
standards in a future Syria.

19. The Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy (TIMEP) puts local perspectives at the forefront of pol-
icy discourse to promote transparent, accountable and just societies in the Middle East and North 
Africa (MENA) region. In all its program areas, TIMEP ensures that the voices of local experts are 
heard, that their work is encouraged and that their safety is guaranteed. TIMEP is based in Wash-
ington, D.C. and collaborates with a network of experts and partners working on the ground in the 
MENA region and around the world. TIMEP has been publishing timely and dynamic research 
and project work on transitional justice and criminal justice in Syria as well as other states in 
the MENA region for a number of years now. This trial, which TIMEP has been following since 
the beginning of the proceedings, is not only of particular importance for survivors, but also as a 
model for other states in the MENA region.

20. The Syrian Women’s Network is a Cairo-based network of 270 members and 21 women’s rights and 
human rights organizations. SWN advocates democracy, civil rights and equality for women in soci-
ety and politics. SWN’s strategic goals for 2020 to 2024 include promoting justice and criminal jus-
tice education. For SWN, the audio documentation of the trial here is of particular importance, as this 
globally unique trial sends an important signal that crimes against nations do not go unpunished. The 
trial gives hope to those affected and will go down in history as an example for future generations.

21. The Syrian Center for Media and Freedom of Expression (SCM) is an independent, non-governmen-
tal, non-profit association. SCM’s mission is to build a society that guarantees human rights and in 
which access to justice in Syria is guaranteed. SCM’s vision is that of a democratic world based on 
justice and equality where a person can be sure to find equity, respect and accountability; a society 
that promotes human rights, stands up for its achievements and advocates for human dignity. SCM 
has been registered in France since 2004 under the SIREN number 532 662 38 4. SCM has held spe-
cial consultative body status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) 
since 2011. Active in defending nonviolent political prisoners since the 2000s, active in drafting 
criminal charges since 2015, and in documenting violations committed in Syria since 2011, SCM 
has been a key player in criminal justice initiatives for Syrians.
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22. Alexandra Kemmerer is a research fellow and coordinator at the Max Planck Institute for Com-
parative Public Law and International Law, whose Berlin office she heads. Her research interests 
lie in public international law and European public law, particularly in their history and theory; 
comparative law; the foundations and contexts of law; and the media theory and communicative 
practice of law and jurisprudence. She has repeatedly addressed questions of contemporary legal 
history, international criminal law and the relationship between law, the media and the public in 
academic and journalistic publications, including as an author for the Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung, for more than two decades. She co-edited Cornelia Vismann’s Medien der Rechtspre-
chung (2011) with Markus Krajewski, and wrote the chapter “Akten” for Handbuch Archiv, edited 
by Marcel Lepper and Ulrich Raulff, 2016. She, Dieter Grimm and Christoph Möllers jointly edit 
the publication series Recht im Kontext. Alexandra Kemmerer is a member of the editorial board 
of Zeitschrift für Ideengeschichte and co-editor of the journal Recht und Zugang.

23. The Syrian Legal Development Programme (SLDP) is a British non-governmental organization 
funded by the Swiss, Dutch, Danish and Canadian governments, and works by means of interna-
tional law. SLDP’s team of highly qualified lawyers and advocates works closely with partners in 
Syria and the wider region, and draws on a wealth of expertise on the political situation in Syria 
and the impact of the conflict at the local, regional and international levels. For SLDP, the pro-
ceedings here are of particular importance: the requested audio documentation will significantly 
influence future research into international criminal investigations as well as efforts to conduct 
criminal investigations. SLDP believes that the requested audio documentation is imperative 
in order for survivors to be able to help influence efforts to seek justice while they are still alive.

B.  ON THE NECESSITY OF AUDIO RECORDINGS  
PURSUANT TO SECTION 169 (2) SENTENCE 1 GVG

The audio recording of the trial of Anwar R from the end of the taking of evidence until the end of the ses-
sion in which the verdict is pronounced is permissible pursuant to Section 169 (2) Sentence 1 GVG (I.) and 
necessary in light of the considerable scholarly and historical interest in the proceedings (II.). There are no 
interests of the parties to the proceedings or third parties warranting protection that would conflict with 
this, nor is there any reason to fear that the proper conduct of the proceedings will be disrupted by the audio 
recordings. Should the court be concerned about negative ramifications caused by the audio recordings in 
specific individual cases, this circumstance can be countered by suspending the audio recording pursu-
ant to Section 169 (2) Sentence 2 GVG as a more moderate measure compared to omitting it altogether (III.).

The application is made in the knowledge that the court has already decided not to make an audio 
recording in response to at least two suggestions, one of which was made by FJ and one by ICWC. The 
present application differs from the previous suggestions in terms of its objective and content. This is 
because the application does not request the audio recording of the entirety of the main trial, but only the 
recording of the main trial once the taking of evidence has been concluded. The application thus takes 
into account the concern raised by the senate that audio recordings could have a detrimental impact on 
the testimony of witnesses.

I.  PARAMOUNT CONTEMPORARY HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF  
THE TRIAL FOR THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The audio recording is admissible pursuant to Section 169 (2) Sentence 1 GVG because the proceed-
ings are of paramount contemporary historical importance (1.) for the Federal Republic of Germany and 
beyond (2.). According to the intent of the legislator, the assessment of the paramount contemporary his-
toric importance for the Federal Republic of Germany depends on the factual and legal issues that are the 
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subject of the proceedings (Bundestag report 18/10144, p. 28). The circumstances of the trial at the time 
when the decision is to be made are the determining factor. The legislator held that the possibility of par-
amount contemporary historical significance is sufficient for an audio recording to be made (Bunde-
stag report18/10144, p. 27). Pursuant to this provision, recording is to be permitted “if the competent court 
decides that the proceedings are or may be of exceptional contemporary historical significance for the 
Federal Republic of Germany” (Bundestag report 18/10144, p. 19, emphasis by the author).

1.  On the exceptional contemporary historical significance of the trial
The legislator lists a number of alternative criteria for the contemporary historical significance of a trial. 
Consideration is given to “Proceedings with a terrorist or political context or those that affect value 
decisions of importance to society as a whole […]; in particular, if there is already a particularly great 
and supra-regional public interest in this regard, from which it can be expected that this will also extend 
to future generations, or if the disclosure of details of events dealt with by the courts to posterity in par-
ticular is considered significant” (Bundestag report 18/10144, p. 27).

Against the backdrop of these requirements, the proceedings against Anwar R represent a model 
case, as they fulfill all of the above criteria. By prosecuting systemic injustices committed by the state, 
the proceedings touch on value decisions of importance to society as a whole (a.). At the same time, it 
has a political context (b.). From the very beginning of the main trial, there has been consistent evidence 
of a particularly high level of supra-regional public interest in the proceedings, which can be expected 
to extend to future generations (c.). Furthermore, the disclosure of details of the events dealt with by the 
courts to posterity in particular is already considered significant today (d.).

1 A.  Prosecution of systemic injustice as a value decision of importance to society as a whole
The proceedings touch on value decisions of importance to society as a whole by addressing systemic 
injustices relevant to international criminal law. The Federal Republic of Germany is notable for its 
renunciation of the historical systemic injustices committed during the Nazi era. The Basic Law was 
designed to be friendly towards international law as a result of this repudiation. This is intended to ena-
ble Germany to fulfill its responsibility to “promote world peace” (Preamble of the Basic Law). Based 
on this value decision, Germany has for some years taken on a pioneering role in combating and pros-
ecuting systemic injustices. This is reflected not only in its support for international criminal courts in 
principle, but also in its robust use of the principle of universal jurisdiction (on the Federal Republic of 
Germany’s commitment to international criminal law, cf. MüKoStGB/Werle VStGB Einleitung para. 23 
ff.; Steinke, The Politics of International Criminal Justice, 2012, 134 f.).

When introducing the criterion of contemporary historical significance in the context of the pro-
vision of Section 169 (2) Sentence 1 GVG, the legislator had in mind, in particular, proceedings for the 
criminal prosecution of systemic injustices. The historical model for this were the Frankfurt Auschwitz 
trials (Bundestag report 18/10144, p. 19, 27; Kreicker, Medienübertragung von Gerichtsverhandlungen 
im Lichte der EMRK, ZIS 2/2017, 85, 89). For Germany, the Auschwitz Trials, like the Nuremberg Tri-
als, are now among the most important reference points for coming to terms with the crimes of National 
Socialism, not least because of their more comprehensive documentation.

This trial follows on from these proceedings and, as it were, takes them to the next (international) 
level. It is therefore a milestone in the history of German criminal law. These proceedings demonstrate 
that Germany has assumed its place in the multi-level system of international criminal justice and that 
it is contributing to the fight against impunity for state systemic injustices. As the Federal Minister of 
Justice wrote in a guest article on the 75th anniversary of the Nuremberg Trials: “International criminal 
law was born in the Nuremberg war crimes trials against leading Nazis. With the ongoing trial on torture 
in Syria, Germany is showing how much it heeds the lesson.” (Christine Lambrecht, “Der Generalbun-
desanwalt hat weltweit Maßstäbe gesetzt,” 20 November 2020, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, guest 
article, available at: https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/geschichte/75-jahre-nuernberger-prozesse-gast-
beitrag-christine-lambrecht-17060626/auf-der-anklagebank-in-der-17060633.html),
The relevance of the trial was also reflected in the agenda of the panel discussion held by the Federal 

https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/geschichte/75-jahre-nuernberger-prozesse-gastbeitrag-christine-lambrecht-17060626/auf-der-anklagebank-in-der-17060633.html
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/geschichte/75-jahre-nuernberger-prozesse-gastbeitrag-christine-lambrecht-17060626/auf-der-anklagebank-in-der-17060633.html
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Ministry of Justice to mark this anniversary, in which the focus was on coming to terms with the 
crimes committed by the Assad regime and, in connection with this, the proceedings before the 
Koblenz Higher Regional Court. A conversation between Syrian human rights lawyer and winner 
of the Franco-German Prize for Human Rights and the Rule of Law, Anwar Albuni, and the Minis-
ter of Justice was planned as a prelude to the event (BMJV, “Recht und Gerechtigkeit 75 Jahre nach 
den Nürnberger Prozessen, Digitales Podium,” 23 November 2020, 6 pm, available at: https://www.
bmj.de/SharedDocs/Artikel/DE/2020/111620_Nuernberger_Prozesse.html; report on the event by 
Christian Rath, LTO, 24 November 2019, available at: https://www.lto.de/recht/hintergruende/h/
bmjv-podium-debatte-voelkerstrafrecht-weltrechtsprinzip-nuernberger-prozesse/).

At least the closing statements, possibly including a closing speech by the defendant, will include 
an in-depth presentation and evaluation of the evidence by the non-judicial actors. The substantive issues 
before the Koblenz Higher Regional Court concern the Assad regime’s most serious crimes against its own 
people. The Assad regime spent decades establishing a reign of injustice in Syria, which it systematically 
secured by means of violent support from the intelligence services and which culminated in the relent-
less crackdown on Syrian reform movements beginning in the spring of 2011. The present proceedings are 
the first in the world to address these macro-criminal aspects as intrinsic aspects of international crimes.

Corresponding to the major substantive issues being heard by the Koblenz Higher Regional 
Court, the legal questions arising are also of considerable importance. In a global first, a court is inves-
tigating whether the Assad government’s ongoing program of torture since 2011 meets the criteria for 
crimes against humanity. At the same time, essential new experience in handling trials according to 
the principle of universal jurisdiction will be gained and cornerstones will be laid in overcoming chal-
lenges that arise, upon which subsequent processes will draw and build. The proceedings will be a cru-
cial starting point for future generations of (legal) scholars when it comes to tracing the development of 
trials conducted pursuant to the principle of universal jurisdiction, even detached from the Syrian con-
text. As one of very few proceedings in the history of Germany concerning crimes against humanity, 
the proceedings’ concretization of the norm will potentially be of great importance. When dealing with 
sexual and gender-based violence, the court will have to take into account the Syrian context as well as 
the impact of these acts on Syrian civil society, which poses a particular challenge compared to trials 
with a direct domestic connection. Similarly, having a record of an injunction that potentially mandates 
an Arabic-language consecutive translation of the pronouncement of the judgment, as occurred in the 
case against Eyad A, would provide historical evidence of the evolution of criminal justice to accom-
modate the internationalization of criminal proceedings through the principle of universal jurisdiction.

1 B.  Political background of the trial
The crimes under scrutiny have a political background because they are inextricably linked to the Syr-
ian reform movement and the Syrian conflict. They are already fundamentally shaping the history of 
the country and of both current and future generations of Syrians. The Federal Constitutional Court has 
already emphasized the political background of these crimes (for example, in its decision of 18 August 
2020, BVerfG, 1 BvR 1918/20, para. 14, which refers to the specific proceedings).

Foreign policy relations as well as domestic relations are also continuing to be affected by the 
events in Syria and are being influenced by them in the long term. The prosecution of such crimes is a 
core political concern of both international and German politics. The United Nations General Assembly 
(representing many: United Nations General Assembly, Situation of Human Rights in the Syrian Arab 
Republic, A/RES/67/183 [12 February 2012], § 9; United Nations General Assembly, The Situation in the 
Syrian Arab Republic, A/RES/66/253 [21 February 2012], § 5), the UN Human Rights Council (representing 
many: United Nations Human Rights Council, The Human Rights Situation in the Syrian Arab Republic, 
A/HRC/RES/34/26 [5 April 2017], § 32; United Nations Human Rights Council, The Grave and Deteri-
orating Human Rights and Humanitarian Situation in the Syrian Arab Republic, A/HRC/RES/30/10 [13 
October 2015], § 13; United Nations Human Rights Council, The Current Human Rights Situation in the 
Syrian Arab Republic in the Context of Recent Events, A/HRC/RES/S-16/1 [4 May 2011], § 4), the United 
Nations Security Council (representing many: Resolution 2165 [2014] on the Humanitarian Situation in the 
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Syrian Arab Republic and the Establishment of a Monitoring Mechanism, S/RES/2165(2014) [14 July 2014], 
p. 2; Resolution 2191 (2014) on the Humanitarian Situation in the Syrian Arab Republic and the Establish-
ment of a Monitoring Mechanism, S/RES/2191(2014) [Dec. 17 December 2014], p. 3) and the United Nations 
Secretary-General (United Nations, Secretary-General’s Statement on Syria, 12 March 2020, available 
at: https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/statement/2020-03-12/secretary-generals-statement-syria) ele-
vated the fight against impunity in Syria to a political program for the international community. German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel (German Government, “Assad trägt alleinige Verantwortung,” 7 April 2017, 
available at: https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-de/service/archiv/alt-inhalte/-assad-traegt-alleini-
ge-verantwortung--265278) and German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas (Federal Foreign Office, video 
greeting by Foreign Minister Heiko Maas: “Für die Zukunft Syriens und der Region eintreten,” 30 June 
2016, available at: https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/de/newsroom/maas-syrien-konferenz/2359796; Ger-
man Federal Foreign Office, Opening remarks by Foreign Minister Heiko Maas at the side event for the 
conference “Supporting the Future of Syria and the Region: Working together against Impunity in Syria,” 
25 April 2018, available at: https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/de/newsroom/maas-syrien-gegen-straflosig-
keit/2008056), partly in association with 13 other EU foreign ministers (“Wir müssen die Verantwortlichen 
zur Rechenschaft ziehen”—A guest contribution by 14 EU foreign ministers, 26 February 2020, T-Online, 
available at: https://www.t-online.de/nachrichten/ausland/krisen/id_87408500/syrien-krieg-14-aussen-
minister-muessen-verantwortliche-zur-rechenschaft-ziehen-.html), made this Germany’s political goal. 
Minister of State Niels Annen stressed in the United Nations Security Council that progress must be made 
in the fight against impunity in Syria. Germany is the main financier of the UN’s evidence mechanism for 
Syria (IIIM) and supports numerous other initiatives against impunity in Syria (“Ohne Gerechtigkeit kein 
Frieden,” 23 July 2020, Auswärtiges Amt, available at: https://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/de/aussenpolitik/
regionaleschwerpunkte/nahermittlererosten/strafverfolgung-syrien/2363878).

German domestic policy is also significantly affected by the Assad regime’s actions against its 
own population. Millions of Syrians seeking refuge from the Assad regime have fled to Europe. Today, a 
large Syrian diaspora is living in Germany, many of the individuals for almost ten years now. Due to the 
ongoing impossibility of returning to Syria, many Syrians are already taking advantage of the oppor-
tunity to acquire German citizenship. They and their descendants will play a role in shaping the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany in the long term. This diaspora has a great interest in seeing these crimes 
prosecuted under criminal law (see BVerfG, decision of 18 August 2020, 1 BvR 1918/20, para. 14; Fed-
eral Ministry of Justice, Quotes, 23 April 2020, available at: https://www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/Archiv/DE/
Zitate/2020/042320_OLG_Syrien.html), which can help them overcome the trauma they have experienced, 
contribute to the functioning of the society in which they now live, and help shape it in a positive sense.

1 C.  Particularly significant supra-regional public interest  
that is likely to extend to future generations

The paramount contemporary historical significance of the present criminal proceedings is also 
reflected in the extensive national media interest, which can be expected to extend to future generations.

The trial of Anwar R has gained worldwide attention as the first criminal case against former 
Syrian government employees for crimes against humanity. Countless domestic and foreign media 
are following the proceedings. National and international media are hailing the trial as historic: “The 
world looks to Koblenz: the significance of the Koblenz trial goes far beyond the main defendant Anwar 
R and the second defendant Eyad A. The Assad regime’s oppressive system as a whole is in the dock.” 
(“Folterprozess gegen Assad-System,” 5 June 2020, Deutsche Welle, available at: https://www.dw.com/
de/folterprozess-gegen-assad-system/a-53697915). A representative sample: “Weltweit erster Prozess 
wegen Kriegsverbrechen in Syrien beginnt,” 23 April 2020, ZeitOnline, available at: https://www.zeit.
de/gesellschaft/zeitgeschehen/2020-04/folterprozess-kriegsverbrecher-koblenz-syrischer-geheim-
dienst?wt_zmc=sm.int.zonaudev.twitter.ref.zeitde.redpost.link.sf&utm_content=zeitde_redpost+_
link_sf&utm_medium=sm&utm_source=twitter_zonaudev_int&utm_campaign=ref&page=4; “Ein 
Weltstrafverfahren in Koblenz,” 23 April 2020, LTO, available at: https://www.lto.de/recht/hintergru-
ende/h/olg-koblenz-1ste919-folter-prozess-auftakt-syrien-assad-geheimdienst-voelkerstrafrecht/; 
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“Angeklagt wegen Folter in 4000 Fällen,” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, updated 6 October 2020, 
available at: https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/inland/weltrechtsprinzip-prozess-gegen-syrer-in-kon-
stanz-16981463/der-angeklagte-eyad-a-im-16981467.html; “Germany takes rare step in putting Syrian 
officers on trial in torture case,” New York Times, 23 April 2020, available at: https://www.nytimes.
com/2020/04/23/world/middleeast/syria-germany-war-crimes-trial.html; “Assad’s horrible war crimes 
are finally coming to light under oath,” 16 October 2020, Foreign Policy, available at: https://foreign-
policy.com/2020/10/16/assads-horrible-war-crimes-are-finally-coming-to-light/; “German court case 
is first to try Syrian regime for war crimes,” 23 April 2020, Washington Post, available at: https://www.
washingtonpost.com/world/europe/syrian-war-crimes-germany-trial/2020/04/23/9384d1ae-832a-
11ea-81a3-9690c9881111_story.html; “Electrochocs, viols, douche glacée … ce que révèle le procès des 
bourreaux du régime syrien,” 24 April 2020, La Parisien, available at: https://www.leparisien.fr/interna-
tional/electrochocs-viols-douche-glacee-ce-que-revele-le-premier-proces-des-bourreaux-du-regime-
syrien-24-04-2020-8305314.php; “Germany probes torture in Syria prison,” 25 April 2020, The Manila 
Times, available at: https://www.manilatimes.net/2020/04/25/news/world/germany-probes-torture-in-
syria-prison/718496; “World’s first Syria torture trial opens in Germany,” 25 April 2020, Al Jazeera, 
available at: https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/4/23/worlds-first-syria-torture-trial-opens-in-ger-
many; “Oppgjørets time for Assad-regimet,” 29 April 2020, Morgenbladet, available at: https://www.
morgenbladet.no/aktuelt/2020/04/29/oppgjorets-time-for-assad-regimet/; “Seit den Nürnberger Prozes-
sen müssen Kriegsverbrecher und Diktatoren sich fürchten,” 5 May 2020, Der Tagesspiegel, available at: 
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/seit-den-nurnberger-prozessen-mussen-kriegsverbrecher-und-dik-
tatoren-sich-furchten-5065054.html; “Folter-Prozess für syrische Journalisten auch auf Arabisch,” 19 
August 2020, Die Welt, available at: https://www.welt.de/regionales/rheinland-pfalz-saarland/arti-
cle213908904/Folter-Prozess-fuer-syrische-Journalisten-auch-auf-Arabisch.html; “El sepulturero de El 
Asad,” 27 September 2020, LaNetaNeta, available at: https://lanetaneta.com/el-sepulturero-de-el-asad/; 
“‘This is finally happening’: Syria’s torturers on trial,” 14 December 2020, Al-Jumhuriya, available at: 
https://aljumhuriya.net/en/2020/12/14/this-is-finally-happening-syrias-torturers-on-trial/.

Moreover, the extensive international attention given to the sentencing of Eyad A suggests that 
there would be at least as much public interest with regard to the sentencing of Anwar R, who, as the main 
defendant, has been the focus of attention for the al-Khatib trial since it began (see “German court set to 
issue landmark verdict in Syrian torture case,” 23 February 2021, The Independent, available at: https://
www.independent.co.uk/news/world/germany-syria-torture-court-assad-b1806310.html; “Germany: first 
verdict expected in Syria torture trial,” 24 February 2021, Associated Press, available at: https://apnews.
com/article/trials-middle-east-crime-arrests-berlin-124d0d6f6eff2d0483a89786ef4a4b38; “Ein erster 
Schritt zu Gerechtigkeit für die Opfer Assads,” 24 February 2021, Neue Züricher Zeitung, available at: 
https://www.nzz.ch/meinung/ein-wenig-gerechtigkeit-fuer-die-gemarterten-opfer-asads-ld.1603536; 

“Diese deutschen Urteile haben weltweite Signalwirkung,” 24 February 2021, Die Welt, available at: 
https://www.welt.de/debatte/kommentare/article227036219/Die-Signalwirkung-der-Urteile-von-Ko-
blenz-und-Celle.html; “Endlich ein bisschen Gerechtigkeit,” 24 February 2021, Zeit Online, available 
at: https://www.zeit.de/politik/ausland/2021-02/syrien-koblenz-urteil-assad; “Haftstrafe in historischem 
Prozess um Staatsfolter in Syrien,” 24 February 2021, Süddeutsche Zeitung, available at: https://www.
sueddeutsche.de/panorama/prozesse-koblenz-haftstrafe-in-historischem-prozess-um-staatsfolter-in-
syrien-dpa.urn-newsml-dpa-com-20090101-210224-99-574893; “Viereinhalb Jahre Haft in erstem Proz-
ess zu Staatsfolter in Syrien,” 24 February 2021, Zeit Online, available at: https://www.zeit.de/gesellschaft/
zeitgeschehen/2021-02/viereinhalb-jahre-haft-erstes-urteil-zu-staatsfolter-in-syrien; “Assad-Geheim-
dienstler zu viereinhalb Jahren Haft verurteilt,” 24 February 2021, Der Spiegel, available at: https://www.
spiegel.de/ausland/koblenz-viereinhalb-jahre-haft-fuer-geheimdienstler-von-baschar-al-assad-a-1a4f-
f86c-a8b2-4223-8ad8-4f9390c6fb52; “Helfer des syrischen Regimes wegen Folter verurteilt,” 24 Feb-
ruary 2021, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, available at: https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/inland/
helfer-des-syrischen-regimes-in-koblenz-wegen-folter-verurteilt-17213903.html; “In world first, Ger-
many convicts Syrian regime officer of crimes against humanity,” 24 February 2021, CNN, available at: 
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/02/24/middleeast/syria-germany-officer-convicted-intl/index.html; “Syria 
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torture: German court convicts ex-intelligence officer,” 24 February 2021, BBC, available at: https://www.
bbc.com/news/world-europe-56160486; “Setting precedent, German court convicts man of Syrian state 
torture,” 24 February 2021, Dpa international, available at: https://newsghana.com.gh/setting-precedent-
german-court-convicts-man-of-syrian-state-torture/; “La condamnation d’un tortionnaire syrien en 
Allemagne, une première «historique»,” 24 February 2021, Le Monde, available at: https://www.lemonde.
fr/international/article/2021/02/25/la-condamnation-d-un-tortionnaire-syrien-en-allemagne-une-pre-
miere-historique_6071109_3210.html; “German court convicts ex-Syrian agent in landmark trial,” 24 
February 2021, Al Jazeera, available at: https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/2/24/first-verdict-ex-
pected-in-germanys-landmark-syria-torture-trial; “Germany jails man over Syria torture,” 24 Febru-
ary 2021, Australian Associated Press, available at: https://www.lismorecitynews.com.au/story/7141940/
germany-jails-man-over-syria-torture/; “German court issues guilty verdict in first Syria torture trial,” 
24 February 2021, NBC News, available at: https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/german-court-issues-
guilty-verdict-first-syria-torture-trial-n1258705; “Hohe Erwartungen an Prozess um Folter in Syrien,” 
24 February 2021, Neues Deutschland, available at: https://www.nd-aktuell.de/artikel/1148699.hohe-er-
wartungen-an-prozess-um-folter-in-syrien.html; “Germany convicts former Assad regime agent in his-
toric Syria torture verdict,” 24 February 2021, The Guardian, available at: https://www.theguardian.com/
world/2021/feb/24/germany-convicts-former-assad-regime-agent-in-historic-syria-torture-verdict).

The Federal Constitutional Court has already stated that the proceedings “are attracting an unu-
sually large amount of public attention” (BVerfG, decision of August 18, 2020, 1 BvR 1918/20, para. 11). It 
is to be expected that this high level of interest in the trial will extend to future generations. The legislator 
does not require certainty as to the future significance of the audio recordings. Instead, its forward-look-
ing approach calls for a prognosis, in which case the possibility that subsequent generations will also 
exhibit a high level of interest in the trial is sufficient (see above, Bundestag report 18/10144, p. 19). The 
particularly high level of public interest that is already evident is indicative of a continuing high level of 
public interest in the trial, including that of subsequent generations. Furthermore, the fact that the pro-
ceedings represent a first and thus particularly important step in the context of the necessary compre-
hensive process to deal with the international crimes committed by the Syrian regime against its own 
population speaks in favor of this. In the context of this process, it can be assumed that the substantive and 
legal issues dealt with in the proceedings will be of particularly great public interest on a continuous basis.

1 D.  Importance of informing future generations about the details  
of the events dealt with by the courts

Informing future generations about the events recounted in the present proceedings is of paramount 
importance. When introducing Section 169 (2) GVG, the legislator used the Auschwitz trials and the 
associated special significance of the recordings for subsequent generations as a historical model (Bun-
destag Printed Report 18/10144, p. 19; cf. tape recording of the 1st Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial, Fritz Bauer 
Institute, available at: https://www.fritz-bauer-institut.de/archiv/bestaende/tonbandmitschnitt-1-frank-
furter-auschwitz-prozess). Today, the audio recordings of these trials are used both in the context of aca-
demic reappraisal of historical events and in educational work. Due to their contemporary historical 
value, UNESCO included the tape recordings from the first Frankfurt Auschwitz trial in the Memory of 
the World Program in 2017 (cf. UNESCO Memory of the World trial documents and tape recordings of 
the first Frankfurt Auschwitz trial, available at: https://www.unesco.de/kultur-und-natur/weltdokumen-
tenerbe/weltdokumentenerbe-deutschland/frankfurter-auschwitz-prozess). The public can also listen 
to audio recordings of the Nuremberg Trials at the International Court of Justice, the Paris Shoa Memo-
rial, and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (cf. the International Court of Justice, the Paris 
Shoah Memorial, and the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum). These are also used as teaching 
materials in schools as well as in legal education. The words of Chief Prosecutor Robert Jackson in his 
opening address to the Nuremberg Military Tribunal are also unforgettable: “The wrongs which we seek 
to condemn and punish have been so calculated, so malignant, and so devastating, that civilization can-
not tolerate their being ignored, because it cannot survive their being repeated. That four great nations, 
flushed with victory and stung with injury, stay the hand of vengeance and voluntarily submit their 
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captive enemies to the judgment of the law is one of the most significant tributes that power has ever paid 
to reason” (cf. the original recording available at: https://www.roberthjackson.org/speech-and-writing/
opening-statement-before-the-international-military-tribunal/; but also BMJV, Recht und Gerechtigkeit 
75 Jahre nach den Nürnberger Prozessen, Digital Podium, 23 November 2020, 6 pm, available at: https://
www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/Artikel/DE/2020/111620_Nuernberger_Prozesse.html). The audio recordings 
of the closing speeches, the potential closing statement of the defendant as well as the pronouncement of 
the verdict in these proceedings are likely to be valuable contributions to the process of coming to terms 
with the past as well as to educational work in a comparable way. They may become relevant in the con-
text of historical research in order to establish the full truth outside of judicial proceedings, and in the 
future, they may also contribute to cultivating a culture of remembrance.

2.  On the significance for the Federal Republic of Germany
All this makes the trial of outstanding contemporary historical significance not only for the Federal 
Republic of Germany, but also for the Syrian civilian population and for the international community. 
The criterion of “significance for the Federal Republic of Germany” in Section 169 (2) Sentence 1 GVG 
is to be understood broadly. This may also include trials of particular international significance.

This is already clear from the explanatory memorandum to the Act, in which the legisla-
tor expressly states that the criterion was only introduced in order to exclude proceedings of merely 
regional significance (Bundestag report 18/10144, p. 27), and under no circumstances those of global sig-
nificance, such as the present proceedings.

The meaning and purpose of the provision also suggest that not only the contemporary historical 
significance for the Federal Republic of Germany can be relevant, but also that the special international 
significance of a trial must be taken into account. This particularly applies to proceedings conducted pur-
suant to the principle of universal jurisdiction. Here, the Federal Republic claims jurisdiction for itself 
that is “due precisely to the unique character of the criminal acts in question, which affects the interna-
tional community as a whole” (BVerfG, decision of 18 August 2020, 1 BvR 1918/20, para. 11). The fact that 
the German criminal justice system is acting on behalf of the international community in these cases 
must be taken into account when assessing the significance of the proceedings. In addition, the prose-
cution of crimes under international law with a historical-political background will routinely be part of 
what is referred to as a “transitional justice” process, in the context of which documentation of the pros-
ecution, as already described, is of particular importance (on the need for society as a whole to take note 
of criminal proceedings in the context of “transitional justice” processes, see Bock/Wagner, Nation-
ale Strafverfolgung von Völkerrechtsverbrechen—in kleinen Schritten weitergedacht, NJW 2020, 3146). 
Accordingly, all international criminal tribunals record trials (cf. e.g. International Criminal Tribunal, 
Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Rule 137; International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, 
Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Rule 81; International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, Rules of Proce-
dure and Evidence, Rule 81; Special Tribunal for Lebanon, Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Rule 139).

II.  THE NEED TO RECORD THE TRIAL ON ACCOUNT  
OF THE CONSIDERABLE ACADEMIC  
AND HISTORICAL INTEREST OF THE CASE

The audio recording is warranted in light of the substantial academic and historical interest in the trial.
The audio recordings in the original language are of great academic and historical value and will 

be of particular importance to posterity. Research can only be conducted to its fullest potential by stud-
ying original sources. They cannot be replaced by written records of the trial proceedings, which neither 
guarantee the same accuracy, completeness and intersubjective verifiability as audio recordings, nor do 
they capture the atmosphere in the courtroom in an objective manner. Audio recordings of the closing 
speeches, of the defendant’s closing statement, and of the pronouncement of the verdict would be help-
ful in order to trace—in addition to the grounds for the verdict—the discursive basis of the verdict as 
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well as the perspectives of the parties involved in the trial, and to enable insights into the significance 
of the proceedings for those involved in the trial. The same applies to any possible closing statement by 
the defendant that would reflect his view of the proceedings and could not be appropriately captured by 
a transcription of the reasoning behind the verdict.

Many academic papers and findings are based on the records of the Nuremberg Trials, the Red 
Army Faction trial, or international criminal proceedings. There is already a similar level of academic 
interest in the case against Anwar R (Galand, “What Counts as State Practice? The Koblenz Trial and 
Functional Immunity,” 27 May 2020, JustSecurity, available at: https://www.justsecurity.org/70394/what-
counts-as-state-practice-the-koblenz-trial-and-functional-immunity/; Ananthavinayagan, “A Tale 
of German Global Criminal Justice: A TWAIL Perspective on the Syrian Torture Trial,” 30 June 2020, 
JustSecurity, available at: https://www.justsecurity.org/70986/a-tale-of-german-global-criminal-jus-
tice-a-twail-perspective-on-the-syrian-torture-trial/; Baier, “A Puzzle Coming Together,” 23 April 2020, 
Völkerrechtsblog, available at: https://voelkerrechtsblog.org/de/a-puzzle-coming-together/; Kreß, “Welt-
weite Strahlkraft: ein besonderer Prozess gegen syrische Folterer in Koblenz,” 27 July 2020, interview 
in Kölner Stadtanzeiger, available at: https://www.ksta.de/shared-static/dumont-consent/index.htm-
l?processMode=relaunch&param=eyJyZWRpcmVjdFVybCI6Ii9wb2xpdGlrL3dlbHR3ZWl0ZS1zdH-
JhaGxrcmFmdC1laW4tYmVzb25kZXJlci1wcm96ZXNzLWdlZ2VuLXN5cmlzY2hlLWZvbHRlcmVyL-
WluLWtvYmxlbnotMjY0NTUxP2NiPTE2NjkxNDMxODM2OTIiLCJyZWZlcnJlciI6Imh0dHBzOi8vd-
3d3Lmdvb2dsZS5kZS8iLCJzdWJkb21haW4iOiJ3d3cifQ==; Koleva, Vigh, “Critical stasis and disruptive 
performances: ICJ and the Anwar R trial in Koblenz,” 2021, The SAGE Handbook of Criminological Theory, 
p. 1–17). This is also demonstrated by the fact that 23 academics from around the world, as well as academic 
institutions, have come together to submit this application. In the research project “Gerechtigkeit aus der 
Ferne” (meaning “Justice from afar”) that is currently underway at the International Research and Docu-
mentation Centre for War Crimes Trials, for example, the focus is on the question of whether and to what 
extent it makes sense and is necessary—taking into account the experiences of other states—to reform 
the Code of Criminal Procedure in order to be able to prosecute crimes under international law more effec-
tively, and to what extent such reforms would be constitutionally permissible. In addition to legal disci-
plines, this project will also incorporate aspects of history, social sciences and media studies in particular. 
The audio recordings of the final phase of the Koblenz trial would be of great value for this project.

The interest also dovetails with numerous international research projects on coming to terms with 
the Syrian conflict (a representative sample: Grace Fiddler, ”Using a Conditional Amnesty and Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission as a Transitional Justice Mechanism in Syria,” 2015, George Washington 
International Law Review, 45, 893; Alex Schank, ”Sectarianism and Transitional Justice in Syria: Resist-
ing International Trials,” 2014, Georgetown Journal of International Law, 45, 557; Wenaweser, Cockayne, 

“Justice for Syria? The international, impartial and independent mechanism and the emergence of the UN 
General Assembly in the realm of international criminal justice,” 2017, Journal of International Criminal 
Justice, 15(2), 211; Brigitte Herremans, “Countering erasure: can the arts contribute to restoring justice 
in Syria?”, Human Rights Center, available at: https://hrc.ugent.be/research/countering-erasure-can-the-
arts-contribute-to-restoring-justice-in-syria/; Jeremy Julian Sarkin, “The Conflict in Syria and the Fail-
ure of International Law to Protect People Globally,” publication expected November 2021, Routledge; 
Espen Stokke, “Syrian diaspora mobilization: vertical coordination, patronage relations, and the chal-
lenges of fragmentation in the pursuit of transitional justice, ethnic and racial Studies,” 2019).

Moreover, there are already countless calls for a historical reappraisal of the Syrian con-
flict (United Nations General Assembly, Situation of Human Rights in the Syrian Arab Republic, A/
RES/68/182 (30 January 2014), § 11; United Nations General Assembly, The Situation in the Syrian Arab 
Republic, A/RES/67/262 (4 June 2013), § 10; United Nations Human Rights Council, The Continuing 
Grave Deterioration of the Human Rights and Humanitarian Situation in the Syrian Arab Republic, A/
HRC/RES/25/23 (9 April 2014), § 12; United Nations Human Rights Council, The Deteriorating Situation 
of Human Rights in the Syrian Arab Republic, and the Recent Killings in Al-Qusayr, A/HRC/RES/23/1 (19 
June 2013), § 4; United Nations Human Rights Council, The Human Rights Situation in the Syrian Arab 
Republic, A/HRC/RES/34/26 (5 April 2017), § 42). The German Justice Minister, Christine Lambrecht, 
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attaches historical significance to the proceedings (Federal Ministry of Justice, Citations, April 23, 2020, 
available at: https://www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/Archiv/DE/Zitate/2020/042320_OLG_Syrien.html).

The Federal Prosecutor at the Federal Supreme Court, Peter Frank, and the Senior Prosecutor 
at the Federal Supreme Court, Holger Schneider-Glockzin, write with regard to the crimes committed 
in Syria: “It will be a major project for the future for the international community to one day address 
crimes against humanity initiated by the state, as well as alleged war crimes […], under international 
criminal law. […]

The political and social dimension of such a prosecution should not be underestimated. It can and 
will—the International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda in particular are 
examples here—represent a contribution to stabilizing conflict regions” (Peter Frank/Holger Schnei-
der-Glockzin, “Terrorismus und Völkerstraftaten im bewaffneten Konflikt,” 2017, NStZ, p. 1, 5, 7).

Syrian civil society also emphasizes the value of having comprehensive documentation of the 
proceedings which posterity will be able to access as an important contribution to a sustainable “tran-
sitional justice” process (Mansour Al Omari, “A verbatim transcript of Koblenz trial is a must for 
Syrian justice,” 26 February 2021, The New Arab, available at: https://www.newarab.com/opinion/ver-
batim-transcript-syrian-koblenz-trial-must; ibid. “German court hears harrowing testimony of Syria 
torture,” 21 September 2020, EU Observer, available at: https://euobserver.com/rule-of-law/149466; 
ibid. “Syria justice news in 2020: roundup and comment,” 2 November 2021, Enab Baladi, available at: 
https://english.enabbaladi.net/archives/2021/02/syria-justice-news-in-2020-roundup-and-comment/; 
Syria Justice and Accountability Center/The International Research and Documentation Centre for 
War Crimes Trials, “Scratching the Surface—One Year Into the Koblenz Trial,” available at: https://
syriaaccountability.org/content/files/2022/04/Koblenz-Interim---ENG.pdf, p. 21, 22; Syria Justice and 
Accountability Center, “Blackboxing justice: greater transparency needed in German universal juris-
diction trials,” 25 March 2021, available at: https://syriaaccountability.org/blackboxing-justice-great-
er-transparency-needed-in-german-universal-jurisdiction-trials/). This is also evidenced by the 
extensive efforts of the civilian population to document the proceedings (Syria Justice and Accounta-
bility Center/The International Research and Documentation Centre for War Crimes Trials, available 
at: https://syriaaccountability.org/; “Branch 251—Syrian atrocity crimes on trial,” podcast, available 
at: https://branch-251.captivate.fm/; European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights, “Proz-
essberichte: Weltweit Erster Prozess zu Folter in Syrien,” available at: https://www.ecchr.eu/fall/
prozessberichte-weltweit-erster-prozess-zu-folter-in-syrien/).

This considerable academic and historical interest in the trial must be adequately taken into 
account by the court in the exercise of its discretion (cf. Burghart in: Leibholz/Rinck, Grundgesetz, 82nd 
ed. 02.2021, Art. 5 GG, para. 1081 ff.). It should also be noted that, with regard to Article 5 (3) Sentence 1 
var. 3 GG, an overly narrow interpretation of the provision is not desirable. On the contrary, the purpose 
of Section 169 (2) Sentence 1 GVG is to assert academic freedom.

III.  NO NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF MAKING AN AUDIO  
RECORDING PURSUANT TO SECTION 169 (2) SENTENCE 2 GVG

An audio recording of the proceedings following the conclusion of the taking of evidence does not give 
rise to fears of negative effects on litigants or third parties, nor for the proper conduct of the proceedings, 
which would require refraining from audio recordings as a whole. In particular, the audio recordings will 
not affect the testimony of witnesses or exacerbate any potential risks to witnesses. In the present case, it 
is not a recording of the testimony of the witnesses themselves that is requested, but only the assessment 
of the evidence in the closing arguments, any potential closing statement by the defendant, and the rea-
soning behind the verdict. In contrast to earlier suggestions to record the trial by means of audio record-
ings, there is at any rate no danger of influencing the testimony of the witnesses. Interested individuals 
and organizations can already follow the testimonies during the public sessions. The names of witnesses 
would have to be protected in the summations and in the oral pronouncement of judgment as well as in 
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the trial as a whole. With regard to possible statements by the litigants once the taking of evidence has 
been concluded, it should be mentioned that recordings pursuant to Section 169 (2) Sentence 4 GVG are 
kept at the relevant federal or state archive once the trial has been concluded. Since the Koblenz Higher 
Regional Court exercises federal jurisdiction in these proceedings pursuant to Section 120 (1) Sentence 
8 GVG, the audio recording of the proceedings should be offered to the Federal Archives. Pursuant to 
Section 11 (1) Federal Archives Act (Bundesarchivgesetz—BArchG), in general, the sealing period for 
court documents is 30 years. Given that particularly sensitive personal rights would be involved in any 
recordings made of this trial, the special sealing periods of Section 11 (2) BArchG apply to making the 
recordings accessible. Pursuant to this provision, after the expiration of the general sealing period, the 
archive records may be used no earlier than ten years after the death of the person to whom the archive 
records relate with regard to their purpose or their material content. Shortening of the sealing period 
may be considered if the consent of the person concerned has been obtained, as defined in Section 12 (2) 
Point 1 BArchG, or if it is indispensable for an academic research project or to safeguard legitimate inter-
ests which are in the overriding interest of another person or body and if impairment of legitimate inter-
ests can be ruled out by appropriate measures, in particular by submitting anonymized reproductions, as 
defined in Section 12 (2) Point 2 BArchG. Pursuant to Section 12 (4) BArchG, the shortening or extension 
of the sealing period also requires the consent of the court where the archived material originated (for 
more detail on all this, cf. Bundestag paper 18/10144, p. 20). The compatibility of audio recordings of court 
proceedings with the general right of personality of the litigants pursuant to Article 2 (1) of the Basic Law 
in conjunction with Article 1 (1) of the Basic Law, in particular of the joint plaintiffs and the defendant, 
is ensured beyond the provisions of the archiving laws by the supplementary provision in Section 169 
(2) Sentence 3 GVG, according to which the recordings may not be used in any court. These provisions 
were the legislature’s means of fulfilling the Bundesrat’s (Germany’s Federal Council) demand to make 
recordings resistant to unauthorized access. The German Association of Judges (Richterbund) acknowl-
edged that this regulation eliminated concerns expressed in this regard (Bundestag report 18/10144, p. 36; 
Deutscher Richterbund, Stellungnahme des Deutschen Richterbundes zum Referentenentwurf eines 
Gesetzes zur Erweiterung der Medienöffentlichkeit in Gerichtsverfahren und zur Verbesserung der 
Kommunikationshilfen für Sprach- und Hörbehinderte [EMöGG], Point 12/16, July 2016; Ausschuss für 
Recht und Verbraucherschutz, Protokoll der 140. Sitzung, March 29, 2017, p. 32 f.).

Finally, Section 169 (2) Sentence 2 GVG expressly provides for the possibility of partially prohib-
iting recordings, also spontaneously, if there is a risk of danger to the interests of the litigants or third 
parties that merit protection. With this in mind and in light of the exceptional contemporary historical 
significance of the proceedings, it would be disproportionate to prevent the recording from being made 
altogether. In this respect, there are no objections to forwarding the application to the parties to the pro-
ceedings for comment.

C.  ON THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF MAKING AUDIO RECORDINGS

Audio recordings are easy to produce and would require few resources. In particular, the layout of the 
courtroom does not need to be changed. The recording device must be connected to one of the availa-
ble headphone jacks in order for the recording to take place. Nowadays, any laptop is capable of record-
ing audio. The experience of the Naumburg Higher Regional Court in the trial against Stephan B. last 
year shows that audio recordings in a courtroom involve little effort (OLG Naumburg, 1 St 1/20). This 
trial was recorded in its entirety by means of the audio system already installed in the courtroom. In 
the criminal proceedings against the former SS guard at the Stutthof concentration camp Bruno D (LG 
Hamburg, 617 Ks 10/19 jug), recording was also ordered right at the outset of the trial, without any com-
plications being reported.

Sincerely,

[Signatures]
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 Transcript of the testimony of  
a joint plaintiff on the 79th day of trial  
in the proceedings against Anwar R
07 JULY 2021—START 9:30 AM

NOTE This is a transcript of the 79th day (7 July 2021) of trial in the proceedings against Anwar R 
before the Koblenz Higher Regional Court, prepared from the courtroom in German or based on 
the German translation. We have prepared this transcript to the best of our knowledge, but it is not 
a verbatim reproduction of the proceedings. Where we were no longer able to reconstruct indi-
vidual statements, we have made do by adding to them as we felt appropriate. We have indicated 
in the text where there are gaps in our notes or where we felt it necessary to protect the identity 
of the witness. Accordingly, we have also identified repetitive events, which we do not present in 
this publication for the sake of clarity. The selected testimony is representative of the testimonies 
of the many courageous survivors who spoke out at the trial.

NOTE This transcript contains statements about abuse, torture, and sexual violence that may be 
distressing and/or evoke memories for people who have experienced similar situations.

IN ATTENDANCE:

•  The senate;

•  On behalf of the Federal Public Prosecutor: Chief Prosecutor Klinge, Prosecutor Polz;

•  The defendant;

•  The defense: Attorney Zierowski (requested to be assigned, decided and announced: is assigned 
for today’s trial for the attorneys Böcker and Fratzky); Counsel for the joint plaintiffs: Attorneys 
Schulz, Reiger, Mohamed, Dr. Oehmichen, Dr. Kroker, Scharmer, Bahns

•  Witness: [last name], [first name], from Damascus in Syria, 62 years old, to be summoned by 
Attorney Dr. Kroker, not currently employed, not related by blood or marriage. Accessory 

 prosecution
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PRESIDING JUDGE I have distributed CDs of Volume XX. Attorney Bahns does not have them yet, 
but he will get them.

[The witness is advised of his rights and obligations].

PRESIDING JUDGE On 22 July, the trial shall begin at 10:00 am.

In response to a question from the Presiding Judge:

QUESTION (Q) We know you’ve been examined before, but we need to hear it from you again. We 
are primarily concerned with the al-Khatib branch here. Perhaps if you could give us a brief overview—
who are you? How did you come into conflict with the regime and perhaps how often?

ANSWER (A) Thank you. My name is [first name, last name]. I am 62 years old. I had a business […] 
in Syria. I graduated from the university in Damascus, where I studied business. The first time I was 
detained was [in May 2011]. My wife is from Daraa, which is the city where the revolution began. The 
regime besieged Daraa for three months. She heard about a demonstration that was to be held in Arnous 
Square in Damascus to protest the siege of Daraa and demand the release of milk and food. My wife and 
daughters attended this demonstration. The demonstrators chanted: “Milk for Daraa and an end to the 
siege.” I accompanied my wife and daughters to this demonstration. I just wanted to take photos of them 
as a memento. I took 12 or 15 photos and within three minutes, the security forces were there. When we 
saw the security officers approaching, we moved about 100 meters away from the demonstration. One 
of the security guards who was there […] pointed at me. Then I was approached by between six and ten 
security officers, who detained me in front of my wife and children. I received blows all over my body. 
They led me to a car, and there were other detainees in it. They then drove us by car 100 meters from 
Arnous Square to Branch 40. We entered the Branch 40 building and were led to the second floor. Before 
that, they took us into a hallway, and there were other detainees I didn’t know. Among these detainees 
were three or four young women. I was blindfolded and my hands were tied behind my back with cable 
ties. We had to wait in this hallway for about an hour to an hour and a half. We were then brought in indi-
vidually to see an officer. When it was my turn, this officer greeted me with insults and foul language.

Q If I could jump in with a quick question—can you describe where you were?
A In Branch 40. […]
Q Thank you. Please continue.
A When I was with the officer, he was very cruel towards me. First, he accused me of being an 

agent for America, Israel and Saudi Arabia.
I forgot to mention one thing earlier: when I was detained, they took my personal belongings, 

such as my cell phone and wallet. Then when I was taken to see the officer, I had nothing on me. The 
officer asked me why I had taken photos. I told him I was just taking pictures. T his was a demonstration 
organized by women. I just wanted to take some photos.

He asked me about my religious faith, and I said I was a Muslim. Then he asked me if I belonged 
to a political party, and I said: “No, not to any party.” He then called a guard, who took me out of the room. 
I had to wait outside in the hallway for more than an hour.

We were then led out of the side entrance to the main gate. They put us on a bus blindfolded and 
with our hands tied. This bus had seats for 20 to 25 people. You can’t see inside this bus because of the 
dark curtains. One of the guards had hit me, and I could see a little because the blindfold had slipped.

The bus drove for about 40 minutes. I knew which direction the bus was going because I knew the 
route. […] When the bus arrived, I knew we were at the al-Khatib branch. I knew exactly where we were 
because the bus drove into the forecourt, and I knew that it was the entrance of the branch. […] When 
we were taken to the branch, […] there were security guards there armed with wooden sticks and elec-
tric cables. They abused and beat us until we reached the entrance of the branch. This is called the “wel-
come ceremony.” When I arrived at the al-Khatib branch, I was given an electric shock by a security 
guard, causing me severe pain.
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They led us down about ten steps to the basement. Our blindfolds were removed, but our hands were left 
tied together. […]

We were taken to a room that was about 50 to 60 square meters. There were detainees in there that 
I didn’t know. There were four guards at the entrance of this cell. We were beaten with cables and the 
guards told us to surrender our clothes. We had to take everything off, and they took everything that had 
metal in it, such as belts, keys, etc. They treated us very badly. The clothes were searched and given back 
to us. They ordered us to go into the cell and sit down at the end of the cell.

There were two windows in this cell looking out towards the interrogation room on the other 
side. […] From these windows we could hear the screams of tortured detainees for four hours. After four 
hours, my name was called. I then went back down the corridor where we had been brought in. […] I 
entered a room where Anwar R and another officer named Khodr K were waiting. I could see the names 
on the nameplates that were there on the tables. […]

Q A question. Were you still blindfolded at this point or not?
A I was not wearing a blindfold during the first interrogation. […]
Q How many people were there? How many desks with nameplates, how many people?
A There were three tables— two just inside the room on the right side, and one on the other side.
[…]
Q Were the ranks on the nameplates?
A Yes, Captain Khodr K and Colonel Anwar R
Q What happened next?
A Anwar R asked me my name, my age, my profession and why I was brought here. I told him that 

I took a photo of my wife, who was taking part in the demonstration. […]
He asked if I knew anyone from the city of Homs. […] During that time I noticed that he was very 

friendly towards me. I asked him why I was here and he said: “You’ll find out what you’re being accused 
of later.” I asked more specifically: “Why am I in the al-Khatib branch?” I noticed he was angry, he was 
red in the face, the way he treated me and his behavior turned around 180 degrees. He denied that we 
were in the al-Khatib branch. I said, “Yes, we are.” […] However, he denied it again. […] Then he called 
a guard and instructed him: “Throw him out.”

Q Do you remember what the people who interrogated you were wearing?
A I can remember, yes. Anwar R was wearing a gray Adidas sweatsuit.
Q A very simple question: do you see the person who interrogated you here in this room?
A Yes, to my right. His health was much better then.
Q So he told you to get out. What happened next?
A I was then taken back to that cell I mentioned earlier. […] I had to wait for about an hour. Then 

a guard who had a list of names with him came and called out 10 or 15 people. We were then moved to 
another cell. The cell was about five or six meters from the interrogation room. I calculated the distance 
based on the number of steps, something like that. There were six or seven people in this cell. The cell was 
about three by three square meters. Inside there was an open toilet. It was horrible and gave off foul odors.

We then entered this cell, and that’s when we started to get acquainted with each other: “Who are 
you? Where are you from? What do you do?” People had been there for varying lengths of time, one of 
whom had been there for more than a year. The cell was very dark—there was only one light, which was 
on day and night. We could not distinguish day from night. I was the oldest of the detainees there. […] The 
food was very bad. I did not eat anything for two or three days. One detainee who had been there for more 
than a year said to me: “Uncle, you have to eat because you cannot know how long you will stay here.”

When I asked for medication for my high blood pressure, I was insulted. My name was called 
after three or four days. I was then led to the interrogation room, where I was made to undress and blind-
folded. My hands were cuffed behind my back, and then I was taken to the interrogation room again. In 
that room were Captain Khodr K and Anwar R. I could recognize Anwar R from his dialect, it being 
characteristic of Homs. I recognized the dialect of Khodr K as well, because his dialect is typical of the 
coastal region. […]

Q Please keep going.
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A Once I was in the room, Captain Khodr K approached me and asked why I was taking pictures 
and with what purpose. He accused me of taking photographs in order to sell the pictures or films to 
Al-Jazeera in Qatar or to Future TV in Lebanon. I replied: “No, that’s not true. Those are just meant to be 
memories, and as proof you can see that only my wife and children are in the pictures.”

He asked me to kneel on the floor and look down only at the floor. He took my blindfold off for 
a moment and showed me photos he had printed from my phone, and asked: “Who are these people in 
these photos?”

I replied: “That is my wife, that is my younger daughter, and that is my older daughter.” He showed 
me photos of me taking the photographs. He said that because of these pictures I was suspected of hav-
ing filmed the demonstration. I commented: “I didn’t know that photography and filming are forbidden 
in Syria. There were foreign reporters filming there as well.” I added: “According to Syrian law, this is 
not forbidden.” He then pulled out his pistol and readied it as if he were going to shoot. He pointed the pis-
tol at my temple, jabbed it against my temple several times and then said: “I am going to make you admit 
that you were filming for Al-Jazeera.” He kicked me hard on the shoulder while I was on my knees and I 
fell down. He ordered the guards to proceed with their “activities” In the meantime, I could hear Anwar 
R and Khodr K talking about something in a low voice. I could not hear what they were saying, though.

I was beaten with electric cables. This lasted for about ten minutes or more. I let out a scream that 
I have never uttered in my life.

While I was in the cell, there was a fellow detainee who gave me some advice. He said to me: 
“When you are taken in for interrogation, there are two options you can choose from. Either stay com-
pletely quiet and bite your tongue, or scream so loudly that you sate the sadism of the interrogator.” I 
screamed really loudly. I was exhausted and completely fatigued. […]

Q During the first and second interrogation in this interrogation room, were you able to perceive 
what else was going on around you in the basement—screams, for example?

A People were screaming all the time. I don’t know whether these screams came from that room 
or other rooms.

[Questions from the rapporteur]

Q Please continue reporting what happened to you in chronological order.
A After this interrogation, once they had finished beating me, they told the guards to take me out 

and take me back to the cell I had come from. They held my feet, dragged me out of the room by my feet 
and I was taken back to the cell. […] Once I was in the cell, the other detainees were worried about me 
and helped me, putting water on my back and on my hands where I had been beaten.

Q What kind of injuries did you have? Where had you been hit?
A Most of the blows I received were on my back and feet. While I was being beaten, I was lying on 

my stomach on the floor, and my hands and feet were tied together behind my back. I took most of the 
beatings on my back, on my thighs, on my head and on my feet.

Q By feet, do you mean the soles of your feet?
A On my lower legs and feet. In Arabic they say “ridshid,” [phon.] but that means the whole foot, 

including the lower leg, as in the Bavarian dialect.
Q In that case, may I ask again if you were hit on the soles of your feet?
A Yes.
Q Please continue where you left off.
A My fellow prisoners poured cold water on my body. I could not sleep because of the pain for the 

first night. After three or four days my name was called, and I was then moved to a solitary cell. I went 
inside, the space was 1 by 1.5 or maybe 1.75 square meters, more likely 1.5, because when I lay down, 
my head and feet hit the walls. This single cell was horrible. It stank inside. There were two or three 
very dirty blankets. I remember thinking that not even animals could live there. I got really angry and 
I beat my feet against the wall and my head against my hands. This was the first time I had ever been in 
a situation like that. My mind was shattered, I couldn’t tell if it was day or night at that time. I could tell 
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approximately what time it was from the muezzin’s calls to prayer. I was only allowed to go to the toilet 
at 7 am or 7 pm. After three or four days, suddenly the door was opened.

Q Please continue.
A After three or four days, suddenly the door was opened. Three guards came in, with Anwar R 

behind them. He ordered them to take off my clothes. In their hands was a device measuring about 70 
cm by 30 cm. This device had electrical cables connected to it. I was blindfolded. They put metal hand-
cuffs on me. […]

I noticed that one of the guards was attaching the electric cable to the handcuffs. After a while, 
about a minute or two, I felt an electric shock through my whole body. Sometimes the shock was strong, 
other times it was weak. After four or six shocks, they showered me with water, after which there was an 
extremely powerful electric shock. I thought I was going to die. I asked them and Anwar R to stop and 
said I was willing to admit anything.

One of the guards or maybe Anwar R—I don’t know—said: “You must forget that you were in 
the al-Khatib branch, or I will make sure that your wife and daughters and son will also be brought to 
the Branch, and the guards will rape them to make you admit that you sold those pictures to Al-Jazeera.” 
I told them I was willing to admit anything. I received a total of 15 electric shocks in 10 or 12 minutes. I 
was showered with water twice. When the blindfold and the handcuffs were taken off again, I saw that 
my fingers were bleeding. That was an experience I had never encountered in my entire life.

PRESIDING JUDGE We will take a 15-minute break from 10:37 am until 10:50 am.

PRESIDING JUDGE You were talking about the room with the electrocutions; let’s pick up from there. 
Can you tell us about what happened after this event?

A Once they had removed my handcuffs, I saw blood pouring out of my fingers. I was in an incred-
ible amount of pain. Most of the pain I felt was in my shoulder area and the back of my head, and I fell to 
the ground. I was then kept in this solitary cell until the following day. I thought to myself: Those who 
treated me like that are not people. I was firmly convinced that they were beasts, although in my whole 
life I never believed that there were such beasts in the world. There were insects in that solitary cell. 
There were small cockroaches there too, and I talked to those cockroaches. “You’re walking right past 
me, you’re not doing anything to me! But those monsters are outside.” I held a cockroach in my hand, 
and it didn’t hurt me at all. That was when I understood that the beasts were outside, and that cockroach 
became a sort of pet for me, so to speak. […]

Q Were you then interrogated again as a result of this torture or subsequently to it?
A A day or two later they took me back to the holding cell. From this cell I could hear the screams 

of people being tortured. This voice that I heard was very similar to the voice of my son. […] I assumed 
that they had taken my family there, my son too. My mind was completely broken. I stayed in this cell 
for another four or five days. […]

Q Apart from your first interrogation in the al-Khatib branch, did you see Anwar R in person at 
any other time?

A No, I did not see him in person after that.
Q Okay, let us go back to the first interrogation, where there were the tables and Anwar R’s name-

plate. Who was in charge of the interrogation, mainly?
A Anwar R during the first interrogation.
Q What was the relationship like between him and the other person present? Was it a superior/

subordinate relationship? How did they interact with each other?
A I do not recall, but the distance between the two was about 4 or 5 meters.
Q [Reading of Sheet 18, Volume V.9 of the Case File for the plaintiff to comment on] Question: 

Did you hear Khodr K and Anwar R talk to each other? Were there any differences in how they addressed 
each other?

A The conversation was very normal, not in a commanding tone or anything. Khodr K always 
addressed Anwar R as ‘Sir’ (sidi). Anwar R spoke to Khodr K more in the form of giving an order. But then 
again, Anwar R didn’t speak very much either, as I said.
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A I can’t remember any more.
Q Then you were asked: “Question: Did you ever hear Anwar R give a specific order to Khodr K? 

Did Anwar R give specific instructions to Khodr K during the interrogation?
A I can’t remember any more.
Q To this you answered:  

No. It is not the usual practice to issue any orders in front of prisoners in any case.
I then have a few questions about the conditions in the detention center and the other prisoners. 

You told us you were in various rooms, one of which measured 50–60 square meters and another about 3 
by 3 meters. How crowded were the rooms? How many people were in there?

A There were 25 to 30 people in the 3-by-3-meter room. There was a high turnover rate: three 
would come in, four would be taken away. There was no fixed number. However, in the cell that meas-
ured 60 square meters, there were more than 60 people in there, 60 or 70 I would say. The air was very 
bad. There was hardly any room to move.

Q What was the health of your fellow detainees like? Were they injured?
A In the cell where I was at the beginning, I didn’t see any injured people because everyone had 

just arrived there. When people were taken to interrogations, three or four at a time, and brought back 
from the interrogation, they were in a very bad state of health because of the cable hits they had suffered.

Q Can you describe that in more detail, how they were hurt, how they felt?
A Their situation was just like mine, but they were younger than me. The signs of torture with 

cables could be seen on their backs. I could see these marks on other people, but I could not see them 
on myself. Two or three people were clearly bleeding from their feet. These were the same people who 
were in my cell.

Q Did you ever talk to your fellow detainees about what happened to them, how they were tortured?
A They all told of being beaten with cables. Only one of them mentioned that he was tortured with 

the shabeh torture method.
Q What happened to him? What did he tell you?
A I can’t remember any more.
Q Were there prisoners who, in your impression, were suffering really badly who were in a 

life-threatening condition?
A No, there were not. That was at the start of the revolution. These acts of torture had not yet 

intensified. That was what I saw. What happened in the other cells, I cannot say.
Q You indicated earlier that the food was very bad. What and how much were you given?
A We were given flatbreads, a packet of ten flatbreads, for 30 people. One day we were given 

moldy bread. In the morning we were given cheese, which was very hard, with olives, which were just 
about edible. For lunch we were given cooked potatoes. Garnished with sand. In those 18 days I spent 
there, we were given a chicken once—it was a grilled chicken—to feed 20 or 30 people. I didn’t get any 
of that—I could only dip some bread in the cooking liquid. In the evening, we were given cucumbers 
and cheese. The cucumbers were full of earth, sand—horrible. We either wiped the cucumbers with the 
blankets or washed them in the toilet. We were not given any water; we had to drink water from the toilet.

Q How did you get the water out of the toilet? Were there any receptacles?
A No. We drank from our hands.
Q Did you lose weight during that time?
A I lost twelve kilograms. I weighed 95 kilograms before and then 83 after al-Khatib and Kafr Sousa.
Q You briefly mentioned earlier that you could hear the screams of other prisoners who were 

being tortured. Were you able to hear this in the different cells? When was that?
A The screams of those being tortured were constantly there. They were less obvious at night or 

not there at all.
Q You were then taken to Kafr Sousa and released. We don’t need as much detail about this, but 

was it similar there or worse?
A I would like to tell you a little story of what happened to me in Kafr Sousa, if I may. When I was 

transported to Kafr Sousa by the al-Khatib branch, there was a boy on the bus who was about 15 years old. 
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He was put in the same cell we were in. There were 30 people in that cell in Kafr Sousa. […] For the first 
two days he didn’t want to talk to anyone. And I wanted to talk to him to know what he was being accused 
of. On the fourth or fifth day, he came to me at the end of the cell, and I said to him: “I think of you as my 
son. Tell me what happened to you.” I asked him about the bloodstains that could be seen on his pants. 
His pants were covered with bloodstains on the front and back. At first he didn’t want to talk. He hesi-
tated, then he did tell me, and then he asked me not to tell anyone, to keep it between us, and he said: “I was 
accused of smashing the statue of Hafez al-Assad in the village of Douma.” Pictures were taken of him 
smashing this statue. And then he said: “They tortured me in the al-Khatib branch.”

They inserted a broom handle into his anus. In other words, he was raped with it. This is so very 
tragic, you can’t even imagine it. I tried to comfort him, to reassure him. I said to him: “When you get out, 
I don’t want you to tell anyone. Not even your mother or your father.” In our society, from a social point 
of view, you should not talk about such things, because a person will gain a bad reputation. I compared 
my situation with his and saw that mine was more bearable than his. […]

Q Did you witness or hear of any other sexual abuse that was inflicted on the detainees?
A No, but I did see this event. I saw bloodstains on him, and I also offered to help him wash, but 

he refused. […]
Q Was there any kind of medical provision in al-Khatib?
A Not in the al-Khatib branch. I asked for medication for my high blood pressure, but I got noth-

ing. In Kafr Sousa I did the same, and after three days I was given medicine—six tablets. I was then able 
to cut the tablets in half so I could take half a tablet every day. […]

Q So how did you ultimately gain your freedom?
A I spent 12 or 13 days in Kafr Sousa, I don’t remember exactly. After that we were transported to 

Adra Prison. When I was in Adra Prison, I felt like I was in heaven compared to Kafr Sousa and al-Khatib, 
because you can live easily with the guards there. You can bribe them easily. You get food from outside. I 
stayed in Adra for a day or two. After that, we were brought before a judge in the village of Douma, one after 
another. I was then read the list of allegations, and I denied them, after which he said: “You will be acquitted.”

I said: “This ill-treatment on my back and so on, how do I get justice for that?” He replied: “You 
should be grateful that you got out at all.” He was very nice towards me. He said: “It is because of your 
age that we are releasing you.”

I then went home and found my big brother there. […] The day I was detained, my wife called my 
brother, and my brother went to Kafr Sousa. He asked for me there: “My brother’s name is [name of wit-
ness]. He was detained in the square. We want to know where he is.” The officer in Kafr Sousa made 
phone calls to various departments, then said: “Your brother is in the al-Khatib branch with the Colonel 
Anwar R” The officer also said to my brother: “There are instructions from the top from the heads of the 
intelligence agencies or from the President: no one is allowed to ask any questions regarding a detainee. 
Don’t try to ask about him.” He told my brother, “There is no hope.”

Q There is almost no need to ask, but I take it from this that your family was not officially notified 
of your detention.

A No.
Q The name of Hafez Makhlouf then appears in your police interview. Can you say something 

about that?
A The apartment [of a relative] is near Branch 40, and there is talk that he was the head of Branch 40. 

[…] The head of the al-Khatib department was Taufiq Yunes. After I was released, I went to see a friend 
of mine who could see into the Branch from his balcony. I told him that I was detained there, and he said: 

“Come, you can hear the screams from here.” And then I was sure that he had heard my screams too. […]
Q So which building is bigger, Branch 40 or the al-Khatib branch?
A The al-Khatib branch consists of two buildings, one larger and one smaller. The larger building 

was not under the control of the al-Khatib branch about 20 years ago, but was used for military supplies. 
When this military supply depot moved away, the al-Khatib branch was installed there. […]

Q Thank you.
A I would like to make one more observation about my mental situation. I am currently 
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undergoing mental health treatment with a therapist. I submitted my doctor’s certificate to my lawyer 
because I am having nightmares at night on a weekly basis. I feel like I am being followed by the secret 
services when I walk down the street or whenever I am outside. […]

PRESIDING Judge: Thank you. It would now be the prosecution’s turn to pose questions. However, 
we will now adjourn for lunch until 1:15 p. The court will adjourn from 12:05 pm.

[Adjournment from 12:05 p. to 1:15 pm]
[Resumption at 1:19 pm]
[No further questions from the Senate.]

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC  
PROSECUTOR GENERAL’S OFFICE

Q First of all, let’s go back to the moment of your arrest. That was relatively early on. You were 
there with your wife and daughters. Were there other women and children there too? Was this a special 
demonstration?

A There was public clamor for this demonstration. It was an all-women demonstration. Their 
demand was simply “milk and bread for the people of Daraa”. There were some 25 to 30 women pres-
ent at the demonstration.

Q Then when the security forces came and tried to deal with the demonstrators, how did the secu-
rity forces behave towards the women? Did they show more restraint?

A Well, at the beginning of the demonstration, there were no security forces at all. There were 
only one or two security officers. Then after four or five minutes, the security people started pouring 
in. They arrived at the demonstration in their four-wheel-drive vehicles. They got out, started shouting, 
had batons with them, […] stun guns. When we saw that the security troops were arriving, I gathered my 
wife and daughters together and we moved away a little bit. Some women stayed there and were beaten 
with batons. The security officers took away the banners of all the women who were there. One thing I 
did see was that a young lady had been detained. […] I think she was also here as a witness. Like us, she 
was taken to the al-Khatib branch, but I didn’t see her until they took us from Kafr Sousa to Adra. She 
was the only woman I saw at the demonstration who was later detained in the branch.

Q Did you see more women being detained?
A They probably arrested three or four women, but I don’t know them personally.
Q Did you see any violence being used against the demonstrators?
A Yes, there was violence, too. Even my daughter was hit on her shoulder with a baton.
Q Did you then see any other women in the al-Khatib branch?
A I didn’t see any women there at all. I guess the women are taken somewhere else; they are sep-

arated from the men.
Q The screams you heard, were they the screams of women or possibly children?
A I heard women screaming, but I cannot remember precisely. I heard women’s screams once or 

twice, perhaps. I heard children too. I’m pretty certain of one particular situation—I remember it clearly. 
There was a boy who begged the officer to let him out. He said he was due to sit his general examination 
for university entrance, and that is why he asked them to let him out. That I do remember. When you’re 
about to graduate from high school, you’re just 17.

Q Did you see any other children or teenagers?
A No. Well, the only thing I heard was the voice of this boy who was about to sit his university 

entrance exam, and then the young man in Kafr Sousa who I told you about.
Q With regard to this young man who you spoke to in Kafr Sousa, did he give you any information 

as to who might have done this to him?
A Yes, he told me that it was the staff at the detention center who tortured the prisoners, but he did 

not know who these staff members were. […]
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Q In your police interview, you said the following in this regard [Reading of Sheet 18, Volume V.9 
of the Case File]: Another person told me that he was interrogated by ‘the one in the sweatsuit.’ The per-
son in question is an underage juvenile. He was accused of trying to destroy a statue of Assad. At the time, 
he was detained with us in the al-Khatib branch, and told us about a brutal method of torture. Among 
other things, a baton had been inserted into his anus during the interrogation. He said at the time that it 
was ‘the one with the sweatsuit.’ I think that it could have been R. I must ask you again specifically: was 
that your deduction? The boy did not declare that Anwar R had done this to him?

A No, he did not mention that. He spoke of a security guard there. I can certainly imagine that it 
was Anwar R, but I don’t know.

QUESTION FROM THE DEFENSE

Q […] You said today that the person you referred to as Anwar R was friendly at the beginning 
and unfriendly at the end of the interrogation, but no physical violence occurred? Have I understood 
that correctly?

A Correct. He behaved completely normally. He was quite calm. He was nice during the first 
interrogation; when he asked me my name, my age, he was nice.

Q Let us move on to the second interrogation. You said you recognized Khodr K by his voice 
despite the blindfold. You also said today that you recognized Anwar R by his voice because of his 
Homs dialect. I’ll remind you of what you said at the time: They then tied my hands behind my back with 
cable ties and blindfolded me. I was then taken to the interrogation room. The interrogator Khodr K—I 
could recognize him by his voice—insulted me at first. I had a feeling that someone else was there in the 
room, but at that point the person hadn’t said anything. I suspected that it could be Anwar R, since he had 
also conducted the first interrogation with Khodr K.

A I remember that there were two people in the room: Khodr K, who had a coastal dialect, and 
Anwar R; it certainly sounded like he was giving him orders. I know the Homs dialect very well. […]

Q What is it that makes the Homs dialect so distinctive? How do you identify it? What is so unique 
about it?

A What sets the Homs dialect apart is that a short vowel, a short i is added to the endings of the 
words, in other words, an i instead of an a. People from Homs are quite well-known in Syria, partly 
because they are renowned for their humor. That is why people know about their dialect.

Q Let us continue to the second interrogation. You said that the blindfold was removed and Khodr 
K showed you some images, then you were kicked. Did you have the blindfold on when you were shown 
pictures or not?

A Once I was in the room, he ordered me to kneel down and look at the floor. He was sitting on a 
chair directly in front of me. He pulled my blindfold up with one hand. He was holding a few pieces of 
paper in his other hand. The first image was a photo of my wife. He asked me who that was. I said: “That 
is my wife.” On the second page was an image of my daughter. The third sheet, that had a picture of my 
other daughter on it. And then on the sheet after that was a general view of the demonstration. After 
showing me the pictures, he uttered a few expletives along the lines of: “Why would you allow your wife 
to go to a demonstration like that? Your wife is a whore.” That is something I will never forget. I denied 
this. That was when he kicked me. He kicked me on the shoulder and the impact pushed me about a meter 
away from where I had been kneeling. After that, he summoned his staff and they then started beating me.

Q The blindfold was over your eyes at the moment when he kicked you?
A Yes, the blindfold was covering my eyes. He had pulled the blindfold back down once he had 

shown me the photographs.
Q After the beatings you received, when were you able to see again without impediment in this 

room still or later on?
A Once they had finished beating me, he said to his staff: “Get him out of here.” They grabbed my 

feet and dragged me out into the corridor. At that moment, they removed the plastic ties on my feet and 
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hands. They pushed the blindfold up. Then they said to me: “Take your things and go to the cell.” Then 
they took me back to the cell.

Q [Reading Testimony Sheet 17 Volume V.9 of the Case File] Question: Why did you not mention the 
name of Anwar R back during your asylum proceedings, especially since, according to your recent state-
ments, Anwar R obviously had a higher rank at that time? Do you recall this question and your answer?

A Yes, I was asked who had tortured me, and I said it was Khodr K I just answered the question—
nothing more, nothing less.

Q I will read to you what you said at the time: Anwar R did not mean as much to me as Khodr K at 
the time because I was mainly interrogated by Khodr K and was also tortured during his interrogation. 
Do you remember that?

A Yes, it was indeed Khodr K who tortured me. The question is who gave the order, and that was 
Anwar R.

Q Is that what you heard, that this order was given by Anwar R?
A I only overheard them whispering. I cannot imagine that an officer would do any torturing him-

self; there are subordinates under their command who are responsible for torturing the detainees. Equally, 
I cannot imagine an employee acting solely on his or her own initiative without appropriate orders.

Q So, at the end of the day, this is still just a conjecture on your part?
A No, this is not conjecture on my part; this is something that is common knowledge.

QUESTION FROM THE COUNSEL FOR THE JOINT PLAINTIFFS

Q Were any other members of your family detained in the al-Khatib branch?
A No, I was the only one there. My son was in Branch 235, also known as the Palestine Branch.
Q Earlier, it was mentioned that you recognized Anwar R’s Homs dialect. A great many people 

speak this dialect. Could you also recognize the voice and not just the dialect?
A Yes, for sure I can. After talking to someone for 10 or 15 minutes,  

I can recognize them just by their voice.
PRESIDING JUDGE Are there any more questions from the counsel for the joint plaintiffs? No? Any 

other questions for the witness? Are there any motions filed by the Defense? No? Then the witness 
remains unsworn and may stand down. Our profound thanks to you.

A For my part, I would like to thank you, too, and also the Public Prosecutor General and the 
defense. My thanks also to the German government: I feel very much at home in Germany.

[Witness released unsworn at 2:12 pm.]
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NOTE The Koblenz Higher Regional Court granted the requested legal notice and later also con-
victed Anwar R of sexual violence as a crime against humanity. The court thereby confirmed that 
the crime of sexual violence was committed within the context of a widespread and systematic 
attack directed against the civilian population of Syria.

Attorney Rechtsanwalt
Dr. Patrick Kroker Sebastian Scharmer
Immanuelkirchstraße 3–4 Immanuelkirchstraße 3–4
10405 Berlin 10405 Berlin
Tel. 030 446 792 24 Tel. 030 446 792 24
Fax. 030 446 792 20 Fax. 030 446 792 20

KOBLENZ, 19 NOVEMBER 2020

To the Higher Regional Court of Koblenz
Regierungsstrasse 7
56068 Koblenz

In the
proceedings on international crimes
1 StE 1/19
Anwar R , among others, for crimes against humanity,
Here for the joint plaintiffs 

the request is hereby submitted

that the following legal notice be issued with respect to the defendant R , pursuant to Sec-
tion 265 Paragraph 1 of the German Code of Criminal Procedure (Strafprozessordnung, herein-
after StPO):

Taking into account the facts presented in the indictment as reflected in the opening resolution as well as 
findings from the evidentiary hearings during the trial thus far, a conviction based on the concurrently 
committed criminal offense pursuant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 Number 6 of the German Code of Crimes 
against International Law (Völkerstrafgesetzbuch; hereinafter VStGB), is now under consideration.

 Joint plaintiff request for the issuance  
of a legal notice regarding the  
possible conviction of the defendant  
 for sexual violence as a crime  
against humanity
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This request for a legal notice is necessary due to the change to the original legal evaluation of the crime 
being tried in the senate’s opening resolution, whilst the fundamental findings of the investigations 
should be taken into consideration as well (see Section 200 Paragraph 2 of the StPO [see German Fed-
eral Court of Justice decision from 8 November 2000—1 StR 427/00, NStZ 2001, 162; Münchener Kommen-
tar zur Strafprozessordnung/Norouzi, 1st edition 2016 at 8, StPO Section 265, at 8]).

While the Federal Prosecutor General did see at the time of the indictment that the defendant 
R  could be accused of being an accomplice to individual cases of sexualized violence, he did 
not expressly contextualize them within a widespread attack systematically enacted against the civil-
ian population—unlike the other specified acts of torture, killings, and unlawful detention. However, 
the indictment—and, in particular, the essential findings of the investigations—already plainly indi-
cate that the prosecuting authority also perceived the incidents of sexualized violence presented to be 
clearly situated within the context of the systematic unlawful detention of persons at Branch 251 of the 
Syrian General Intelligence Directorate during the period of indictment from April 2011 to September 
2012 (see ).

The requested legal notice is appropriate pursuant to Section 265 Paragraph 1 of the StPO: the 
indictment specifies evidence of the use of sexualized violence as part of a systematic and widespread 
attack enacted against the civilian population, and which has been presented in the evidentiary hear-
ings thus far. The senate is currently focusing the evidentiary hearing(s)—prior to considering a separa-
tion of the proceedings against co-defendant Eyad A —on the question of the systematic nature 
of the charges pursuant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 of the VStGB. Therefore, the signatories deem it rea-
sonable for the request for a legal notice to be fulfilled immediately, as a timely issuance will enable all 
persons involved in the proceedings to prepare for an adjusted legal evaluation and thus avoid possible 
delays to proceedings later on.

In deviation from the evaluation of the charge pursuant to Section 177 Paragraph 1 Number 1, 
Paragraph 2 Number 1 and Paragraph 3 Number 1 of the StGB (old version), a crime against humanity 
pursuant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 Number 6 Variant 1 and 2 of the VStGB could also enter into consid-
eration due to defendant R ’s complicity in acts committed at Branch 251 of the Syrian General 
Intelligence Directorate in the period from 29 April 2011 to 7 September 2012.

It makes no difference whether this shift in legal viewpoint is taken into consideration on the basis 
of new facts that have come to light during the trial or due to a different legal evaluation of the unchanged 
facts on record. Therefore, the following sections shall make cursory reference to both the relevant facts 
from the evidentiary hearing(s) thus far as well as recorded evidence gathered thus far that will still pos-
sibly be submitted in court (see German Federal Court of Justice decision from 19 May 1978—4 SIR 
233/78; German Federal Court of Justice judgement from 12 March 1963—1 StR 54/63, BGHSt 18, 288 (289)).

The evidence specified in the case file already indicates the requested evaluation. The findings 
on the acts of rape (see 1.) and sexual coercion (see 2.) at the al-Khatib Branch as part of a widespread 
and systematic attack enacted against the population (see 3.) that were obtained from the evidence pre-
sented in court warrant a different legal evaluation of the criminal charges.

1.  INCIDENTS OF RAPE (SECTION 7 PARAGRAPH 1  
NUMBER 6 ALTERNATIVE 2 OF THE VSTGB)

Witness  stated at the hearing on 3 June 2020 that guards made multiple attempts before 
finally achieving the insertion of a wooden stick into his anus, causing him considerable injuries.

Witness  stated at the hearing on 5 June 2020 that  were victims of unlawful 
detention by the Syrian intelligence services; in particular, by Syria’s General Intelligence Directorate. 
He reported that sexual violence had been widespread [within the detainment facilities], and commit-
ted against both men and women. In his experience, “very, very many prisoners had gone through” what 
witness  had endured, but not everyone was able to report on it or speak freely about it. He fur-
ther stated that sexual assaults were more widespread and occurred with considerably more frequency 
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than what was publicly reported. He asserted that cases of rapes against women were, of course, also an 
issue in this respect, and that he had helped many women access abortions following their release, as 
they were unable to talk to their families about what they had endured—they were “unable to cope”. He 
elaborated that only a small number of female detainees were able to discuss their assaults at all out of 
fear of the consequences of such revelations. He also mentioned that already prior to 2011, sexual vio-
lence was reportedly being employed by the Syrian intelligence services, and that after the start of the 
protests in 2011, these methods were systematically expanded to humiliate prisoners.

Furthermore, witness  stated at the hearing on 1 October 2020, that attempts were made on 
her friend (from Deir ez-Zor) to insert a stick into his anus during his detainment at an intelligence ser-
vices detention facility.

In addition, numerous official documents, which, for the most part, have already been read out by 
the senate, confirm that systematic crimes of rape were committed at Syrian intelligence services deten-
tion facilities during the period of the charges, including, for example, the report from Human Rights 
Watch entitled, “We’ve Never Seen Such Horror” (see ), the report from Amnesty International, 
“lt Breaks the Human” (see ), the report from Human Rights Watch entitled, “Torture Archipelago” 
( ), as well as the OHCHR report entitled, “Open Wounds” ( ).

Moreover, further records provide numerous items of evidence for incidents in which detainees 
were penetrated vaginally or anally with objects or body parts. For example, witness  described 
the rape of another detainee who was approximately 12 years old. This witness was forced to watch the 
rape of two other individuals as well (see ). Witness  also confirms having witnessed two 
incidents of rape during his detainment (see ). When questioned,  stated that they heard a 
woman being raped in a neighboring cell ( ); likewise, witness  observed a similar act (see 

). According to the case file, witness  also reported that two prisoners were forced to rape 
one another. Due to the lack of erection, they were forced to simulate this sexual act (see ). In 
addition to the account delivered by witness , several reports of rapes specifically refer to Branch 
251, including, for example, a report by witnesses  (see ) and  ( ) as well as interview records 
from the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic by the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (see ). According to these records, an object was 
partly inserted into the victim’s anus during an interrogation. Detainees were routinely subjected to strip-
searches upon their arrival. Some statements indicate that orifices were physically searched and penetrated.

Pursuant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 Number 6 Variant 2 of the VStGB, so-called body cavity 
searches also constitute a crime. These searches include any penetration of the genital and/or anal ori-
fices with a body part or an object. Unless deemed absolutely necessary, e.g., for the security of the deten-
tion facility, this type of cavity search constitutes a crime, pursuant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 Number 
6 Variant 2 of the VStGB. Accordingly, these searches may not be used on a routine basis. If they are 
conducted, the procedure must be as minimally invasive as possible (see OTP, Situation on Registered 
Vessels of the Union of the Comoros, the Hellenic Republic of Greece and the Kingdom of Cambodia, ICC-
01/13-57-Anx1, Annex 1 to Notice of Prosecutor’s Final Decision under Rule 108(3), at 208; CAT Report 
of the Committee against Torture, Forty-first session (3–21 November 2008), Forty-second session (27 
April–15 May 2009), A/64/44, 30, ECOSOC, UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, 
E/CN.15/2015/19, Rule 52; HRC, Cabal and Bedran v. Australia, A/58/40 (Vol. II), 359 para 8.9.).

Body searches performed under sexually humiliating conditions, e.g., in front of other individuals 
or in conjunction with verbal abuse, violate international standards and can constitute sexual violence 
in accordance with international criminal law ( for searches in groups and committing sexual harass-
ment, see: OTP, Situation in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, ICC-02/17-7-Red, Public Redacted Ver-
sion of “Request for Authorization of an Investigation Pursuant to Article 15”, 20 November 2017, at. 207 
ff., esp. at 209. For a parallel evaluation of a search with the utterance of insults as humiliating and inhu-
mane treatment: ECtHR, Wainwright v. UK, 12350/04, 26 September 2006, at 41). The searches described 
in the present case did not follow any international standards. There are no indications whatsoever of 
their necessity in any of the cases. On the contrary, one witness confirmed to the CIJA that searches were 
performed on a routine basis despite the fact that nothing was ever found (see ).
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This assessment also takes into consideration the number of victims, which indicates that the searches 
intended to inflict sexual humiliation. Furthermore, the searches were considerably more invasive and 
humiliating than what would fall within the scope of necessity, even in certain circumstances: prisoners 
were mostly searched in groups, were nude throughout the entire procedure, and they were often beaten 
and verbally abused in the process (see ).

2.  SEXUAL COERCION (SECTION 7 PARAGRAPH 1  
NUMBER 6 ALTERNATIVE 2 OF THE VSTGB)

During the trial, multiple reports of sexual coercion were made. Witnesses  as well 
as reports compiled by experts  confirm that sexual violence also occurred at Branch 251. Vari-
ous witnesses recounted that they experienced sexual violence as soon as they had arrived at the facil-
ity. Sexual coercion was committed as part of a widespread and systematic attack enacted against the 
civilian population in the form of sexual torture (see a.), sexual touching (see b.), and in the form of sex-
ual acts of comparable gravity (see c.).

2 A.  SEXUAL TORTURE

During the trial, witnesses testified to further cases of sexual violence at Branch 251 as well as at other 
detention branches and institutions. Witness  stated that his sister had experienced sexual vio-
lence in Kafr Sousa.  reported that tourniquets were applied to the penises of detainees, who 
were then forced to drink water (see ). He attested that one of his relatives had had part of 
his penis excised with pliers. Witness  also testified that he heard whilst at the central prison in 
Adra that sexual violence was employed by guards at various detention branches of the intelligence ser-
vices. Among other items, bottles and sticks were reported to have been used. In the case of male prison-
ers, a tourniquet was reportedly applied to the penis and a weight was then suspended; or the penis was 
scalded with hot water (see ).

According to male witness ’s account, prisoners were forced to bite into one anoth-
er’s penises (see ). Witness ’s account of two male prisoners being forced to rape each 
other has already been reproduced above (see above ). Moreover, witness  reported that a 
guard tied twine around a detainee’s penis and threatened to sever it (see ). The latter incident 
coincides with witness ’s statement that he had seen a corpse with a severed penis (see ).

2 B.  FORCED SEXUAL TOUCHING

At the hearing on 1 October 2020, witness  testified that security forces groped her breasts and 
“sensitive areas” and struck her on her buttocks during her arrest. According to her testimony, another 
woman had her hijab and clothing torn from her body. Furthermore, witness  reported that 
she was made to undress upon her internment at al-Khatib Branch and was subjected to a strip search 
by female guards, as were all the other women. Her orifices were reportedly also touched in the pro-
cess. The witness recounted that the threat of rape was constantly upheld throughout the period of her 
detainment at the al-Khatib Branch. She also reported that a member of the intelligence services ver-
bally abused a group of women she was among through the use of the slur “whores”; that same individ-
ual told the women that they had to be “disciplined” and that their parents would be informed of this. 
Within the cultural and social context of the women concerned, this incident is to be understood as an 
extreme form of humiliation and intimidation. The witness explained that the women, who were known 
to have suffered sexual assaults, including rape, in Syrian detainment facilities, were socially isolated 
after their release and perceived to be a “disgrace”.
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Witness  testified at the hearing on 1 July 2020 that he, too, endured manual groping between his 
thighs during his body search.

Further findings from the case file also show that detainees at the al-Khatib Branch were touched 
on the breasts, penis, and buttocks, according to statements from witness  ( ), wit-
ness  ( ), and witness  ( ). Witness  also stated that, during an inter-
rogation at the al-Khatib Branch, her head was pushed up against the penis of a clothed guard to the 
extent that she was forced to feel his genitals against her face (see ). Male witness  
reported that, after having been tortured with lit cigarettes, his nipples had been “stroked” during his 
interrogation because, according to the guard, he had screamed like a woman. He attested that a guard 
subsequently pushed the tip of his gun barrel into his anus up to the front sight (see ).

2 C.  OTHER SEXUAL ACTS OF COMPARABLE GRAVITY

It has become clear over the course of the trial thus far that forced nudity was widespread within the 
al-Khatib Branch and at other detention facilities belonging to the Syrian intelligence services. Several 
witnesses gave reports of forced nudity at Branch 251 during the trial. In the hearing on 3 June 2020, wit-
ness  testified that, after the so-called “welcome party” upon his arrival at the al-Khatib 
Branch, he was led down several flights of stairs and was then forced to strip naked. After being asked 
for clarification, he explained that his body was inspected and that he was forced to perform knee-bends. 
He also stated that he was only clothed in underpants during the entire period of his detainment. Witness 

 also reported at the hearing on 1 July 2020 that he had to fully undress after he had been “brought 
down” at the al-Khatib Branch. At the hearing on 30 July 2020, male witness  attested 
that he and others had to get undressed upon arrival at the al-Khatib Branch, but that their clothing was 
later returned to them. At the hearing, he also mentioned several times that many detainees at the branch 
were only clothed in underpants as an explanation for how he could see traces of mistreatment on the 
bodies of other prisoners. At the hearing on 29 July 2020, witness  stated that, he, along with oth-
ers, was fully stripped and subsequently thoroughly searched upon arrival at the al-Khatib Branch. They 
were then reportedly permitted to get dressed again.

Additionally, witness  stated in court that he was made to undress and perform knee-bends 
on more than one occasion when he was brought to the al-Khatib Branch. Witness  confirmed being 
subjected to forced nudity in conjunction with unnecessarily violent body cavity searches upon arrival.

Witness  described that many of his clients were dressed only in underpants and that 
women in particular were made to undress in front of guards and remain nude in front of others.

The case file also indicates that forced nudity was part and parcel of the detainment and thus was 
systematically employed as a constant threat, a form of humiliation and to instill fear of further sexual 
violence. Indeed, numerous witnesses detained at Branch 251 or other branches reported that prisoners 
were forced to fully strip upon arrival. In some cases, they were forced to perform knee-bends or other 
movements for guards to examine their orifices. These searches were committed without the detainee 
being separated from onlookers and thus without privacy. Some were beaten or verbally abused in the 
process or had to watch others being mistreated (see ).

Several prisoners reported that they were stripped, nude in their cells or were interrogated and 
mistreated whilst nude (see ).

There were also accounts of forced nudity at other branches and institutions of the Syrian intelli-
gence services from witnesses  and  given in court.

Under the jurisprudence of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (hereinafter: ICTR), 
forced nudity constitutes sexual coercion insofar as it is of comparable gravity to the elements set forth 
in Article 7 Paragraph 1g of the Statute of the International Criminal Court (see ICTR, Prosecutor v. 
Akayesu, ICTR-96-4-T, Trial Chamber Judgement, 2 September 1998, para. 688). In these cases, evaluat-
ing forced nudity, pursuant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 Number 6 of the VStGB, therefore corresponds with 
the aim of legislature in introducing Section 7 of the VStGB, according to which the element of “sexual 
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coercion” should “[ensure] coverage of all behavior criminalized in the statute provisions” (see Bunde-
stag Parliamentary Documentation 14/8524, 21; Werle, in: Münchener Kommentar zum VStGB Section 7 
at 81 with further references). In a recent judgement regarding the interpretation of Section 184h Num-
ber 1 of the StGB, the German Federal Court of Justice (hereinafter BGH) accepted that “undoubtedly, 
merely the exposure of the lower body of the victim” constitutes clear sexual denotation and thus, from 
an external perspective, comprises a clearly sexual act; therefore “the subjective aim of the perpetra-
tor for the classification as a sexual act” is no longer relevant (BGH decision from 10 March 2015—5 StR 
521/14, NStZ 2015, 457).

It can be assumed that forced nudity, as it has been systematically practiced at the al-Khatib 
Branch and other detention facilities of the Syrian intelligence services, is of a “comparable gravity”. 
Forced stripping and nudity degrade the victim to a mere object, and are highly demeaning and humili-
ating, particularly when the situation lasts for longer periods. Forced nudity serves to show victims their 
powerlessness, especially when this act is committed in conjunction with other acts such as verbal abuse, 
beating, or witnessing the torture of other detainees. The gravity of the crime is exceptionally extreme 
as sexual and gender-based violence was a daily occurrence for many detainees. Forced stripping and 
nudity lead to a certain defenselessness of victims, particularly against sexual assault.

2 D.  VERBAL AND OTHER SEXUAL ABUSE

Witness  described in court verbal abuse in the form of sexualized insults, which was con-
firmed by witness . According to her statement, women were threatened with the act of rape 
at any available opportunity. Upon her second arrest at sub-branch 40, the witness stated that she and 
approximately 40 other women were sexually harassed and verbally abused by guards (see above).

The case file also contains further indications that prisoners at the al-Khatib Branch were sub-
jected to verbal abuse in the form of sexualized insults and threats. Guards demanded that female pris-
oners expose their breasts, as reported, for example, by witness  ( ),witness  
( ), witness  ( ) and in other indirectly cited statements by victims in var-
ious reports, including from the OHCHR Syria Commission of Inquiry ( ), a report from the 
International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) entitled “Violence Against Women in Syria,” and 
a report from Human Rights Watch (HRW) entitled, “Syria: Torture Centers Revealed for 24 Detention 
Sites” ( ). The file includes five detainees who were threatened with rape or the rape of close relatives, 
namely witness  ( ),witness  ( ),witness  ( ),witness 

 ( ), and witness  ( ). In this case, sexual torture generally includes the 
threat of rape (ICTY, Prosecutor v. Kvocka et al., IT-98-30/1-T, Judgement, 2 November 2001, at 561). One 
prisoner was additionally threatened with castration (see OHCHR Commission of lnquiry, ). Wit-
ness  was forced to watch an act of rape ( ). A guard forced his head to remain facing the act.

Due to the fact that sexualized language, in-depth questioning about sexual activity, and threats 
of rape and loss of reputation were cumulatively employed (in particular toward female prisoners), 
through the aforementioned sexual and gender-based violence, these acts are of comparable gravity and 
should be classified accordingly as acts of sexual violence.

2 E.  REGARDING THE CRITERION OF COMPARABLE GRAVITY

The relevance of a sexual act in its sense as a norm not only results from its type and duration, but from 
the overall circumstances in which it is committed as well. Accordingly, the German Federal Court of 
Justice also justifies the relevance of sexual acts in that the perpetrator used violence beforehand and the 
victim was being held in custody; the latter was therefore in an inescapable situation (see BGHSt, BeckRS 
2012, 11487, at 25 f.). The intention of this legislature was for the VStGB “to better encompass the spe-
cific wrongdoing of the crimes contravening international law than is currently possible under general 
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criminal law” (see Bundestag Parliamentary Documentation 14/8524, 12). The acts of violence in question 
should therefore be considered within the particular cultural and gendered context in which they were 
committed. As such, the underlying inequalities between different genders and the gendered allocation 
of societal roles that may significantly differ from the empirical judgement of such aspects that prevails 
in Germany should first and foremost be taken into account. A supplementary advisory evaluation by an 
expert, who is yet to be nominated, may provide final expertise on this matter, if necessary.

Due to patriarchal norms in Syria, victims of rape may, for instance, be ostracized by their fam-
ilies, be subjected to “honor killings,” or be pressured by their families to marry their rapist (see The 
International Rescue Committee (IRC), Commission on Syrian Refugees, Syria: A Regional Crisis (2013); 
https://www.rescueuk.org/sites/default/files/document/991/finalsyriareportanglicised.pdf).

Syrian activists are calling for changes to the laws and discriminatory viewpoints that lead to 
gender-based violence. If a woman or a girl experiences sexual violence, this often leads to the view 
that she has thereby brought “disgrace” to her family, as the experience of sexual violence is equated 
with an attack on the “honor” of the victim and therefore on the “honor” of her family at the same time. 
Witness  clearly confirmed this latter statement when questioned. In the wake of an 
incident of sexual violence, female victims are exposed to the further danger of so-called “honor kill-
ings” committed by male family members (see OECD Development Centre, Social Institutions and Gen-
der Index: Syria Discriminatory Family Code (2012), available at: https://www.genderindex.org/country/
syrian-arab-republic-2014-results/).

This patriarchal societal structure was exploited within the framework of the charged system-
atic attack enacted against the civilian population to cause further destruction of familial ties by attack-
ing the “honor” of the family that is “borne” by women. Returning to the question of comparable gravity 
of the act, the consequences for female victims of sexual violence committed in intelligence services 
detention facilities should especially be taken into consideration. These range from the threat of divorce 
and expulsion from the family to “honor killings”—particularly in conservative regions. Unmarried 
women and girls may no longer be able to enter into a marriage. Survivors described feeling suicidal 
(The Syrian Initiative to Combat Sexual and Gender-Based Violence, The Realities of SGBV in Syria, 20 
February 2020, 53ff. https://syriainitiative.org/en). Following their release, female detainees face discrim-
ination, regardless of whether they were actually subjected to sexual violence during their detainment, 
as the stigma they are subjected to dictates that all detained women experience sexual violence.

Witness  reported in court that several women who were subjected to sexual coer-
cion (including rape), in Syrian prisons were ostracized by their families following their release.

The fear of further violence or discrimination causes many survivors—both female and male—to 
deny or conceal their experiences of sexual violence. This, in turn, denies them the opportunity for safe 
access to treatment and psychological healthcare even if it is available. This is particularly problematic as 
sexual violence poses a serious risk to the reproductive health of men and women. When left untreated, the 
physical and psychological consequences of sexual violence have a far-reaching impact, not just on the vic-
tims themselves, but on their families as well. Male victims report long-term physical and mental health 
problems such as depression. These problems can be exacerbated by the male victims’ fear of the per-
ceived loss of “masculinity” as well as the concomitant consequence of no longer being able to fulfill tra-
ditional gender roles; they therefore may not be able to admit to the experience of sexual violence and the 
ensuing health problems in front of other people (see UN Human Rights Council: “I lost my dignity”: Sexual 
and gender-based violence in the Syrian Arab Republic, A/HRC/37/CRP.3, p. 5 at 6, available at: https:/www.
ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoISyria/A-HRC-37-CRP-3.pdf, see also, in general: Scheub, 
Ute: Heldendämmerung: die Krise der Männer* und warum sie auch für Frauen* gefährlich ist, Munich: 
Pantheon 2010 and Dr. Sarah Chynoweth, “We Keep it in Our Heart”: Sexual Violence Against Men and 
Boys in Syria, UNHCR 21, 24 (Oct. 2017), available at: https://data2.unhcr.org/es/documents/download/60864).

According to one report, female and male Syrian refugees named the threat and the fear of sexual 
violence as a major reason for their flight (PHRO, Research on Palestinian Refugees fleeing Syria to Leb-
anon, 2013, available at: http://www.palhumanrights.org/rep/ENG/Palestinian%20-%20Syrian%20refu-
gees%20-2013.pdf.)

https://www.rescueuk.org/sites/default/files/document/991/finalsyriareportanglicised.pdf
https://www.genderindex.org/country/syrian-arab-republic-2014-results/
https://www.genderindex.org/country/syrian-arab-republic-2014-results/
http://https.//syriainitiative.org/en
https:/www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoISyria/A-HRC-37-CRP-3.pdf
https:/www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoISyria/A-HRC-37-CRP-3.pdf
https://data2.unhcr.org/es/documents/download/60864
http://www.palhumanrights.org/rep/ENG/Palestinian%20-%20Syrian%20refugees%20-2013.pdf.
http://www.palhumanrights.org/rep/ENG/Palestinian%20-%20Syrian%20refugees%20-2013.pdf.
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3.  SECTION 7 PARAGRAPH 1 NUMBER 6 OF THE VSTGB  
IN THE CONTEXT OF A WIDESPREAD OR SYSTEMATIC  
ATTACK ENACTED UPON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION

According to the evidence gathered thus far, the described individual acts of rape and sexual coercion 
were committed as part of a widespread and systematic attack against the civilian population, pursuant 
to Section 7 Paragraph 1 of the VStGB.

1.  As reflected in the negative decision from 19 October 2020 ( ) on the review of 
detention of defendant , the senate has already comprehensibly made the case that evi-
dence for the existence of an extended and systematic attack by the Syrian regime under Bashar 
al-Assad against its own civilian population from the end of April 2011 until well beyond 2012 
through the arbitrary detention and torture in detention facilities under the authority of the dif-
ferent entities of the Syrian intelligence services was presented over the course of the trial.

2.  The individual acts of sexual violence described in the indictment are also to be evaluated as 
part of the aforementioned attack, pursuant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 of the VStGB, according to 
the evidence gathered thus far. Beyond the legal evaluation of the indictment, according to the 
facts established since the beginning of the trial, it can be presumed that sexual and gender-based 
violence, in addition to the individual acts of torture, killings, and unlawful detentions, already 
constitute part of the attack. In this regard, the indictment states:  Furthermore, 
regarding the essential findings of the investigations it says: 

The individual acts described can be summarized under the term “sexual- and gen-
der-based violence” and bear a sufficient link to the crime indicted. That is because they are nei-
ther isolated nor random acts, nor are they spontaneous, unplanned or uncoordinated acts by the 
persons involved under chaotic or anarchical conditions, for example. These acts instead con-
stitute system-conformist and situation-based behavior within an organizational structure and 
differ qualitatively from “normal” forms of criminality qualified at a national level (see Barthe, 

“Der Straftatbestand der Verbrechen gegen die Menschlichkeit in § 7 VStGB in der staatsan-
waltschaftlichen Praxis—Zur Abgrenzung von Völkerstraftaten und allgemeinen Delikten”, in: 
NStZ 2012, 247, 251).

For example, at the hearing on 15 September 2020, witness  described acts of sex-
ual assault as a regular and systematic form of torture.  had documented numerous 
cases of sexual coercion, including rape, enacted against women and men in intelligence services 
detention facilities across Syria. In addition, he reported that colleagues of his who were impris-
oned at Branch 251 in 2011 had described acts of sexual coercion.

The fact that sexual violence was systematically and frequently employed in Syrian 
intelligence services detention facilities, in the forms of sexual coercion and rape, among oth-
ers, was also confirmed by expert witness , witness , as well as witnesses  
and .

One further item of evidence indicating that the acts presented in the trial involve sys-
tem-conformist and situation-based forms of behavior within the apparatus of power of the Syr-
ian intelligence services is not only the high number of cases, but also the fact that these acts were 
committed in a similar manner over a long period of time at several state institutions, at differ-
ent sites, and by different individuals. For example, as previously described, the case file alone 
contains over 20 pieces of evidence of anal penetration with similar objects at six different insti-
tutions. Forced nudity was confirmed by at least 42 witnesses in reference to ten different institu-
tions. This form of sexual violence and attendant abuse was continuously employed by different 
guards at different branches of the intelligence services when detainees arrived. The evidence of 
sexual violence corresponds a period of several years without any indication that the state took 
any measures to curb it.
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Additionally, both the prevalence and the targeted nature of sexual violence points to the acts as 
not being unmethodical, but, rather, as an integral part of detention. For nearly all detainees, their 
detainment began with forced nudity and attendant abuse. Detention often involved forced nudity, 
verbal sexual abuse, and threats. Sexual violence was also a component of many interrogations.

Sexual violence served to maintain the policy behind the attack wielded against the oppo-
sition and the suppression of protests. It was used to obtain information about the opposition, and, 
among other things, as a form of torture if a person was unwilling to disclose information. In this 
respect, we refer to the previously presented statements of witnesses and documents read out 
in court (see ). Furthermore, sexual violence was employed to humiliate and intimidate 
members of the opposition to deter them from undertaking further activities (see , 
see also ICTY, Prosecutor v. Dordevic, IT-05-87/1-A, Appeals Chamber Judgment, January 2014, at 
852). By exploiting existing patriarchal values, sexual violence against women and girls in par-
ticular also aided in the destruction of familial and social structures.

The fact that acts of sexual coercion and rape were an integral part of the methods of tor-
ture used by the intelligence services to conduct the attack against the civilian population is also 
indicated in the findings of the German Federal Public Prosecutor (Generalbundesanwalt, here-
inafter GBA), the Federal Criminal Police Office (Bundeskriminalamt, hereinafter BKA) and 
other organizations according to which sexual violence was a daily occurrence in Syrian deten-
tion facilities (see  HRW, Torture Archipelago  Amnesty International, lt Breaks 
the Human ).

C.  In addition, it is requested to have the documents listed below translated, if necessary, and read out 
at the main trial. The reading of these documents will additionally prove that sexual violence (in 
the form of rape, invasive body searches, verbal abuse in the form of sexualized insults and humil-
iation, the threat of relatives being raped, beatings and mocking nude prisoners, forcing prisoners 
to expose themselves, electric shocks to the genitals, genital mutilation, and forcing relatives and 
other prisoners to watch the acts of rape) was a systematic and integral part of the crimes against 
humanity committed by the intelligence services as of April 2011. For this specifically:

1.  First periodic report of the United Nations Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab 
Republic from 23 November 2011 (hereinafter: UN Commission of lnquiry from 23 Novem-
ber 2011 (UN doc. no. A/HRC/S-17/2/Add.1, available at: https://undocs.org/A/HRC/S-17/2/
Add.1, para 66–68, copy attached).

Like all reports from the UN Commission of Inquiry cited below, this report is 
based on the standards maintained by the UN Commissions for the documentation and 
investigation of human rights violations, as they exist for numerous states. This means that 
it is predominantly based on interviews with direct witnesses. Interviews with 223 victims 
and witnesses were conducted for this report from 26 September 2011 onwards, including 
individuals who had previously worked for the intelligence services or the military. Fur-
thermore, photographs, video recordings, satellite recordings, and medical reports have 
been partly compiled and evaluated. In addition, information was used in the reports that 
the Commission obtained following an appeal to UN member states, international organ-
izations, and non-governmental organizations.

The reading aloud of this report will show that several of the interviewees stated 
that they had been victims of sexual violence at the intelligence services detention facili-
ties, in the form of rape, forced oral intercourse, blows to the genitals, and cigarette burns 
to the anus.

2.  Seventh periodic report of the UN Commission of Inquiry from 12 February 2014 (UN 
doc. no. A/HRC/25/65, available at: https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/A/HRC/25/65), para 
62–69, copy attached).

https://undocs.org/A/HRC/S-17/2/Add.1
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/S-17/2/Add.1
https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/A/HRC/25/65
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This report is based on 563 interviews and other evidence compiled and evaluated by the 
Commission between 15 July 2013 and 20 January 2014. The reading aloud of this docu-
ment will show that one chapter on acts of sexual violence by government forces contain 
numerous details from witnesses; in particular, concerning the rape of girls, boys, women, 
and men in intelligence services detention facilities. According to the report, sexual torture 
was systematically performed on detained men and boys in Damascus, Homs, and Aleppo.

3.  Twelfth periodic report of the UN Commission of lnquiry from 11 August 2016 (UN doc. no. A/
HRC/33/55 available at: https://undocs.org/A/HRC/33/55, copy attached). The reading aloud 
of paras. 104–108 of this report, which is primarily based on interviews conducted between 
10 January 2016 and 20 July 2016, will provide details reported by victims of rapes and sex-
ual torture in intelligence services detention facilities between the end of 2011 and 2015.

4.  Thematic report of the UN Commission of Inquiry from 8 March 2018 with the title “I lost my 
dignity”—Sexual and gender-based violence in the Syrian Arab Republic” (UN doc. no.: A/
HRC/37/CRP.3, available at: https:/www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoI-
Syria/A-HRC-37-CRP-3.pdf, copy attached).

The report is based on 454 interviews with survivors, their relatives, eyewitnesses, 
former intelligence services staff, medical practitioners and lawyers conducted between 
March 2011 and December 2017. It contains a chapter that evaluates the findings on the 
sexual and gender-based violence committed (including rape) against women and girls in 
intelligence services detention facilities (para 27–42) as well as another chapter on sex-
ual violence (including rape) committed against boys and men at detention facilities (para 
43–50). The reading aloud of this report will show that it contains numerous reports from 
women and girls on acts of rape, sexual torture, and sexual coercion, or, in most cases, a 
combination, and that these acts were frequently committed in order to force a confession 
from the victim. It includes a report by a nine-year old girl and two pregnant women, one 
of whom suffered a miscarriage following the rape. Overall, rapes of women and girls in 20 
different intelligence services detention facilities were documented. The reading aloud of 
this report will also show that men and boys from 11 years of age onwards were subjected 
to various forms of sexual violence at the intelligence services branches, including sexual 
torture and acts of rape, mostly upon their arrival at the branches, whereby rape was often 
committed by means of anal penetration with objects such as batons and bottles, and some-
times in the presence of other detainees.

5.  Thematic report by UN Commission of Inquiry dated 16 January 2020 with the title “They 
have erased the dreams of my children”: children’s rights in the Syrian Arab Republic 
(UN doc. no. A/HRC/43/CRP.6, available at: https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/
HRCouncil/CoISyria/A_HRC_43_CRP.6_EN.docx, correct: para. 59–65, copy attached).

This report is based on approximately 5,000 interviews conducted between 2011 
and October 2019 with Syrian children and their relatives, eyewitnesses, former intelli-
gence services staff, medical practitioners, and lawyers. It contains a chapter on acts of 
sexual violence committed against children in Syria by government forces. The reading of 
this report will show that a large number of children or their family members told the com-
mission in their interviews how they were subjected to sexual torture, acts of rape, and 
sexual coercion, and at intelligence services detention facilities in particular.

6.  Report from London School of Economics and Political Science from March 2017, entitled, 
“You want freedom? This is your freedom: rape as a tactic of the Assad regime” by Marie 
Forestier (Centre for Women Peace and Security, Peace and Security Working Paper Series 
(3/2017), available at: http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/69475/, copy attached).

https://undocs.org/A/HRC/33/55
https:/www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoISyria/A-HRC-37-CRP-3.pdf
https:/www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoISyria/A-HRC-37-CRP-3.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoISyria/A_HRC_43_CRP.6_EN.docx
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoISyria/A_HRC_43_CRP.6_EN.docx
http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/69475/
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This report is based on more than 70 interviews conducted between March and Novem-
ber 2016; interviewees include 20 rape survivors, dozens of former detainees, doctors, 
lawyers, activists, humanitarian aid workers, and three defectors from the security forces 
of the Syrian government. The report looks at the frequency and forms of sexual and gen-
der-based violence enacted during the war in Syria as well as the impacts on survivors, 
their families, and Syrian society. The reading aloud of this report will elucidate the pat-
tern of sexual violence committed by the regime as well as corroborate the fact that the 
regime employed sexual violence as a tactic to oppress the civilian population.

7.  Report by the organization “Lawyers and Doctors for Human Rights” from March 2019, 
entitled, “The Soul Has Died: Typology, Patterns, Prevalence and the Devastating Impact of 
Sexual Violence Against Men and Boys in Syrian Detention” (available at: http://ldhrights.
org/en/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-Soul-Has-Died-Male-Sexual-Violence-Report-
English-for-release-copy.pdf, p. 4–9 and p. 16–52, copy attached).

This report contains findings on sexual violence enacted against men and boys 
at detention facilities of the Syrian intelligence services. 138 male survivors of sexual 
violence were examined and interviewed by medical experts for the report in accord-
ance with the Istanbul Protocol (UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 
(OHCHR), Manual on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and Other 
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 2004, HR/P/PT/8/Rev.1, available 
at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/4638aca62.html). 87.7% of the interviewees described 
acts of sexual violence at detention facilities. Using 15 case studies, the report presents 
the results of the study of the typology, context, pattern, and impacts of sexual violence 
committed against boys and men in detention facilities of the Syrian regime. The reading 
aloud of this report will illustrate repeated patterns in the execution of various forms of 
sexual violence and prove that the government systematically employed sexual violence 
as a tool to humiliate and break the opposition.

4. PROCEDURAL MATTERS

This legal request is expressly made solely pursuant to Section 265 Paragraph 1 of the StPO such that any 
application of Section 265 Paragraph 3 in conjunction with Paragraph 2 of the StPO is ruled out.

The indictment already includes criminal charges pursuant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 Number 1 
and 5 of the VStGB as well pursuant to Section 211 of the StGB, with prison sentences ranging from 5 to 
15 years, or life imprisonment as a predefined sentence. The range of prison sentences for the additional 
application of Section 7 Paragraph 1 Number 6 of the VStGB is also 5 to 15 years. This request is there-
fore made not with an interest in the application of a more severe criminal provision against the defend-
ant within the framework of Section 265 Paragraph 3, Paragraph 2 Number 1 of the StPO. Instead, the 
request seeks clarification from the senate regarding the possibility of applying different elements of 
the offense pursuant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 of the VStGB to the same act. The hearing of evidence on 
that point has naturally not yet been concluded. However, this motion shows that a conviction also pur-
suant to Section 7 Paragraph 1 Number 6 of the VStGB is plausible, which, in any case, would suffice as 
grounds for the request being filed, pursuant to Section 265 Paragraph 1 of the StPO.

To conclude, it should be noted that, for the joint plaintiffs represented here, this motion is not 
relevant to the question of the possible legal consequences for the defendant R . However, with 
regard to the question of the scope of the crimes and the classification of the systematic persecution of 
the civilian population in Syria, it would be crucial for the individuals concerned if the senate were to 
additionally qualify sexual violence as a systematic state-based instrument of power used by the Syrian 
regime for persecution and oppression.

http://ldhrights.org/en/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-Soul-Has-Died-Male-Sexual-Violence-Report-Eng
http://ldhrights.org/en/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-Soul-Has-Died-Male-Sexual-Violence-Report-Eng
http://ldhrights.org/en/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-Soul-Has-Died-Male-Sexual-Violence-Report-Eng
https://www.refworld.org/docid/4638aca62.html
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This is one of the cruelest, most consequential aspects of the regime’s crimes against humanity and is 
expressly designed to be covert. It is also the first time this aspect would be examined in a criminal trial. 
The fact that the taking of evidence during witness interviews is particularly complicated due to cultural 
and gender-based aspects is not to be underestimated. However, the concerned parties remain hopeful 
that the senate will listen to those who have taken the difficult path of breaking their silence.

Dr. Kroker Scharmer
Attorney Attorney
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NOTE The Koblenz Higher Regional Court rejected this motion.

Attorney  Attorney Attorney
René Bahns Dr. Patrick Kroker Sebastian Scharmer
Paul-Ehrlich-Str. 37 Immanuelkirchstraße 3–4 Immanuelkirchstraße 3–4
60596 Frankfurt am Main 10405 Berlin 10405 Berlin
Tel. 069 630 090 80 Tel. 030 446 792 24 Tel. 030 446 792 24
Fax. 069 630 090 90 Fax. 030 446 792 20 Fax. 030 446 792 20

KOBLENZ, 22. JULY 2021

To the Koblenz Higher Regional Court
Regierungsstraße 7
56068 Koblenz

In the
Proceedings on International Crimes
1 StE 1/19
Anwar R  inter alia for crimes against humanity
on behalf of the joint plaintiffs 

an application is submitted to issue the following legal notice pursuant to Section 265 (1) of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure (StPO): 

Taking into account the facts set out in the indictment in the form of the order to commit to trial 
as well as findings from the evidentiary hearings during the trial thus far, a conviction based on 
the concurrently committed criminal offense pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 7 (a) of the Code of 
Crimes Under International Law (VStGB) is now under consideration.

Motion of the joint plaintiffs for the granting 
of a legal notice on the possible conviction 
of the defendant for enforced disappearance 
as a crime against humanity
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This request for a legal notice is necessary due to the change to the original legal evaluation of the 
offence in the senate’s decision to commit to trial, for which the main results of the investigation must 
also be taken into account, cf. Section 200 (2) of the Code of Criminal Procedure (cf. BGH Decision of 
08.11.2000—1 StR 427/00, NStZ 2001, 162; MüKoStPO/Norouzi, 1st ed. 2016, StPO Section 265 para. 8).

The legal analysis in the indictment of the Federal Prosecutor dated 18 October 2019 includes the 
crimes of murder, torture, and grave deprivation of liberty as crimes against humanity pursuant to Section 
7 (1) Point 1, Point 5, and Point 9 of the VStGB. Moreover, on 17 March 2021 the senate indicated that, on the 
basis of evidentiary hearings in the trial thus far, a conviction of the defendant R  with regard to 
sexual assaults in the al-Khatib branch could also be considered pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 6 VStGB.

In addition to this previous legal evaluation, the perpetration of the crime of enforced dis-
appearance pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB by the defendant R  can also be 
under consideration.

The indictment already includes evidence—in particular, in the fundamental findings of the 
investigation—that the defendant R  was complicit in seriously depriving persons of their lib-
erty in Branch 251 of the Syrian General Intelligence Directorate during the period from April 2011 to 
September 2012 as stipulated in the indictment, without truthful information regarding their condition 
and whereabouts being provided immediately upon request (cf. ). This has been confirmed in 
the evidence taken so far and has been substantially consolidated by further evidence.

The senate has indicated that it intends to conclude the evidentiary hearings as soon as possible. 
It is therefore appropriate to the undersigned to apply for the issuance of the requested legal notice pur-
suant to Section 265 (1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure at the current time in order to enable all par-
ties to the proceedings to punctually adjust to a possible change in the legal evaluation and thus to avoid 
potential delays in the proceedings at a later date.

It makes no difference whether this shift in legal viewpoint is taken into consideration on the basis 
of new facts that have come to light during the trial or due to a different legal evaluation of the unchanged 
facts on record. In the following, the relevant facts from the evidentiary hearing(s) thus far that are cru-
cial to the changed legal evaluation are presented under I., as well as a cursory discussion of the evidence 
that is still to be submitted in court (cf. on this BGH Decision of 19.5.1978—4 StR 233/78; BGH Judgement of 
12.3.1963—1 StR 54/63, BGHSt 18, 288 (289)). This will require a change to the legal evaluation when com-
pared to the indictment (see II.). The collection of further evidence is requested in order to provide addi-
tional proof of this (see III.). This is accompanied by procedural considerations (see IV).

I.  RELEVANT FINDINGS FROM  
THE EVIDENTIARY HEARING(S) THUS FAR

A preliminary assessment of the evidence gathered so far shows that the defendant R  was at 
least involved as an accomplice in the enforced disappearance of  as well as witnesses , 
anonymous witness  (in the case of witnesses who testified anonymously in court, the date of that 
trial day will be used as an alias hereinafter), witness , witness , witnesses  
and , the brother as well as the brother-in-law of witness , witness  and wit-
ness .

1. The findings in the case of  are based on the testimonies of witness  on 
the 35th day of trial on 6 October 2020, anonymous witness  on the 36th day of trial 
on 7 October 2020, witness  on the 48th day of trial on 1 December 2020, witness 

 on the 34th day of trial on 1 October 2020, and BKA scientific analyst Strell on the 
72nd day of trial on 20 May 2021, as well as a list inspected during the 35th day of trial on 6 October 
2020, and a chat history read out on the 71st day of trial on 19 May 2021.

Subsequently, in mid-July 2012,  was arrested at his place of employment 
and detained in Branch 251 for an unspecified period of time. His brother  and his 
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cousin—witness —then contacted several employees of Branch 251 to ask for informa-
tion about the detention of . Witness  went to Branch 251 on several occasions 
to speak with defendant R . After the defendant R  had kept him waiting for 
several days, he suggested to the witness that he search for the body of  in military 
hospitals, but without clarifying whether the missing person had died at all, and if so, the date 
and cause of death. Staff at Tishreen and Harasta Military Hospitals instructed  and wit-
ness  to pick “any body” and to stop looking for . Other employees of Branch 251 
stated that  had died of a heart attack or kidney failure. This is contradicted by reports 
to the family from fellow inmates that  lost consciousness due to extensive violence and 
was removed from the cell.

Despite their extensive inquiries and requests for information from intelligence officials, 
the family still does not know what happened to  after his detention.

2. Witness  reported during the 51st day of trial on 10 December 2020 that he had been 
arrested by the intelligence service in August 2011 and taken to the 10th Division. From there, he 
was transferred to Branch 251 for four or five days and then to Harasta Military Hospital. His 
father asked an officer several times about the fate and whereabouts of witness . The 
officer informed the father that witness  was detained with him (the officer) and that he 
( ) was doing well. In fact,  was not in this officer’s jail, nor was he treated 
well during his detention.

3. Witness  reported on the 46th day of trial on 25 November 2020 that he had been detained 
twice in Branch 251, with only the second detention falling within the relevant period of the crime. 
The witness was transferred to various other detention centers after 21 days in Branch 251 and was 
not released until July 2012. His family sought in vain to find out where he was “from various author-
ities” without receiving any official notification of detention or any other relevant information.

4. Witness  stated during the 50th day of trial on 9 December 2020 that he had been detained 
in Branch 251 for 77 days between August 21 and 5 November 2011. His family did everything 
they could to find out where he was, including paying bribes, but were never given any official 
information.

5. According to the transcript of the police interview with witness  ( ) that was read 
out during the 71st day of trial on 19 May 2021, the witness stated to Norwegian police that he had 
been arrested at the Syrian border in April 2012 and detained until November 2012. Of that time, 
he spent approximately 30 days in Branch 251. His family learned of his detention by chance, 
after which his father had contacted various intelligence officials to ask about him, he said. In the 
end, he said, his father had been advised not to ask any more, because then he would risk being 
implicated himself. His father did not find out at that time that the witness had previously been in 
Branch 251 and subsequently in Branch 248.

6. Witness  reported on the 69th day of trial that two of her daughters,  and 
, had been arrested by the Intelligence Directorate on 15 March 2011. She then spent three 

days searching in vain for information about the fate and whereabouts of her daughters: “I went 
back home and then drove my car from one security branch to the next to ask about my daughters. 
I went to the Political Security Directorate, the National Security Bureau, the Ministry of Inte-
rior, the Military Intelligence Directorate and the Palestine branch. I was laughed at everywhere 
I went; I was sent away and told there is no one here with that name. From what I can remember, I 
also went to the Public Security Police.”

After three days, she and her husband and son loudly demanded the release of their daugh-
ters in front of the Palace of Justice in Damascus. They caused such a stir that they were taken to 
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the al-Khatib branch. In the presence of the defendant Anwar R , their daughters  
and  were presented to witness  and her husband.  was able to 
leave the prison with them on the same day. Her daughter  was not released until about 10 
days later.

7. Witness  stated on the 73rd day of trial on 16 June 2021 that relatives of detainees had not 
been allowed to inquire after them: “Not allowed means you’re afraid to ask about them because you 
run the risk of being detained yourself. One of my brothers was imprisoned for one year; my mother 
was there, she asked about him at the Palestine branch, which is one of the security branches. My 
mother then went there, asked about him, assumed that an elderly lady would not be harmed. The 
guards at the gate chased her away and said if you don’t clear out of here, you’ll be taken inside.”

Witness  went on to recount that his brother-in-law had been forcibly disap-
peared one day under the jurisdiction of the al-Khatib Branch. When asked if the family had been 
informed of his whereabouts, he replied: “No, when someone is detained, they disappear.”

8.  ( ). Witness and joint plaintiff , who has now been invited to testify in 
September, is reported to have stated the following during his police interview on 21 March 2019 
regarding his arrest and what information his family was given, among other things ( ): 

“When you campaign for the opposition, you know that this may happen to you. But there are just 
so many feelings that you have in a moment like that. For example, I was also afraid, of course, 
because you don’t know whether you will leave the detention center alive. The fact that my family 
didn’t know where I was also weighed on me. As did the daily suffering of other detainees that I wit-
nessed. Question: Was your family informed of your whereabouts? Answer: No, they only witnessed 
my arrest. There was no official confirmation. They did not know whether I was alive or dead.”

9. Witness  stated during the 79th day of trial on 7 July 2021 that after his detention in May 
2011, his brother was told, in response to an unofficial inquiry submitted to an officer he knew 
personally, that he was in the al-Khatib branch with Colonel Anwar R . The officer had 
reportedly also told his brother that there were instructions from above, from the leadership of 
the intelligence services or from the president, that no one was allowed to ask any questions con-
cerning a detainee and that he should not try to ask about him, as there was no hope. No official 
notification of the witness’ detention was given to the relatives.

10. Further reference is made to the testimony of witness  on the 80th day of trial on 
14 July 2021. When asked if his family had been notified of his detention in the al-Khatib branch 
in December 2010, the witness laughingly stated that they certainly had not been. He said that 
he had already explained to the police in Zwickau that someone who had been inside a security 
establishment in Syria did not have the courage to go anywhere. In Syrian society, the prevailing 
opinion was that if someone was taken to the intelligence services, they must have done some-
thing. When asked if there was a Syrian proverb for this, the witness replied: “It’s well known, this 
saying, and this refers to the intelligence services. We always say: ‘Whoever goes there is lost and 
whoever is released is born again.’”

Although the detention of this witness does not fall within the period stipulated in the indictment, the 
testimony does show that the General Intelligence Directorate in Syria, among others, and including 
Branch 251, systematically withheld information from relatives about the arrest, location of detention, 
and the fate of detainees.
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II. PRELIMINARY LEGAL ANALYSIS

In at least each of the aforementioned cases, the crime of enforced disappearance pursuant to Section 
7 (1) Point 7 (a) VStGB was committed. Whoever, as part of a widespread or systematic attack against a 
civilian population, causes a person’s enforced disappearance, with the intention of removing that per-
son from the protection of the law for a prolonged period of time, by abducting that person on behalf of or 
with the approval of a state or a political organization, or by otherwise severely depriving such person of 
his or her physical liberty, followed by a failure immediately to give truthful information, upon inquiry, 
on that person’s fate and whereabouts, is subject to this law.

1. The persons named under I./1.-9. were detained in Branch 251 during the period of the crime and 
were thus deprived of their liberty pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB. The requirement 
for this is that the perpetrator abducts a person or otherwise deprives them of their physical lib-
erty by preventing the victim from freely leaving the place they are being held (MüKoStGB/Werle, 
3rd edition 2018, VStGB § 7 para. 104). This includes the continuation of a pre-existing period of 
detention (Elements of Crimes, Art. 7 (1) (i) ICC Statute, p. 11 fn. 25).

These incidents of deprivation of liberty were also of a serious nature pursuant to Section 
7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB. Based on the interpretation of “serious deprivation of liberty” as defined in 
Section 7 (1) Point 9 of the VStGB by the Federal Public Prosecutor, deprivation of liberty is of a 
serious nature if it includes a particularly inhumane measure; for example, if the detained person 
was subjected to violence, treated in an inhuman or degrading manner and cut off from the out-
side world (cf. Indictment, p. 97). However, unlike in the case of Section 7 (1) Point 9 VStGB, the 
crime of enforced disappearance does not require that the deprivation of liberty itself be contrary 
to international law. Even detention under a lawful arrest warrant may be sufficient to constitute 
the offense (MüKoStGB/Werle, 3rd edition 2018, VStGB § 7 para. 94 with reference to the Elements 
of Crimes, Art. 7 (1) letter i ICC Statute, p. 11 fn. 25; Ambos, Treatise on International Criminal Law, 
Vol. II: Crimes and Sentencing (2014), p. 111 and Kuschnik, Der Gesamttatbestand des Verbrechens 
gegen die Menschlichkeit, Herleitungen, Ausprägungen, Entwicklungen (2009), p. 403; also Gram-
mer, Der Tatbestand des Verschwindenlassens einer Person (2005), p. 188.).

Taking into account the conditions of detention described by a large number of witnesses 
in court, all detentions in Branch 251 during the period of the crime—irrespective of their spe-
cific duration—are to be qualified as serious deprivation of liberty in the aforementioned terms. 
The detainees were housed in completely overcrowded detention rooms with inadequate hygiene 
facilities and under unacceptable hygienic conditions, with a general lack of medical care. The 
detainees were consistently deprived of adequate food and sleep. They were at the mercy of the 
guards’ violence and whim at all times.

Following a preliminary assessment, these instances of serious deprivation of liberty are 
also attributable to the defendant R  as an accomplice pursuant to Section 25 (2) of the 
Criminal Code. He had direct control over the perpetration of the crime because of his role and 
his prominent position in the hierarchical structure of Branch 251. Judging from the evidence pre-
sented thus far, the defendant R  had power of disposition over the persons detained within 
his sphere of authority. In particular, he had the decision-making power to stop torture and to 
release detained persons (indictment, ).

2. The incidents of serious deprivation of liberty were also carried out on behalf of or with the 
approval of the state.

The “involvement” of the state in the process is an essential characteristic of the crime of 
enforced disappearance, which serves to distinguish it from deprivation of liberty without any 
involvement of the state (or even against the state’s will). Similar to the context factor, what mat-
ters here is whether the defendant acted in a manner consistent with the system or whether dep-
rivation of liberty was an independent and undesirable act, isolated from the state context. “On 
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behalf of” the state is therefore to be interpreted as acting under orders, with authorization, or 
with other active state sponsorship. “With the approval” of the state means that the state tolerates 
the deprivation of liberty or, at any rate, does not prosecute it (cf. Grammer, Der Tatbestand des 
Verschwindenlassens einer Person (2005), p. 204–206).

Unlike in many (typical) cases of enforced disappearance, the “involvement” of the 
state in the cases of  as well as witnesses , , ,  and , 

 and  is readily demonstrable.
The defendant R  acted precisely in his capacity as a colonel or brigadier general of 

the Intelligence Directorate; in other words, as a state official and in execution of his state pow-
ers. In doing so, he did not use his powers to act in a way that was undesirable to or not tolerated 
by the state. On the contrary, the incidents of deprivation of liberty in Branch 251 prove to be in 
conformity with the system, because they were carried out on the orders of (or at any rate with the 
approval of) high-ranking political decision-makers. In its decision on the continued custody of 
Eyad A , the Federal Court of Justice has already established that, from at least the end 
of April 2011, there was a state policy in Syria of persecuting, arresting and detaining actual and 
alleged opposition members in a planned and organized manner and that the charged offenses 
also fit into the framework of this overall crime (BGH, Decision of 6 June 2019—StB 14/19 –, 
BGHSt 64, 89-111—juris para. 58–59, cf. the reasoning of the judgment of the Koblenz Higher 
Regional Court dated 24 February 2021 in the severed proceedings against Eyad A , which 
has so far only been disclosed orally).

3. In the aforementioned cases, the incidents of serious deprivation of liberty took place without any 
immediate truthful information being provided when requested about the fate and whereabouts 
of the detained persons.

According to the International Criminal Court, the state is obliged to independently, fully 
and promptly clarify the whereabouts and fate of the detained person ex officio. Whether or not 
the victim’s family files a formal complaint, the state authorities are obligated to promptly ini-
tiate an impartial and thorough investigation into the victim’s enforced disappearance ex offi-
cio (cf. ICC, Pre-Trial Chamber III, Public Redacted Version of “Decision Pursuant to Article 15 
of the Rome Statute on the Authorization of an Investigation into the Situation in the Republic of 
Burundi”, ICC-01/17-X-9-US-Exp, 25 October 2017, para. 118, citing Article 13(1)(2) of the Declara-
tion on the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance, GA Res. 47/133, 18 December 
1992; Article 12(2) of the Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappear-
ance, UNTS Vol. 2716, p. 3). Consequently, the state must, upon request, promptly clarify the spe-
cific circumstances of the detention, including the place and period of detention, and provide this 
information to the relatives (cf. Article 10 (2) of the Declaration on the Protection of all Persons 
from Enforced Disappearance, GA Res. 47/133 of 18 December 1992). In the event of death, the 
state must also clarify the circumstances of the death. Since the clarification must be objectively 
verifiable, if there is any doubt, the body must also be handed over for verification of the cause of 
death (cf. Article 11 of the Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappear-
ance, GA Res. 47/133 of 18 December 1992).

It should be emphasized that the refusal to provide information regarding the fate and 
whereabouts of the detained person (in the offense variant of Section 7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB) does 
not have to be made by the individual responsible for the deprivation of liberty (MüKoStGB/
Werle, 3rd edition 2018, VStGB Section 7, para. 95). Rather, the fact that the deprivation of liberty 
can already be attributed to him as an accomplice is sufficient to make the defendant R  
criminally liable.

By this measure, in none of the cases cited was sufficient information provided about the 
fate and whereabouts of the detained person. In the case of , his relatives received nei-
ther truthful nor prompt information about his fate and whereabouts. The information provided 
by various intelligence officials about his death from kidney failure or heart attack, or that he 
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might still be alive, was contradictory, leaving his fate and whereabouts unclear. Based on the 
information received by witness  from , it must also be assumed that neither 
of the two alleged causes of death reflects the truth. In the chat history that was deemed credi-
ble by BKA scientific analyst Strell during the 72nd day of trial on 20 May 2021,  reported 
that  had been severely beaten in custody and removed from his cell, unconscious. Wit-
ness  also reported a phone call he had received from another fellow detainee who 
told him after his own release that  had been transferred to Nahja after being 
subjected to extensive torture. The reasonable doubt regarding the account according to which 

 died of natural causes also results from the statements of witness  at the 
32nd day of trial on 15 September 2020 and of witness  on the 22nd day of trial on 12 
August 2020, according to which kidney failure and heart attack were regularly stated as ficti-
tious causes of death on death certificates in order to conceal the fact that the person in question 
actually died as a result of violence.

This is also confirmed by reports issued by the United Nations as well as Syrian and inter-
national human rights organizations (UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Independent Inter-
national Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic: Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Deaths 
in Detention in the Syrian Arab Republic (2016), UN Doc.: A/HRC/31/CRP.1 para. 43; Office of the 
High Commissioner of Human Rights, Policy Paper of the Independent International Commission 
of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic: Death notifications in the Syrian Arab Republic (2018) 
paras. 4–5; cf. Syrian Network for Human Rights, Report of the Most Notable Cases of Arbitrary 
Arrests and Enforced Disappearance in Syria (2018), p. 41; Syrian Network for Human Rights, At 
least 98,000 Forcibly Disappeared Persons Since March 2011: Enforced Disappearance is the 
Regime’s Most Painful and Brutal Weapon (2019), p. 10; International Center for Transitional Jus-
tice, Gone Without a Trace: Syria’s Detained, Abducted, and Forcibly Disappeared (2020), p. 18, 
Amnesty International, Between Prison and Grave: Enforced Disappearances in Syria (2015), pp. 
43, 50, 61—a readout of extracts from these reports is requested below).

Regardless of this, in the case of , the information about the cause of death is 
in no way sufficient, since it is ultimately impossible to verify the cause and circumstances of his 
death, especially since his body was never handed over to his relatives.

Furthermore, the advice given by the defendant R  that witness  should 
search for the body of  in the Tishreen and Harasta military hospitals does not render the 
elements of the offense pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB inapplicable. This in itself is not 
suitable information about the fate and whereabouts as defined in Section 7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB. 
This is because the defendant R  withheld essential information about the whereabouts 
and fate of  from witness , even though he had access to this information. Witness 

 described the meticulous record-keeping in Branch 251. In particular, the defend-
ant R  did not inform witness  that  had in fact been detained in Branch 
251, nor that he had been transferred to a military hospital due to his poor health (which, accord-
ing to witness , was noted in the files of Branch 251). Finally, his advice was also unsuita-
ble as a means of clarifying whether  is/was still alive or the date, location, and cause of 
his death. In any event, the body could not be found in any of the hospitals named by the defendant 
R . Employees at the military hospitals merely invited witnesses  and  to 
take “any” body with them.

Even if one were to categorize this instruction by the defendant R  as the provision of 
information, the instruction was in any case not provided without delay as defined by Section 7 
(1) Point 7 a VStGB, because he kept witness  waiting for several days before receiving him 
in Branch 251. There is no discernible objective reason for this delay.

In the other cases, too, the relatives were not provided with immediate and truthful infor-
mation about the fate and whereabouts of the detained persons when they inquired about them. 
In the cases of witnesses , ,  and , their relatives were completely 
denied information about their fate and whereabouts when they asked about them.
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In the case of  and , witness  received information about the wherea-
bouts of her daughters only after she and her husband staged a loud protest in front of the Palace 
of Justice after three days of unsuccessful requests for information from various agencies. They 
were then taken to the al-Khatib branch where, in the presence of the defendant Anwar R , 
their daughters  and  were presented to them.

In the case of witness  ( ), his father was given false information about the wit-
ness’ whereabouts and his state of health or treatment in prison. The officer who was asked for infor-
mation by his father stated to the father that the witness was in custody with him (the officer) and that 
he ( ) was well—although he was neither in the custody of this officer nor was he treated well.

The fact that the relatives sometimes requested information informally or through the 
payment of bribes from state officials is irrelevant for the element of refusal to provide infor-
mation (ICC, Pre-Trial Chamber III, Public Redacted Version of “Decision Pursuant to Article 15 
of the Rome Statute on the Authorization of an Investigation into the Situation in the Republic of 
Burundi”, ICC-01/17-X-9-US-Exp, 25 October 2017, para. 118 with further sources; in this decision, 
the ICC also found requests for information that included bribe payments to be a suitable inquiry).
The wording of Section 7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB only stipulates that an “inquiry” must be made, but 
without specifying to whom this must be addressed, how it must be made and who must refuse to 
provide the information. It does not require that the inquirer contact the perpetrator of the dep-
rivation of liberty or that individual’s immediate colleagues. Since it is sufficient for the state to 
approve concealment (Bundestag Parliamentary Documentation 14/8524, p. 22), it does not there-
fore have to order the refusal to provide information. In the case of a state policy of suppression 
of information, it is also irrelevant whether state officials who have become aware of the depriva-
tion of liberty refuse to provide information in their capacity as representatives of the state. Oth-
erwise, the state in question could circumvent any criminal liability on the part of its officials 
for carrying out enforced disappearances by not providing official procedures for the request 
of information or by physically preventing access to state agencies, for example, by frightening 
potential inquirers to such an extent that they refrain from making an official inquiry altogether 
for fear of reprisals (Christoph Grammer, Der Tatbestand des Verschwindenlassens einer Person 
(2005), 190). The latter is happening persistently in Syria: according to international reports, rela-
tives who submit inquiries to the intelligence services about missing persons face being detained 
themselves or other forms of retaliation (UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Independent 
International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic: Without a trace: enforced dis-
appearances in Syria (2014) UN-Doc.: A/HRC/25/65 Annex IV para. 33 et seq.—a readout in court 
is requested separately below).

The fact that relatives cannot contact the intelligence services or other state agencies 
(without risk) through formal channels was also confirmed by witness  on the 63rd day 
of trial on 17 March 2021 (“It was hard for my family to ask because they took part in demon-
strations themselves.”). Witness  also stated on the 69th day of trial on 21 April 2021 that 
her male family members (her husband and son) could not look for their detained daughters 

 and  because otherwise they would have been detained themselves. Witness 
 explained on the 73rd day of trial on 16 June 2021 that relatives of detainees had not 

been allowed to inquire because otherwise they would have risked being detained themselves.
For this reason, some national courts, the Commission of Inquiry and expert commenta-

tors have even called for terrorizing potential inquirers to be qualified as an implied refusal on 
the part of the state, insofar as it clearly expresses that an inquiry will neither be accepted nor 
have any chance of success. (Christoph Grammer, Der Tatbestand des Verschwindenlassens einer 
Person (2005), 190 f.; cf. also Gabriella Citroni, The Specialist Chambers of Kosovo. The Appli-
cable Law and the Special Challenges Related to the Crime of Enforced Disappearance, Jour-
nal of International Criminal Justice 14 (2016), 123, 135, 139 with reference to decisions of the War 
Crimes Chamber of Bosnia and Herzegovina; UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Independ-
ent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic: Without a trace: enforced 
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disappearances in Syria (2014) UN-Doc.: A/HRC/25/65 Annex IV para. 33—according to which it 
amounts to a refusal or denial to disclose the fate of the person if the state perpetuates a climate in 
which family members are too intimidated to inquire to the security services about detentions—a 
readout is requested separately below).

Irrespective of this, however, it is sufficient for relatives to inquire about the fate of their 
missing family members from members of the intelligence services or intelligence departments, 
as was the case in the aforementioned cases—as is customary in Syria—and as there is no alter-
native in the absence of official information centers.

4. The aforementioned individual acts of enforced disappearance occurred as part of a widespread 
and systematic attack against a civilian population.

The evidence gathered so far has comprehensively confirmed the existence of a wide-
spread and systematic attack by the Syrian regime under Bashar al-Assad against its own civil-
ian population from the end of April 2011 at the latest until well beyond 2012 through, among 
other things, arbitrary detention and torture in the detention centers of the various Syrian intelli-
gence services (according to the adjudicating senate in its reasoning hitherto only released orally 
of 24.02.2021—1 StE 3/21 as well as the BGH in its continued custody decision of 06.06.2019—StB 
14/19 –, BGHSt 64, 89–111—juris para. 58–59).

Enforced disappearances of demonstrators and opposition figures have been part of 
the Syrian government’s core strategy to intimidate the civilian population and suppress the 
political opposition since the start of the Syrian conflict (UN Human Rights Council, Report 
of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic: Without 
a trace: enforced disappearances in Syria (2014) UN-Doc.: A/HRC/25/65 Annex IV; UN Human 
Rights Council, Report of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian 
Arab Republic: A Decade of Arbitrary Detention and Imprisonment (2021), UN-Doc.: A/HRC/46/55; 
Syrian Network for Human Rights, Report of the Most Notable Cases of Arbitrary Arrests and 
Enforced Disappearance in Syria (2018); Amnesty International, Between Prison and Grave: 
Enforced Disappearances in Syria (2015); Syrian Network for Human Rights, At least 98,000 For-
cibly Disappeared Persons Since March 2011: Enforced Disappearance is the Regime’s Most Pain-
ful and Brutal Weapon (2019); International Center for Transitional Justice, Gone Without a Trace: 
Syria’s Detained, Abducted, and Forcibly Disappeared (2020)—a readout of extracts in court is 
requested separately below).

Between 100,000 and 150,000 people have been classified as missing since 2011 (Syrian 
Network for Human Rights, Record of enforced disappearances, as of 04.03.2021, available online: 
https://sn4hr.org/blog/2021/03/04/record-of-enforced-disappearances1/; see also Amnesty Inter-
national, Between Prison and Grave: Enforced Disappearances in Syria (2015)—a readout of 
extracts in court is requested separately below).

As evidenced by the numerous testimonies on the concealment of the whereabouts and fate 
of detained persons (including by witnesses  on the 51st day of trial,  on the 
46th day of trial,  on the 50th day of trial,  on the 34th day of trial,  on the 
48th day of trial,  on the 13th day of trial,  on the 22nd day of trial,  
on the 30th day of trial,  on the 69th day of trial,  on the 73rd day of trial and  
on the 79th day of trial, as well as expert witnesses  on the 32nd day of trial and 

 on the 43rd day of trial), the cases in question are not isolated or random acts, nor a spon-
taneous, unplanned and uncoordinated action of the persons involved (for example, in the context 
of chaotic or anarchic conditions), but rather, systematic and situation-specific behaviors within 
an organizational structure, power apparatus, or other collective action context that are qualita-
tively different from the “normal” forms of criminality known at the national level (cf. Barthe, Der 
Straftatbestand der Verbrechen gegen die Menschlichkeit in § 7 VStGB in der staatsanwaltschaftli-
chen Praxis—Zur Abgrenzung von Völkerstraftaten und allgemeinen Delikten, NStZ 2012, 247, 25).
Within the intelligence services, there were instructions issued not to disclose to relatives the 

https://sn4hr.org/blog/2021/03/04/record-of-enforced-disappearances1/
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location of missing persons or whether they were deceased. This was made clear, among other 
things, by the statements of witnesses  and  as well as witness . The latter 
reported that she had given her phone number to a branch staff member to call her home and let 
her family know that she was in the al-Khatib branch: “He looked at me fearfully and told me, ‘I 
can’t do this.’”

The UN Commission of Inquiry also assumes that orders were issued to conceal the fate 
of detained persons (UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Independent International Com-
mission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic: Without a trace: enforced disappearances in 
Syria (2014) UN-Doc.: A/HRC/25/65 Annex IV para. 42). Other international reports also refer to 
systematic concealment regarding the whereabouts and fate of detained persons in Syria (UN 
Human Rights Council, Report of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on 
the Syrian Arab Republic: Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Deaths in Detention in the Syrian Arab 
Republic (2016), UN Doc: A/HRC/31/CRP.1; Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights, 
Policy Paper of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Repub-
lic: Death notifications in the Syrian Arab Republic (2018); cf. Syrian Network for Human Rights, 
Report of the Most Notable Cases of Arbitrary Arrests and Enforced Disappearance in Syria 
(2018); Syrian Network for Human Rights, At least 98,000 Forcibly Disappeared Persons Since 
March 2011: Enforced Disappearance is the Regime’s Most Painful and Brutal Weapon (2019; 
International Center for Transitional Justice, Gone Without a Trace: Syria’s Detained, Abducted, 
and Forcibly Disappeared (2020); Amnesty International, Between Prison and Grave: Enforced 
Disappearances in Syria (2015)—a readout of extracts in court is requested separately below).

As witnesses  (11th day),  (51st day),  (46th day),  (50th 
day),  (24th day) and  (69th day), among others, reported, the persons detained 
in Branch 251 were regularly not allowed any contact with the outside, nor were their relatives 
informed of their detention. Witnesses  and  also stated that they had not been 
allowed to give their names during stays in military hospitals but had been given a number and 
had been addressed by it in order to keep their identities secret. According to the testimony 
of witness , intelligence officers would search the personal belongings of the 
detainees before their release so that no information about other detainees could be passed on to 
their families.

The secrecy surrounding the fate of the detainees extended beyond their deaths. In this 
regard, witnesses , ,  and  testified that deceased detainees 
had been buried—sometimes at night and under guard—in mass graves. According to witness 

, dead bodies were rarely handed over to their families. At best, the relatives would receive 
a death certificate, although the testimony of witnesses  and  as well as 
international reports indicate that the stated causes of death—regularly heart attack or kidney 
failure—were not true.

The UN Commission of Inquiry and the UN Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary 
Disappearances also conclude that the crime of enforced disappearances of actual or alleged 
opposition members is part of the Syrian government’s systematic and widespread attack against 
civilians (UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Independent International Commission of 
Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic: Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Deaths in Detention in the Syr-
ian Arab Republic (2016), UN-Doc.: A/HRC/31/CRP.1 para. 43; Office of the High Commissioner of 
Human Rights, Policy Paper of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syr-
ian Arab Republic: Death notifications in the Syrian Arab Republic (2018) para. 4–5; Office of the 
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, “Syria: Group of experts call for action into enforced 
disappearances as crime against humanity”, March 20, 2014, available online: http://www.ohchr.
org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=14410&LangID=E—a readout in court of 
extracts from these reports is requested below).

5. Based on the preliminary evaluation of the evidentiary hearing(s) thus far, the defendant 
R  acted with certain knowledge—but in any case with conditional intent—both with 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=14410&LangID=E
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=14410&LangID=E
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regard to the serious deprivation of liberty of the named persons, as well as the subsequent 
refusal to provide information in the context of the extended or systematic attack against the 
civilian population.

Due to his prominent position in the hierarchy of Branch 251, the defendant R  
was fully informed of the government’s actions and goings-on in Branch 251 by the beginning of 
the period stipulated in the indictment at the latest. He had certain knowledge of the detentions in 
Branch 251, not least because an office that he used was located in the immediate vicinity of the 
cells. In his statement dated 18 May 2020, the defendant R  himself admitted to having 
made “recommendations” about the subsequent fate of the detained persons (release or further 
detention). Witness  also stated that R , as head of the investigation department, 
signed all the interrogation records of Branch 251.

As the head of the investigation department and as an “extremely closely observing per-
son”—according to expert witness  (37th day of trial)—the defendant R  must 
also have had certain knowledge regarding the state practice of keeping secret all information 
regarding the fate and whereabouts of the detained persons, which was known even to intelli-
gence officers in lower hierarchical positions, such as witnesses , ,  and 

, and was described by expert witness , as the “usual procedure of the Syr-
ian security apparatuses”. In this regard, it must also be taken into account that the defendant 
R  must have served his superiors in the intelligence service in a special way in order 
to get into a top position in such a sensitive department as a Sunni (cf. e.g. the statements of wit-
nesses , , ,  (16th day of the trial) and  (77th day of 
the trial).

This also applies to the  case, even if the defendant R  had instructed 
witness  to search for the latter’s body in the military hospitals. This is because this 
advice does not nullify his intent to refuse to provide immediate and truthful information about 
the fate and whereabouts of . On the one hand, the information provided by the defendant 
R  was deliberately not provided promptly, as required by Section 7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB; 
he made witness  wait for several days before receiving him in Branch 251.

In his belated advice, the defendant R  also withheld from the relatives essential 
information to which he had access by virtue of his senior position, of which he must also have 
been aware. Moreover, the general allusion to military hospitals was inadequate to clarify the 
fate of  following his detention. Since the defendant R  must have been aware of the 
state practice of secrecy—in particular, the deliberately falsified statements of natural causes of 
death on death certificates and the anonymous mass burials of persons who had died in custody. 
It is completely implausible that the defendant R  could have expected that witness  
and his family would find the body they were looking for in the military hospitals in Damascus 
and that they would immediately be fully and truthfully informed about the fate of . Even if 
witness  had found the body he was looking for, the relatives would still have lacked infor-
mation about the date, location and cause of ’s death. It should be emphasized here 
that for the requirements of Section 7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB to be met, it does not matter whether the 
defendant R  himself told the relatives everything he knew about the fate of . The 
only decisive factor is that the inquirers did not receive immediate and truthful information about 
the fate and whereabouts of the missing person from the state as a whole and that the defendant 
R  at the very least condoned this. As described above, this is the case.

According to the preliminary evaluation, the defendant R  also acted with the inten-
tion to deprive the named persons of the protection of the law for a longer period of time.

According to the case law of the International Criminal Court, the intention to deprive 
the detained person of the protection of the law may be inferred from the circumstances of the 
detention (ICC, Pre-Trial Chamber III, Public Redacted Version of “Decision Pursuant to Article 
15 of the Rome Statute on the Authorization of an Investigation into the Situation in the Republic 
of Burundi”, ICC-01/17-X-9-US-Exp, 25 October 2017, paras. 120 and 129). This corresponds to the 
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case law of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda on the “intention to destroy, in whole 
or in part, a […] group as such” in the elements of the crime of genocide, according to which the 
required intention of the individual perpetrator can be inferred from the overall context of the 
individual act (MüKoStGB/Kreß, 3rd edition 2018 VStGB § 6 para. 81 with further sources). It is 
also recognized in the case law of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the European 
Court of Human Rights that the overall context, in particular the existence of a systematic prac-
tice of enforced disappearance by the state, is of essential importance for proving an individual 
case of enforced disappearance (Nina Schniederjahn, Das Verschwindenlassen von Personen in 
der Rechtsprechung internationaler Menschenrechtsgerichtshöfe (Berlin 2017), pp. 94 et. seq., 108 
et seq. with further sources).

In all of the cases cited here, the circumstances of the arrest and detention permit the con-
clusion to be drawn that the defendant R  intended to deprive the detained persons of the 
protection of the law for a longer period of time. They were not granted contact with the outside 
world, nor were relatives informed; there was no arrest warrant, no public trial, and in the case of 

, no verifiable information about his death in the detention center, nor, at the least, a 
handover of the body. The cases mentioned fit seamlessly into the state’s practice of keeping secret 
the fate of those detained by the intelligence services. For instance, expert witness  (37th 
day of trial) also reported cases in which relatives were merely told to search for missing persons 
in military hospitals, without ever being given the body they were looking for there.

The state policy of detention while keeping secret the fate of the persons involved was 
aimed precisely at spreading fear and terror among the civilian population by keeping relatives 
in suspense, thereby at the same time concealing the abuses and deaths in Intelligence Directo-
rate detention centers. To this end, it was essential to deprive the detained persons and their rel-
atives of any possibility to monitor or sanction human rights requirements for the treatment of 
detained persons by constitutional means. It was precisely the intention of the political author-
ities to deprive their opponents of their rights, as witness , among others, expressly 
emphasized. It should be taken into account that the withdrawal of the protection of the law is a 
logical corollary of the combination of detention and strict secrecy of a person’s fate and wherea-
bouts, which has also been recognized by the International Criminal Court (ICC, Pre-Trial Cham-
ber III, Public Redacted Version of “Decision Pursuant to Article 15 of the Rome Statute on the 
Authorization of an Investigation into the Situation in the Republic of Burundi”, ICC-01/17-X-9-US-
Exp, 25 October 2017, para. 120).

Based on the evidentiary hearing(s) thus far, the defendant R  deliberately helped 
implement this state policy of enforced disappearances. Even if one were to accept his statement 
to the extent that, for him, the implementation of the state’s orders to maintain secrecy and thus to 
deprive people in custody of the protection of the law was at least a necessary intermediate goal 
in order to maintain his high-ranking position within the Intelligence Directorate, this is suffi-
cient according to the case law on genocide of the Federal Court of Justice—which can be applied 
to the crime of enforced disappearance (BGH, Judgement of 21.5.2015, Az: 3 StR 575/14, JZ 2016, 103, 
105). According to the testimony of witnesses , ,  and , among others, 
the defendant R , as a Sunni, had a great interest in demonstrating his unconditional 
loyalty to the regime. As a Sunni, he would not otherwise have attained the rank of colonel and 
head of the investigation department, or he would have been promptly replaced in the event of 
any deviation from the state’s instructions. Witness  also stated that the defendant R  
had even been promoted to brigadier general before his desertion, which also indicates that he 
performed his duties with particular commitment. Even if the defendant R  had only 
acted “reluctantly” or, in his view, had tried to “do the best he could” under the circumstances, 
this would not be contrary to the constituent intent. The “motive” for his actions is irrelevant to 
the question of intentional action in this context.
The intent of the defendant R  also concerned depriving the detained persons of the pro-
tection of the law “for a longer period of time”. There is no prescribed minimum duration for the 
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assumption of a “longer period” (MüKOStGB/ Werle, 3rd edition 2018 VStGB § 7 para. 97). Rather, 
the aim is to exclude “cases of mere administrative ‘sloppiness’” or “petty cases” in which the 
detained person can defend themselves against the deprivation of liberty by legal means “as soon 
as possible” (Christoph Grammer, Der Tatbestand des Verschwindenlassens einer Person (2005), 
193–194). Given the state’s practice of systematic secrecy regarding detentions, one cannot speak 
of an individual case in which information on the fate of the detained persons was not released 
due to carelessness. Witness  spoke of an “act of revenge” on the part of the government, 
whose goal was to place opponents in detention.

Nor are these “petty cases”, regardless of the specific duration of the detention. As is also 
evident from the statement of the defendant R , the fate of the individuals taken to 
Branch 251 was not planned in advance at the time of the arrest. He has himself professed to hav-
ing made “recommendations” for further action (i.e., further detention or release) depending on 
the outcome of the interrogations. At the time of arrest, the persons concerned were therefore 
intended to be deprived of their liberty for an indefinite period. However, the deprivation of lib-
erty for an indefinite period of time means that, depending on the intention of the perpetrator, the 
persons concerned are not intended to be detained for only a short period of time in any circum-
stances (MüKOStGB/ Werle, 3rd edition 2018 VStGB § 7 para. 97).

The aforementioned also applies in the case of , even if it is assumed that he 
died as soon as two to three days following his detention as witness  suspected. Perma-
nent deprivation of legal protection through killing is to be equated with deprivation for a longer 
period of time (Christoph Grammer, Der Tatbestand des Verschwindenlassens einer Person (2005), 
194 and Lisa Ott, Enforced Disappearance in International Law (2011), 187). Moreover, it is inter-
nationally recognized that a detained person must be allowed contact with the outside world after 
24 to 48 hours in detention at the latest, especially since the risk of abuse and death is particularly 
high in the first hours of detention (Christopher Hall, Article 7 para. 1 (i) Enforced Disappearance 
of Persons, in: Otto Triffterer (Hrsg.), Commentary on the Rome Statute (2nd Edition 2008), 271; Lisa 
Ott, Enforced Disappearance in International Law (2011), 187). A period of 24 to 48 hours should 
therefore be regarded as a sufficiently long time (Lisa Ott, Enforced Disappearance in Interna-
tional Law (2011), 187 with further sources). Finally, it should be emphasized that the actual length 
of the deprivation of liberty is not crucial for the requirements of Section 7 (1) Point 7 a VStGB to 
be met, but merely that the intention of the perpetrator at the time of detention—i.e., at the time of 
the perpetration of the act as defined in Section 16 (1) of the Criminal Code—was to deprive the 
person of legal protection “for a longer period of time”, regardless of whether the person in cus-
tody is released or killed (Christoph Grammer, Der Tatbestand des Verschwindenlassens einer 
Person (2005), 194 et seq.).

III. SUPPLEMENTARY TAKING OF EVIDENCE

In addition, it is requested that the following documents be translated, if necessary, and read out at the 
main trial. The reading will provide additional evidence that the enforced disappearance of demonstra-
tors and opposition figures has been part of the Syrian government’s core strategy to intimidate civil-
ians and suppress political opposition since the beginning of the Syrian conflict.

1. UN Human Rights Council, “Report of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on 
the Syrian Arab Republic: A Decade of Arbitrary Detention and Imprisonment” (2021), UN-Doc.: 
A/HRC/46/55, available online: https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/IICISyria/Pages/
Detention-report.aspx, paras. 1–2, 18, 87, copy enclosed.

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/IICISyria/Pages/Detention-report.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/IICISyria/Pages/Detention-report.aspx
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Like all of the UN Commission of Inquiry reports cited below, this one is based on UN Commis-
sion standards for documenting and investigating human rights violations, such as those that 
exist for numerous states. This means that it primarily includes interviews with eyewitnesses. 
For this report, the UN Commission of Inquiry analyzed 7,874 interviews with injured persons, 
witnesses and other informants, that have been conducted since 2011. Of these interviews, 2,658 
contained relevant information on arbitrary detention and related human rights violations. The 
reading out of the report will reveal that the crime of enforced disappearance has been a hall-
mark of the Syrian conflict since 2011 and was committed in a systematic and widespread man-
ner by the Syrian government even in the early years. The UN Commission of Inquiry concludes 
that the crimes could not possibly have been committed without the knowledge of the relevant 
chain of command.

2. UN Human Rights Council, “Report of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry 
on the Syrian Arab Republic: Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Deaths in Detention in the Syrian Arab 
Republic” (2016), UN-Doc.: A/HRC/31/CRP.1 paras. 43—47 (SAO Bd. III.3 sheet 42, SAO Bd. XIV 
sheet. 143).

The UN Commission of Inquiry’s thematic report on deaths in Syrian detention centers 
between 10 March 2011 and 30 November 2015 is based on 621 interviews with injured victims 
and witnesses, including former detainees, relatives, and individuals who formerly worked for 
the intelligence services or the military. In addition, the UN Commission of Inquiry analyzed 
further evidence on torture and inhumane detention conditions. The reading will reveal that in 
deaths in custody, heart attack or kidney failure was conspicuously often listed as the cause of 
death on death certificates. In none of the documented cases was the cause of death objectively 
established or verifiable. Very rarely were the bodies of people who died in custody handed over 
to their relatives. In all of the documented cases where the bodies were handed over to the fami-
lies, the bodies showed signs of torture.

3. UN Human Rights Council, “Report of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on 
the Syrian Arab Republic: Without a trace: enforced disappearances in Syria” (2014) UN-Doc.: A/
HRC/25/65 Annex IV, available at: https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/
CoISyria/ThematicPaperEDInSyria.pdf, paras. 4, 33–35, 39 Line 1, paras. 42–43, copy enclosed.

The UN Commission of Inquiry’s thematic report on the crime of enforced disappearance 
in Syria is based on interviews with witnesses conducted between March 2011 and November 
2013. The reading out of the report will reveal that enforced disappearances of demonstrators and 
opposition members are part of the Syrian government’s core strategy to intimidate civilians and 
suppress political opposition. Multiple witnesses described government instructions not to pro-
vide relatives with information on the whereabouts and fate of detainees. Others reported that 
relatives who asked government agencies for information about missing family members were 
forcibly disappeared themselves. As a result, many relatives shy away from searching for their 
missing family members for fear of retaliation.

4. Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights, “Policy Paper of the Independent Interna-
tional Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic: Death notifications in the Syrian Arab 
Republic” (2018), available at: https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/DeathNoti-
ficationsSyrianArabRepublic_Nov2018.pdf, paras. 4–5, 8–11, copy enclosed.

The reading of the UN Commission of Inquiry’s thematic report on Syrian government 
death certificates will reveal that the Syrian government holds information on individuals who 
have died in custody and deliberately does not disclose it to relatives.

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoISyria/ThematicPaperEDInSyria.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/CoISyria/ThematicPaperEDInSyria.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/DeathNotificationsSyrianArabRepublic_Nov20
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/DeathNotificationsSyrianArabRepublic_Nov20
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5. Syrian Network for Human Rights, At least 98,000 Forcibly Disappeared Persons Since March 
2011: Enforced Disappearance is the Regime’s Most Painful and Brutal Weapon (2019), available 
at: https://sn4hr.org/wp-content/pdf/english/At_least_98000_have_been_forcibly_disappeared_
in_Syria_since_March_2011_en.pdf, p. 5 para. 4, p. 7 para. 1, p. 9 para. 2 and p. 10, copy enclosed.

The Syrian Network for Human Rights is a Syrian non-governmental organization 
founded in June 2011 that documents human rights violations in Syria. The reading of the report 
will reveal that 144,889 people were forcibly disappeared in Syria between March 2011 and 
August 2019, 128,417 of them by the Syrian government. Of those who have been forcibly disap-
peared by the Syrian government, 83,574 people are still considered missing today. The Syrian 
government is deliberately forcibly disappearing alleged and actual opposition members in order 
to suppress the civilian population.

6. Amnesty International, Between Prison and the Grave: Enforced Disappearances In Syria, (2015), 
available at: https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde24/2579/2015/en/, p. 7 para. 5, p. 8 para. 5, 
copy enclosed.

Amnesty International’s report is based on 71 interviews with relatives, friends and col-
leagues of forcibly disappeared persons; eight interviews with released detainees who were for-
cibly disappeared by the Syrian government; and 14 interviews with international and Syrian 
experts on enforced disappearances. Amnesty International also reviewed reports from the UN, 
international NGOs, and Syrian human rights organizations. The reading out of the document 
will reveal that the Syrian government has been systematically forcibly disappearing peaceful 
opposition members since the beginning of the conflict. Relatives who contact government agen-
cies to inquire about their forcibly disappeared family members have often been detained or for-
cibly disappeared themselves.

7. Jeremy Sarkin, Humans not Numbers: The case for an International Mechanism to Address the 
Detainees and Disappeared Crisis in Syria (2021), available at: https://www.impunitywatch.org/
humans-not-numbers-study, p. 11 paras. 1–3, copy enclosed.

The study, conducted by Professor Jeremy Sarkin (NOVA University Lisbon) on behalf 
of the Syrian organizations “Association of Detainees and Missing Persons in Sednaya Prison”, 

“Caesar Families Association”, “Coalition of Families of Persons Kidnapped by ISIS (Massar)”, 
“Families for Freedom” and “Ta’afi Initiative, is based on reports by the UN and international and 
Syrian NGOs as well as interviews with witnesses and experts. The reading out of the study will 
reveal that detentions ordered by the Syrian government regularly involve the enforced disap-
pearance of those detained.

IV. PROCEDURAL MATTERS

The legal notice is expressly requested solely pursuant to Section 265 (1) of the Code of Criminal Pro-
cedure (StPO), which excludes any possible application of Section 265 (3) in conjunction with para. 2 of 
the StPO.

The indictment already includes allegations of crimes pursuant to, among other things, Section 7 
(1) Points 1 and 5 VStGB and Section 211 of the Criminal Code (StGB), with a maximum sentence of 5–15 
years’ imprisonment or life imprisonment. The range of sentences resulting from the additional appli-
cation of Section 7 (1) Point 7 VStGB is also 5–15 years of imprisonment. The requested legal notice is 
therefore not aimed at bringing more severe criminal charges to bear against the defendant in accord-
ance with Section 265 (3), (2) Point 1 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, but is intended solely to clarify 
the senate’s position with regard to the possibility of different elements of Section 7 (1) of the Criminal 
Code being realized by the same procedural act. Although the evidentiary hearing(s) have not yet been 
completed, based on the evidence presented so far, a conviction is also possible under Section 7 (1) Point 

https://sn4hr.org/wp-content/pdf/english/At_least_98000_have_been_forcibly_disappeared_in_Syria_sinc
https://sn4hr.org/wp-content/pdf/english/At_least_98000_have_been_forcibly_disappeared_in_Syria_sinc
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde24/2579/2015/en/
https://www.impunitywatch.org/humans-not-numbers-study
https://www.impunitywatch.org/humans-not-numbers-study
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7 a VStGB, which is sufficient in any case as a basis for the requested notice under Section 265 (1) of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure.

Finally, it should be noted that the joint plaintiffs represented here are not primarily concerned 
with the question of possible legal consequences for the defendant R  when they file this motion. 
For those affected, however, it is of paramount importance that the senate also reach conclusions on 
the crime of enforced disappearances as an instrument of power of the Syrian regime and as one of its 
crimes that is the most symbolic of persecution and oppression of the civilian population.

The crime of enforced disappearance is considered one of the most perfidious and impactful 
crimes against humanity, as it is deliberately designed to cover up crimes and has devastating impacts 
at multiple levels. Given the secrecy of the place of detention and the denial of contact with the outside 
world, which make any legal protection impossible, persons who have been forcibly disappeared are at 
exceptionally high risk of being tortured or killed in custody. Moreover, the uncertainty about the fate of 
those who have been forcibly disappeared is particularly traumatic for their family members and friends, 
who are also considered direct victims of the crime under international law.

René Bahns Dr. Patrick Kroker Sebastian Scharmer
Attorney  Attorney Attorney
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STATEMENT OF JOINT PLAINTIFF  
NOURAN ALGHAMIAN

My name is Nouran.

I breathe very slowly and observe what is happening inside my head, at the moment when all the heads 
around me give the impression that they are awaiting my every word. Everything inside me prevents me 
from saying the word. It is not the appearance before the court and the justice system that causes diffi-
culties for me but, rather, the beginning. Beginnings have been challenging for me for quite some time. 
Beginnings are usually exhausting.

I don’t know how to start or where to start!

Every day, from the first moments of waking up, I just think of how I can escape from the beginning—
from the beginning of the day, from the beginning of the rituals of waking up, from the beginning of 
work, education, obligations and considerations, and the daily contemplation of new, abstract faces 
devoid of any meaning.

Can you imagine having to start all over again with your entire life, when you are right in the mid-
dle of it? You have to start everything all over again from scratch! From zero, and practically from below 
zero, because you are in a foreign country, where everything is different from the country where you 
lived up until then—on the one hand.

And on the other hand, the experiences, the convictions and the thoughts, as well as the society 
that lived under the ruling regime, played the leading role in shaping who you are: a way of life based on 
fear and terror and lack of security. The regime has made you believe that you are not even entitled to 
demand your rights.

In my practical and psychological life, I am starting again from zero. Imagine what effort, what 
strength, what strong will and what inner peace you need for that!

And life? This life cannot be turned back!
I don’t want to be in the position of a victim, and I don’t want to perceive myself in this way, 

because everyone is responsible for their own actions, regardless of the difficult circumstances they find 
themselves in during their lives.

But this does not change the fact that the political, social and dictatorial system has the lion’s 
share in forming or—more accurately—destroying one’s personality. To be more precise: no one who 
belonged to these people living under the yoke of the regime had the opportunity to develop their 
personality.

I believe in justice. I believe in the significance of this trial and in the importance of the verdict 
that will be handed down, which will affect the future not only of Syria, but also of society as a whole. 
Indeed, this is the first step of its kind since the start of the revolution up until this point.

It is my hope that the honorable judges will take into account that this verdict has the power to 
change the lives of millions, depending on its outcome, solely due to its importance for the country 
and its people.

 Closing statements  
by some of the joint plaintiffs
DELIVERED IN COURT ON 8 DECEMBER 2021
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STATEMENT OF JOINT PLAINTIFF  
HUSSEIN GHRER

Honorable Judges,

Since I left Syria, I don’t know whether to feel happiness because I survived or sorrow for the tens of 
thousands of unfortunate people who are still being held in conditions of enforced disappearance.

Our dream was a simple one, even if most German citizens do not usually think about such things, 
as for them it is a fact often taken for granted: to have a homeland that protects us and respects our 
humanity, and a state that treats all its citizens equally in accordance with the law. Despite the simplic-
ity of this dream that should now be a matter of course by 21st-century standards, we knew that the price 
of this demand would be enormous. But we did not expect, even in our worst nightmares, that the regime 
would be prepared to escalate its crimes beyond what any ordinary person could imagine.

When the president of Tunisia fled and then the Egyptian president resigned, we were certain 
that this dream belonged not only to individuals or small groups, but to millions of people in our overall 
region. We believed that it could also be fulfilled in Syria by the power of the people, although the history 
of the regime since the 1980s was well known to us. We took to the streets with the demand to reclaim 
our homeland, equipped only with our collective voice and will. The security apparatus and the military 
responded with live ammunition. Two bullets flew past me, one of which almost hit my head. I was lucky, 
or else I would not be here today, but hundreds of thousands of others were not so lucky.

Because we would not let ourselves be deterred by gunfire, the regime decided to confront us 
with armored vehicles and tanks, surrounding and starving out towns and communities. Incredible 
video footage documents the bombardment of residential areas with all types of weapons. I remember 
one of these videos: the cameraman was filming a tank bombardment of a residential neighborhood in 
Tall Kalakh. The soldiers appeared to have been watching him, and, as the tank’s cannon took aim at him, 
he stood there nailed to the ground, not knowing what to do. He shouted that the tank was about to shoot 
him. And that is exactly what happened. The young man fell, and only his phone survived, so we were 
able to see this clip a few days later.

I do not want to go into all the details of the crimes committed by the regime and its supporters, 
from the bombing of civilians to the destruction of the whole of Syria. The federal prosecutors spoke 
about this more than once in a way that made an impression on me because it revealed how many details 
of the Syrian tragedy were actually known to them. Pictures and videos often express more than words. 
But I want to talk about something that pictures do not usually convey, namely, the experience of deten-
tion and of enforced disappearance.

It is frightening enough to be subjected to live ammunition when you’re unarmed, and it’s even 
scarier to be bombarded with all manner of weapons, including planes—but nothing can describe the 
horror of being detained in Syria.

In the early months of the revolution, a detachment of hundreds of security forces attacked the 
town of Harasta, where I lived. Harasta was in the jurisdiction of the al-Khatib branch. I was visiting my 
family’s house, which was 200 meters away from my apartment, while my wife and two children stayed 
at home. We heard a strange noise outside and opened the door to see what was happening; we then were 
confronted by intelligence officers shouting at us. We realized they were storming the neighborhood. I 
tried to contact my wife, but all the phone lines in the city were dead. I wanted to go back and check on 
my wife and children, but my mother rightly prevented me from doing so, because if I had gone out onto 
the street, I might never have come back, like many others who were arrested that day.

I don’t know how long it lasted, but it felt like years. I was overwhelmed with the fear of being a 
wanted man, that they would enter my home, not find me, and harm my wife and children. Or they would 
come to my parents’ house and take me away, so that I would disappear “behind the sun” and that “even 
the blue flies would not know” where I was.
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Honorable Judges,

I respect your decision not to include the crime of enforced disappearance in the charges against the 
defendant. I also may not have the evidence required by law to establish that enforced disappearance is 
a systematic practice, pursued by the regime and applied with full awareness of its consequences on the 
part of the military and intelligence services, with the aim of terrorizing Syrian society. But I would like 
to tell you about this crime from my own lived experience because what we are presenting here also con-
stitutes a historical documentation in the interest of all Syrians and all human rights defenders.

When the interests of a security official come into conflict with a citizen of Syria, the first thing 
we hear from these henchmen is the following phrase: “I will take you behind the sun and even the blue 
flies will not know where you are.” The citizen is then forced to back down because he knows exactly 
what this means and that for the official, carrying out this threat is easier than taking a sip of water.

The purpose of this threat is to intimidate the other party, and it is a recipe that has been often 
implemented by the regime and its officials. In fact, enforced disappearance must be considered not only 
a crime against humanity, but also an act of terror, because it aims to terrorize society and force it to sub-
mit to power.

“To disappear behind the sun” means to live in the darkness and to be banished from life without 
actually dying. The individual becomes Schrödinger’s cat, as those on the outside do not know whether 
he is dead or alive. These two possibilities are also present at all times for the prisoner himself, as well 
as for the prison guards and officials. The officer or warden himself does not know whether he is going 
to kill someone in the next minute; he might suddenly become angry about something his son has done 
and because of that, kill a prisoner who happens to be in front of him at that moment. Yes, it is that simple 
for them! What is even worse is that the prisoner does not know his own fate in the next instant. While of 
course no one can tell the future, the difference between the two situations is fundamental: the prisoner 
does not die naturally, but is murdered, probably in the most horrible way. The prisoner has no means of 
resisting this fate.

“To disappear in the darkness behind the sun” means to lose one’s sense of time. I ask you to 
devote five minutes of your time to imagining that you are in a confined, dark place where not a single 
ray of light ever enters, where “even the flies do not stray,” and where one has lost all connection to time. 
After a few days, you no longer know whether it is day or night, as if you no longer exist at all. Light and 
darkness become meaningless; you forget what trees and leaves look like, along with the smell of flow-
ers. And what is life other than these small details?

Einstein once dismissed all scientific evidence and said, “I want to know that the moon exists 
whether I can see it or not!” He was practically obsessed with the idea. In detention, we become 
crazy because we are no longer sure of anything. I cried once just because I heard a prayer call, even 
though I am not religious! I cried because I heard a sound that was something other than the prison 
guards; I cried because I remembered for a moment that life is more than this darkness I was liv-
ing in. I cried in that moment, even though I did not cry during the daily torture and torments I lived 
through at the time.

Do you know why I fled Syria? Not out of fear of dying by a bullet or gunfire, but because of pre-
cisely this fear of disappearing again. Yes, the intelligence officers, one of whom is standing trial here, 
succeeded in terrorizing me to the point where I was compelled to flee. Enforced disappearance is one 
of the crucial elements of a systematic policy of the regime to silence or get rid of us. This method is 
well known and adopted by all those who have collaborated with the regime, and the defendant was an 
important and senior agent of this regime.

I fled because I did not want my family to experience for a third time the nightmare of never-end-
ing questions weighing on their lives: did they kill him? Is he still alive? Did they hang him somewhere? 
Did they break his back? Are they torturing him right now while we are eating? Did this happen and did 
that happen? Despite the bitterness of the death of a loved one, the families of prisoners can at least have 
closure, which, albeit painful, puts an end to these uncertainties when the death of their loved one is con-
firmed. A distant and vague hope, on the other hand, is even more agonizing and exhausting.
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When I was arrested by the al-Khatib branch, I was on my way to an appointment for work. After my 
release, my then three-and-a-half-year-old son cried every time I left the house. He thought that if I left, 
I would not come back. I never dared to promise him that I would come back in the evening because I 
might not be able to keep that promise, and in fact that is exactly what happened: one time, when I was 
again outside, I didn’t come back until four years later.

What hurts perhaps more than the killing and torture is the zeal that these employees and officers 
have in doing the utmost harm to us. I am convinced that they were not just carrying out orders, but were 
taking revenge on us for trying to take away their absolute power—that power given to them as part of 
the regime’s control machine, a power that stands outside of any law or morality and that they can use 
however and whenever it suits them.

I was 10 years old when I began to understand the people’s fear of the Syrian intelligence services 
and to grasp the warnings I received from those around me not to say anything that might displease 
these officials. Parents warned their children that the slightest word could lead to the disappearance of 
the whole family.

At the age of 10, I began to feel disgusted by everyone who worked in the intelligence services 
and their family members, who were proud to be in a position of power that allowed them to terrorize 
those around them.

My uncle was arrested in the 1980s and tortured for six years because he belonged to the Commu-
nist Party. Three members of a friend’s family—his father, uncle and brother—disappeared, and since 
then, no one knows what became of them, just because they were suspected of opposing the regime.

There is no Syrian, adult or child, who does not know about the crimes the Syrian intelligence 
services have committed and continue to commit. Anyone who has voluntarily registered to work for 
them has consciously chosen to be a tool in committing crimes against humanity. In this sense, no intel-
ligence officer, regardless of his position, can claim that he was merely following orders, that he was 
forced, or that his role was only marginal. Everyone in the intelligence services is an active part of that 
apparatus and is responsible for his or her actions. It goes without saying that the higher one’s position is, 
the more egregious the crimes are for which he is responsible. More significantly, the higher one’s posi-
tion is, the more aware he was when joining one of the security services that he would commit crimes.

I might have been able to forgive the defendant for his crimes committed against me. But in his 
testimony at the beginning of the trial, he showed no remorse or sense of responsibility for the crimes 
he committed or contributed to, and he claims to this day that there was no systematic torture in the 
al-Khatib branch. I could have forgiven him because I am not looking for personal revenge but, rather, 
for justice in the broadest sense, so that in the future there will be no place for the perpetrators of such 
crimes in Syria or anywhere else in the world.

Therefore, in the spirit of attaining a minimum of justice, I demand that those who committed 
such crimes in Syria be held accountable, and the defendant is one of them. And regardless of how long 
he will be imprisoned, he will have a clock near him; he will see the sun and know when it rises and 
when it sets, he will have medical care when needed, and he will receive visits from relatives who will 
know how he is doing, just as he will know how they are doing.

I survived, but the same good fortune was not experienced by Mustafa Karman, Ayham Gha-
zoul, Rania al-Abbasi, her husband and six children, Nabil al-Sharbaji, Yahya al-Sharbaji, Bassel Khart-
abil, Islam al-Dabbas, Mohammed Arab, Ali Shihab, Ali Mustafa, and tens of thousands of people who 
deserve us to name them here one by one and tell their stories and those of the pain of their loved ones.
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STATEMENT OF JOINT PLAINTIFF  
RUHAM HAWASH

Honorable Judges,

With full confidence in my lawyers who represented me in the trial, I have decided to speak to you in per-
son today because this trial session is not a routine procedure for me, and this day is not an ordinary day. 
Today is our day—we, the victims who, through this trial in this court, have been able for the first time 
to regain our agency and take action against those who have deprived us of our liberty, and against the 
crimes that have been committed against us.

I have chosen to speak before you today, despite the difficulty of this task, also out of a sense of 
responsibility toward all those who have gone through a similarly painful experience and do not have 
access to this court or any other similar legal body. But primarily, I speak today out of a sense of duty 
toward those who are still being held in the detention centers of the Assad regime and in all other prisons 
in Syria, those who do not know that we are standing here today and may never know. On the one hand, 
my participation in this trial was a painful experience for me. I had to dig up a lot of memories that I have 
always tried to bury and forget forever, a process that has had an enormous impact on my physical and 
mental health. At the beginning of the trial, I did not know what to think or expect from it. Today, how-
ever, I can say that this difficult experience has restored my faith in justice. Justice is not an illusion, but 
a necessity, and it can become a reality.

With this trial, the story of my arrest comes to an end. I used to tell people how I was arrested, 
deprived of my freedom, and how my rights were violated. Today, I can continue to tell my story and say 
that I helped to bring one of those individuals to justice who is guilty of this, which has given me back a 
part of my violated dignity.

Like many other Syrians, I lost hope for a very long time. My participation in this trial, and my 
involvement in the many details of these proceedings, has restored my faith in the meaning and benefits 
of the fight for a more just world, and it has shown me the potential attainability of justice and change. 
This has resuscitated the hope within me that what has happened to us in Syria and what is still happen-
ing there every day is not the end.

I am saying all this today in full awareness that what I am trying to express here in emotions and 
words is my individual experience, and it may seem an illusion to millions of Syrians who have lost their 
faith in justice in the world. On the broad public level, this trial might not seem like a big step, but on a 
personal level, it means a lot to me. That is why I wish—and I will continue to strive for it with hope—
that we will all experience the time when our capacity to act and our faith in the meaningfulness of our 
efforts will be restored.

Honorable Judges,

The defendant claims to have helped prisoners. I say to you today that the very fact that we are here in 
this room in Germany, exiled from our country, is proof that neither the defendant nor any of his col-
leagues provided us with any form of help, cooperation or empathy.

But if the defendant were to ask me today what outcome of this trial I hope to see, I would answer: 
I don’t want you to experience the horror I had to experience, and I don’t want you to sit and wait for a 
long time without knowing what will happen next. This is what burdened me the most during the days 
of my imprisonment.

But most of all, I do not wish for you to experience torture, to die under it, or to be detained and 
unlawfully imprisoned, as you and other criminals have done to me and to millions of Syrians many 
times. But I do wish that this court gives you time—a lot of time; enough time to think about us, the vic-
tims and witnesses who have appeared here in this court. To think about the faces, voices and dreams of 
all those you encountered during the years of your work at the detention center. I wish you a lot of time 
to think about this, as I am convinced that you will not be able to escape these thoughts.
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We Syrians have fought and are still fighting for the liberation of our country from an inhuman regime, 
for justice and the restoration of our dignity, and this is our right. Justice, dignity and freedom are the 
fundamental rights of all people. What is happening here today must not remain a one-time event. It is 
not a generous gift from anyone. Rather, it is the human, legal and governmental duty of every human 
being, of every judiciary and of every state.

Lastly, I believe that the verdict that this court will pronounce will not bring full justice to the 
Syrian people, nor can it be seen as an alternative to a comprehensive and sustainable solution to the 
issue of detainees in Syrian prisons or to the Syrian conflict in general. But this verdict must serve as an 
urgent call to the German government and all governments around the world to take real action to save 
those still held in the regime’s dungeons and in the big prison called “Assad’s Syria.”

STATEMENT OF JOINT PLAINTIFF  
WASSIM MUKDAD

“What gives life its value is not the fact that we have experienced this life,  
but the difference we have brought to the lives of others.  
This gives meaning to our lives, which is what we strive for.” NELSON MANDELA

Esteemed Judges, Honorable Public Prosecution, Honorable Lawyers,  
Ladies and Gentlemen,

595 days have passed since the beginning of these proceedings on 23 April 2020. 595 days of pleas and 
testimonies regarding events that have happened and are, unfortunately, still happening in the prisons 
and detention centers of the Syrian regime. 595 days of horrific details recounted by survivors of the 
ravages of oppression and tyranny under Bashar al-Assad and his henchmen. These survivors managed 
to escape and are now living in Europe, far away from the immediate dangers of the Syrian repressive 
apparatus. These are the details, which I also, in part, personally experienced and recounted in my testi-
mony before your esteemed court on 19 August 2020.

Today and every day, I ask myself just how extensive the details are that we have not yet heard and 
will never hear because of the deaths of those people they were connected to, either as a result of direct 
torture and abuse, or due to poor sanitary conditions in the prisons. How many details have we not been 
able to obtain because those who experienced them cannot share them with us, as they continue to live 
in the detention centers under the dominion of prison guards that behave as though they have the right 
to decide life and death?

Esteemed Judges, Honorable Public Prosecution, Honorable Lawyers,  
Ladies and Gentlemen,

We are here to witness the trial of the former colonel of the Syrian intelligence services, Anwar R, and 
as soon as these words are uttered, “a colonel in the intelligence services,” I feel the flash of a linger-
ing, deep-seated fear. This fear has lived inside of us since we were children, as the crimes committed 
by intelligence officers in Syria span decades. Fear has crept into generations of Syrians as a result of 
the atrocities we have been told of by our closest friends and family members. Everyone speaks with a 
whisper because “the walls have ears,” as they say in Syria. If a single sentence reaches the ears of these 
officers that they do not approve of, the lives of both speaker and listener alike are no longer safe.

Torture in Syria, unfortunately, is not a new practice. It is a method of governance upon which 
successive regimes have been based since the 1950s until this very moment. Repressive regimes, includ-
ing the Syrian regime under the rule of former President Hafez al-Assad and his son Bashar al-Assad, 
have become accustomed to responding to any opposition or political, social or economic demands with 
torture and violence, rejecting outright any dialogue or discussion. In Syria, political activity in society 
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at large is equated with suicide because of the looming dangers that await those who seek to make a 
change, whatever that change may be. To a dictator, change is poisonous, and demanding it is an unfor-
givable crime, to which the only response is violence and bloodshed. This response comes at the hands 
of officers and intelligence agents who are well-versed in the methods and instruments of torture and 
violence. They do it cold-bloodedly and will not hesitate to kill in order to preserve the dictator’s seat of 
power and their own positions in his system.

The charges against the accused, Anwar R, are just the tip of this dark iceberg. The killing of 58 
people and the torture of more than 4,000 others, along with accusations of sexual assault and other chill-
ing details, have caused those following the proceedings to shudder. This trial has demonstrated that, for 
months and years, this is what the defendant was doing. I urge you to also take into consideration that the 
harm caused by the accused was not limited to his immediate victims, but also extended to their fami-
lies and friends. We are talking about 4,000 families who suffered as a result of the crimes of Anwar R, 
and all of this is documented. We are talking about a generation, if not generations, who suffered repres-
sion and the deprivation of rights as a result of what Anwar R has done to serve the machine of oppres-
sion in Syria.

What could possibly be a more severe crime than for someone to torture you, kill you, forcibly tear 
you away from your family, deprive you of any contact with them, or commit all of these acts simulta-
neously and systematically as a direct punishment for your attempt to demand what is rightfully yours?

Esteemed Judges, Honorable Public Prosecution, Honorable Lawyers,  
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I stand before you today, demanding justice; I do not seek revenge or retribution. The Syria that I dream 
of and that I struggled and continue to struggle for must be based on the foundations of justice and the 
rule of law, not on violence, counter-violence, revenge and the law of the jungle. I do not claim to know 
what a just sentence should be for crimes of such magnitude committed by the accused, but I do know 
for sure that it will be the first judicial ruling against a Syrian intelligence officer that punishes him for 
his actions while he was on the job.

The trial of Anwar R will not put an end to the torment and suffering of the Syrian people. Some 
of this ongoing suffering has been documented in the tenth annual report on enforced disappearances in 
Syria, issued by the Syrian Network for Human Rights on 30 August 2021. According to the report, there are 
131,469 people still under arrest, in detention, or who have been subject to enforced disappearance by the 
Syrian regime from March 2011 until August 2021. 131,469 families await the verdict of your esteemed court.

The verdict is the result of a fair trial and legal procedures that have allowed the defendant to 
appoint lawyers to plead in his name and defend him, allowed him to communicate with the world 
beyond the confines of his prison, and which have taken the dignity of the accused into account, treating 
him as innocent until proven guilty. This all stands in complete contrast to everything that the defend-
ant consciously did during his many years of service as an officer in the Syrian intelligence beginning 
in 1995—especially in the light of the fact that he is also a graduate of the Faculty of Law.

Esteemed Judges, Honorable Prosecution, Honorable Lawyers,  
Ladies and Gentlemen,

As Syrians, we look forward to the day when our country, like other developed countries, will be a coun-
try that respects our rights and does not attack us. We look forward to the day when we are no longer 
treated in a manner that is not even remotely compatible with human rights. We look forward to a future 
in which torture and forced confession will not be condoned either politically or socially. We are tired 
of the intractable situation in Syria. For decades, our blood has been shed without anyone being held 
accountable. And now, with political discussions in many countries about restoring relations with this 
criminal regime, there is a deliberate and humiliating disregard for the suffering and struggles of Syr-
ians who seek a better future that includes everyone. Your ruling is the first step on this long road: a 
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ruling that conveys the clear and unambiguous message that criminals will, sooner or later, be held 
accountable; a ruling that respects human dignity and freedom as inviolable rights. While these princi-
ples may be self-evident in Germany and in many other countries, they are for me and for many Syrians 
still a dream that we strive for.

Your verdict, first and foremost, is a resounding condemnation of torture as a crime. Torture is 
a crime against humanity wherever it is committed, whether in Syria or in any other part of this world, 
and its condemnation is what we have been eagerly awaiting for many decades in my country. Yes, the 
road is long and will not end until the entire system is called before the courts, especially the head of the 
Syrian regime Bashar al-Assad and the senior officers of his army and intelligence, as well as all crimi-
nals, on whosever side they may be.

Esteemed Judges, Honorable Public Prosecution, Honorable Lawyers,  
Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of myself and many Syrians, including those who are still in Syria under the yoke of the 
regime and those who are in refugee camps at home or in neighboring countries, I would like to express 
my gratitude to you. I speak in the name of the many who had the wish and the courage to stand here 
before you and testify, but who never had this opportunity because they either drowned at sea or froze 
in the forests at the borders on their journey to reach a safe country, a journey which brought them 
immense suffering. This suffering can be seen explicitly in their treatment on these borders as crimi-
nals by those same people who were expected to help them as victims. This story does not belong to Syr-
ians alone. Repression is the enemy of humanity because it kills the most beautiful thing that makes us 
human: ambition. Injustice is the enemy of societies because it separates even people from one another. 
As the 10th-century Arab poet al-Mutanabbi said: “Injustice cuts ties between people, even if they were 
ties of blood.” I bow to the justice of your court and wish you strength and wisdom in reaching a just 
verdict.

Thank you.
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NOTE This closing statement was given by attorney and ECCHR  
partner Patrick Kroker on 8 December 2021, following the statements of torture survivors.

Dear Madam Presiding Judge,  
associate judges of the court and the parties to the proceedings,

You have heard the moving and memorable closing statements by , ,  and . 
They did more than simply express the suffering that had been endured in a way that no one who had not 
experienced it for themselves would be able to express.

Once again, it became clear that the goals, interests and expectations of the criminal proceed-
ings are just as unique as the people who are involved in these proceedings as joint plaintiffs. They all 
had different experiences of the detention they suffered in Syria. The consequences of the extreme vio-
lence they suffered, which still persist today, are as different as their biographies and their expectations 
of these proceedings.

My colleagues Mr. Bahns, Mr. Scharmer and I have coordinated our efforts as representatives 
of the joint plaintiffs  ,  ,  ,  ,  , 

 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  
,   and  . Mr. Bahns and Mr. Scharmer will address each and 

every one of them in detail. I will speak below about concerns that were and continue to be of universal 
importance to the joint plaintiffs whom we represent in these proceedings. Their biographies and expe-
riences may be varied, but what they have in common are the following expectations and beliefs with 
regard to the proceedings here and the verdict that will now be passed by the senate:

They were all in the same detention center, namely Branch 251 of the General Intelligence Direc-
torate in the al-Khatib district of Damascus, during the period of the 16.5 months that are subject of this 
trial. They all suffered the same inhumane conditions of detention. In this regard, the senate correctly 
stated in its legal notice on the 82nd day of trial that “together with the enormous psychological stress due 
to the continuous exposure to cries of pain from neighboring rooms and the frightening, grueling uncer-
tainty about one’s own fate […] [the] materiality threshold for the assumption of torture as defined in 
Section 7 (1) Point 5 VStGB” had been exceeded. They were severely abused—both physically and men-
tally—and saw or perceived the violent deaths of fellow detainees around them.

Moreover, all of our clients stood up for their freedom and that of their fellow human beings. They 
were consequently met with severe violence. This violence had no moderation, was disproportionate to 
the purpose—which was in and of itself inhumane—of martyring people who strive for freedom. This 
is what I will address in the first part of my remarks.

Moreover, our clients were seriously injured, both psychologically and physically—not only as 
individuals, but as part of a collective as well. This entails particularly serious consequences, as I will 
explain later on. Ultimately, what our clients have in common is that the purpose of these proceedings is 
not only to shed light on their individual suffering and the defendant’s responsibility for it; it is equally 
important to them that the proceedings reflect the extent of this crime against humanity and that this is 
also widely perceived. I will elaborate on this in the third part of my closing statement.

 Closing statement by the  
counsel for the joint plaintiffs,  
Dr. Patrick Kroker
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1
The joint plaintiffs whom we represent participated in an historical development that people who 

want to maintain a distance from it, such as the defendant in his statements to the Berlin police in 2015, 
call “events.” It is something that these 13 men and women, on the other hand, call a “revolution”—their 
revolution.

Each and every individual participated with peaceful means and the best of intentions, taking to 
the streets, writing about it, organizing protests or obtaining medicines for the injured. Pursuing such 
activities required courage, a courage that is hard for us to imagine. After all, our clients knew only too 
well, after decades of repression, what the secret services and their employees like the defendant R were 
capable of.   has just described that he had begun to understand this at the age of 10.

The intelligence services had at their disposal a system of torture and repression that had been in 
place for decades.

Over the course of the trial, expert witness Thurmann first reported that the torture methods 
that have been documented by human rights organizations since 2011 largely correspond to the torture 
techniques previously listed by Amnesty International in Syria in the 1980s, including sexual violence 
perpetrated against men and women alike. Deaths from torture were also documented as far back as 
those years, according to the experts, and as confirmed here by witnesses Mazen Darwish and Anwar 
al-Bunni. The latter stated that in the aftermath of the 1982 massacre in Hama, thousands of people dis-
appeared into the torture facilities of the intelligence services.

Branch 251 of the General Intelligence Directorate in particular was already one of the most 
important elements in this repressive apparatus well before the start of the unrest in 2011. The defendant 
initially started working there in 1995 and then headed the investigation department from 2008.

The former intelligence officer Z/28/07/16 was one of the individuals who reported to the court 
that Branch 251 had had the worst reputation in all of Syria. When asked how long this had been the 
case, he replied, “It has always had it.” Moreover, witnesses al-Bunni and Darwish testified about the 
al-Khatib branch’s pivotal role in the structure of Syria’s intelligence apparatus. Witness al-Bunni also 
reported how he had been severely physically abused in Branch 251 as long ago as 1978. The witness 

  reported on his detention in 2007 in the al-Khatib branch on the 74th day of trial and on 
the severe torture—including electric shocks—and the inhumane conditions of detention there.

According to witness Darwish, Bashar Assad’s intelligence services had been well prepared for 
the freedom movement that began to form in February 2011. In this respect, fear and caution regarding 
the well-known brutal actions by the secret services committed against critics of the government were 
the dominant feelings at the outbreak of the revolution. At the same time, however, these first weeks and 
months were marked by great euphoria on the part of the demonstrators. After all, no one had imagined 
that even in Syria, where the stranglehold of the intelligence services was so tight, a mass movement 
would be possible. Even when the impossible became possible in Egypt and Tunisia in late 2010 and peo-
ple there revolted against their government in large numbers, leading to the abdication of Zine el-Abi-
dine Ben Ali and Hosni Mubarak in a short space of time, few believed that anything similar could 
happen in Syria. Many Syrians did not consider this development to be transferable to their own coun-
try. It only became clear a few months later, in March 2011, what a peaceful Syrian civil society, and 
among them the aforementioned joint plaintiffs, was capable of. They also reported here on the energy 
with which they seized the opportunity that they had not thought possible to confront the leaden superi-
ority of the government apparatus, and how many young people were intoxicated by the emancipatory 
mood in the country. A few weeks earlier, they would not have even dared explicitly criticize the exist-
ing social conditions in a public conversation with a friend. All at once, first dozens, then hundreds, then 
quickly thousands of people took to the streets, chanting for an end to oppression, for President Assad to 
step down. The witness Darwish called these first demonstrations here “a cry for freedom.”

The government responded to this cry for freedom with violence on a scale that was unprece-
dented, even in Syria. That violence was used to dehumanize and degrade. Its goal was to destroy those 
who were seen as opponents. This happened as early as February 2011, from which time torture was 
no longer used to merely obtain suspected information. It was now and was increasingly becoming an 
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instrument of retaliation, of revenge, a means to destroy the psyche of those tortured and to break their 
will. A crucial role in the Assad government’s policy of torture and repression, which began in Feb-
ruary 2011, was fulfilled by the al-Khatib Branch and its loyal collaborators, as it had in the decades 
before. This has been repeatedly reported to us, even for this early phase of the freedom movement, 
here in the proceedings.

One such testimony was that of  , which was presented here by witness Deußing. 
 helped to organize and publicize demonstrations beginning in the fall of 2010. On 19 Feb-

ruary 2011, he was arrested and detained for approximately 60 days in a solitary cell in the al-Khatib 
branch. The cell remained dark so he had no sense of time. He was continually tortured during this 
period. He was forced into a tire and beaten on his back, legs and feet with various objects, such as cables 
and batons. Twice he was brought before the defendant, in front of whom all the guards, including his 
torturers, saluted. The second time, he was beaten on the bare soles of his feet with an iron bar with 
pointed pieces, possibly nails, directly before being presented to the accused. Immediately after meeting 
Anwar R, he was suspended by his arms using the shabeh method and beaten, and burns were inflicted 
on his body with a hot object. On another occasion, he was beaten with an iron bar by a guard named 
Abu Lmut, “the father of death,” until he fainted and was dragged back to his cell.

The witness  , whose statement to the BKA was presented here by witness Knap-
pmann, had also been politically active since the events in Egypt. He then started networking with 
friends and organizing demonstrations. During a demonstration on 15 March 2011 at the Omayad 
Mosque in Damascus, he was finally arrested and taken to the al-Khatib branch. Upon his arrival, he 
and the other detainees were beaten with rifle butts, batons and toothed belts from cars in the outdoor 
area of the detention center. He was repeatedly interrogated and severely physically abused over the 
course of his six-day detention. This abuse included a guard standing on his face during one interro-
gation. On another occasion he was tortured via the falaqa method until he was, as he said himself, in a 
catastrophic condition. He was in pain all over his body and covered in blood. He could not even iden-
tify where the blood was coming from. He was detained in a single cell, which was so small that he could 
not stretch out and where he had to sleep on the damp floor. On the second day of his detention, he was 
brought before the defendant. He was shown footage of the demonstration in which he had participated 
on a computer screen. He had to kneel in front of the table with the screen and was regularly beaten at 
random with a black baton about 5–6 cm. in diameter. The accused sat on a couch with another person, 
who would also issue instructions. When asked whether one of the people had also given instructions for 
torture,   said that no instructions were needed for torture and beatings. When he was 
to be beaten for a short time so that he could look at the pictures, corresponding orders had been issued 
from one of the two persons on the couch.

Journalist   was arrested in his home in the middle of the night of 28 March 
2011, amid beatings, and taken to the al-Khatib branch. Upon arrival, he was forced to strip naked and be 
searched, and was then taken to his cell. From that moment, he said, he could hear terrible cries of pain 
from those being tortured in the other cells. He remained in the al-Khatib branch for 12 days. During 
this time, he also encountered children who were about 13 or 14 years old. During this time, he was inter-
rogated almost every day while being beaten with cables, tubing and batons on his head and the rest of 
his body. Once, when his feet were so painful and swollen—due to the falaqa method of torture—that 
he could no longer walk, he had to crawl back to his cell. When he struggled in this way past the guards, 
who were taking a break, they laughed at him.

These crimes committed against  ,   and   were also 
part of the Syrian government’s policy of persecution, which was intended to nip the initial protests in 
the bud. As the prosecution chose the relatively late date of 29 April 2011 to mark the beginning of the 
widespread and systematic attack against Syrian civilians, it was not possible to indict these crimes here. 
Many torture survivors, including the three just mentioned, would have preferred an earlier date. They 
are convinced that by mid-March 2011 at the latest, the government’s actions against the demonstrators 
were so brutal and orchestrated that they crossed the threshold of a crime against humanity. But even 
when the first dozen, then hundreds of people had been beaten half to death by the security authorities 
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at demonstrations, disappeared into torture prisons and shot at with live ammunition, our clients sum-
moned the courage to continue demanding democracy and co-determination. As a result, they were sub-
jected to excessive and systematic violence by the regime and its supporters.

This systematic approach was reflected in the “welcome ritual” to the government’s torture 
chambers. These differ only slightly in their procedure across the hundreds of torture chambers. At their 
core, they were—and still are—always the same. The subsequent mistreatment was likewise intended 
to continue the dehumanization, which was expressed in the conditions of detention to which the detain-
ees were subjected, and in the severe physical abuse through beatings, electric shocks, stress positions, 
hanging, and sexual violence to which the detainees were subjected, sometimes to the point of death or 
unconsciousness. These conditions and abuse were described in detail by the prosecution here last week. 
We agree with these statements, subject to a few aspects that we will return to here.

The very aim of the violence—to destroy the protest movement and its members physically and 
psychologically—was an inhumane one. In addition, the infliction of pain was also an end in and of itself. 
Those affected were to be treated like animals, as witness Z/28/07/16 testified here. Revenge was to be 
taken for the fact that people had dared to question the omnipotence of the government.

For example, the witness Anwar al-Bunni said in this regard: “The main question was, ‘Do you 
want freedom?’ and then they were tortured just for demanding that freedom. And the torture then went 
to death. And behind that is just the idea of revenge.”

In this respect, the violence used against the country’s own population pursued certain ends: it 
was meant to terrorize, it was meant to degrade, it was meant to intimidate, and it was meant to retaliate 
for rebelling against the political system. However, its use often went far beyond the limits of retaliation 
and intimidation, which are in and of themselves inhumane. Detaining and torturing children, making 
other detainees watch their family members being abused, making a detainee who has soiled himself 
because of the severity of the beatings he has suffered lick up his feces from the floor—these are all acts 
of what Primo Levi has described as “useless cruelty.” Violence that is “a deliberate creation of pain, 
which was an end in itself.”

The senseless violence is illustrated particularly vividly by what is known as the Caesar photos. 
They testify to the fact that the Syrian government and the intelligence services acting on its behalf and 
their employees were willing to use any means to break the resistance of the people whom they forced 
into their custody. The deaths of the people depicted in the photographs were in some cases intended, 
and in many cases at least knowingly accepted. However, the examination on the 41st day of trial—which 
I believe was painful for all those involved in the proceedings—also showed that the violence in the 
form of the mistreatment and the conditions of detention exceeded all bounds and were out of all pro-
portion to the inhumane purpose in its own right. Expert witness Professor Rothschild reported that not 
only the extent but also the brutality depicted in detail was beyond what he had seen in his more than 30 
years as a forensic pathologist. There were injuries that he had to look up, simply because he had never 
seen them before in his decades as a forensic pathologist.

The Caesar photos also prove the planned and detailed documentation of these atrocities, which 
was intended solely for the internal processes of the intelligence services. This was also reported by wit-
ness LaCaisne and witness Sami, a confidant of Caesar, whose testimony was presented here via Chief 
Inspector Deußing. The fate of the detainees was deliberately concealed from the population and their 
family members. This was part of the strategy to terrorize not only the immediate victims, but also their 
friends and relatives, by deliberately deceiving them or keeping them in the dark about the fate of their 
loved ones, about which they themselves knew in detail.

It is thanks to the courageous efforts of Caesar, a former military photographer, his confidant 
Sami, and those who supported them that the wider world and this court learned of this particularly 
shameful aspect of the Assad regime’s policy of persecution. When I first met Sami and Caesar in 2017, 
they were disappointed that the images for which they risked their lives had attracted a lot of attention 
and caused much human consternation, but otherwise had had no tangible consequences. One of their 
strongest hopes was that the images could help provide evidence in court proceedings of the extent of 
the crimes of which thousands of Syrians have been and continue to be victims. Even though it was not 
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possible for them to appear here in person, I can assure you that they have been continuously informed 
about the proceedings here. They are satisfied with the fact that the wall of impunity, which could not be 
overcome previously, has begun to crack—not least with the help of the pictures they smuggled—as a 
result of the trial here and, in particular, the first verdict in February of this year.

2
I would now like to turn to the second point in my closing statement, regarding the collective 

experience of injury.
The targets of the violence described and which emanated from the Syrian security apparatus 

were those whom President Bashar al-Assad branded publicly for the first time in his speech to the Peo-
ple’s Assembly on 30 March 2011 as enemies of the Syrian state directed by foreign powers; people who, 
like the joint plaintiffs, took to the streets for a freer Syria and were labeled terrorists by al-Assad for 
doing so. Witness Mazen Darwish recalled one particular phrase from al-Assad’s speech here: “If you 
want all-out war, so be it.”

Over the course of their torture and mistreatment, Ms. , Mr. , Mr. , Mr. 
, Ms. , Mr. , Mr. , Mr. , Mr. , Mr. , and Mr.  became 

targets of state violence not only as individuals, but as members of this group of—in the eyes of al-As-
sad and his henchmen—“enemies of the Syrian people.” For some of them, it was sufficient that they 
had attracted attention at checkpoints as people who came from an area that was considered “insur-
gent” or that they lived in a certain area, such as Harasta. In the majority of cases, they had been 
detained for activities that even the Syrian government might not have considered reprehensible or 
criminal per se, such as demonstrating for the right to food for children, as in the case of Ms.  
and her mother Ms. ; or obtaining medicine for the wounded, such as Ms. . They had become 

“terrorists” in the eyes of the regime by having stood up for the dignity of those being oppressed and 
persecuted by the Syrian state.

The mistreatment and physical and psychological torture in the al-Khatib branch was not only 
a violation of the individual. It was also a violation of the entire group to which the individuals felt 
they belonged. This statement hardly seems worth mentioning in a trial dealing with the crime against 
humanity, since, like all crimes under international law, Section 7 VStGB contains elements of the crime 
that express the collective dimension of these crimes. The adjudicating senate has previously made cor-
responding findings in its judgment of 24 February 2021.

However, the consequences of the crimes for those affected cannot be fully grasped without ref-
erence to the social context of the crimes. As research on large-scale violence shows, being perceived as 
a member of a group in the context of these crimes is accompanied by the experience of deindividuation, 
which is considered to be particularly traumatizing.

This deindividuation, which was part of the strategy of degradation and dehumanization, is 
inherent in the entire detention and torture system in Syria: in the extremely overcrowded collective 
cells of the al-Khatib branch, the detainees were to become a mere section of a large body of people. 
According to reports by Amnesty International in 2016 and Human Rights Watch in 2015, introduced 
here on the 28th day of trial by Chief Inspector Deußing, between 50,000 and 65,000 people had been 
detained in the torture facilities of the intelligence services at that time. The detainees were for the most 
part addressed by numbers. They did not even get their names back when they died, but became num-
bers on slips of paper that were placed on their chests or held up to the camera lens, as documented in the 
Caesar photos. Afterwards, as witness Z30/07/19 described it here on 10 September 2021, they became 
numbers on lists of the dead, the administration for which he was responsible after they had been buried 
in mass graves with shovel excavators.

Systematic and repeated victimization also causes particularly serious harm. This is again the 
case for the joint plaintiffs we represent. Almost all of them had been tortured several times in the 
al-Khatib branch. In most cases, they had also been affected by detention and torture beforehand and 
afterwards. Another factor that intensifies the damage caused is the great power imbalance between 
the perpetrators and the victims. The fact that they were at the mercy of their tormentors was constantly 
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made clear to the detainees in the al-Khatib branch from the moment of their arrest. Even the violence 
immediately upon arrival demonstrates this. Being forced to expose oneself completely in front of the 
guards and to have one’s bodily orifices examined is a further demonstration of power. During the ensu-
ing detention, mistreatment could take place anytime and anywhere. Anyone who raised their eyes and 
did not stare at the floor was punished. Whoever dared to address one of the guards was punished even 
more. Screams of torture were constantly audible. Almost every interaction with a guard was associated 
with beatings and pain, or at least with the fear of that abuse.

With such a large disparity of power between perpetrators and victims, as manifested in hun-
dreds of the aspects of secret detention, the violence experienced is even more difficult for the violated 
to cope with and overcome. This increases the sense of powerlessness in the face of the violence expe-
rienced. Facing a superior and organized power and the permanent humiliation that accompanies it can 
also trigger a process of psychosocial degradation that can lead to a person’s own self-abasement.

By speaking the unspeakable here, by describing what is indescribable and difficult to imagine 
for those of us involved in the proceedings, our clients have impressively demonstrated how much the 
attempt to deindividualize and devalue them has failed.

Through their admirable behavior, the joint plaintiffs have shown that they are no longer 
degraded objects of Syrian state power. This trial has turned them into protagonists. They have shown 
us and their former torturers that they are not even deterred by the extreme experience of violence and 
the painful memory of it, which has been reawakened here, by demanding justice for what has happened 
to them. They have also done this for all those who could not do it themselves, either because they fear 
revenge by the government, because they are still locked up in torture facilities, or because the employ-
ees of the intelligence departments have silenced them forever. But they have also done this for the peo-
ple of Syria, whom to this day are not granted access to justice because they are not within the territory 
of a European state, and who are not even entitled to have rights due to the asylum system. Our clients 
hope that the experiences shared in this trial will encourage the German federal government and the 
public to contribute to a humane European migration policy and to show solidarity with our Syrian fel-
low human beings beyond the borders of their country.

However, the collective dimension of the crimes committed against the joint plaintiffs has serious 
consequences not only on the personal level, but also on the social level, since, in many cases, the social 
environment of our clients, which creates their identity, was also affected by the same or a similar violation.

 ,  ,  ,  ,   and many 
others were detained, abused and humiliated together with their closest friends. In the case of 

  and  , a large proportion of their family was affected by 
their detention in al-Khatib branch at the same time. In many other cases, there were at least threats of 
detention, abuse and rape of family members. By involving their social environment, our clients were 
thus injured not only in their personal existence, but in their cultural and social existence as well. This 
can further increase the severity of the crime for each and every individual. The collective victimization 
of entire social groups can also make it more difficult to cope with the inflicted suffering, since trusted 
people with whom one can talk about what one has experienced are also struggling with their own deep 
physical and psychological injuries.

These dimensions of the crimes that have been suffered are in addition to the injuries suffered 
individually through unlawful detention, inhumane conditions of detention, severe physical abuse, psy-
chological torture and, in some cases, the use of sexual violence. They should be taken into account 
when assessing the severity of the injustice and the consequences of the crime for our clients.

3
In the third and final part of my closing speech, I would now like to address some aspects of the 

proceedings that were and are particularly important to our clients.
To this end, I would first like to look back at the evolution of these criminal proceedings: as early 

as 2011, the Federal Prosecutor’s Office initiated a structural investigation against “unknown persons” in 
connection with crimes committed in Syria. One basis for these investigations, as the representative of the 
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Federal Prosecutor’s Office also mentioned in her submission, is Section 1 VStGB. This gives legal valid-
ity to the principle of universal protection of legal interests through international criminal law in Germany.

Another key prerequisite for successfully conducting international criminal proceedings—such 
as this one—in Germany is the existence and dedicated work of specialized investigative teams at the 
Federal Prosecutor’s Office’s Office and the Federal Criminal Police.

Last but not least, European and Syrian civil society organizations have also played a decisive 
role in ensuring that proceedings such as these can be conducted here. They joined forces early on to 
advocate for the prosecution of the crimes committed. They gathered evidence and shared it with the 
investigating authorities. They also addressed the concerns of torture survivors who may not have been 
the focus of the investigating authorities.

Our clients, like so many members of Syrian civil society, had to leave their home country 
because of the injuries they had suffered and the continuing danger to life and limb. As a result, they 
could no longer take their struggle for a better future to the streets there. In their new home countries, 
however, they have founded organizations, established networks and are now fighting alongside Ger-
man and European organizations to ensure that the truth about the atrocities in Syria comes to light and 
those responsible are held accountable.

The process of establishing the truth through criminal proceedings is not only a need of the sur-
vivors of such crimes. It is also their right. The Pre-Trial Division of the International Criminal Court, in 
a single-judge decision in the Katanga and Ngudjolo case, found that the victims’ interest in establish-
ing the facts, identifying the perpetrators, and determining their responsibility is the root of the “right 
to truth” for victims of serious human rights violations, which is firmly enshrined in international law.

With regard to this trial, our clients are very concerned with bringing to light not only their indi-
vidual suffering and the defendant’s responsibility for it; it is equally important to them that the trial 
depicts the extent of the crime against humanity, rendering it widely visible and perceivable.

Regarding the extent of the crime against humanity through detention and torture perpetrated 
against a large part of Syrian civil society, the statements by the Koblenz Higher Regional Court in its 
judgment against Eyad A dated 24 February 2021, as well as the closing statement of the Federal Prose-
cutor’s Office dated 2 December 2021, can be upheld with the exception of two aspects.

Firstly, the previous failure to classify the crimes as enforced disappearances pursuant to Section 
7 (1) Point 7 VStGB, as strikingly criticized by Hussein Ghrer, could not be reconciled with a sense of 
justice for the joint plaintiffs. It is one of the most symbolic aspects of the crimes against humanity that 
the Syrian government has been committing against its own population since 2011. We also continue to 
hold the legal opinion that the offenses indicted here constitute a crime pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 7 
VStGB, as Mr. Bahns will explain in more detail below.

With regard to the extent of the crimes, it was important to our clients from the very beginning 
that sexual violence be recognized as part of the crime against humanity.

For this reason, on 19 November 2020, Mr. Scharmer and I requested the issuance of a legal notice 
pursuant to Section 265 (1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure to the effect that a conviction under Sec-
tion 7 (1) Point 6 VStGB could also be considered. This notice was initially issued in general by the sen-
ate on 17 March 2021. The charge was therefore that the defendant R, together with the guards and 
interrogators subordinate to him, had sexually coerced and raped other persons as part of a widespread 
and systematic attack against the civilian population.

In further legal notices on the 68th day of trial, on the 82nd day of trial and most recently, on the 
96th day of trial, the senate elaborated on these allegations to the effect that in two cases, namely against 
the witnesses and joint plaintiffs   and  , a conviction for rape as a 
crime against humanity is being considered by the senate. In the case of  , the charge was 
attempted rape. Furthermore, a conviction for sexual assault as a crime against humanity against the 
witnesses and joint plaintiffs  ,   and   is being con-
sidered. The prosecution explained in their closing statement dated 2 December 2021 that they believed 
that convicting the defendant of offenses pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 6 VStGB against  

,   and   was warranted. As I mentioned earlier, Mr. Scharmer will 
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speak in more detail about the plaintiffs we represent, including Ms. , Mr. , Ms. , 
and Ms. . At this point, I will limit myself to aspects of the overall crime and to other individ-
ual cases.

The senate and the Federal Prosecutor’s Office appear to have accepted the view we presented on 
the 45th day of trial, namely, that the described acts of sexual violence—even up to that point—were sys-
tematic and widespread forms of behavior. They also constitute an attack on the civilian population, as 
they were committed repeatedly and in execution of the state’s policy of suppressing by any means what 
they considered to be oppositional elements of the Syrian civilian population.

Sexual violence was not committed “opportunistically” during torture and detention. It was and is 
a fundamental component of the policy of persecution. In fact, in the eyes of the Syrian government, it is 
likely to be particularly suitable for stifling the political reform movement. The al-Assad government’s aim 
in detaining and torturing members of civil society en masse is to destroy the protest movement and break 
its members physically, psychologically and socially. The intention is to prevent them from engaging in 
undesirable political activities for the rest of their lives. These victimized members are also meant to serve 
as a deterrent for their compatriots: “Look what happens to those who dare rebel against the government.”

Sexual violence against men and women is a particularly effective form of torture in Syria, 
because it is cruel and insidious. Women are particularly vulnerable to sexual violence and its conse-
quences. This is also due to the patriarchal social norms that are very influential in Syria. The view that 
the “honor” of the family is “borne” by women allows for their discrimination to an extreme degree 
in the exercising of their rights, and is very widespread in Syria. This has the effect of bringing shame 
on the entire family when a woman has experienced sexual violence. This is how, for instance, witness 

  reported it here on 1 October 2020. The consequences for female victims of sexual vio-
lence range from threats of divorce and exclusion from the family to femicide, especially in more conserv-
ative parts of the country. Unmarried women and girls may no longer be able to marry. Female prisoners 
experience discrimination after release, whether or not they were actually subjected to sexual violence 
during detention, seemingly because of the preconception that every woman in detention experiences 
sexual violence. Witness   also spoke of that here: a friend of hers from a rather conservative 
Palestinian family was detained with her in the al-Khatib branch for two weeks in May 2012. Her husband 
then divorced her because he suspected that she might have been raped during her detention.

Male victims also describe such long-term physical and mental health problems as depression. 
These can be exacerbated by the impossibility of admitting to having experienced sexual violence. This 
impossibility is due to the fact that such an admission would be accompanied by a loss of masculinity, 
according to traditional perceptions that are widespread in Syria. This can lead to the fear of no longer 
being able to fulfil traditional gender roles. Here, too, the consequences for those affected extend to the 
wider family and circle of friends.

Expert witness Thurmann, witnesses , al-Bunni, Darwish, as well as Chief Inspec-
tor Deußing and Chief Inspector Lügermann also confirmed that the perpetration of sexual violence 
was a form of behavior within the organizational structure of the intelligence services that was consist-
ent with the system and adapted to the situation. Witness Darwish reported that the Violations Docu-
menting Center, which he heads, had apparently documented numerous cases of sexual assault and rape 
against women and men in intelligence service detention facilities throughout Syria, including in the 
al-Khatib branch.

There, too, guards and their superiors deliberately and systematically overstepped the sexual 
boundaries of shame and integrity in order to fully exploit the humiliation and terrorizing potential of 
detention. This is evidenced not only by the aforementioned acts of sexual violence, but also in the con-
stant sexualized verbal abuse and threats of rape to which women in particular were subjected. The wit-
nesses Alghamian,  and , among others, testified about this during the trial.

It is also reflected in the “welcome ritual”: detainees were regularly forced to strip naked, usu-
ally in front of many other detainees. In doing so, they had to adopt search positions such as knee bends, 
which allowed the guards to see the detainees’ orifices, and at which point some were also frisked. This 
is how witnesses , , , , ,  and  described it. Women were 
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usually searched by female personnel. However, this did not change the humiliation they felt due to the 
nudity and the occasionally invasive searches. Witnesses  and , among others, tes-
tified to this. But humiliation was not the only purpose—the forced nudity was also intended to make the 
detainees aware of their absolute defenselessness. This is especially true for those who had already been 
beaten and verbally abused during this process. It also demonstrates the dominance over the bodies of 
the detainees for which the guards and their superiors strove. This is particularly evident in the case of 
witnesses who were tortured in a fully or partially exposed state, such as   and  .

The forced undressing upon admission to the al-Khatib branch also meets the definition of sexual 
coercion pursuant to Section 7 (1) Point 6 VStGB and should be classified accordingly in the verdict. At 
this point, the opinion of the Federal Prosecutor’s Office must first be agreed upon insofar as the VStGB 
offense of sexual coercion is to be interpreted analogously to the catch-all offense pursuant to the Rome 
Statute. This in turn is based on the corresponding codification of the crimes of sexual violence in the 
statutes of the ad hoc tribunals. According to the jurisprudence of the International Criminal Tribunal 
for Rwanda, forced nudity is considered sexual coercion if its severity is comparable to the elements of 
the crime pursuant to Section 7 (1g) of the Statute. That is the case here.

The described nudity and the actions that were sometimes carried out thereafter are a fundamen-
tal part of the circumstances of detention, which in themselves constitute torture. Any purpose other 
than humiliating the victims and making them aware of their complete defenselessness is pursued just 
as little as the forced confessions under torture serves the purpose of obtaining information. In this 
respect, this process is also not comparable to physical searches, which may well be common in Ger-
man correctional facilities. In most cases, the forced nudity took place immediately after the prisoners 
had been severely physically abused in the yard with punches and kicks. This was reported by witness 

  on the 34th day of trial. She was forced to strip naked and perform three knee bends 
after being severely beaten when she arrived at al-Khatib branch in May 2012. The room in which she 
was forced to undress smelled badly and was covered with marks that she thought were blood. Instru-
ments of torture were lying on the floor. In this respect, an element of physical coercion is inherent in the 
time and circumstances of the nudity itself.

Detainees were also usually forced to undress in front of a large number of other detainees and 
continued to be verbally abused and regularly beaten in the process. The fact that this was not carried 
out for the purpose of sexual gratification by the nurses and guards is not a determining factor, contrary 
to what the Federal Prosecutor’s Office argues in its summation. According to the case law of the Fed-
eral Court of Justice regarding Section 184h of the Criminal Code (old version) (StGB), there is “no doubt 
that the exposure of the lower part of the body of the injured party” has a clear sexual implication and is 
therefore manifestly a sexual act. Therefore, “the subjective goal of the perpetrator with a view to classi-
fication as a sexual act” is no longer relevant. Almost all the witnesses here who spoke about the admis-
sion ritual stated that they considered their physical integrity and shame threshold to have been grossly 
violated by the coercion that was exercised.

For our clients, establishing the truth about what happened to them in Syria also means establish-
ing the details of the defendant’s responsibility. This is an individual whom some of them saw in person, 
others heard, but whom many were not aware of at all. It is someone whom they could not perceive and 
yet who was the person overseeing all the supposed “investigations.” It is someone who may have had 
command over them and, in some cases, may have ordered their end.

The taking of evidence has highlighted the extent of his power and the degree of his involvement 
in each of the crimes indicted here. In this respect, we agree with the statements by the Public Federal 
Prosecutor’s Office dated 2 December.

However, I would like to mention here that the defendant only contributed to the establishment 
of the truth involuntarily, if at all, by making a contradictory statement, which moreover fundamen-
tally contradicts the results of the taking of evidence. Here, too, the reasoning of the Federal Prosecu-
tor’s Office is upheld. Of course, he has the right to remain silent or to deny the crimes. But our clients 
had hoped that the defendant would help bring to light the truth about the conditions in Syria and the 
circumstances of their detention. They were bitterly disappointed. They were met with nothing more 
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than generalized finger-pointing in the direction of Abdulminem al-Nassan and Hafez Makhlouf. The 
defendant would be in a better position than anyone to reveal the details of the system of torture and 
repression practiced by the intelligence services. This is someone who, in December 2011, was invited 
to a crisis team meeting of select few with Syria’s then most powerful intelligence chief, Ali Mamlouk. 
This is someone who, as recently as November 2012, attended a meeting of senior intelligence officials at 
the Interior Ministry, most of them at the rank of brigadier general. Who better could shed more light on 
the context of one of the most atrocious crimes of our time? It is not too late for that, Mr. R.

All in all, it can be concluded that this trial has contributed greatly to depicting the extent of the 
crimes against humanity and the individual suffering of each and every one of the joint plaintiffs.

It was the desire of our clients that the results of the taking of evidence should also be widely visi-
ble and accessible. This means that not only the general public in Germany will be appraised of this his-
toric trial, but also people in other countries, and perhaps even in the distant future, can get an accurate 
picture of what happened during these proceedings. This means that details can also be held up against 
President Assad’s statements about the trial. A few weeks before the start of the trial, Assad replied in 
an interview when asked about the trial here that these were lies and that there was no torture in Syr-
ian prisons.

Our clients are particularly concerned with the overall social dimension of these proceedings. 
This is not to deny that criminal proceedings must first and foremost decide on the guilt or innocence of 
the defendant(s) with regard to the allegations of the crime specified in the indictment.

However, court proceedings have the inherent ability to bring social processes to life by reveal-
ing and reconstructing certain events that are of particular importance to society. One of the relatives 
of the Bataclan victims from Paris, for example, said of the criminal proceedings there that they offered 
society as a whole the chance to understand through explanation and reconstruction what had actually 
happened to her.

Trials conducted under the VStGB in particular have this potential, since its elements of crime are 
designed precisely to reconstruct the overarching context of the crimes and to evaluate them in terms 
of criminal law. In these proceedings, this context consists of detentions, enforced disappearances, tor-
ture and the use of sexual violence against a number of people that is now probably in the hundreds of 
thousands. It consists of 55,000 photos of tortured people from the Caesar files and of mass graves with 
thousands of corpses, about which there were only very isolated and vague reports until this trial. It also 
sheds light on the involvement of hospitals in the torture system, the extent of which was also reported 
publicly for the first time in this trial. It is hard to imagine a greater social relevance for Syrians. Hardly 
any person who has fled from that country will be able to say that he or she has not been directly or indi-
rectly affected by the crimes against humanity that have been prosecuted here in Koblenz.

There are about 750,000 people of Syrian origin in Germany today and approximately one 
million in the EU. Our clients hoped that the senate’s noteworthy work would also receive attention 
in the parts of German society to which they feel they belong and that the historical moments that 
this trial has provided in droves would also be accessible to future generations. In this respect, they 
were disappointed.

For instance, access to translation for accredited Arabic-speaking journalists first had to be 
obtained through the Federal Constitutional Court. Even after its decision, at least initially, access to 
interpretation of the proceedings was only granted to journalists who had managed to complete the 
application form—which was several pages long and only available in German –in a relatively short 
time before the proceedings began. Only organizations with the appropriate resources were thus able to 
report on each day of the trial from the courtroom.

Likewise, the hope that the proceedings would be recorded, at least in part, for future generations 
in accordance with Section 169 (2) Sentence 1 GVG was not fulfilled. One of the prerequisites for this is 
that “the proceedings are of outstanding contemporary historical significance for the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany.” We are aware of three applications concerning the recording of the trial. These did in 
fact address the senate’s concerns, which must be taken seriously, that the recording could affect the 
testimony of the witnesses. Before recording, they could have been given the choice of whether or not 
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they consented to their testimony being recorded. When hearing from direct witnesses to the crime, the 
recording could also have been switched off entirely. In that case, the historically significant statements 
made by expert witness Professor Rothschild, but also by witnesses such as Garance LeCaisne, Mazen 
Darwish, Anwar al-Bunni and Riad Seif, could still have been preserved for posterity. Most recently, a 
request was made to at least record the summations and to ask the parties to the proceedings not to men-
tion the names of anonymous witnesses in their summations.

Furthermore, as was also highlighted in the last application by Professor Jeßberger, the disclosure 
of audio documentation has a seal period of at least 30 years. According to the current state and federal 
archive laws, the Koblenz Higher Regional Court would have to give its consent prior to any viewing of 
the archive material.

However, by deciding to reject the applications, the senate regrettably failed to see the contem-
porary historical significance of these proceedings for the Federal Republic of Germany. This is despite 
the fact that the outgoing Federal Minister of Justice, among others, mentioned the proceedings here in 
detail in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung—in the “History” section—in an article marking the 75th 
anniversary of the Nuremberg trials. Outgoing Foreign Minister Heiko Maaß also spoke about the trial 
in one of his rare speeches to the UN General Assembly. Moreover, just a few days ago, a UN Security 
Council meeting was held on the situation in Syria at the behest of 13 states, including Germany. The 
Koblenz trial was the only court case explicitly mentioned in the wording of the invitation. The opinion 
that such global political and media interest does not translate into historical significance for the Federal 
Republic is incomprehensible to us. In addition, the last rejection decision was also met with incompre-
hension by our clients, given that the proceedings were acknowledged to be of “outstanding significance 
for the Syrian populace,” but at the same time it was stated that “no historical significance for the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany” would arise from this. It is worth remembering once again that our society 
now includes three quarters of a million Syrians. Many of the clients we are now representing have Ger-
man citizenship or are in the process of applying for it. They and their children, as well as their past, will 
help shape our future society. Only the verdicts—which are undoubtedly extremely important in histor-
ical terms—and what has been documented by civil society organizations, journalists and the counsel 
for the joint plaintiffs will be accessible from these proceedings. That is regrettable.

Madam Presiding Judge, associate judges of the court,
 ,  ,  ,  ,  , 
 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  

,  ,  , and  , as the injured parties, are, in 
the familiar words of the Federal Court of Justice, “exercising a personal interest in seeking redress” as 
joint plaintiffs. But what exactly does this interest comprise? It goes without saying that there can be no 
redress in view of what has happened to our clients in Syria and in particular in Branch 251 of the Syr-
ian General Intelligence Directorate in Damascus. But how can these proceedings contribute to at least 
coming close to such redress?

Jean Améry, with whose words the representative of the Federal Prosecutor’s Office began his 
summation, in the passage quoted by the latter from his treatise entitled At the Mind’s Limits: Contem-
plations by a Survivor on Auschwitz and its Realities, speaks of having “lost trust in the world.” This 
trust, according to Améry, breaks down to some extent with the first blow of physical abuse, but to its 
full extent through torture.

4
With the judgment that is now pending, you, esteemed judges of the adjudicating senate, can 

demonstrate that torture, killings, rapes and the enforced disappearance of people on the scale that has 
occurred in Syria are not tolerated by any part of the global community. You can prove that these crimes 
can also be prosecuted in Koblenz, as far away as this city may be from the scene of their perpetration. 
By demonstrating the universality of the protection from these crimes that the law is supposed to pro-
vide, I hope and believe that you will do your part to restore some of the trust in the world that the joint 
plaintiffs have lost.
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NOTE This closing statement was given by attorney and ECCHR partner Sebastian Scharmer on 
8 December 2021, following the statements of torture survivor.

Esteemed members of the Senate,

joint plaintiffs in attendance,

representatives of the Federal Public Prosecutor,

counsel for the defense,

ladies and gentlemen,

After more than 100 days of the main trial, I am speaking here today with my colleague Dr. Kroker and in 
coordination with our colleague Mr. Bahns on behalf of our clients, survivors of the most brutal crimes 
against humanity in Branch 251 of the Syrian General Intelligence Directorate.

As my colleague Dr. Kroker has already explained, I would ask you to consider this summation as 
part of the factual and legal appraisal of this litigation, and as a joint summation with my two colleagues. 
I admit that it is difficult for me to speak here today after having heard the moving testimony of the sur-
vivors themselves this morning. These testimonies speak for themselves. It would be inappropriate to 
expand on or interpret them.

What I would like to do, however, is to remind you once again at the end of this trial who it is that 
we are actually talking about here. The easiest answer to this question, which comes almost automat-
ically in such proceedings, would be the question of guilt and legal consequences with regard to the 
defendant, Anwar R, alone.

As much of a reflex as this answer may be, it is not correct. Criminal trials have always been situ-
ated in a historical and social context beyond the specific question of crime and guilt. It is therefore not 
surprising that the question of how Anwar R specifically should be punished at the end of this trial is of 
secondary importance to most of the survivors of the terror of the Assad regime.

The issue at stake here is establishing the truth. This court is the first in the world to be able to 
establish with legal effect in a formal criminal trial that the murderous regime of Bashar al-Assad and 
his allies has systematically committed unimaginable crimes against humanity, planned and instrumen-
talized against its own civilian population.

For me, the dictator Bashar al-Assad and his allies sit invisibly and yet ever-present in this courtroom 
next to the defendant Anwar R, whose guilt and legal consequences will be decided here. Anwar R may find 
this unfortunate as, if his own account is to be believed, he may in fact have turned away from the regime.

By law, in its judgment, this court will also have to address the structural question of the regime’s 
responsibility, plan and objectives. This is because the precondition for convicting the defendant is that 
he committed his acts as part of a widespread or systematic attack against the civilian population of 
Bashar al-Assad’s regime.

 Closing statement by the  
counsel for the joint plaintiffs,  
Sebastian Scharmer
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The court understandably placed significant emphasis on this point during the course of the trial, which 
lasted more than one and a half years. It will be these findings that will give hope not only to the survi-
vors who have given their testimony in these proceedings, but also to many people around the world, and 
above all in Syria, that the systematic and inhuman crimes of the Assad regime will not go unnoticed; 
rather, they will be independently established within the framework of an objectively conducted tak-
ing of evidence that has taken place in a fair trial, and consequently also acknowledged internationally.

We have heard of unimaginable atrocities in these proceedings, not only in the many reports read 
out by international organizations, which describe unimaginable dimensions of torture, murder, rape, 
disappearances and many other crimes, but also very directly, here in this courtroom. The Federal Pub-
lic Prosecutor has already assessed the evidence extensively and rather transparently, which will not be 
repeated here.

However, we should recall, for example, the testimony of the witness with the identifier Z 30/07/19, 
an anonymous employee of a civilian office in Damascus, who was questioned here and who had been 
forced by the Syrian secret service to assist in the mass disposal of corpses—bodies of people, a large 
number of whom had been murdered in the torture cellars of the Syrian General Intelligence Directo-
rate as well.

Refrigerated trucks arrived daily with hundreds of corpses. They bore signs of electric shocks or 
torn out fingernails, bodies that had been beaten black and blue. Their faces were sometimes no longer 
recognizable due to the extensive physical abuse. Among them were women and children. I will never 
forget how this witness reported that he himself could hardly stand the sight and smell. He described 
how he could never forget seeing a torrent of blood spilling from the door of a refrigerated truck as staff 
opened the doors.

One will probably never be able to specify how many thousands of people were buried in the 
mass graves—some of which were over 100 meters long and 6 meters deep—people whose friends and 
relatives still do not know where they are today. There must be an unbelievable number of them; and that 
number is probably increasing elsewhere today as well.

I will also never forget the days of the trial when, here in this courtroom with the help of the 
extremely experienced forensic pathologist Professor Dr. Rothschild, a selection of the more than 26,938 
of what are known as the Caesar photos were examined and analyzed.

They show, in some cases taken from different perspectives, corpses of at least 6,821 people—
people who have been scarred by the cruelest methods of torture or by conditions of detention marked 
by hunger, disease, lack of hygiene, lack of medical care and lack of drinking water. Without these pic-
tures, taken by a military photographer using the alias Caesar and smuggled out of Syria at the risk of 
his life together with his friend “Sami,” it would have been difficult to establish the truth in this trial, and 
the world’s perception of the regime would have been different. I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank both Caesar and Sami for their heroic efforts, not least on behalf of the survivors whom I had the 
privilege of meeting.

Both perceptions, that is to say those of the witness Z30, who reported on the mass graves, and 
those of the former military photographer Caesar—and this must be made very clear—each illuminate 
only a fraction of the crimes against humanity actually committed in Syria.

Since the scale of these crimes is so difficult to grasp, one may run the risk of ending up thinking 
only in terms of numbers, sizes of mass graves, and numbers of people imprisoned, tortured and killed.

But it is not about numbers. It is about the fates of human beings.
And that is why I would like to focus once again on the fate of our clients in a very specific way. 

For even if one must certainly have respect for the efforts to shed light on the crimes against humanity 
committed in Syria by the Federal Public Prosecutor or also by this Senate, in my view the true heroes of 
the process of uncovering the truth are the survivors of Bashar al-Assad’s regime of torture.

I had the honor of getting to know nine of them better during these proceedings, hearing their sto-
ries, and understanding their suffering.

They represent the fates of many tens of thousands of people who fought to survive in intelli-
gence torture cellars, such as that of Branch 251, the al-Khatib branch.
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 . 
DOCTOR. MUSICIAN. ACTIVIST.

He and others wanted to demonstrate in Douma on 30 September 2011. They were arrested while look-
ing for the demonstration. His T-shirt was pulled over his head and he was beaten violently while still 
in the street. On the intelligence service bus, one of the torturers set fire to  ’s hair, and 
another urinated on him.

Taken to the al-Khatib branch, he was confronted with nonstop screams of torture; a multitude of 
prisoners in cramped quarters; disastrous sanitary conditions; deprivation of food, water and sleep; and 
severe mistreatment during each of his interrogations.

Unknowingly, during the main trial,   was able to identify the defendant Anwar 
R as his interrogator—as the interrogator in whose presence and on whose orders torturers, who bore 
nicknames such as “Father of Wrath” (Abu Ghadab) and the like, repeatedly beat him.

  is a gifted musician. He has an extremely refined sense of hearing.
Today, he can still say with certainty that the person who interrogated him was the same in all 

three interrogations, which he was able to determine from his voice, even though he was wearing a 
blindfold. At the same time, Anwar R himself admitted through his defense attorneys in the course of 
this trial that he had been an interrogator of  .

In addition to all of the horrific experiences which, of course, we had to ask about in detail as part 
of the taking of evidence, it is particularly important to me that in the end, this court does not see  

 and the many other survivors of the crimes against humanity in the al-Khatib branch as 
simply objects of torture and persecution by the Syrian regime.

  has of course had to deal with physical and psychological consequences as a 
result of this detention in Syria. But what is quite striking from my point of view –as with many others—
is that even after his release from al-Khatib and subsequent imprisonment in Kafr Sousa, he did not 
do exactly what the Syrian regime wanted to achieve: he did not stop being an opponent of the regime. 
Instead, he helped injured demonstrators as a field doctor, and then had to suffer two more imprison-
ments by the regime before he ultimately had to flee to Germany.
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 . 
BLOGGER. JOURNALIST. ACTIVIST.

He initially worked in the field of women’s and disabled people’s rights, and then became a protagonist 
of a democratic media support program for journalists and bloggers in Syria. In 2011, he reported freely 
on political issues, despite the considerable dangers this posed to himself.

In October 2011, he was detained by the intelligence services and transferred to Branch 251. 
There, he was locked up with 25 other prisoners in a cell of about 7 square meters in the basement. Sleep-
ing was only possible—if at all—in shifts. It was not possible to lie down on one’s back at all. The only 
available water came from the toilet. The food would have been enough for a maximum of one third of 
the people locked up. Torture was carried out right in front of the door, in the corridor. There was no day-
light, not enough air; the detainees did not know if it was day or night.

Then came the interrogations, during which, among other methods, the falaqua torture technique 
was used. This involved blows on the soles of the feet and on the back with a four-core cable or a military 
belt. During one of the interrogations,   was shown various instruments of torture, such as 
cables, batons, military belts, a generator for electric shocks, and other things. During the interrogation, 
a guard entered the room with a pair of pliers.   had previously heard that other prisoners 
had had their fingernails torn out. These pliers were obviously held up as a threat.

Prisoners were tortured right outside the cell. One man came back bleeding from both knees, 
which were inflamed and had bones sticking out of them.
The interrogators themselves, who were respectfully addressed as “Sidi,” meaning “My Lord,” by all 
other intelligence personnel, rarely got their own hands dirty. They questioned, they coordinated, they 
ordered; the guards did the rest.

To this day,   has problems with one knee, has back pain and torture marks on his feet. 
  did not let the regime get the better of him, either. Despite the horrific experiences of his 

detention, despite the torture, he stayed and continued to fight in Syria for objective reporting and com-
mitted independent journalism. Only after he had been detained a second time—this time for a number 
of years—did he flee to Europe.

 . 
TEACHER. JOURNALIST. ACTIVIST.

Before the revolution,   worked as a math teacher. She knew from a young age how dan-
gerous the Syrian intelligence services could be. Her parents had long since taught her that. When peo-
ple were killed in Daraa, including children, at the beginning of the revolution in Syria, she made the 
decision to stand up against the regime despite all of the dangers, knowing that this could also lead to 
her arrest or even death.

  was also detained several times by various intelligence agencies for her support 
of the Syrian opposition as an activist.

In February 2012, the area near Homs was heavily shelled by the regime.   gath-
ered medicines with other activists to bring them to the injured people in Homs. She managed to col-
lect quite a lot for them. While she was still busy sorting the medicines at night, more than 20 members 
of the intelligence services broke down her door, searched the apartment, and arrested   
and several of her siblings.

Once in the al-Khatib branch, she had to undress completely and was searched by a nurse from 
the nearby hospital. Initially, she was put in a single cell with two other people, which was only about 1.8 
meter by 1 meter in size. The sanitary conditions were appalling. The stench was unbearable.

During the multiple interrogations that   had to endure, she was accused of destroy-
ing the country. Every time she entered the department, be it to attend an interrogation, to go to the toilet 
or go somewhere else, she was beaten violently. She could hear screams of torture continuously, and she 
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had the impression that at least two people were being tortured at the same time. When she was able to 
see underneath her blindfold, she saw young people lying on top of each other in the corridor.

On one such occasion,   recalled, a person was tortured so violently that his loud 
screams suddenly ceased. The bodies of the people lying in the corridors were blue and covered with 
signs of beatings.

In addition,   was consistently subjected to sexualized verbal abuse, “the mild-
est” of which, according to her own statements, involved being called a prostitute. There were constant 
threats to rape her or her mother or sisters, with varying degrees of subtlety. She herself was touched on 
the breasts and thereby sexually assaulted.

After her time in al-Khatib, like many, she was taken to the general intelligence department in 
Kafr Sousa, where the ordeal continued.

After she was eventually released from there,   remained in Syria and continued to 
be involved with the opposition. After she was arrested for the fifth time and was detained and tortured 
by the Air Force Intelligence Directorate, among other entities, she fled to Turkey in April 2014. Today, 
she is still fighting as a journalist and women’s rights activist to expose the crimes against humanity 
committed in Syria.

 . 
ACTIVIST. POLITICAL SCIENTIST.

Every person processes trauma differently. Some people do not seem to notice the scars of torture and 
abuse, although those scars are, of course, still there. Others can hardly bear to talk about the suffering 
of their imprisonment and their experiences of torture.

To the latter group belongs  , for whom, beyond a shadow of a doubt, giving 
testimony both to the police and in this trial was considerably retraumatizing.

With regard to the experiences of  , the Federal Public Prosecutor stated in 
his summation that, although he had no doubt that she had been subjected to considerable torture and 
had also experienced sexual violence, he was unable to establish with the certainty required for a con-
viction where and when the witness had been subjected to which sexual assaults, due to various contra-
dictions between her police testimony and the testimony of her mother,  , who has 
been deposed in this trial.

This reasoning advanced by the Federal Public Prosecutor is not tenable.

From the perspective of the prosecution, whether and how the individual witnesses were subjected to 
sexual violence may not be crucial in the final analysis. This is because, in contrast to the indictment, the 
Federal Prosecutor has now also included in his summation a conviction for the crime against humanity 
under Section 7 (1) Point 6 VStGB, which is, of course, correct in principle.

Yet what good is this classification to   today if her individual suffering is 
not recognized? It has been established—including in the opinion of the Federal Public Prosecutor—
that   and her mother,  , were arrested at the end of May 
2012 because they took part in a sit-in. She was taken to the al-Khatib branch and detained there for a 
long period of time, which is clearly proven by her own statements, by the statement of the defendant 
R., and also by the statements of the witness . During this time—and the Federal Public Prose-
cutor has also correctly acknowledged this—she was severely tortured and subjected to considera-
ble physical abuses.

Unlike many other survivors of the Syrian regime’s torture facilities,   was 
not detained again at a later date, so it can be assumed in no uncertain terms that all of her statements 
relate to her detention in the al-Khatib branch. She was very capable of differentiating between what she 
had experienced during her brief stopover detention in Subdivision 40 and what she had experienced 
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later, when she was transferred to Adra Detention Center by way of Kafr Sousa Prison from her percep-
tions of the al-Khatib branch.

As discussed during the main trial, the witness described here and during her police interview an 
event that occurred in a torture facility at the al-Khatib branch. According to her statement, the guard, 
nicknamed “Abu Ghadab,” who has appeared in several other interviews with survivors, first hit her 
in the face and head with his fists. After that, the witness was subjected to electric shocks on a chair to 
which she had been fastened. She reported that the current was raised progressively higher.

After that,   was tortured with what was revealed during this main trial to be 
referred to as a “German chair,” a kind of slanted board which was used to overstretch the back as pain-
fully as possible. At the same time, she was beaten on the soles of her feet.

In the police interview which was presented in court,   reported how 
she was then hung up by her hands so that her feet could no longer touch the ground. Abu Ghadab 
allegedly sexually harassed her in the process and touched her all over her body while she was 
fully clothed.

Without going into further details here, in consideration of the personal rights of  
, these were certainly actions that can be qualified as sexual coercion, although there 

was no rape. During the main trial,   could not recall the specific details of the sex-
ual assault committed by Abu Ghadab that she described to the police. However,   
did report to the police that she had fainted in the torture facility and had apparently been taken from 
the torture facility back to another room in this state. She also stated that it was this kind of sexual vio-
lence that had particularly traumatized her.

What must not be forgotten in this connection, however, is that the joint plaintiff  
 described several such experiences during her police interview. This was also presented 

on her behalf during the main proceedings. For example, she indicated to police during a voluntary 
photo lineup that she recognized someone’s face but was not sure if she could identify him.

This person was a guard in the al-Khatib branch who was called “Abu Shemle”. Her actual words 
were: “I’m not sure if it’s that person. But if it is that person, I had a bad experience with him. I met him in the 
detention center. He was there for abuse and torture. He touched my breasts through the bars and talked 
to me about sex. He hurt me psychologically because of that. He is short and quite strong. He was dirty and 
disheveled and annoyed me. He was an unpleasant person. His nickname was ‘Abu Schemle.’”

This situation was also described by the joint plaintiff here during the main trial.

It was quite clear that she could remember this and the circumstances of these sexual assaults despite her 
trauma. With regard to the further sexual violence by the particularly sadistic guard nicknamed “Abu 
Ghadab,” who has been mentioned multiple times here, her memories were indeed clouded during the 
main trial.

However, one must also bear in mind how such traumas can affect memory in stressful situations. 
I am confident that the senate has the expertise to be able to do this. Based on all of my experiences and 
many conversations with injured people and survivors from Syria, I find it completely understanda-
ble that the witness could no longer clearly remember some details of the situation in the torture cham-
ber with her tormentor Abu Ghadab in a court environment with seven judges, one clerk of the court, 
two representatives of the Federal Prosecutor’s Office, several defense attorneys, members of the pub-
lic, counsel for the joint plaintiffs, interpreters and, last but not least, the defendant herself, due to the 
trauma she has suffered.

The credibility of the witness’s statements is supported by the fact that, even after being asked to 
do so, she did not try to simply rubber-stamp the statements she had made to the police at the time, but 
rather tried to portray exactly what she still remembers today.

She confirmed at least the sexual violence perpetrated by the guard Abu Schemle, as she 
had already done in her police interview. With regard to the conviction of Anwar R, the question of 
whether the guard with the nickname “Abu Ghadab” also committed sexual assault against  
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 is therefore immaterial. It is entirely sufficient for a conviction to be upheld if just one of 
the guards under the command of the defendant committed such acts.

There is no doubt as to the veracity of the statements made by   concern-
ing sexual violence by the guard Abu Schemle. Nor is there any doubt, according to this assessment, 
with regard to the statements made by the witness in the pre-trial proceedings concerning the guard 
Abu Ghadab, even though she was no longer able to remember them in detail due to her traumatization, 
despite her efforts in the course of the main trial.

This is also supported by the credible testimony of the witness  , who was 
detained in the al-Khatib branch for the second time only a short time before   in 
April 2012. She likewise described the two guards nicknamed “Abu Ghadab” and “Abu Schemle” spe-
cifically as those who threatened to rape her.

 . 
MEDICAL ENGINEER. ACTIVIST. BEEKEEPER.

The deposition of   on the 77th day of the trial also made an impression on me.

  first described in great detail his arrest and journey to the intelligence department, where 
he was later subjected to terrible torture and mistreatment.

It seemed, however, that what was most traumatizing for him was what he saw on that journey. It 
was very important to extend the taking of evidence on this point, because this is the only way to under-
stand the extent of the power of the Syrian secret services as a whole and their importance to the regime, 
and the terror they systematically spread among the civilian population by every means at their disposal.

On Valentine’s Day, 14 February 2012,   drove to work. He was arrested en route.  
 had tried to help people.   was technically proficient in medical engineering, pro-

fessionally setting up and maintaining medical equipment in hospitals. Now he was helping to establish 
and run field hospitals: makeshift mobile medical treatment teams that provided medical treatment to 
those tortured and injured in the demonstrations in Syria and to victims of the airstrikes; doctors who 
tried to save the lives of defenseless people.

During one of the several stops made by the bus in which he was being transported, he heard gun-
shots nearby. After half an hour, an armored vehicle drove past in the direction the bus had come from. 
What   saw next, he will never forget.

Stretched across the front of the vehicle was a child no older than 15 or 16. His arms were tied 
upwards; his feet could not touch the ground. His internal organs were hanging out of his body. There 
was blood everywhere, including on the boy’s face.

Then three children got on the bus, the youngest no older than 5, the oldest no older than 10. They 
were crying and trembling with fear. The 5-year-old, the youngest, took a seat on the bus next to  

 and, when asked, explained that his brother had just been killed.
This image is burned into  ’s mind. He then described, almost casually, his own more 

than horrific experiences in the al-Khatib branch.
The so-called “welcome party” administered by the intelligence officers—nothing more than a 

sadistic ritual marked by beatings and torture—was particularly violent in his case. He was beaten with 
all kinds of instruments—with shoes, with hands, with cables—for about an hour. He continued to be 
beaten severely in the holding cell of the al-Khatib branch’s underground detention center.

At that moment, he saw the lined-up feet of fellow detainees through the ventilation slit of the 
holding cell, in front of which he was lying and being beaten. In this desperate situation, he began to 
tickle the feet of his fellow detainees so that he, dehumanized by the guards, could hear a human laugh.

Later,  was placed in a collective cell which was no larger than 25 square meters and 
in which there were more than 100 other detainees. The temperature and humidity were high. The only 
option was to squat down—lying down was impossible because of the cramped conditions. There was 
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a toilet for everyone in the cell itself, from which one also had to take drinking water. The sanitary con-
ditions were unimaginable.   did not see any medical care being given to the prisoners. The 
food was—if provided at all—just enough to stay alive.

  tore his remaining undershirt to bandage a fellow detainee’s feet and thighs, which 
were already festering. Another fellow detainee had smashed fingers. Overall, the condition of the pris-
oners was dreadful. Several lost their minds under the conditions of their detention.

  was interrogated for six days. As was the case with almost all detainees, he was 
blindfolded. The interrogator himself did not get his hands dirty, but gave instructions to the guards. For 
instance, after   refused an offer “to cooperate,” he said, “Take this animal away and explain 
to him how things work, how he has to cooperate with us!”

After that, he was immediately kicked violently in the genitals. He was severely beaten. He was 
also subjected to electrical shocks. In addition to the electric shocks, he was also beaten with the four-
core cable described here by several survivors. It dug deep into the flesh of the abused during the beat-
ings due to the protruding wires.

  still suffers from the physical and psychological consequences of the torture to 
this day. After his release from the Branch 251 torture facility,   continued to set up field 
hospitals for the “Bureau of Free Doctors” initiative, such as in Ghouta, and also a field hospital in 
Badiya after his second detention with the Syrian Air Force Intelligence Directorate, before he fled 
Syria for good.

 . 
ENTREPRENEUR. ACTIVIST.

  was a successful entrepreneur before the revolution began, and had a company sell-
ing hair gel and creams, among other things. His wife is from Daraa. In 2011, the regime had besieged 
the city for a long time, killing many people, including children. As a result,   went to 
a demonstration together with his wife. There, they chanted against the siege of Daraa.

Since the regime was preventing food, especially milk, from being brought to Daraa, slogans 
such as “Milk for Daraa” and “End the siege” were shouted.   took photos of his wife 
and daughters and others at the demonstration as a personal souvenir. He was then brutally arrested 
and beaten. Initially transported to Branch 40, like many other survivors,   was ulti-
mately sent to Branch 251. Once there, he knew exactly where he was because he was familiar with the 
entrance to the branch. His parents’ house was only about 200 meters away. He had spent his youth and 
childhood there.

He was beaten with wooden batons and electric cables right from the start. Apparently, 
 , as with other detainees, was also subjected to beatings with an electric baton, such 

as those used in the past to herd animals.
From the beginning of his detention, he could hear the cries of other detainees being tortured. Not 

least because of his personal relationship with the former Syrian president Shukri al-Quwatli, he was 
initially questioned quite amiably during his interrogation, which was carried out directly by Anwar R

However, when   asked why he was in the al-Khatib branch in the first place, 
he immediately noticed that something had changed. Anwar R became red in the face, and the initially 
friendly treatment altered completely, which   attributed to the fact that Anwar R 
wanted to prevent the place where he was being held from being identified. He called a guard and just 
said, “Throw him out.” In addition to the inhumane detention conditions,   was subse-
quently the victim of torture and abuse on several occasions. Beaten, kicked, and whipped with electric 
cables, he uttered screams unlike anything he had ever heard before. He was also tortured naked with 
electric shocks while being doused with water several times, which maximized the pain. He was also 
threatened with his wife, daughters and son being imprisoned and raped. He was later taken to Kafr 
Sousa. Before his release there, in the cell, he met a boy of about 15 years old who had also previously 
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been detained in al-Khatib branch. He noticed traces of blood on the boy’s pants, and took care of him 
in a kind of fatherly gesture of friendship. After the 15-year-old had remained silent for several days, 
he told him in confidence where the many traces of blood in his trousers had come from. The guards in 
the al-Khatib branch had inserted a broomstick into his anus. In addition to the physical pain caused by 
this rape as well as the psychological trauma, he also suffered from the fact that he would not be able to 
talk about it with anyone in Syrian society, due to the overwhelming stigma that would, according to 

 , otherwise follow him for the rest of his life.
After being released from this detention,   was again detained and tortured by 

the Air Force Intelligence Directorate in 2012. He was detained for a third time in 2013.
Nevertheless,   was not broken by the regime. It was only in 2015, when all busi-

ness opportunities in Syria had collapsed for him, that he left the country. He is now living in Europe.

 . 
ECONOMIST. PEACE AND SECURITY SCHOLAR.  
ACTIVIST. NGO WORKER.

The story of   is somewhat different from that of other detainees in Branch 251, but no 
less tragic.   grew up in the Yarmouk refugee camp in Damascus. She graduated success-
fully in Damascus and worked for an educational program run by the European Commission.

When the revolution began,   stood up against the regime of Bashar al-Assad. She 
had many friends who did similar things. She knew that some of them had disappeared into Branch 251.

In March 2012, she was stopped at a checkpoint about 40 kilometers from Damascus. One of the 
many checkpoints operated by the intelligence services, it was where she was initially arrested and 
detained. Unlike many others, however,   was released there, presumably because of 
her work for the European Commission. However, she was ordered to report in person to Branch 251 
in al-Khatib. Of course, this was a frightening prospect because Branch 251 had a terrible reputation. 

  knew that several other activists and friends of hers were also being detained there. 
Some of them had never made it out again.

And so, logically enough,   hesitated to present herself there. However, the secu-
rity guards had taken her ID card and her laptop. She couldn’t get anywhere without her ID. Any check at 
a checkpoint would have meant a new arrest. Even if she had wanted to go abroad, there would have been 
no way of doing so. In the end,   did in fact go to Branch 251. She was received in an admin-
istration room, where she was kept waiting for a day without being asked any questions. Then began a 
long period of time with her interrogator. At the beginning, he was friendly, trying to get information.

When it became clear that   would not help the intelligence service, she was 
handed over to a guard. She was blindfolded, her hands were tied, and she went down steps into air that 
smelled musty, damp and disgusting. She was called a “criminal,” a “whore,” and was subject to other 
equally sexist verbal abuse. Then she was tortured.

The walls in the torture room were covered with blood and dirt.   was tied by the 
hands and suspended from the wall. Her feet could no longer touch the floor. She had to hang like that 
for four to five hours. The same treatment was applied to her in the solitary confinement cell, where she 
was then temporarily locked up.

She was beaten with various objects, including a whip, a broken chair, but also with hands and 
feet. She was given electric shocks, sometimes to the most sensitive parts of her body. She had to endure 
sexualized violence, although no rape occurred.

When   had to stay overnight in the branch, she was in a solitary cell. She had to 
listen to other prisoners being beaten in the corridor. There was no medical care. The food supply was 
also completely inadequate, as were the sanitary conditions. During her time in the detention center, she 
met Anwar R, and was later able to identify him. It may seem unusual that   was tem-
porarily dismissed from the branch intermittently and then called back in. However, in light of her 
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activities, it probably made sense from an intelligence standpoint to handle it this way: to carry out 
torture as an attempt at intimidation, with the presumed plan to get   to “cooperate,” 
including in the context of her work for the European Commission. But   stood firm.

After her release from the al-Khatib branch,   remained in Syria and continued to 
be involved in activism. In May 2012, she was again detained by the Syrian General Intelligence Direc-
torate, and was fortunately allowed to go free. In June 2012, when the situation in her neighborhood esca-
lated completely and there were bombings and arrests,   had to go to al-Khatib again. 
There, it was made very clear to her that she would have to get a one-way ticket to leave the country. If 
she re-entered, she would be arrested again. What would happen in this case was clear to  

 based on her previous experiences and her knowledge of the detention of many other activists.
As a result,   left Syria. In Europe, she was actively involved in various NGOs. She 
founded and still leads a civil society organization in Germany.

  decided to testify in this trial. Like many others, she put establishing the truth 
through this legal process above the risk of reawakening her own trauma.

 . 
COMEDIAN. ARTIST. ACTIVIST.

The descriptions given by   on the 86th day of the main trial here in Koblenz have also 
burned themselves into my memory.

Arrested by Shabiha militia on behalf of the al-Khatib branch, beaten half to death, almost raped 
with a plastic pipe and mock executed,   was admitted to the al-Khatib branch in 
such a desperate state of health that he was transferred from there to the torture hospital in Harasta 
after one night.

The impressions that   was able to recount in great detail in the main proceed-
ings in this regard are of considerable importance in establishing the extent to which torture, mistreat-
ment and murder occurred not only in but also under the authority of the al-Khatib branch.

We learned that there were several rooms for detainees in the Harasta Military Hospital that were 
assigned to the intelligence departments and monitored by the guards of these departments.

For instance, the al-Khatib branch also had its own room. The atrocities that took place in this 
hospital have already been comprehensively described by the Federal Public Prosecutor. No medical 
treatment was provided. Rather, detainees there were deliberately beaten on the injured parts of their 
body; cigarettes were stubbed out on them; and they were consistently and arbitrarily mistreated, threat-
ened and insulted. Bodies of detainees lay in the corridors and the toilet facilities.

Most memorable for me was  ’s description of how he was shocked during a 
visit to the toilet to find the body of a child of about 12 years old there. Also, a detainee who was tied to 
him in the same bed died next to him. The detainee’s body was later unfeelingly dragged away by guards 
of the al-Khatib branch after   had pointed out that the man was stone cold.

  survived his stint in Harasta and was transferred back to al-Khatib, where he 
was then interrogated.

In addition to the inhumane prison conditions to which other survivors were also subjected, he 
had hot melted plastic poured down his back, was beaten with cables and tubing and was humiliated by 
being forced to drink the waste water from the air conditioning system. But   endured 
it all. Even today,   bears the marks of injury; scars on his hands from being restrained, 
on his back because a piece of flesh was torn out by the wired cables, on his feet, and no doubt psycho-
logical after-effects too.

He heard from fellow detainees how the “German chair” torture method had broken people’s 
spines, and that fellow detainees had had their testicles beaten with rubber truncheons, and that these 
truncheons had also been inserted into their anuses. Plastic containers filled with water had been tied to 
a person’s penis while he was suspended by his hands.
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  had to witness a fellow detainee dying in his collective cell on the very first night of 
his detention.

The guards ignored their pleas to help the dying man.

Upon his return from the hospital in Harasta, he witnessed the deaths of at least three other detainees in 
the underground torture cells. In the morning, they said the Muslim prayer for the dead.

 , who had demonstrated against the Syrian regime before his arrest, remained 
active in the protest movement following his release and the unbearable tortures he had to endure, and 
fled to Germany in 2013. He is now a successful author and comedian in Germany.
His statements at the main trial, as well as to the police, about his experiences in the al-Khatib branch 
and the so-called “hospital” of Harasta are completely credible. The questions as to whether the witness 
could identify the defendant do not change this. He had already stated to the police that he was not sure 
whether he recognized Anwar R as one of the employees of Branch 251. He truthfully said, however, that 
he recognized his photo.

During the main trial,   again stated that he did not recognize Anwar R as an 
officer of the al-Khatib branch. In this respect, he did not show any desire to incriminate the defendant.

This does not mean that he can rule out that it was the defendant he saw in the al-Khatib branch, 
but neither does it mean that he could recognize him. Why, then, should the witness—as the defense may 
imply—testify untruthfully on this particular point, when this would be more exculpatory than incrim-
inating for the defendant?
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 . 
LAWYER. ACTIVIST.

In May 2011,   was in Zabadani, a settlement that was a thorn in the Syrian regime’s side. 
More than 100 people were arrested there as part of a concerted campaign by the intelligence services 
and the military, including  .

The journey to the al-Khatib branch was punctuated by verbal abuse and beatings. At the 
al-Khatib branch, he was subjected to extensive violence, including beatings on the soles of his feet with 
a four-core cable, both during the sadistic “welcome party” and the interrogations. He suffered injuries 
all over his body as a consequence of these beatings, especially on his feet.

At the trial, he explained that at some point a person no longer feels the pain, but this does not 
lessen the traumatizing effect.

After receiving severe blows to his feet,   was forced to jump up and down and stomp 
his feet to increase the pain. He was then forced to lie down again and continued to be beaten on his feet. 
After about five days, he was transferred and discharged from there.

Later,   said, despite the very stressful situation for him of his torture and detention:
“My small consolation was that my detention was for a good cause. I just accepted that the Syr-

ian regime is like that and can’t be any other way. When you are an activist for the opposition, you know 
that this can happen to you.”

All of these survivors and thousands more are united by the fact that, despite the dangers to 
themselves, their families, friends and comrades-in-arms, they took to the streets against an inhumane 
regime that has always tortured and murdered.

What unites them is that they stood up for freedom and self-determination and, for the most part, 
did so even after they had already suffered painful experiences in the al-Khatib branch.

For me, they are the heroes of these proceedings. In some cases, they have had to cope with 
reawakening considerable trauma in order to describe their experiences to this court in public and to 
play a part in establishing the truth.

And what about Anwar R?

Anwar R worked his way up within the Syrian intelligence service. Before and after the revolution, tor-
ture, rape and murder were common and accepted methods there.

This was his day-to-day job.

After all, these were the tools that the Syrian intelligence services had used under the rule of Hafez 
al-Assad and later under that of Bashar al-Assad. Anwar R made it to the rank of colonel within the Gen-
eral Intelligence Directorate, the second-highest position in the hierarchy. The fact that he achieved this 
as a Sunni—and not an Alawite, who are fundamentally privileged in the regime—was not unplanned. 
Anwar R did not reach the rank of colonel and head of the interrogation subdivision in the al-Khatib 
branch by chance. He worked hard for it and must have distinguished himself as a completely loyal intel-
ligence officer, because in 2012, he was the highest-ranking member of the General Intelligence Direc-
torate to attend a conference of several of Syria’s intelligence services. His position had many personal 
and financial benefits for him.

It was not until the end of 2012 that Anwar R sought the path of least resistance for him at that 
time: namely, the path to Jordan.

Whether this was accompanied by a genuine renunciation of the regime cannot be definitively 
determined in this trial. However, it is also irrelevant to the question of his responsibility for the crimes 
committed under his command in Syria on a daily basis. At the end of 2012, the regime of Bashar al-As-
sad appeared doomed. There was a legitimate expectation at the time that the opposition could take 
power. At the same time, there may have been pressure from the defendant’s family to leave the country 
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after the massacre in al-Houla, Anwar R’s hometown. Everything that Anwar R himself may have 
described afterwards in Jordan and elsewhere to other people about the alleged reasons for his flight 
must, of course, also be seen in the context of the defendant’s motivation to no longer present himself 
abroad as an ardent supporter of the regime. Looking at how he arrived in Jordan alone, the Jordanian 
intelligence service would certainly have sent him back to Syria if he had not presented himself as a 
politically motivated deserter.

There is one last thing I would like to say to Anwar R, the defendant here, in the event that he is 
sentenced to life imprisonment, as requested by the Federal Public Prosecutor:

This court here in Koblenz will decide how long after the first 13 years of your life sentence you 
will have to serve as a minimum before you can even make a first request for parole. How you behave 
after the verdict here will also be a decisive factor for this assessment.

Not only here in Germany, but worldwide, thousands of Syrians are waiting for an answer regard-
ing the whereabouts of their missing children, parents, relatives and friends.

Help these people to finally have certainty about the fate of their friends and relatives!

Share the location of the data you allegedly smuggled out of Syria!

Tell us what you know about them truthfully and openly!

No one believes the story that this data was destroyed while your children were playing in Jordan.

Ladies and gentlemen, esteemed members of the Senate,

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those involved in the proceedings once again for the fair 
and humane way in which they were handled, despite occasionally differing opinions.

In addition to the question of guilt and legal consequences for the defendant, which must natu-
rally be resolved, this judgment stands in a historical context.

Your findings can and will help to define on an international level the regime of Bashar al-Assad 
for what it is: a criminal, systematically torturing, raping and murdering regime—a regime with whom 
one does not negotiate, but who must be brought to justice.

Thank you.
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